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Abstract

As a society, tremendous strides have been made in addressing violence against

women and children. Yet, when most acknowledgements of abuse are made, they

tend to be within a specific or isolated context - one that recognizes men as abusers

and women as victims. There is lìttle recognition that women especially mothers -
have the capacity to sexually abuse children. Although there is some research that

examines female-perpetrated sexual abuse, existing approaches tend to rest upon

conceptions ofthe female offender as rnad, bad, or victirn. However, such

constructions ignore the complexity of the issue and leave victims with no language

to speak about their experiences.

The aim ofthis work is to develop a more reflexive theoretical approach in

order to move beyond rigid explanations. Such a perspective will be informed by

survivors' narratives, specifically, multiple un-structured interviews with eight

women who were sexually abused by their mother or female caregiver. Working

within a poststructur alist framework (which locates matemal sexual abuse within a

discourse analysis), survivor accounts are critically analysed iu order to explore how

social constructions based on femininity, heterosexuality, and motherhood influence

survivors' perceptions oftheir mother or female caregiver.

Fìndings suggest the impact of mother-daughter sexual abuse on suwivors is

particularly profound - especially in tenns ofthe nature ofthe abuse as well as the

complex ways survivors have coped wìth, resisted, and suruived the sexual violence,

Furlher, while survivors certainly draw on (and actively use) mad, bad, and victim

explanations when attempting to make sense of the violence, they also recognize that



their lnothers hold agency and had the capacity to make different choices. Finally,

matemal sexual abuse tends to have an enorrnous impact on surwivors' identities

(speciñcally, gender, sexuality, and mother identities), which I argue are influenced

by dominant discursive understandings of motherhood, femininity, and

heterosexuality.
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INTRODUCTION

{ Problem with No Name

Because the world needs to know.
There are sisters silent with this and there should be no more silence,
It is real.
It is there.
It happens.
We are victims - we did not ask for this.
We are sisters - all of us.

Bobbie Rosencrans - The Last Secret, 1997 , p. 71

Filty years ago, child sexual abuse was considered to be an extremely infrequent

phenomenon. When Samuel Kirson Weinburg estimated in 1955 that the rate of such

violence was about one in a million, there was little resistance to his claims. Child

sexual abuse victims were thereby relegated to live in silence, a silence wlrich

continued until the 1970s and 80s when research on rapel and child sexual abuse2

including survivor accounts3 - began to emerge. Attention to this issue was largely

due to the success of the women's movement in transforming male violer.rce against

women and children from a private trouble into a public issue. Groundbreaking

studies (Rush, 1980; Butler, 1978) identified child sexual abuse as being more

widespread and dar-naging than was previously recognized. These findrngs challenged

tladitional incest taboo paradigms, whereby child sexual abuse was tl.rought to be a

rare phenomenon leserved olly for pedophiles and sexual sadists. It seen.red, finally,

that the silence surrounding violence against women and children had been broken.

rSee, for example: Russell, 1982; Clark, 1977; Brownmiller, 1975; Medea and, Thompson, 1974I 
See. lor example: WaLd. 1984: Her¡ran. lQ8 I .

' See. for example: McNaron and Morgan , 1982; Brady, 1979; Alïrshong, 1978.



Within this newly emerging field of feminist scholarship, feminists primarily

concentrated on child abuse and spousal assault within the context of male offenders

and female victims. As such, under the rubric of 'violence against women,' not all

gendered harms were criminalized. Eventually, however, male suryivors of child

sexual abuse began to come forward, a 
as well as male victims of intimate spousal

abuse from their female parlners.s Despite the shift from the rigid bìnary of 'n-rale-

only offender' and 'female-only victim,' sexual abuse by a female perpetrator on a

female child victim was and still remains largely neglected in the literature.

One reason for the scarcity ofresearch in this atea has been feminism's

reluctance to speak about women's - and especially mother's capacity to sexually

abuse children (Young, 1993). In faimess to feminist discourse, there are good

reasons why feminists have been reluctant to bring female-perpetrated violence into

the public domain. For one, feminists have spent decades fighting the oppressive

effects ofpatnarcìry for women. Specifically, wjth the advent ofthe second wave

feminist movement, sexual violence was understood to be the direct outcome of

misogyristic sexisni. This asseÍìon is best illustrated by Susan Brownmiller, who

argues that "rape is nothing more or less than a conscious process of intimidation by

which all nrcn keep all wonten ín a state offear" (1975: 5; emphasis in original) and

by Catharine MacKimon, who inimitably wntes: "Man fucks woman. Subject verb

object" (1982: 541). As an object, then, womal cannot hold power or gain control.

She is always powerless and strictly controllable; hence, she is completely incapable

a 
See, for exailrple: Ande¡son and Struckman-Johnson, 1998; Crowder, 1995; Miletski, 1995; Lawsor,

1993;Hunter, i990; Bolton, Morris, and MacEachon, 1989; Krug, 1989; Dimock, 1988; Lew, 1988;
Condy et al., 1987; Reihuaf, 1987; Sarrel and Masters, 1982; Ellerstein and Canavan, 1980; Nasjleti,
1980.
5 

See, for example: Fiebe¡t and Gonzalez, 1997; Brinkerhoff and Lupri, 1988; Mcleod, 1984.



of perpetrating sexual violence (Arderson, 1998). Regrettably, however, such a

feminist approach is actually disempowering to females (Welldon, 1988). Even if

sexually abusive women are victims of patriarchy, to treat women as "always ready

victims" (Graycar and Morgan, 2002) creates a false consciousness by implying that

won-ren have no control over theìr 1ives. This reductionist approach therefore ìgnores

the culpability of a mother and her ability to sexually abuse children.

Alother reason why feminists have been reluctant to bring female-perpetrated

violence into the public dornain pertains to the concem that exploration of female-

perpetrated sexual abuse will detract from the major problem ofsexual violence by

males. Many feminists fear that calling attention to this issue will provide further

amnrunition to those who argue that women are "men's equals" in violence (see, for

example, Pearson, 1997; Straus, 1993; Vanderbili., 1992). For instance, Janice Ristock

(2002) notes that in Norlh America and Europe, there is a strong backlash against

f-erninism." This movement is generally supporled by conservative politics and is

decidedly 'pro-family' in its rhetoric (i.e. it views patriarchal and heterosexual

models as essential to the preservation of social noms and values). Anti-feminists

have accused feminist analysts of inflating the rates ofviolence against women to

promote a false view of women as victims. For example, in a Lear's magazine adicle,

Heidi Vanderbilt (1992) maintains that given their role as primary caregivers, women

are just as likely to be sexually abusive towards their children as men. As such, a key

defence tactic employed by this consewative movement has been to convey the

message that'women are just as violent as men.' Anti-feminist authors, therefore,

6 
See also: Mouissey, 2003; Bems, 2001; MarJeau, 1999; Renzetti, 1999; KelJy, 1996, 1991; Ashe and

Cahn, 1994; Scott, 1994; White and Kowalski, 1994.



argue that violence 1s slrnmetrical, needs to be 'de-gendered,' and should be seen as a

'human problem.'7 Feminist concems over this anti-feminist backlash make

substantive sense and certainly have not been unfounded. However, as Liz Kelly

(1996) argues, the very reluctance of feminists to address the issue of women's

violence has actually worked against the wonen's movement because it gave anti-

feminists an uncontested space to promote their propaganda (which included my,ths

and moral panics such as lesbians 'abuse children' and are 'serial killers').

Despite these reasons, the feminist tendency to avoid the issue of female-

perpetrated sexual abuse has the potential to invalìdate survivors' experiences (White

and Kowalski, 1994). As one survivor wriles:

I searched for articles in feminist publications on sexual abuse. Vifually
every'thing I found was based on the assumption that men were the
perpetrators. There was no substantial discussion about the sexual
violence of women toward children. By the consistent exclusion ofthis
issue, I felt as though my expelience was not impoÍant enough to even be
acknowledged by leminist women, and some trten, who wrote so
powerfully and eloquently about the need to stop male violence against
women and children. (Crockett, 2001: 205)

Wrile there is no disputing that tlie vast najority of sexual violence is committed by

men, this should not devalue the importance of research centering on women's

capacity to sexually abuse chìldren. In this regard, Kelly (1996) contends that because

of fen.rinism's silence around women's violence, as feminists we ale failing women

and chìldren who have suffered from such abuse. Kelly therefore asks feminists not

nlerely to consider what we stand to lose by addressing women's violence, but also

what we potentially stand to gain. To this end, exposing the small percentage of

7 Anti-femirists ftequently cite Claire Reruetti's (1992) earlie¡ work where she clainred that lesbian
violence occuned at the sane mte as hetelosexual violence. Iloweve¡, Renzetti's research was not a

prevalence study drawn from a random sample; therefore, her work carDot be iDterpreted as such.



female offenders does not dismiss the fact that the vast majority ofsexual abusers are

male lgnoring women's capacity for sexual violence only succeeds in ostracizing

survivors of female-perpetrated sexual abuse. As Michelle Elliott has ¡emarked: ..In

1968, a little girl told me about her stepfather. I thought she was one in a million.

Let's not make the same mistake now" (1993a: l3a).

How Prevalent is Female-Perpetrated Sexual Abuse?

when female-perpetrated sexual abuse is recognized, it is often viewed by feminists

and non-feminists alike as an extremely rare occurrence (much like male-perpetrated

sexual abuse decades earlier). An illustration ofthis perceived ranty is found in a

recent book, I House Divided; Suspicions of Mother-Daughter Incest,by paul

Abramson and Steven Pinkerton (2001). The book represents the experiences of

Helen cross, a well-educated mother accused of sexually molesting her five-year-old

daughter. The charges were eventually dropped and cross' daughter was retumed to

her care. What makes tl.ris story remarkable is that the primary author, who is a

renowned sex psychologist with over thirty years' experience in the discipline, argued

that mother-daughter sexual abuse was virtually 
'o'-existent 

and the "red herring" of

all violence (Abramson and Pinkerton, 2001: 193). I¡ fact, when attempting to

calculate base prevalence statistics in order to determine false reporling rates,

Abramson a'd Pi'kerlon (2001:219) similar to weinberg some decades earlier -
estimate that the frequency of mother-daughter sexual abuse is one in a million,

which they argue "seems a reasonable but probably high estimate."

The unfortunate reality, however, is that some mothe¡s do sexually abuse their

children, Although female-perpetrated sexual abuse is a relatively rare phenomenon



compared to male violence, researchers estìmate a prevalence range anyrvhere

between 1 and 20 percent,s depending on whether the data were collected from

official sources or self-reporl surveys.

In terms of official statistics, the Canadian Commission on Sexual Offences

against Children and Youth (1984: 215) found that 1 .2 percent of suspected sex

offenders were female. A decade later, data collected from the Winnipeg Family

Violence Coufi between 1992 and 1997 (n:1 ,349) revealed that 3 percent of child sex

offenders were female (Ursel and Gorkoff, 2001:82). These data tend to be consistenl

with equivalent sources from the United States. For example, data collected in New

Hampshire and Vermont found that 2 percent of convicted child molesters were

fenrale (Rowan, Rowan, and Langelier, 1990:82).

ln contrast to official statistics, self-report studies tend to exbibit higher

prevalence rates. e For example, David Finkelhor and Diana Russell's (1984)

renowned study on child sexual abuse indicates that 6 percent of girls were victirnized

by females. Further, in 1992 a hot|ne - called Childline was established jn the

United Kingdom for one year in order for callers to talk about their sexual abuse

experiences, There were a total of8,663 telephone calls during this period. Based on

I 
See, for example, Finkelho¡ and Russell, 1984.

e Ofhcial data sources, such as Uniforn Crime Reporls and otlter follns ofcrirninal justice data
collection, are generally much lower than self-report studies for several reasons. First, according to a
general 'crime funnel' (Schmalleger, MacAlister, and McKenna, 2004), crime tates te[d to sluink as
one moves f¡om the actual crime, to reporting, to prosecuting, and to convictio[. Second, lower
percentages can also be viewed as a reflection ofthe legal system's inability to prosecute fernale
offenders due to nume¡ous social barriers, which will be discussed in a proceeding chapter. Finally,
these social barrie¡s also resonate among survivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse, rvhich may
prohibit them from coming forward to officially report the incident - even ifthey disclose the abuse in
a confidential and anonynous seJf-reporl suruey.



records kept from calls, 9 percent (n:780) of the disclosu¡es involved a sexually

abusive female (Harrison, 1993),r0

Although prevalence studies (both official and self-report data) are useful in

that they give us some estimate of the problem, they are limited for several reasons.

First, due to the strong stigma attached to child sexual abuse by a female (especially a

mother), cases are likely to be underreported more so than for child sexual abuse by

a male (Jennings, I 993).I I

Second, interpretation ofprevalence data should be regarded \ryith caution

because closer investigation often reveals that women are being charged as co-

offenders ifthey were thought to have known about the abuse, but did not report it

(Kelly, I 991). Although the quality of parenting is called into question by mothers

who fail to report, such women aÍe not - nor should they be classified as co-

olfenders.

Third, the problem with relying solely on statìstical information, espscially in

the case of family violence, is that not everything can be quantified into constructs,

indexes, and scales because "statistics do not have faces" (Danica, 1996: 136). For

this reason, accessing the standpoints of offenders or suryivors is essential if a better

understanding of mother-daughter sexual abuse is to be achieved.

Fourlh, it is simply not enough to ask the 'gender question,' for example, to

include mothers and other females in a list of potential perpetrators. More often than

r0 The b¡eakdown ofthe relationship to the victim was as follows: 34 percent from a mother; 22
percerìt fronr a female relative/acquaintance; 1 1 percent from a sister; 11 percent from an aunt; 11
percent from a stepmother, and 1 I percent f: om both parents (Harrison, 1993: 90).
ìì For example, statistics generated f¡om Childline in Britain reyealed that 90 percent ofthe callers
who disclosed sexual abuse by a female commented that they had never previously told anyone about
the violence (Elliott, 1993b: 8). For more in-depth discussio[s on the undeüepofting of female-
perpehated sexual abuse see: Hetherton, 1999; Hethefion and Beardsall, 1998;Allen, 1991.



not, what remains errrbedded in the wording of these questionnaires is the assumption

that a// respondents are heterosexual and a// violence is perpetrated by men. Surveys,

then, may in fact contribute to the undeneporting of mother-daughter sexual violence

because of the sublle yet powerful messages implicit in their text (Peter and Bolton,

2004:7).

Firially, it is irnpofant to ask what exactly our motives for wanting to

establish prevalence rates are. Is it to confim the 'tip of the iceberg' view

sunounding female offenders? Or is it to supporl the argument that any number is

sufficient to be taken seriously? Kelly (1996: 43) wams that caution should be taken,

especially where 'iceberg' arguments are seen as the primary motive because it

succeeds in propagating moral panics, whìch inevitably become appropriated into

truth claims. Thus, simply attemptilg to establish prevalence rates is insufficient to

the study of female-perpetrated sexual abuse. To this end, theorizing around such

vìolence needs to evolve beyond standardized data collection (Simari and Baskin,

1980).

Naming the Violence: A Statement of the Problem

Wìiile there have been a wealth of studies that examine the inlpact of male violence

on wolnen and children, there is little research that explores survivor accounts of

chìld sexual abuse when the offender is a mother or a rnother-figure. When it is

recognized that mothers do sexually abuse children, the focus is usually on clinical

research and practice, and there is ljttle or no attempt to theorize how survivors make

sense oftheir mother's violence. For example, rnuch ofthe clinical research on

mother-daughter sexual abuse focuses on conceptions of the female offender as



'victim,' 'mad,' and/or'bad' (Comack and Brickey,2003). Thus, through psych-

based research,12 when it becomes known that a mother has abused her child, she is

often regarded as anti-female or'bad' (ifshe acted independently) or she is not seen

as responsible (if she was a 'victim' of male violence or suffered from a mental

illness - and is therefore 'mad'). But how do daughters who have been abused by

theil mothers interpret such violence? The problem with constructing mothers as

victim, rnad, and/or bad is that it ignores the cornplexity of the issue and leaves

victims with little discursive language to speak about their expenences beyond these

labels, which ultimately has a tremendous impact on surwivors' ability to make sense

of their mother's hunlul behaviour.

In contrast, the present study employs a feminist poststructuralist fiamework

in order to explore the heterogeneity of mother-daughter sexual abuse.

Poststructuralism is useful because it challenges the universal representations of

dorninant discourses. As such, th¡ee mainstream dominant discourses - motherhood,

femininity, and heterosexuality - will be critically analyzed in order to examine how

mother-daughter sexual abuse is understood (i,e. becomes constituted) through these

nainstream social constructions. Specihcally, by critically analyzing these dominant

discourses, more comprehensive explanations of mother-daughter sexual abuse can be

explored, especially in tems of how mothers and female violence are discussed.

The main objective of this dissertation is to explore the impact of mother-

daughter sexual abuse on surwivors especially in terms of how dominant discourses

r2 In refening to psych-based lit€mnrre, I am not referencing psychoanal¡ic research. Rather, as will
be discussed in proceeding chapters, I anr refedng to the positivistic tesea¡ch ofmainstream
psychology, which is othetwise known as the 'psy' or 'psych-based' discourse (see, for example:
Morgan, 2005; Comack and Brickey, 2003).



of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality inform the identities of survivors. To

realize this objective, this study utilizes a qualitative methodology involving a senes

of in-depth interviews (up to four) with eight female survivors who have been

sexually abused by their mother or mother-figure. These interviews not only enable

survivors to have a voice (which until now has been mostly silenced), but their first-

hand accounts can also foster our understanding ofwhat happens when experiences of

being rlothered do not match societal expectations of motherhood and mothering. In

sum, three research questions guide tl-ris work:

1. What is the impact of matemal sexual abuse on female suruivors?

2. How do survivors constitute a mother who is sexually abusive? Do
prevailing constructs of 'mad,' 'bad,' or 'victim' resonate for
survivors?

3. How do discursive constructions (such as motherhood, femininity,
and heterosexuality) inform the identities of su¡¡ivors?

Definition of Terms

For the purposes ofthis study, sexual abuse refers to any sexual assault or sexual

exploitation ofa child or adolescent by an adult that results in emotional, physical,

and/or sexual trauma (Struve, 1990: 8). Such a definition acknowledges violence

peryetrated by a mother or a mother-figure on her daughter. Exarlples ofpotential

child sexual abuse include vaginal and/or anal penetration, oral sex, genital

stimulation (such as fondling), voyeurism, exhibitionism, pomography, and

prostitution.

It was decided to use the term sexual abuse, rather than incest (unless the

word incest was a¡ticulated by one of the study participants), even though the two
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terms are often used interchangeably. Traditionally, incest refers to a sexual

encounter between family members who are biologically related. Historically, tbis

sexual relationship has been forbidden and seen as taboo (Bagley and King, 1990:

39). Yet, despite its taboo statlls, incest per se is not necessarily regarded as a

Criminal Code offence. Specifically, Section 155. (1) ofthe Canadian Criminal Code

defines incest as, "Every one commits 'incest' who, knowing that another person is

by blood relationship his or her parent, child, brother, srster, grandparent or

grandchild, as the case may b e,has sexual inrercourse with that person" (emphasis

added). Explicit in the definition is thal heterosexual intercourse nrust take place in

order for incest to be criminally outlawed. Thus, under the Criminal Code an

incestuous relationship between a mother and her daughter would not be an offence.

Also problematic in the legal definitjon ofincest is that there is no distinction

between victim and offender. In fact, ifconsent is legally proven, both parlies would

be criminally liable and could be imprisoned for up to fourteen years. For these

reasons, I have opted to use the term sexual abuse, because it is clearly viewed as a

Criminal Code offence that reed not entail heterosexual intercourse and the victim

and offender are more clearly identified.

In addition, throughout this study I have elected to refer to women who have

been sexually abused by their mothers as 'survivors.' My decisìon to preference the

word 'survivor' ove¡ 'victìm' was based on my interviews with project participants.

Specifically, when I asked the women interviewed what they preferred to identify as,

the majority adamantly replied that they were survivors. Despite their preference to

use the word survivor, not all of the women I spoke to felt completely comfortable

with being seen exclusively as survivors. For example, one woman felt uneasy with
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being labelled only as a sulivor because she feared that it implies that she is totally

over her past victimization. As such, the categones ofvictim and survivor are not

static, but rather shilt and change constantly. As a result, even though I use the word

su¡/ivor, I do appreciate that 'victim' and 'sulivor' are not mutually exclusive

categories and that recovery is often a nonJirear process (Monture-Angus, 1995).

Finally, in the present study, motherhood is understood to be historically

variable (Phoenix and Woollett, 1991). Emphasis, therefore, is not on the biological

determinisms of becoming a mother, but rather on the social definitions and the

dominant discursive recognition ofmotherhood. Interlwined within the social

constructions of motherhood are the discur.sive terrains of femininity and

heterosexually all ofwhich are interrelated and inform how women mother.

Mothelhood, then, is inextricably linked to the experiences of mothering, which can

be dehned as the daily managemeú of children's lives (Phoenix and Woollett, 1991).

Mothering occurs within a specific social context of dominant motherhood

discourses. This is not to suggest that all women's experiences of mothering are the

same. For this reason, the role of agency is also central to mothering expedences.

Overview of the Dissertation

The dissertation is divided into two parts. Part One sets the stage by examining

mother-daughter sexual abuse, which has largely been rendered unspeakable in the

child sexual abuse literature. In Chapter One some of the common cultural

constructions around women and violence are explored, especially in tems of how

varìous my'ths and misconceptions have constituted the fenrale offender. Most of the

work on the female offender is positivist and psych-based, whereby mothers are
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t¡.pically classified according to 'victim,' 'mad,' or'bad' labels (Comack and

Brickey, 2003). One problem with the research on the female offender is that it fails

to conceptualize how the female survivor makes sense ofher mother's sexual

violence. In terms of the lin-rited work on the female suruìvor, tlre literature tends to

be clìnical (i.e. posìtivist) or based on autobiographical accounts of women who have

experienced matemal sexual abuse. Despite the utility ofthese contributions, I argue

that the literature on mother-daughter sexual abuse either relies on universal

descriptions (ofthe ferlale offender) or is largely un-theorized (when considering the

female survivor).

Chapter Two introduces poststructuralism, which is the theoretical perspective

utilized in tl-re dissertation. I argue that a poststructuralist fiamework is useful to

feminist theorizing on mother-daughter sexual abuse because it allows us to explore

how dominant discourses such as motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality

become constituted and reconstituted tluough culture, language, expetts, and even

survivors themselves. As such, dominant discourses influence the complex ways

survivors make sense of their mother's sexual violence, especially in tenns of their

identity formation.13

Chapter Three outlines the methodological framework for the present study,

which is based on multiple qualitative interviews with eight adult survivors of sexual

rr Although much ofthe scholarly work on postsbucturalisn uses the term 'subjectivity' (see, for
example, Ristock, 2002; Weedon, 1997), f have opted to use 'identity.' Followìng the work ofJudith
Butler (1996), perfonnative subjectivities are accessible tluough an analysis ofidertity, which
¡epresents a variety ofprospective and actual subject positions. Drawing o:r Butler's work, Belinda
Monissey (2003) contends that the diffe¡ence between subjectivity and ìde[tity is that the latter
includçs all the subject positions of the fomer, Because identity is partially visible tllr.ough the
narrative and performativity ofnumerous subjectivities, Moûissey a¡gues that studying identities
enables analysts to assess the constraining impact ofdomiÍìant discourses (See also, We€dor, 1997:
102). As such, Morrissey (2003: 166) coucludes that "subjectivity and identiry are, thus, utt€rly
illedwined and any separation between tbem nust remain purely theoretical."
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abuse from their mother or mother-figure. Consistent with a postn-rodem/

poststructuralist framework, I argue that surwivors' stories are affected by dominant

discourses, which influence how they make sense of matemal sexual abuse. Through

a discourse analysis, the present study seeks to blur the line between data and theory

by incorporating women's standpoints within a feminist poststructuralist perspective.

Parl Two ofthe dissertation focuses on the research findings. Chapter Four.

examines the impact mother-daughter sexual abuse has had on the lìves of survivors.

While the first part of the chapter reveals the nature ofthe sexual abuse that survivors

have endured, the rest of the chapter draws on the work of Liz Kelly (1988) by

exploring the coping, resisting, and surwiving strategies enacted by survivors.

In Chapter Five the focus shifts to an examinatior.l of the multiple ways

sur,/ivors attempt to make sense of their rnother's sexual abuse, especially in relation

to discourses that construct mothers who sexually abuse as bad, mad, or victim. One

strategy employed by most survivors is to label their abusers as 'bad mothers,' which

was difficult because many women reported tl.rat their mothers were often highly

regarded in the comnrunity. Because this good/bad mother dichotomy leaves

surwivors with few discursive tools to adequately make sense of their mother's

violence, many of the women drew on other tactics when trying to make sense of the

sexual violence. To this end, one approach was to construct their mother as 'mad,'

while the other was to illuminate their mother's victim-filled past, Despite survivors'

tendency to draw on these 'bad,' 'mad,' and 'victim' constructs, most women also

recogrized the fluidity of power within their mothers' lives - meaning that they all

believed that their mothers had agency and could have made different choices.
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In light of the poll.rnorphic strategies used by survìvors to make sense of their

nìother's violence, Chapter Six examines the impact of matemal sexual abuse on

surwivors' identity formation. By adopting a feminist poststructuralist perspective, I

demonsfate how surwivors' identities (specihcally gender, sexuality, and mother

identities) are influenced by mainstream motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality

discourses, which are contrary to their childhood experiences. For many sur-vivors,

these powerful dominant discourses affect not only how they view themselves, but

also how they have come to identify other farnily members.

The concluding chapter provides a brief summary ofthe dissedation and

considers the impllcations that emerge from this study. I argue that solutions to

mother-daughter sexual abuse need to be framed within a larger discursive context ìn

order to challenge some of the mainstreal¡ assumptions about mothers and sexual

violence. As a society, we need to stop denying the possibility of mother-daughter

sexual abuse by recognizing the fluidity ofviolence as well as the historical

specihcity of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. As feminists, tl.ris must be

reflected in our theonzing. Only then will the silent voices ofsurvivors be heard.ra

'' ln this work, silencirg refers to not being heard. The usage of tlis term is meant to imply that
survivoß of mother-daughter sexual abuse feel that they are absent fìom the ways in which violence is
understood (and therefore spoken about). Although some ofthe women interviewed spoke about being
ovetly silenced (i.e. berng told that they were uot believed), my use of'silence' is not necessarily
meant to inply that there js an active rejection of mother-daughter sexual abuse.
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PART I: UNSPEAKABLE ACTS
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CHAPTERONE

Bringing Maternal Sexual Abuse into the Spotlight

When stories are not told, we risk lositig our way... Time shatters and,
though we strain to follow the pieces like pebbles through the forest, we
are led farther and faÍher astray... We forget the consolation ofthe
common thread... We lose our memory. This can make a person ill. This
can make a world ill... Until we listen to the story, we have not paid the
Piper. Ard he will contìnue to take our children away.

Ann-Mane MacDonald - The llay the Crow Flies,2003, p. 518- 19

Alnrost thirty years ago, Ad¡ieme Rich (1976: 1 1) wrote in her book, Of Iloman

Born,lha| "all human life on the planet is bom of woman. The one unifyìng,

incontroverlible experience shared by all women and men is that months-long period

we spend unfolding inside a woman's body." Thus, the one thing all humans have jn

common is being bom and, to that end, mothered. Deeply ernbedded in motherhood is

the belief that it is natural for women to love, and not ham, therr children. Linked to

these cultural conceptions of motherhood are certain notions of femininity, which are

socìal constructions of how women - especially mothers ought to act, One popular

misconception is that children are essenriall¡t safe with women especially mothers -
because ifthey are not, then who can be trusted witli children (Longdon, 1993)?

Thus, unlike mainstream constructions of masculinity (where aggression is olten

nomralìzed), tbere is less acceptance that some women have the capacity to sexually

abuse children.

Yet, despite belng recognized as the "ultimate taboo" (Borden andLaTerz,

1993; Elliott, 1993 a), the unfortunate reality is that mothers do have the capacity to

sexually abuse children and that some w omen are, in fact, sexually violent. But how
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do survivors make sense of the sexual abuse when their experiences ofbeing

mothered do not fit our expectations ofhow children ought To be treated by mothers?

For many survivors, the impact of matemal sexual abuse is further intensified due, in

large par1, to the various my,ths and misconceptions that prevail about the mother-

daughter relationship. r

The purpose of this chapter is to consider some of these common myths and

misconceptìons as they relate to the literature on women's capacity for violence. In

the first section, some of these myths and misconceptions are examined, parlicularly

in terms of how they operate to minimize women's vìolence or mask the problem of

mother-daughter sexual abuse. A primary aim of this discussion is to showcase how

misconceptions of women and mothers are socially instituted and reinforced

especially by criminal justice officials and the psychiatric profession, and through

research that has been conducted on the female offender.

Since nrost of the research on wornen's capacity to sexually abuse children

has addressed perpetrators, the female offender is the focus of the secor.rd section.

Most of this work has been fran.red within a positivist framework,2 and most has been

psych-based in its orientalion. I argue that this research - like the work on wonlen's

violence more generally (Comack and Bnckey, 2003) typically classifies the female

offender as 'mad,' 'bad,' and/or'victim.' In other words, the sexually abusive mother

I The exclusion of sons from the analysis is not to suggest that mother-son sexual violence is not an
inportant issue. Rather, I have decided to focus on mothe¡-daughter sexual abuse because such
violeuce draws on a number ofsignificant discursive themes that I wish to address nanely the socral
conshuctions of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. While the inlpact of notlìer-son sexual
abuse is no doubt profound, in teurx of discursive violations (especially of heterosexuality) few actions
deviate f¡orn dominant social expectations as does a mothe¡ who sexually abuses ber daughter.
- Posrtivisnr is a term i¡troduced by Auguste Conlt€ il'ì the early nineteeûth cenhrry. Today a positivist
framework generally refers to the beliefthat social phe:romena can be studied scientrfically (Vogt,
1993).
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is variously understood as rnentally i1l, the epitome of the 'bad mother,' andlor a

victim of abuse herself.

Most ofthe research on female offenders fails to conceptualize or theonze

mother-daughter sexual abuse from the perspective ofthe female suruivor. There is,

however, a small body of work that does consider survivors' experiences with

matemal sexual abuse. While most of this literature is either positivist (i.e. clinical or

based on survey research) or based on the autobiographical accounts ofsurvivors, it

does begin to map out several important themes related to survivors' experiences.

These themes, including identity, multiple perpetrators, feeling unlovable, betrayal,

confusìon, sexuality, sexual preference, and discussions around disclosures, will be

elaborated in section three.

The prominence of tl.re various mlhs and misconceptions around mother-

daughter sexual abuse generates questions about their effects on survivors who have

experienced such violence. How do survivors make sense of their mother's violence?

What has been the irnpact of tl.rese myths and misconceptions on survivors' identities?

It is with these questioÌts in mind that theoretical concems with the current work on

mother-daughter sexual abuse are explored in the final section ofthe chapter. More

specifically, I argue that most ofthe existing literature on both the fenale offender

and the female survivor offers a limited theoretical framework for studyìng rnother-

daughter sexual abuse. As such, theorizing needs to move beyond these rigid

explanations in order to explore how popular social constructions of motherhood,

fernìninity, and heterosexuality operate to deny women's potential for sexual violence

and silence sulvivors who have experienced such abuse.
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Societal Myths and Misconceptions

Feminist writing on male violence against women has showcased the prevalence of

ceÍain my'ths and misconceptions that prevail in the wider society around the act of

male rape (Comack,2000; Morris, 1987). Mlths such as "no means yes," "the act of

rape has little irnpact on the victim," and "rapists are abnormal" constitute the

'cultural construction ofrape'- "a set ofbeliefs about the nature of the act itselland

stereotypical images of 'hue' rape victims that have become part of the public

discourse" (Comack, 2000: 139). Such myths not only operate to minimjze n-rale

violence against women, they are often intemalized by victims, who come to see

themselves as somehow responsible for theil own victinizatìon. Similar to the

cultural construction of male rape, there are a series ofnrylhs and misconceptions

regarding female-perpetrated sexual abuse ofchildren. These myths and

misconceptions include: 'all mothers are nurturers'; 'women are essentially docile';

'women are asexual'; 'fernale-perpetrated sexual abuse is hamless'; and 'female

offenders only sexually abuse boys.' Their prevalence in the wider society is very

much fostered by the psychiatric professiolr, criminal justice officials, and child

sexual abuse researchers.

'All Mothers are Mtrturers'

In the most fuirdamental way, matemal sexual abuse challenges societal perceptions

about how mothers should relate to children - in large part because the idealization of

motherhood is so conspicuous. Implicit in the social reading of mothers is the

condition of female self-sacrifice (Diduck, 1993). Thus, mothers are not child
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molesters because societal notions of motherhood associate women as protecting and

nurturing - especially towards their children (Mitchell and Morse, 1998; Briggs,

1995; Baming, 1989). As Lee FìtzRoy (1997:45\ writes: "The construction of

mother as 'nurturer,' 'safe person,' and primary caregiver suggests that a mother

caÍmot enact sexual violence against her chìId."

Based on her key-informant interviews with police officers and psychiatrists,

Myriam Denov (2004;2001) argues that the cultural conception of mothers as

nurturers is reinforced in professional discourses such as 1aw enforcement. For

example, one male police ofnicer in Denov's (2004: 95) study commented: ,,We 
see

women as mothers, as caretakers. We put women on a pedestal, and with good

reason. The woman is the mother of the family." In parl due to these assumptions,

Denov maintains that criminal justice officials contribute to the lack of serious

acknowledgement of matemal sexual abuse. Such a contention is supported by Ruth

Mathews and her colleagues (1989), who argue that women tend to be treated quite

differently by police officers compared to males who commit violence against

children. To illustrate their argument, they provide a mothel's comments on her

treatment with police when ìt was reported to them that she sexually abused her

daughter.

They were wonderful to me. I knew the poìice officer, and they did not
seem to look down on me; they seemed to feel really bad for me and for
Arlene. They came to talk to me after they l.rad talked to Arlene in school.
I was just shaking, I was scared to death. The police officer sat there and
held my hand. I don't really remember what they said, but they were great
to me. It seemed like they just wanted me to get better. (Mathews,
Matthews, and Speltz, 1989: 49)
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It is hard to imagine similar treatment by a police officer towards a male sex offender

It seems, then, that when tlre sexual aggressor is the mother, there is a disconnect

between the act and cultural conceptior.rs ofhow a mother ought to behave.

'Ilonten as Essentially Docile'

Women are generally not percejved to be violent and thus are conceived to be

physically and psychologically incapable of becoming the victimizer. Women are

considered essentially docile, powerless, and obedient - compared to males who are

believed to be aggressive, powerful, and insubordinate. My.iam Denov (2004; 2001)

rnaintains that the cultural conception of wornen as docile is based on traditional

sexual scripts, which outline how women ouglrt to behave. Thus, to be 'femìnine,

means that women are, by deñnition, passive, non-aggressive, and non-sexual

(Denov, 2003b: 48). Denov contends that traditional sexual scripts can be formally

and infonnally detected in society through a vanety ofprofessional and non-

professional discourses.

As an illustration, Denov (2004; 2001) highlights a section in the Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV) of the psychiatric profession, which describes the

sophisticated measures paedophiles have been known to take in order to gain access

to children. These include "atternpting to win over the trust of a mother" or'1nanyir.rg

a woman who has an attractive child." The explicit gendered language used in the

DSM-IV singles out women, especially mothers, as the caregivers of children and

makes no mention oftheir paedophilic potential. Denov (2001: 313) writes: "Ifthe

DSM-IV reflects the official psychiatric discourse on clinical diagnosis, females are
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rendered invisible as potential pelpetrators. ln this way, the manual at once sustains

and reinforces traditional sexual scnpts of lemale sexual passivity and hamlessness."

Similar to the cultural conception that mothers are nuÍurers, Denov found thal

police officers aid in upholding traditional sexual scripts that women are essentially

docile. Below are comments made by two male police officers interviewed by Denov:

A woman doesn't have the capacity to sexually assault .,. it's not in their
(sic) nature. (Denov, 2001: 315)

Maybe she's a butch. Maybe she's more inclined to be a man than a
woman. Maybe that's what makes her offend. (Denov, 2004: 86)

According to Denov (2001), then, the reason female-perpetrated sexual abuse is so

hard to accept is due to firmly imbedded traditional sexual scripts. lt seems that either

through conscious or unconscious means, professional organizations such as tlre

police and psychiatry participate in aligning female-pelpetrated sexual abuse wìth

more socially accepted constluctions of fernininity, which ultimately leads to the

renunciation of the problem.

'Wonten are Asexual'

Related to cultural conceptions that women are essentially docile is the societal my'th

that women are asexual. Any sexual desire afforded to women is usually aligned with

a need for an emotional bond and physical closeness rather than with a capacity for

violence (Sax and Deckwitz, 1992). Because women are regarded as having small

sexual appetites, they are not seen as having the sufficient desire required to engage

in inappropriate sexual proclivities (Chalker, 1994).
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In addition, the cultural conception that women are asexual is reinforced by

professional agencies. Denov (2001 : 315), for instance, cites a male psychiatrist, who

commented that: "Women are not erotically attracted to child¡en. That's my feeling

and that's cerlainly tlie feeling here [at this institution]. That is how we view it." The

cultural nryth that women are asexual, however, is not restricted to professional

discourses. In this regard, the sexuality of women is also covefily controlled through

female peer groups (Lees, 1997;1993). Confomlty to 'appropriate' female sexuality

is thus reinforced thlough language and the use of stigmatic labels such as ,slut, and

'whore,' which ultimately work to marginalize women from other women.

' Fennle-Perpeîrated Sexual Abuse is Harntless'

Although tlrere is a widespread belief that women are incapable of sexually hurting

children, when it is acknowledged, such violence is often regarded as inconsequential

Sexual abuse by women, and in partrcular from mothers, ìs believed to be subtle,

gentle, and pafu-ftee ergo, it is harmless to cl.rildren.3 Craig Allen (1990) outlines

tluee common practices used to diminish any potential harm by a female offender.

Firs1, she is often pardoned from consciously intending to commit the sexual offence,

Second, her sexual offending ìs not seen as an imminent threat or danger to the

community. Third, the conditions sunounding the sexual act often become

reconfigured so that the victim (especially when it is an adolescent male) is seen as

the one who was the instigator of the sexual encounter. In this regard, child sexual

abuse investigators are then able to portray the adult female as tlre 'true' victim.

3 
See, for example: Miletski, 1995; Lawson, 1993; Wolfers, 1993; Johnson and Shrier, 1987; Browne

and Finkelhor, 1986; Marvasti, 1986; Russell, 1986.
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The common misconception that female-perpetrated sexual abuse is relatively

harmless to children compaled to male-perpetrated violence was explored by Jacquie

Hetlrerton and Lyrn Beardsall (1998) who provided child protection investigators

(namely, police and social workers) with four hypothetical cases of male- and female-

initiated sexual violence. Participants were asked how serious they would consider

allegations ofabuse according to the sex of tlre pelpetrator. Hetherton and Beardsall

found that even though respondents thought that cases involving female-perpetrated

sexual abuse were in need of intervention, most recomrnended against social service

interference (i.e. removal ofthe child from the home) and criminal prosecution. This

was not the case for male offenders. Their findings led Hetherton and Beardsall to

conclude that victims of female-perpetrated violence are less likely to receive

protection from either the police or social ser,'ice agencies compared to victims of

male-perpetrated abuse. As a result, these professionals may be inadvertently

perpetuating the myth that female-perpetrated child sexual abuse is less hannful than

violence canied out by rnales (see also, Broussard, Wagner, and Kazelskis, i991).

Linked to the hamrlessness of female-perpetrated sexual abuse is the

misconception that children cannot be seriously damaged in the absence ofa penis.

For example, Jarnes Mathis (1972:53) rninimized the potential hann caused fron.r

female-perpetrated sexual abuse by writing, "[W]liat harm can be done without a

penis?" Thus, without a penis some find ìt difficult to comprehend precisely how

worlen call sexually abuse children. Given the phallocentrism of language, it seems

that women cannot 'have sex' independent of men. The perception is that, because

women lack a penis, they are limited in their choice ofsexual options and therefore
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are restricted in their ability to harm. For ìnstance, Donald West (1987) argued that

men are more likely to sexually abuse children because their penis allows them to be

rno¡e creative (cited in Allen, 1990: 110). Nevertheless, testimonial evidence from

survivors invalidates these mlhs and misconceptions (Hetherton, 1999; Hetherlon

and Beardsall, 1998; Rudin, Zalewski, and Bodmer-Tumer, 1995; Y. Dolan, 1991;

Wolfers, 1990). Women have been known to violate children (boys and girls) in a

wide array ofsexual acts, including: reciprocated fondling ofgenitals;

cunnilingus/fellatio; vaginal or anal penetration wìth or without objects;

ritualistic/sadistic activities (Scott, 2001); and enema abuse (Herman-Giddens and

Berson, 1994; Quintano, 1992). Even though numerous studies have not found

female-perpetrated sexual abuse to be more violent compared to male offenders,

according to surwivor accounts, it does tend to be nore humiliating (Rosencrans,

1997; Elliott, 1993a).

'Female Offenders Only Sexually Abuse Boys'

According to Adrienne Rich (1980), compulsory heterosexuality, which is also

commonly referred to as heterosexism, is the social norm. Gerre Goodman and his

colleagues (1983) define heterosexism as the "suppression and denìal of

homosexuality with the assurnption that everyone is or should be heterosexual and,

second, a belief in the inherent superiority of the donrinant-male/passive-female role

pattem" (cited in hooks, 1984: 151). Due, in par1, to assumed heterosexism in society,

there are social misconceptions ofwhat sexual violence looks like. As such, same-sex

sexual violence does not provide a visual image for most people. Lori Girshick
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(2002a; 2002b), for example, examined female-perpetrated sexual abuse among

adults by interviewing seventy Iesbian and bi-sexual women throughout the United

States and concluded that ìt is difficult to comprehend woman-to-wonlan sexual

abuse precisely because of assumed heterosexism or compulsory heterosexuality. She

writes, "To say 'my rapist was a woman' brings no image to mind for most people"

(Girshick, 2002a: 1502). There are social constr-uctions ofwhat rape and sexual

violence look like. To include women as offenders does not provide a visual image

for most peopJe. It creates a r¡ental hurdle that many are not willing to face. In this

respsct, not only is violent male behaviour exclusively universalized, but lesbian or

'woman-only' relationships beconre the epitome ofnon-violence and essentialized in

their own right. Popular social constructions of feminir.rity and heterosexism do not

predìct that women will rape; therefore, when they do, that betrayal is seen as fal

more profound. Obviously, this has an incredible impact for survivors of female

abuse (of any kind) who are fuÍher silenced by the denial of women's capacity for

violence.

In addition, the my,th that female-perpetrated sexual abuse only occurs with

male survivors is supported in much of the earlier literature, because most studies

only concentrated on the boy-child as the solitary victim.a Further, the self-help

literature that addresses sexuality among sexual abuse survivors seldom

acknowledges mother-daughter or female-initiated sexual abuse (see, for example:

Westerlund, 1992; Maltz and Holman, 1987). Thus, what this literature either

r 
See, for example: Quintano, 1992; Witkins, l990; Sheldon and Sheldon, 1989; Mawasti, 1986;

Shengold, 1980; Sagarin, 1977.
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explicitly or implicitly states is that same-sex violence does not exist or is so rare that

it is not worth mentioning.

Constituting the Female Offender

Most of the literature on female-perpetrated sexual abuse has responded to these

rny,ths and misconceptions by dehning them as barriers to acknowledging women,s

violence (Denov, 2004, 2003a; Jennings, 2000; Hetherlon, 1999; Allen, 1990). While

such claims are certainly valid, the majority ofscholars only tend to draw on these

cultural constructions within a ceÍain isolated context , one that is positivistic and

psych-based. Thus, when female-perpetrated sexual abuse is acknowledged in the

literature, the various m1'ths and misconceptions outlined in the previous sectiou are

used eitl.rer to reinforce many cultural conceptions about women and abuse or to

illustrate why such violence has been largely neglected, which is then taken as

evidence that the existence of female crime rs grossly underrepofed (see, for

example: Hetherlon, 1999; Hetherlon and Beardsall, 1998; Allen, 1990; Plummer,

l98l: Croth. 19791 Justice and Justice. i979.¡.i

For example, as mentioned, one cultural misconception is that all mothers are

inherently nurluring and, therefore, are regarded as the most suited prirnary caregivers

ofchildren. Childcare responsibilities such as bathing, breastfeeding, putting

children to bed, changing diapers, and many other intimate tasks give ûlotllers more

5 Although, overall, the literature on female-perpeh ated sexual abuse is linited, the vast majorrty of the
lesearch has been conducted on the female offender. Thus, even though the focus ofthe present shrdy
is on survivo¡s' experiences with mate¡nal sexual abuse (a[d thus l1ot the offender), it is necessary to
review the literature on the female offender for several ¡easons. First, maternal sexual violence is not a
solitary act; rather, mother-daughter sexual abuse occurs within a relational uatu¡e ofthe act. Seco¡d,
survivors too are privy to the various mylhs and nisconceptions about the mother-daughter
relationship, which may influence how they make sense ofthe perpetrator's violence.
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physical contact with children compared to most fathers. Given their special status as

mothers, it is completely reasonable for women to have physically intirnate

relationships with their children. However, this can also create clandestine offenders.

Thus, some analysts contend that the role of mother as caregiver gives women ample

oppofiunity to mask their sexually abusive behaviour, which makes the abuse harder

to detect (Kasl, 1990; James and Nasjleti, 1983; Plummer, 1981 ; Justice and Justice,

1979; Groth, 1979; Goodwin and Divasto, 1979). Kathrl,n Jennings (1993: 222-223)

suggests: "Many ofthese Ioffences] are done in private, thus providing the mother (or

any other caretaker) with a space that allows her to commit sexual acts under the

guise of childcare."6

The bulk ofthe literature, however, tends to draw on the cultural constructions

of mothers by locating women within 'victim,' 'mad,' and/or'bad' constructs as a

way to explain their sexually abusive behaviour. In this regard, Elìzabeth Comack and

Salena Bnckey (2003) argue that criminological discourse on the Violent Woman

tends to focus on sex-based constructions that label women in conflict with the law as

either'mad' or 'bad.' Feminist discourse, in contrast, locates women's vìolence in

tenns oftheir victim status under patriarchy. Although Comack and Brickey's

research is directed towards won-ren who have been charged with a wide aray of

violent offences (such as robbery and assault), I contend that their categorization of

the Violer.rt Woman around 'victim,' 'mad,' and 'bad' constructs resonates with how

the sexually abusive mother has become constituted in the literature.

u However, as David Fi¡ <elho¡ and Diata Russell (1984) observe, it ls doubtful that women can easily
hide lhe tlpes ofactivitìes which generally make up the bulk of sexually abusive acts (such as fondling
gedtals, oral sex, etc.) under the guise ofbathing, dressing, and bed sharing (see also: Hastings, 2000).
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Offenders as 'Victims'

In some form, most of the literature on the female perpefator coÍìnects the sexual

offence to her current or past victimization, which causes intense feelings of

powerlessness within the mother. For instance, Matthews (1993)7 developed a

tlpology for female sex offenders where two ofthe three groupings explicitly relate

to women's prior experiences with abuse.s The first victim-based category was the

'predisposed' or the 'intergenerational' offender. Here the offender's previous

victimization experiences are seen as a mitigating factor in the abuse because she

tlpically comes lrom a horrendous background (such as ritual abuse).

The horrific victimization background of female offenders has also been

supporled in numerous studies on sexual violence.e For instance, Julia Hislop (1999)

found that 74 percenT of female offenders reported being sexually victirnized before

the age of fifteen. The abuse also tended to be quite severe: 81 percent experienced

vaginal intercourse; 66 percent oral sex; 31 percent anal intercourse; and 19 percent

group sex. Similarly, Jennings' (2000) study found that almost tluee-quarters of

female sex offenders in her sample of thirly women were previous victims of child

sexual abuse. This is in contrast to an earlier study sl.re conducted in 1990, which

found that 43 percent of male sex offenders reported being sexually abused as

children.

t 
See also: Mathews, 1993;Mathews, Matthews, and Speltz, 1990, 1989; Mccarty, 1986.I The tlÌi¡d tlpe u,as the 'reacher/lover' grouping. Wonien who fall into this type àre usually teaÇhers

or coaches; as such, they tend not to be the nothers ofthe victins.
e 

See, for example: Syed and WrJJiams, 1996; Atkinson, 1995; Briggs, 1995; Wolfe, 1993; Higgs,
Canavan, aud Meyer, 1992; Cooper et al., 1990; Travin, Cullen, and Protter, 1990; Johnson, 1989;
Scavo, 1989; Feh¡erbach and Monastersky, 1988; Kaopp and Lackey, 1987; O'Coûror, 1987;
Mccafy, 1986.
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The second type of female perpetrator, according to Matthews (1993), is the

'male-coerced' offender. Matthews maintail.rs that women within this grouping are

regarded as being the least responsible for her actions in large parl because they are

often physically terrorized by their male partners and are forced to participate in the

sexual abuse of their children. Women in this mother-father-child triad, Matthews

argues, also tend to be very dependent on their male partner; have low self-esteerl; do

not feel lovable; leel powerless; often are unable to comprehend that the sexual abuse

is wrong; and will do anything to stay in the relationship with their rnale parlner.

The male-coerced lemale offender has been supporled by a large number of

scholars. Sharon Bamett and her colleagues (1990), for example, found in their

groupwork sample of ten women that all were coerced by their male pafners to

engage in the sexual abuse ofchildren (See also: Saradjian, 1996; Wolfers, 1993;

Mayer, 1992; Westerlund, 1 992; Rowan, Rowan, Langelier, 1990). Similarly, parricia

Davin (1999) interviewed seventy-six female sex offenders (95 percent were mothers)

who were incarcerated in seven Ar.nerican states for sexual abuse crimes against

children. Her research utilizes sex-role theoryr0 as a mealls to examine differences

between male and female offenders. Specifically, Davin argues that women's

participation in child sexual abuse is consistent with traditional female roles with

the ultimate feminine duty being an assistant to men. This is why, Davin concludes,

female perpetrators most often co-offend with men; female offenders tend to be

extremely dependent on their male partners and, unfortunately, their need for

acceptance exceeds their children's need for safety and protection. Davin maintains

r0 
See, for example: Davirl 1999; Covington, 1985; Baldwin, 1983; Hoffman-Bustamante, 1973
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that female sex offenders seem to be willing to go to remarkable extremes in terms of

their sexual behaviour in order to maintain their relationship with their male padner.

Offenders as 'Mad'

Women's mental health histories have also received a lot of attention in the psych-

based literature, where analysts have categorized female sex offenders as psychotic,

retarded, or mentally disturbed in some significant manner, thereby excusing their

sexual perpetration as a consequence of their diurinished capacity.l 1 For instance,

Hislop's (1999) research on forty-tluee female sex offenders found that 49 percent

(n=21) had a history of receiving psychiatric medication and 51 percent (n:22)

repofted being institutionalized in a mental health facility at some point in their lives.

These results are similar to Jennings' (2000) study of female sex offenders in Canada

and the United States, where she found that 47 percent had been prescribed

medication for a mental illness at some point in their lives. She also reported that 57

percent disclosed past suicide attempts.l2

In this regard, female offenders have traditionally been described as

incompetent, disturbed, immature, socially ìso1ated, and lonely (Westerlund, 1992).

Such labels are rot generally attached to n-rale offenders (Denov, 2004). The

difference between men's and women's psychosis around child sexual abuse is

rr 
See, for example: Harper, 1993; O'Connor, 1987; Chasnoffet al., 1986; MccaÍy, 1986; Forward

and Buck, 1979; Justice and Justice, 1979; Sarles, 1975; Lukianowicz, 1972; Mathis, 1972: Liðz añ
Lrdz, 19 69 ; V/ahl, I 960.
r2 

Some ofthis literature also draws on cultural conc€ptions ofheterosexism. For example, Jean
Goodwin and Peter DiVasto (1979) review five case studies of matemal sexual abuse wjth daughters
ard conclude that, as the "pathogenic" behaviour of female homosexuality increasingly becomes
tolerated in sociefy, the incidence of mother-daughtet sexual abuse will intensify.
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illustrated in Denov's interviews with psychiatrists. Two sucl'r comparisons are listed

below.

Most of the female sexual offenders that I've seen have been mentally ill
in a fairly obvious way. They wouldn't do what they did if they weren't
acutely psychotic. Most are psychotic. (Male psychiatrist, Denov, 2004:
123)

Psycl-rotic illnesses? No... I haven't seen any psychosis in male sex
offenders. (Ma1e psychiatrist, Denov, 2004: 123)

Despite this comection between matemal sexual abuse and mental illness, not all

analysts have found female offenders to suffer fiom some sort ofpsychosis (see, for

example: Krug, 1989; Mathews, Matthews, and Speltz, 1989; Condy et al., 1987). It

is important to note, however, that Condy and his colleagues (1987) as well as Krrg's

(1989) work focuses exclusively on male surr'ivors while Mathews, Matthews, and

Speltz's (1989) research draws on the cultural conceptions of women as victims of

previous male violence.

Olfenders as'Bad'

As Cornack and Brickey (2003) ponrt out, the Bad Woman is not new to

criminological discourse. In fact, the Bad Woman construction dates back to Cesare

Lombroso and William Fenero (1895), who described criminal women as unnatural

and as betrayers of wornanhood. In recent years, similar contentions have been put

forth by Patricia Pearson (1997). In particular, Pearson is critical of the way

criminological literature has excused women's violent behaviour through 'mad'

labels such as mental illness and substance abuse. Similarly, Pearson challenges the

way feminism has po rayed violent women as me¡e victims of patriarchy, which she



labels as the "abuse excuse." lnstead, women in conflict with the law are ultimatelv

'bad.'

As a way to illustrate her point, Pearson draws on the story of Karla Homolka,

the twenty-one year old who was imphcated in one of Canada's most horrendous

cases of child sexual homicide in the early 1990s. Before the full extent ofher

culpability was understood, Homolka was first depicted as a victim of her newly-wed

husband, Paul Bemardo - who was cast as the true master-mind behind the deaths of

Tamny Homolka (her sister), Leslie Mahaffy, and Kristen Frenclr. Pearson also notes

how psychiatrists were called upon to characterize Homolka as a battered woman. By

highlightìng the battered-woman syndrome, Homolka's actions were successfully

excused by vifiue of her status as a'mad offender.' By dlawing on 'viclim' and 'mad'

constructs, Homolka's lawyers were able to negotiate a plea-bargain, in which

Homolka was sentenced to twelve years of inrprisonment. Later in the police's

investigation, however, a series ofvideotapes were recovered, which revealed that

Homolka was an active participant in a1l of the sexual killings. With both the 'mad'

and 'victim' constnÌcts called into question, Pearson imposes a new label for

Homolka that of the Bad Woman who epitonizes anti-femir,ine behaviour.

In her book, llhen She Iltas Bad (1997 : 64-91), Pearson notes that mothers are

not immune to the Bad Women label. Depictions of 'bad mothers' have, in fact,

become inc¡easirgly popular in receÍìt years with the rise to prominence ofneo-liberal

and neo-conseryative lorms of govemance in Westem societies (Douglas and

Michaels, 2004; Ladd-Taylor and Umansky, 1998; Eyer, 1996). For instance, in

addition to an abusive mother, 'bad mothers' now include: the poisoning fetus crack
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mother (Sterk, 1999; Pollit, 1998; Ashe and Cahn, 1994; Faludi, 1991); rhe welfare

nrother (McCorm ack,2004; Seccombe, Delores, and Walters, 1998); the lesbian

mother (Allison, 1998); the teenage nother (Phoenix and Woollett, 1991); the

Munchausen Syrdrome by Proxy mother (Ladd-Taylor and Umansky, 1998; pearson,

1997); the incarcerated mother (Coll, Surrey, Weingarten, 1998); the murdering

mother (Newitz, 1998); and the self-absorbed career mother (Riley, 1983). Thus, due

in paú to the many rnlhs and misconceptions around mothers in general, when

women do act in sexually abusive ways, they can also simply be porlrayed as ,bad

mothers' (on which there is ample literature to draw).

In the literatule on female sexual offenders, additional forms ofviolence

inflicted onto children are often used to further advance notions ofthe ,bad mother'

(see, for exarnple: Davin, 1999; Faller, 1995). In her study ofseventy-two female sex

offenders, Kathleen Faller (1995; 1 987) found that only 15 percent of the women had

no pnor history of child rnaltreatment. Specifically, Faller (1995) reported that the

most common form of maltreatment (in addition to the sexual assault) was neglect

(33 percent), followed by a combination ofphysical and emotional abuse (18

percent). Wrat these findings suggest is that mothers who abuse are bad in multiple

ways, which can then be used to prove that such women are non-nurturing and anti-

female. The sexually abusive mother must be 'bad,' because her behaviour ruptures

the societal constructions of women.

Similar to the argument put forth in Comack and Brickey's (2003) work on

the Violent Woman, then, the literature on female-perpetrated sexual abuse tends to

constitute the offending mother as eitlter 'victim,' 'mad,' and/or 'bad.' Yet, by
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locating sexually abusive mothers within one (or more) of these constructs, the many

mlhs and misconceptions about women and violence tend to be reinforced (i.e. either

that docile women are usually victims or, altemately, that rnental illness explains their

sexual abuse, since mothers are asexual). Ifvarious myths and misconceptions are not

easily reinforced, the Violent Woman is then used as evidence in o¡der to demonstrate

that mother-daughter sexual abuse is likely underreported/under-prosecuted (i.e. like

Homolka, the bad mother can 'hide' behind mad and victim explanations in order to

excuse or minimize her culpability). Most importantly, however, what this literature

on female abusers fails to examine is the female suruivor.

Bringing in the Female Survivor

Although studies that focus on the female offender offer useful data, especially in

terms of establishing preliminary compositions of women who commit child sexual

abuse, rnuch of the research ignores the female survivor. Literature ol survivors may

confirm or dispute rnany of the n-ryths and mìsconceptions around mothers and

violence - or it may do sonrethirg else entirely. In addition, by focusing on survivor

accounts, the impact these cultural constructions have can be n.rore easìly explored.

As such, it is impofiant to review the linited work that has been done on the survivor

of mother-daughter sexual abuse. In general, the literature that focuses on the female

survivor can be divided into two groups. The first group is works authored by

scholars in various psych-based professions (includìng social work), and the second

group is autobiographical accounts fiom suryivors ofmatemal sexual abuse. Both

groups will be discussed in turn.
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Researclt on Survivors

In tems of psych-based research, the most influential work on survivors has been by

Bobbie Rosencrans (1997), who wrote The Last Secret; Dctughters Sexualty Abused

by Mothers. Rosencrans is also a survivor of mother-daughter sexual abuse. In fact, a

decade earlier, in 1987, she wrote Wen You're Ready under the pseudonym Kathy

Evefi. Despite her personal experiences with matemal sexual abuse, Rosencrans'

more recent book is based on a sutvey she administered to 93 surwivors of mother-

daughter sexual abuse as parl ofher requirerrents for a graduate degree in social

work. Of the ninety-three women who completed the survey, 93 percent were

sexually abused by their biological mothers. The suwey was quite large, with over

five hundred iterns, and focused on the following five areas: the survivor and the

sur'/ivor's family background; survivors' experiences with rnatemal sexual abuse; the

impact of the sexuâl abuse on daughters' development; major effects of mother-

daughter sexual abuse; and experiences with therapy (Rosercrans, 1997: 45).

Rosencrans devotes an enlire section ofher book to the nature of the rnatenral

sexual abuse, in which she writes:

One of the strongest messages tltat was delivered through the survey
responses was how important these daughters felt it was to say what they
lived through to name for themselves, for us as researchers and
clinicians, and for the public what they experienced as abuse.
(Rosencrans, 1997: 87)

To this end, Rosencrans (1997: 88-95) found that most surwivors (69 percent)

experienced genital fondling by their mothers. Nearly half (46 percent) recalled their

nothers inserting their fingers inside their vaginas. In tems of being penetrated with

objects, 51 percent reported that their mothers inserted foreign objects into their
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rectums, while 38 percent revealed that objects were inserted into theìr vaginas. One-

quarter (25 percent) received oral stimulation on their genitals from their mothers.

Rosencrans also found that that 48 percent of survivors were forced to watch their

mothers expose themselves, and 45 percent had to witness their mothers go to the

bathroom. Some 16 percent were forced to watch their mothers masturbate, while 15

percent repoded having to witness their mothers having sex. Finally, 42 percent of

daughters revealed that they were made to sleep with their mothers, and 21 percent

were forced to bathe with their mothers.

Participants in Rosencrans' study also dlsclosed that they were victims ofboth

male- and female-perpetrated sexual violence. Seventy percent o f mother-daughter

sexual abuse survivors reporled being sexually violated by someone other than their.

mother. Of this group, 30 percent were sexually victimized by their father or step-

father (Rosencrans, 1997: 96-97).

Rosencrans argues that matemal sexual abuse is often based on a clandestine

relationship and, as a consequence, she wdtes: "These mothers are not acknowledged

by society, and therefore, are free to abuse with almost total impunity. Like spiders in

an abandoned shed, they can catch their child victims in immobilizing webs and

operate without concem about public monitorfug" (Rosencrans, 1997: 36). Due to this

immense social denial, Rosencrans (1997: 38) found that three-quarters of suruivors

reporled mother-daughter violence was nore isolating than male-perpetrated abuse.

The unforlunate outcome ofthis societal silencing, Rosencrans (1997: 38-41) argues,

is that over 95 percerlt ofsurvivors did not tell anyone about their mother's abuse

during childhood. Moreover, none of the women surveyed reported speaking with
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their current spouse/partner about the abuse, which surprised Rosencrans, considering

that 44 percent of the paÍicipants were in long-term relationships.

In another section, Rosencrans discusses the various losses survivors

experience. She reports that many survivors revealed feeling unJoved, which they

found especially difficult because it is often assumed that mothers are the primary

socializers and role models for daughters. Rosencrans (1997: 30) writes:

Sexual abuse of a female child by her mother deeply violates the child
and can make the child into an 'in-honre orphan' or the proverbial
'nrotherless child.' They may become 'emotionally stray children' in the
sense that unattached animals are 'strays.' The problem for these gìrls is
that they were still living jn their mother's houses while the rest of the
world neither saw nor understood their fundamental aloneness.

It seems, then, that the sense ofbetrayal is greater wl.ren the one who is the abuser is

also the primary caregiver and the one everyone assumes is nurturing and benevolent.

As such, Rosencrans suggests that research on mother-daughter sexual abuse needs to

consìder what the impact is for daughters who do not have nurturing rnothers. One

outcome, Rosencrans argues, is that daughters tend to hold onto a desire that their

mothers will validate their 'loveableness.'

This child within us as adlllts seems to believe that, more than any otller
person, Mother can convince the world that we are worthwhile human
beings... To relieve a mother of that power to be 'My Mom' in a world of
people who have moms, to stop trying to win her love, or to say her love
doesn't matter, would be like using â. trapeze without a net. (Rosencrans,
1997: 33)

Often, this desire for their mother's love forbids survívors from seeing themselves as

victirns. Inslead they intemalize a view of themselves as someone so sfange that even

their mother was incapable of loving thern. According to Rosencrans (1997: 33), this

self-blame is easier to accept.
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If abused children reveal the sexual abuse by their mothers too freely,
they risk not being seen as victims but as so strange that even their
mothers didn't love thenr. They risk making others uncomfortable by
challenging the stereot)?es and the social mantra that 'mothers love their
children.'

Although Rosencrans did not have a specific question among her research

instruments that addressed gender identity, she did find that some women reported

being afiaid that they would become like their abuser. As a result, one participant

wanted to reject her gender outright by saying: "I don't want to grow into a woman. I

resent womanly functions and I never, NEVER want my body to look like rny

mother's" (Rosencrans, 1997: 135). This fear, Rosencrans argues, stems fiom a

shared femininity identification, whlch for daughters means identifyrng with their

abuser.

Similarly, Rosencrans reports that many sur\r'ivors are afraid that they will

forever be emotionally controlled by their rnothers. Even in adulthood, survivors fear

that they will never be able to escape their mothers. The overwhelming sense ofbeing

controlled by their mothers can result in a sense ofidentìty fusion between the mother

and daughter. As one survivor comments: "I was not a separate person. In her mind

we were fused" (Rosencrans, 1997: 31). Thus, daughters fear that real independence

from their mothers will r.rever happen. As a result, this identity fusion seenls to be the

exact opposite ofbeing in-house orphans, which only serves to fufher complicate

survivors' experiences with n.ratemal sexual abuse.

In addition to identity fusion and feeling like in-house orphans, Rosencrans

maintains that survivors also report feeling like a suffogate partner, which was
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confusing because it provided them with a special or privileged status.l3 What often

happens with this special status, however, is that an inversion of the mother/daughter

relatior.rship occurs whereby the child is now expected to meet all her mother's needs

and demands. For instance, Rosencrans (1997 : 67 ) lound that 83 percent of daughters

repofied having problems distinguishing who was the 'mother' and who was the

'daughter' in their relationship.

Rosencrans also found that female survivors often express a tremendous

confusion over their sexuality. For instance, 82 percent ofrespondents reporled

having sexual problems in adulthood (Rosencrans, 1997: 128). As a result, many

survivors found it easier to be non-sexual. Yet, the problern with becoming non-

sexual is that sulivors felt further isolated which, along with their past secrets of

matemal sexual abuse, adds another layer of confusion.

Related to sexuality is sexual preferelce, which is another area that causes great

distress and confusion among survivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse - in large

parl because they are unsure ifthe experience 'makes' them a lesbian. Rosencrans

(1997: 130) found that 72 percent of the daughters felt confused about their sexual

orientation, whiclr they perceived as being related to their mother's sexual abuse. As

one survivor comments: "[M]y mother felt like my frrst lover and I wonder l.row this

inpacts on þlyl sexuality" (Rosencrans, 1997: 1.31).In addition, not only were

daughters confused about tl.reir own sexuality, nearly half (48 percent) were also

urcertain of their mother's sexual odentatìon.

While there was a high percentage of self-identified lesbians (36 percent) in her

rr For a more detailed discussion on covert forms ofchild sexual abuse, especially in terms of how it
relates to surrogâte partners, see Ke¡¡eth Adanls (1991) work, Silently Sedueed: llhen Parents Moke
Theít' Children Parltrcrs.
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study, Rosencrans does not argue that there is any significant association between

mother-daughter sexual abuse and homosexuality.la Instead, she argues that..it is

nlore accurate to say that sexual abuse by one's mother may force a more conscious

formulation of adult sexuality than rnight have otherwise occured, but Lhat it does not

'cause' lesbianism" (Rosencrans , 1997: 132). The potential over-representation of

lesbians may also be due to the fact that gay or bi-sexual women are more

comfoÍable speaking about same-sex matters, compared to heterosexual women who

may have no direct experiences with liornophobia./heterosexism. ln contrast, however,

Rosencrans also speculates that surwivors who find themselves attracted to other

worlen may in fact reject such leelings out of fear of being like their mothers.

Experiencing such internal homophobia, one survivor writes: "I had a har.d time

thinking it was okay for me to be a lesbian. I thought I should not be attracted to

women" (Rosencrans, 1997 : 133).

Although exploring survivors' experiences with therapy was one of the five

themes ofRosencrans' sur-vey, she did not report on any of the findings. However,

several other authors have written about female survivors of matemal sexual abuse

within a therapeutic relatior,ship. For instance, Beverly Ogilvie and Judith Daniluk

(1995) wrote an article for lhe Journal of Counseling and Relationships, which

outlined some common themes that surwivors experience (based on their extensive

file review as well as persoflal communication with three women who were receiving

therapy). Like surwivors of male-perpetrated sexual abuse, Ogilvie and Daniluk found

that dur-ing adolescence, female survivols were prone to severe bouts of depression,

ra This finding is also supported by Cianne Longdon (1993) who, based on her clinical experience, has
not found any relationship between female-perpehated sexual abuse and homosexuality.
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suicidal ideation, self-mutilation, substance abuse, and sexual acting out. As adults,

wornen who suffered from mother-daughter sexual abuse reported having difficulty

trusting people, which irnpaired their ability to form healthy relationships - especìally

sexual ones. Ogilvie and Daniluk reporl that other notewofthy counselling concenrs

involving mother-daughter sexual abuse survivors include feelings of shame and

stigmatization, self-blame, and betrayal.

One significant theme outlined by Ogilvie and Daniluk was a sense of impaìred

identity development lor surwivors. Specifically, Ogilvie and Daniluk found that all

three survivors experienced a strong desire to deny any notion oftradjtional

femininity. For instance, one sur¡¿ivor commented:

I still struggle with being as far away from my mother as possible
identity-wise. I wanted to be as different as I could from my mother. I
used to dress in men's clothes just so that I could be as different as I could
fion her. (Ogilvie and Daniluk, 1995: 600)

According to Ogilvie and Daniluk, survivors report berng disbelieved by other

family members and friends when they have courageously disclosed what was

happening at home. As articulated by one woman, "I told one of my friend,s mothers

about my mother abusing me and she told me what a terrible kid I was for rnaking up

lies about my mother" (Ogilvìe and Daniluk, 1995: 600). Regrettably, this disbelief

causes suryivors to feel crazy, alienated, incredibly alone, and re-victimized.

Tree Borden and Jean LaTerz (1993) also write about mother-daughter sexual

abuse based on their (as well as twelve other counsellors') clinical experience with

survivols. One important finding Borden and La Terz report is the high incicience of
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ritual abusels among survivors who have been sexually abused by their mothers.

Specihcally, ofthe thiÉy-four female surwivors of matemal sexual vìolence, foufteen

(or 41 percent) revealed that they experienced ritual abuse. In addition, like Ogilvie

and Daniluk's (1995) work, Borden and La Terz found that sulivors of mother-

daughter sexual abuse report leeling extremely betrayed by their mother.s, which leads

to an increase in self-destructive behaviours such as alcohol and substance abuse.

cutting, slashing, and eating disorders.

Similar to Borden and LaTerz, Suzame Sgroi and Norah Sargent (1993) write

about impact and treatment issues perlaining to surwivors of female-perpetrated

sexual abuse. Based on their clinical experience, they found that disclosures around

female-perpetrated sexual abuse tend to occur much later in the therapeutic process.

As a result, survivors usually begin therapy for other reasons, such as male-

perpetrated sexual violence. Similar to Rosencrans' study, Sgroi and Sargent report

that most incidents of fernale-perpetrated sexual abuse occur within a multi-trauma

milieu. Yet, most sulivors mairtain that the impact of being vìctimized by a female

is far mole damaging and shaming than male-perpetrated violence. Part of the

particular impact ol female,perpetrated sexual abuse, Sgroi and Sargent argue, is due

to the fact that survivors feel that it is more difficult to avoid other women siven

that they all share the same sex. Tl.rey write:

They could not 'simply' avoid people of the othel gender as some victins
of child sexual abuse by rnales have done. Being the same gender as their
abuser seemed to impart a contradictory message: To be a woman is to be
at once the vulnerable victim and the powerful abuser. These women

r5 Although Borden and La Terz (1993) make tl'ìe observation tlüt incidences ofrihral abuse are higher
for su¡vivors who have also experienced maternal sexual abuse, it is not clear what they mean by rihral
abuse because they neve¡ defined this term,



often reported that they saw themselves and all other women as potential
victims and abusers. (Sgroi and Sargent, 1993: 24)

As such, many women revealed that they purposely avoided forming interpersonal

relationships with other women. Finally, Sgroi and Sargent also point out that al1 their

female clients who had been sexually abused by their mothers were afraid that they

would become like then-r. They were also afraìd that they would become as dependent

on male partners as their mothers had been.

Cianne Longdon (1993) offers a unique viewpoint on the therapeutic process

because, although she is currently a counsellor, she is also a survivor of mother-

daughter sexual abuss. Longdon writes about how many of the common m1'ths and

misconceptions about women and violence cause sur-vivors of mother-daughter sexual

abuse to feel alienated and alone. For Longdon, this sense of feeling isolated was

further intensified when she first disclosed her mother's sexual abuse in therapy -.

mostly because her counsellor tried to convince her that it must have been a man,

instead of l.rer mother, who sexually abused her.16 Longdon ( 1993 : 56) cautions her

readers about the potential fallout of assuming that all violence is perpetrated by men:

"Attempts to implicate men in all cases are misguided and potentially very dangerous.

At best, they diveÍ attention away from the women abusers, at worst they deny

suwivors the reality of their abuse."

r6 ln her book based on in-depth intewiervs with over filty female child molesters, Jacqui Saradjian
cites a pafiiculally disturbrng case study that highlights the medical system's inability to respond to -
much less believe a mother's capacity for sexual víolence against her own child. Saradjian (1996: 8)
wlites: "When Linda tried to talk about being sexually abused by ber mother in a psychiahic hospital,
she was told she was suffering fronr delusions and was medicated. Over the next 20 years Linda made
tluee attempts at therapy. When she said her mother had sexually abused her, hel hrst therapist refen ed
her back to psychiatry; her second told her it was 'really )rer father but it was safer fol he¡ to believe
that it was her mother' aDd her third told her she had false nrçmories implalted by previous therapists,"
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Finally, Kate Hunter ( 1993) wntes about her experience as a therapist

counselling a suruivor of matemal sexual abuse. In particular, Hunter recounts her

client's experiences with dìsclosing her mother's sexual abuse to others. For example,

when her client first disclosed to another thelapist that her mother had sexually

abused her, the counsellor made her â cup of tea and changed the subject. Not being

believed, argues Hunter, is another barrier for survivors of female-perpetrated sexual

abuse. It led her client to believe that ifshe had been sexually violated by a man, the

impact would have been less shaming. Hunter's client also reported feeling very

confused as a child because, although she despised her mother, she was constantly

being told by others that she should love her mother sl'ìe was, after all, the only

mother she had. All this confusion resulted in Hunter's client trying to make sense of

her mother's abuse by attempting to force herself to believe tl.rat wornen (like her

mother) were really men who merely dressed up to look like women. This logic

shows the power of socretal myths and rnisconceptions regarding matemal sexual

abuse, because even the daughter does not want to believe that her mother is capable

of sexual violence.

Sun'ivor Accounls

In addition to academic research, there have been some autobiogr aphical accounts

from survivors published, including several books written by women who disclose

some oftheir experiences with mother-daughter sexual abuse. These works include

Linda Crockett's (2001) book enTitled, The Deepest Wound: How A Jotuttey to El

Salvador Led to Healing front Motlter-Dattgltter Inc¿sl, Rosencrans' earlier book
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(under the name of Kathy Everl), and a non-fictional account by Kathrl.r.r Harrison

( 1991) called Thicker Than Il/ater. There have also been anecdotal accounts by

survivors published in various books and magazines. For instance, Michelle Elliott's

(1993a) edited book, based on presentalions made at the first national conference on

female-perpetrated sexual abuse in the United Kingdom, contained numerous male

and fenra le survivor accouDts.

Although there have not been many survivor accounts of mother-dauglrter

sexual abuse, there does tend to be some consistent themes, which suppoft some of

the findings from scholarly research. For instance, sutwivors' stories support

Rosencrans' findings that most women reporting matemal sexual abuse also had

multipìe perpetrators. Yet, despite having multiple abusers, one survivor in Elliott's

book comrlented that the trauma inflicted by her mother was the most damaging and

shameful form of victirnìzation. This sutvivol went on to write:

It's odd that the abuse by my father was not as awful as the abuse by my
mother. There's something about a mother. When you're snall, she
should be tl.re first person you go to if you're liurt, tl-re first person to
cuddle you. She should clothe you, feed you, and give you physical love
and care, as well as emotional supporl. So when she's the one who abuses
you, it leads to an even greater sense ofdespair than when your father
abuses you. (Ellìott, 1993a: 125)

Being unmothered can cause intense feelings ofanger within survivors, but also

lemarkable feelings of loss, guilt, and shame. As a result, many survivors repofi

feeling an overwhelming need to feel love or find a bonding nrotherJove relationship

In a related manner, survivors also expressed a desire to feel a safe and loving

touch fron their mothers, rather than one fuelled by hurt. This theme is articulated in

Crockett's account of mother-daushter sexual abuse:
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[M]y needs for a safe touch were surfacing, I did not know that other
women hurt by their mothers also struggled with this huge issue of safe
touch. I thought I was the only person on the eadh who was so needy,
dirty and disgusting. I craved what I could never have: the safety ofa
nurturing mother's touch. And it was somehow wrong to need this.
(Crockett, 2001:126)

Even ifdaughters feel tremendous anger towards their offender, then, they often

comnlent on an intense wish to be loved by their mother (Evef, 1987).

Survivors often feel confused as children because they hated the abuse

experience, but were constantly receiving messages from almost every social

institution that they should love and honour their mothers. Related to their confusion

is how women have been socially constructed to be the primary caregivers of

children. Harrison writes about this confusion:

I arn like a freed animal who retums to the familiarity of its cage... I am
the anirnal who understands only this cage,.. I am a child who ... is at
first practical. I know that if my mother strikes me or pushes the handle of
her hairbrush inside me, she also feeds me, hugs ne, and puts me to bed.
(Harrison, f991: 64)

The perpetual confusion caused by matemal sexual abuse is also illustrated in a

passage written in Tinte magazine by Barbara Dolan, who was sexually abused by her

mother.

I didn't know the difference between consensual sex and rape. I didn't
know that when my husband wanted sex, I could say no. I didn't know
that when a psychiatrist sticks his finger in your vagina, it isn't therapy.
How could I not know these things? You ask. I didn't know because I was
keeping the secret about my mothet's violation from myself. To be able to
see anybody as abusive, I had to acknowledge that the wonan who gave
me life also devalued it, demanded it and nearly destroyed it. (Dolan,
1991:47)

Fol the survivor of rr-rother-daughter sexual abuse, this heightened sense ofsecrecy

encouraged by a social deüial that women are capable ofsuch violence. However,
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when survivors attempt such disclosures, reactions tend to be extreme in that they are

either not believed or become flooded with someone else's anser that a mother could

'let them down.'

As illustrated in much of the clinical research on rnother-daugl.rter sexual abuse,

for many surwivors, the process ofdisclosing is oflen received with disbelief. Yet,

according to some personal survivor accounts, some reactions can be full olanger and

rage.lT Ironically, the slrongest reactions seem to come fi'om other females. In her

autobiographical account of matemal sexual abuse, Linda Crockett writes about

disclosing some of the violence to a woman in El Salvador (where she was

volunteering).

'It is true that God calls us to forgrve,' she said. 'But what your mother
did was a great evil, and it is beyond forgiveness.' I discovered that the
gentle Salvadoran woman who insisted on forgiving the army that
destroyed her community and tortured her husband was adamant on this
point. A mother-child relationship was sacred. For the abuse ofher
daughter, a rnother could never be forgrven. (2001 : 155)

These intense reactions, however, often leave survivors feeling even more ostracized

fronr women. It can also cause many women to feel like they are betraying their own

sex by revealing that other women are capable of such appalling acts (Longdon,

1.e93).

l7 Although not a case of femâle-perpetlated s€xual abuse, pr obably the most profound story that
angers feminists and non-femjnists alike is the Lisa Steinberg case from the late 1980s (Newitz, 1998;
Ashe and Calur, 1994' Jones, 1994). Lisa was murdered by her adoptrve fafher - Joel Steinberg after
years ofneglect alrd abuse. A massive debat€ took place around Hedda Nussbaum's - Lisa's adoptive
mothel culpability. Many adamantly proclaimed that Nussbaum was just as i esponsible, if llot more,
for the death because she failed to protect her child from the violence and then did not seek help until i1

was too late. This case clearly reflects the soci€tal moral outrage that occurs when motbers fail to
p¡otect tlleir children, wlìich stems from a fundamental expectation that mothers will do all that is in
thefu power to p¡otçct thei¡ cirild¡en and that they certajnly would not sacrihce them fo¡ thejl own
betterrnent.
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Unforlunately, both reactions - disbeliefor intense outrage - stem from

similar sources: the privileging ofthe mother-child relationship, which losters a

societal inability to accept women as potential abusers. It seems that the popular

cultural conceptions ofmotherhood operate to silence survivors' experience because

it is completely outside of dominant constructions. One survivor states, ..4

consequence ofthis attitude in society is that, for people like myself who have

survived being sexually abused by a wornan, we suffer intolerable alienatior.r and little

recognition or supporl from the public or professionals alike" (Longdon, 1 993: 48).

Changing Direction: Theoretical Goncerns

Although the Jargely positivist or psych-based descriptions presented in the literature

may have some validity, they are not without concem. This is especially the case with

the various tlpologies used for female sex offenders. The main problem with such

classifications is that the experiences of women become compaftmentalized in order

to fit a particular type. The totalizing nature ofthe largely psych-based research js

best illustrated in Patlicìa Davin's (1999) work. As mentioned, Davin relies on sex-

role female socialization theory to explain why soûte women develop a propensity to

abuse children, which she argues is directly related to women being coerced by their

male partners. What is interesting is that only 61 percent of her sample were co-

offenders. What about the remaining 39 percent? Not surprisingly, Davin reporls that

independent offenders were more psychologically disturbed tl.ran co-offenders, and

they also suffered more severe sexual abuse as children. Thus, there is an attempt to

establish a universal typology of female violence (feminine sex-roles); however,
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women who do not fìt into the 'feminjne sex-role box' tend to get pathologized or are

painted as victins of male-perpetrated violence. From these groupings, certain truth

claims are constructed -.such as women only abuse when coerced by a male. yet, as

Cianne Longdon (1993) points out, the problem with this male-coercion thesis is that

it dìverts attention away from 'women as abusers.'

A more signihcant problem with theorizing based on rigid typologies is that it

often categorizes women as being 'victim,' 'mad,' or 'bad' (Comack and Brickey,

2003), which does little to challenge many of the cultural conceptions around mothers

and violence. As illustrated, several analysts have reporled that most sexually violent

mothers have been abused themselves - either as children or as adults. The problem,

however, with focusing on a victim construct is that the word 'victim'represents a

woman's master identity fiom which all subsequent behaviour is either excused or

justified. Frorl this perspective, it is not that these women do not love their children;

they lravejust suffered intolerable amounts ofdegradation and abuse themselves.

Such portrayals depict these mothers as so profoundly victimized that it is impossible

to conprehend how they could ever possibly commit an intentional act. Thus, women

are depicted as "always ready victims" (Graycar and Morgan,2002:322). However, a

woman's victim identity is not a monolithic or stable trait. Rather identity, much like

agency, is always in the process of becoming. Even a woman's victim persona is

relational to the various subject positions she obtains throughout her participation in

copious social locations. Dorothy Chunn and Dany Lacombe (2000: 17) comment:

We do act differently in different contexts depending on the power
relations involved, the possibilities to manoeuvre, the expectations we or
others have of the situation, and so on. Our ability to act and express
ourselves - our agency - does not come naturally. On the contrar¡ it is
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shaped by historically specific forces that constrain and enable our
intelpretations of any situation.

How a woman relates to her partner is different lrom how she interacts with her

children, which is different from how she associates wíth her colleagues at work, and

so on. The crux of the victimology thesis is that women's victim status becomes a

irxed entity, whrch thereby denies the fluidity ofher experiences (Daly, 1994). In the

case of the sexually abusive mother, this means that she is never responsible, never

culpable, never rational, and always the object who is more pitied than blamed.

Similarly, in the case of the daughter who has been sexually violated by her mother,

her ability to resist (in whatever way) is also denied, which thereby limits her ability

to move beyond the pales of the perpetual cult of victimhood.

If women who sexually abuse are not 'victims,' thetl they are often construed

to be 'mad.' For example, many psych-based scholars have reported that a high

percentage of women had mental illness problems, chemical dependencies, or

difficulties with parenting (Faller, 1995, 1987; Bamett, Corder, and Jehu, 1990). The

reàlizatioln that women who sexually abuse their children have problems with

parenting seems rhetorical at best! In terms of mental illness, however, Saradjian

(1996) points out that it may be just the most dìsturbed women that are brought to the

attention of authorities. Moreover, none of the participants in Rosencrans' (1 997)

survey reported thal in their opinìon, their sexually abusive mothers were mentally ill.

From the standpoint of survivors, then, explanations that construct sexually abusive

mothers as 'mad' seem insufficient and inadequate.

lf not all women who abuse children are mentally ill, why, then, are these

psych-based sxplanations so readily accepted? Part of the problem with pathologizing
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female sexual abusers or labelling them as 'mad' is that it helps to perpetuate a

socìetal mlh that any woman who sexually abuses her children must be crazy. This

is especially true because psy-professions have a tendency to pathologize women

anyrvay (Currie, 2004; Chan,2001). However, Kelly (1991) argues that the problem

with pathologizing female sex offenders' behaviour is thât it makes women less

responsible for their actions, thereby denying women's agency and tlieir ability to be

free-thinking subjects.

Finally, in addition to 'victim' and 'mad' identities, female offenders are often

referred to as 'bad mothers.' Bad mothers are portrayed as completely ill-suited to

look after their children. Examples of matemal sexual abusers being portrayed as ,bad

mothers' are best illustrated through suruivor accounts especially wher.r they write

about some of their experiences with disclosing the sexual abuse to others. As

mentioned earlier, some women reported (in the instances where they were believed)

that their disclosures of matemal sexual abuse were often followed by an intense

reaction whereby other people became fraught with anger and nroral outrage.

Moreover, evidence of additional forms of abuse (such as physical and emotional)

inflicted onto children is used in order to 'prove' that sexually abusive mothers are

'bad seeds' and really the epitome of anti-feminine behaviour. They do not love their

children because they are not 'human' and ceÍainly 'not women.'18

I8 The biographica] story of S1,åi1 (Sclueiber, 1973) provides a useful illustration of how bad-/mad
col]structs become t¡ansformed into inevitable outcornes among adult survivors of childhood violence
For iüstance, afte¡ extensive psychiatlic tleatment for r.nultiple personality diso¡der resulting from
severe sexual abuse with multiple offenders (one of which was he¡ mother), Sybil rvas deemed ,mad'
primarily because her mother was 'bad' (for her orvn abusjve behaviour as well as fo¡ failule to
protect).
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In any of these three victim/madÆad scenarios, women who sexually abuse

child¡en are considered anomalies. An explanation for this outcasting is provided by

Jacqui Saradjian { 199ô: 2), wlro writes:

Society's construction of womanhood means that for women to be
associated with sexual abuse against children is so contrary to the role set
out for them that we try to deny that it occurs or when it does try and hnd
some way to explaìn it away.

The problem with constructilg women as victim, mad, or bad is that a mother's

sexually abusive behaviour often gets downgr.aded within these simplistic

explanations. Yet, by marginalizing a woman's capacity to commit sexual abuse and

locating her behaviour within victim, mad, or bad constructs, her potential to be both

good and bad is ignored precisely because her agency is also ignored.

Furlher, oversimplified binaries such as bad or good are problematic because

women can be bad and gooð,, mad. and sane, and vicfimizer a¡rd victimized. Women

can be, ir fact, one or all ofthese constnrcts. Instead of drawing on simplilìed

binaries, there needs to be room within feminist theorizing to move beyond this

'either/or' thinking in such a way that recognizes the possibility lor'both/and.'

In addition to concems about the oversimplification of bad, mad, and victim

constructs, theorizing that concentrates on categories and typologies ofabusers is

underdeveloped because women who have been sexually abused by their rnothers

have not been included in the majority of the research. Specihcally, what has been

ignored is how survivors interpret or make sense of their mother's sexual abuse

which, according to the limited survivor accounts currently available, ìs often fraught

with an overwhelming sense ofconfusion - especially around identity issues.
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ln the present context, it seems that it is much easier for children to believe

that there is something inherently wrong with them, rather than to face the fact that

they were not mothered in the way that society expects all children to be treated. This

disconnect between experience and expectation, I argue, is largely fostered by the

many my,ths and misconceptions that have been culturally created around women

(especially mothers) and sexual abuse. Consequently, much of the work on maternal

sexual violence is incomplete, which means that survivors' voices have often been

rendered silent.

The minimal amount of work on surwivors l.ras assisted in challenging many of

the my.ths and misconceplions on mothers and violence. CeÍainly, Bobbie

Rosencrans' (1997) study ofover ninety sur-vivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse

has helped to dispel many ofthese myths. Rosencrans'book is useful because it

provides us witlr an overview of the fenrale sulivor; yet, her work does not offer any

kind ofa theoretical analysis. Sinrilarly, Michelle Elliott's (1993a) edited book on

female-perpetrated sexual abuse is helpful for two reasons. First, even tliough the

bulk of the scholarly contributions were based on the female offender, several

chapters were devoted to research (mostly clinical) on the survivor. Second, about

one{hird of the book was delegated to male and female survivors' personal accounts

of fernale-perpetrated sexual abuse. Like Rosencrans' (1997) work, however, Elliott's

book makes little attempt to theorize survivors' experiences.

There is one notable exception, which is a book section done by Lee FitzRoy

in 1997. FitzRoy analyzes the experiences of frve women who were sexually abused

by their biological or adoptive mothers. FitzRoy draws on survivo¡s' experiences to
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challenge mainstream sexual abuse discourses. Using a feminist psychoanalytic

framework,le FitzRoy focuses on the impact that matemal sexual abllse has on the

bodies of survivors. She also examines the gendered categories of Man and Woman.

To this end, FitzRoy maintains that issues of the body as well as identif,ication within

gendered discourses are quite different for female survivors of maternal sexual abuse

compared to wornen who have been sexually violated by men. For rnstance, FitzRoy

comments that many survivors felt that they had little sense of their own identity.

Many sulivors had difficulties identifying where their bodies began and their

mother's ended. The basic argument of FìtzRoy's'üork is that these blurred

boundaries require more theoretical attention in order to address some of the more

complex questions in cases of sexual abuse where the olfender and victim have a

shared biological and gendered identity.

re In terms ofher feurinist psychoanal¡ic approach, FitzRoy (1997: 42) attenpts to answer the
following question: Does feminist psychoalalysis have somethrng to offer feminist discourses on
sexual violence when exploriug the blu¡¡ed boundaries between a sexually abusive nrother and her
daughter? Based on l]er interviews, FitzRoy found that the sexualized natuÌe oftheir mothe¡'s yiolence
was always beingjuxtaposed with an awareness by survivors that they had beeD bom from their
p€rpetratom. This leads FitzRoy (1997: 52) to conclude that femiuist psychoaDalysis may off€r useful
insiglÌts to f€minist theorizing around issues of mother-daughter sexual abuse. Moreover, within a
fendnist psychoanalytic framework, FitzRoy sugg€sts that future ¡esearch should focus on the bluned
boundaries between nothe¡ and daughter in two key ways. Fi$t, FitzRoy contelds that the offendrlg
mother may abuse he¡ daugl'ìter because she views her female child as a physical extension ofhe¡ om
body. Second, FitzRoy maiütains that some sexually abusive mothers may leaüì to i[temalize social
misogyny in such a way that it beconles inscribed within their bodies and psyches. Consequently, these
nrothers lealn to despise their own bodies and, because they view their daughter's body as an extensìon
of their ou.n, nlay turD their own self-hatred onto thebodyofthe dauglìters. As FitzRoy(1997: 52)
writesr "In this u,ay, we could view the sexual assault of a young girl-child by her mother as a possible
form of self-mutilatìor by the peryetrator herself." Vy'hile I do not disagree with FitzRoy's assertior
that feminist psychoanalytic tlìeory off€rs a lot ofanaly'trc power, Ilrave opted to adopt FitzRoy's
readiDg ofpoststructuralist theoÐ, - via a discourse analysrs that questions the concephral boundaries
ofestablished 'tuths' for several reasons. First, in my opinion, FitzRoy's suggestions for future
research within a fen nist psychoanal¡ic framework would be mo¡e fiuitful if if were based on
inrerviews with sexually abusive mothers - especially since it is doubtful tllat daughters would be able
to speak about the psyche of tl'teir mothers, Second, while I recognize that several femrnist
psychoalalytic schola¡s a¡e sociologists (for example, Nancy Chodorow and Jessica Benjamin), my
main focus is on the social processes that have influenced the ways in which daughters have come to
understand theil experiences with matemal sexual abuse. As such, including a femilrisl psychoanalytic
perspective rs simply beyond the scope of the curent ¡esea¡ch.
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FitzRoy draws on the work of Judith Butler (1993) and Carol Smarl (1992),

since both authors have challenged meta-nalratives as well as essentialist categories

of"an aggressive homogeneous masculinity and a passive homogenous femininity',

(FitzRoy, 1997:44). FitzRoy (1997:53) argues that feminist discourse needs to

extend beyond rigid conceptual understandings on issues such as gender and the body

in order to explore the impact of matemal sexual abuse. Much like FitzRoy's work, I

suggest that there needs to be a change ofdirection when it comes to theorizing

rnother-daughter sexual abuse. Specihcally, a theoretical approach is needed that

moves beyond a positivist framework in order to explore the lractured identities and

complex experiences of daughters (which indirectly would also include mothers).

One such perspective, I suggest, is feminist poststructuralism. A poststructuralist

approach has the potential to recognize the pol¡'morphic experiences of wonen,

without ernploying a rigid or restricting context.

Goncluding Remarks

Much like the earlier cultural conceptions of male-perpetrated rape, understandings of

mother-daughter sexual abuse have been influenced by various mlths and

misconceptions such as 'mothers are nufiurers,' 'women are essentially docile,'

'women are asexual,' 'female-perpetrated sexual abuse is hanr.rless,' and 'female

offenders only abuse boys.' Most of the literature on the female offender upholds

many ofthese myths and rnisconceptions. In this regard, most of the psych-based

research on the female offender attempts to explain matemal sexual abuse through
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'vrctim,' 'mad,' and 'bad' constructs, whìch is problematic because female offenders

do not fit within dominant social constructions of how mothers are understood.

Further, what remains neglected are the ways these discursively constituted

constructs influence sun/ivors' experiences with matemal sexual abuse. To this end,

even though there has been some clinical research as well as autobiographical

accolrnts by surwivors, most of these works make no attempt to theorize daughters'

experiences. In fact, with the exception of FitzRoy's (1997) work, the impact of

mother-daughter sexual abuse has been un-theorized. The goal of the present study,

then, is to explore within a feminist poststructuralist fiamework how the social

constructions of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality inform the ways in

which survivors make sense oftheil n.rother's violence (i.e. how their experiences are

constituted or put into a discourse) and how the matemal sexual abuse has had an

impact on the identities of suruivors. To achieve this goal, it is important to shìft

direction and fashion a theoretical framework that can address the complexìty of

mother-daughter sexual abuse. Mapping out such a theoretical fiamework is the task

of the next chapter.
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CHAPTERTWO

The Discursive Silencing of Mother-Daughter Sexual Abuse

The mother is the root which, sunk in the depths ofthe cosmos, can draw up its
juices; she is the fountain whence springs lor the living water, water that is also
a nourishing mìlk.

Simone de Beauvoir, 1949, p. 164

No one who traces the history ofmotherhood, ofthe home, ofchild-rearing
practices will ever assume the etemal pennanence of our own way of
institutìonalizing them.

Jessie Betnard, 1974, Forward

Feminists who draw on a poststructuralist perspective argue that its attention to

language and discourse offer helpful ways to examine experience without relying on

fixed understandings of identity (see: Weedon, 1997; Nicholson, 1994; Alcoff, 19gg;

Phelan, 198 8; Scott, 1988). A poststructuralist approach is also useful to fe'rinis'r

because it critically questions the status of universal knowledge and challenges

modemist (or positivist) assumptions (for example, that women have essential

natures). In these temrs, feminist poststructualism offers a way to critically examine

how social pattems become constituted, reproduced, and contested all of which are

"inportant tools in the struggle for change" (Weedon, 1997: 180).

Within the context ofthe present study, poststructuralism is especially useful

because it offers a reflexive approach whereby dominant discourses - such as

motlrerlrood, femininity, and heterosexuality - can be critically atalyzed in order to

examine how sulivors make sense of their experiences and how their identities are

influenced by various discursive constructions. Similar to the work on lesbian

violence by Janice Ristock (2002),I argue that an examination of dominant
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discourses can offer insights into how motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality

build a normative framework that, consequently, casts the matemal sexual abuser in a

certain light, sets up social barriers to the recognition of n-rother-daughter sexual

violence, and ultirnately silences sulivors by denying their experiences. A feminist

poststructuralist perspective allows space for subjugated voìces while placing mother-

daughter sexual violence within a pafticular sjtuational context. Thus, investigating

the discursive fields ofmotherl-rood, femininity, and heterosexuality enables an

exploration of the ways in which mothers become coustituted through culture,

language, and the role ofexpeÍs.

A Poststructu ralist Approach

In general, there is no fixed discipline for poststructuralism. Instead, it is broadly

defined as an interdisciplinary approach that calls into question the positivist

epistemologies of modem science, the Enlightenment's idea ofprogress and

rationality, and notions oftotal or complete knowledge based on generalizations and

absolute truth. The tl.reoretical position of poststructuralism is derived from Louis

Althusser's ( 1971) analysis of Marxism, Roland Barlhes' (1973) cultural criticism,

Michel Foucault's (1981; 1980; 1979; 1973) writings on knowledge, power, and

discourse, Jacques Denida's (1976) notion of deconstruction, Ferdinand de

Saussure's (1983) emphasis on linguistics, and Jacques Lacan's (1966) work on

psychoanalysis. Rather than focusing on personality and individual behaviour (as

demonstrated by n.rany of the psych-based analyses reviewed in the previous chapter),
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poststructualism concentrates on language, power/loowledge, discourse, and

socially-constt-ucted meaning.

Language

Klowledge is embedded in language, which does not reflect 'reality.' Instead,

language reproduces a world that is constantly jn transition and is never dehnitive

(Rosenau, 1990). Language, then, organizes experience. Yet, language is not an

expression ofunique individuality. Rather, there is a social element in the

construction ofan individual's subjectivity, which is neither fixed nor stable

(Weedon, 1 997). Beginning from Saussure's theory of /ogo centrisnl, which assumes

signs have predetermined meaning, Derrida moves beyond such a perspective by

supporting the concepl of différence, where signs are pr.oduced though dualisms. For

Denida, embedded in each sign is a signifier (a sound, text, or image) and a signified

(its meaning); thus, language is relational. For instance, there is nothing inherent to

the sigrifier'whore,' but rather it is the difference oflanguage witliin other signifiers

of femininity such as 'virgin' and 'mother' to which rneaning is attached (Weedon,

1997: 23),

Language, then, is a powerful tool ofoppression because it classifies and

orders experiences; it also signifies what is possible (male sexual abuse) and,

conversely, what is not (female sexual abuse) (Girshick, 2002b: 100). lt is clear that

for female-perpetrated violence, there is little appropriate language. Specrfically,
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between hegemonic femininityr and compulsory heterosexuality there is little

language to speak about sexually violent women - much as it once was thought

impossible for a husband to rape his wife. Because the penis is the reference point for

rape, women who have been sexually abused by a female have few linguistic tools to

verbahze and name the experience.2

Janice Ristock (2002, 1994) has written extensively on the effects of

heterosexist language for lesbians suffering from intimate violence. She argues that

heterosexism assumes that the perpetrator is male; therefore, language reflects this

supposition (Ristock, 2002).In additiol, Lori Girshìck (2002a: 1508) argues:

"Although many male rapists cerlainly deny that they have raped, there is at least a

legal context for the behavior and a language with which to discuss the acts. Female

perpetrators' denial is supported by our society."

Thus, without language there is no way to make sense of the world - much

less individual experiences, In the case of mother-daughter sexual abuse, there is no

culturalìy supplied vehicle for tl.re girl-child (or the adult survivor.) to express her

mother's violence. Consequently, there is no social context for her to 'shelve' her

experience since humans do not exist outsìde oflanguage. The only way to study its

effects is through analyzing discourses, which infomr individuals' modes of

understanding. This ís best achieved by reversing the dominant order within a binary

I Drawing on Antonio Gramsci's (1946 [1994]) concept ofideological hegemony, I deñne hegemonic
fernininity as the process whereby dominart discou¡ses on wonren retain ideological control ofpublic
opinion. which thel beconte accepled as corrLrnon sense.-
' When r¡,omen are afforded space to velbalize their expenences, it is ofteD in a highly sexualized
nranner wl'ìere the abuse becomes eroticized. Carol Srnart (1989r 39) refers to this eroticized re-
enaÇtnÌenl as a "pomographic vignette."
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relationship; for example, giving priority to homosexuality instead of heterosexuality,

or femininity rather than masculinity.

The Fluidity of Power and Resistance

Also central to a poststructualist f?amework is Michel Foucault's (1979) work on

power and resistance. Specifically, Foucault maintains that a conventional model of

power (which he labels jundico-discursive) denies the poll,morphic existence of

domination.3 In response to the exclusive negativity ofjuridico-discursive power,

Foucault contends that power is exercised through a web-like formation in wliich

everyone is caught (Sawicki, 1991). Power does not flow one-way from the sovereign

or the top. Rather, power can be found in all the capillaries ofsociety. power follows

no pre-ordained pattem and is not singular in its makeup. It exists everpvhere in

every fabric ofsociety. Power interacts with knowledge and, as Foucault (1980)

argued, the two are inseparable. Neither the 'powerful' nor 'powerless' are outside

the constitutive effects of knowledge.

Foucault (1979:95) also argued that "where there is power, there is

resistance." Resistance is like power in that it has no life outside the relationship in

which it is occurring (Faith, 1994). Put another way, if there was no resistance, there

would be no need for power. Thus, resistance does not work against power; rather, it

is in relatron to po\¡/er (Bell, 1993: 32). Power and resistance are ljke two sides ofa

I For Foucault, there are four impoftant elements ofjuridìco-discur sive power, First, power only
manifests itselfin negative ways and acts in strict reference to prohibitions, taboos, or 'thou shalt nots.'
Obedience is thus sustained through the tlueat ofpunishlnent. Second, power operates in a binary
system that sets up dualisms sucb as lhe oppressor and the oppressed. Third, power stems from a
cenrral source, such as a sovereign, mol1arch, ol the state. In this respect, some people have power
while othe¡s do not. The linal element ofjuridico-discursive power is that it is possible to overcon.re its
grip aDd obtai¡ freedom (Foucault, 1979).
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single coin; as a result, only the specifics ofpower and resistance can be examined,

and thus not its generalities (Flaskas and Humphreys, 1993). Finally, resistance

manifests itself in multiple ways, because ìt is not a homogeneous, fixed phenomenon

(Hoy, 1986).

By locating resistance within a power relationship, feminist theonzing is able

to provide space for the role of human agency lor offenders (to be violent) and

victims (to resist on some level) without denying any social forces that shape and

contain the application of that agency (Lamb, 1995). Instead ofpigeon-holing female

sex abusers into monolithic victim or vìctimizer constructs, poststructüalist feminist

theory contends that power ìs relational. In this respect, power is not fixed or static;

ratlrer, it is constantly clranging and in a state offlux. Such a theorization ofpower

enables the examination of situations where women may feel powerless in one

instance but powerful ìn another. The ìnterelatedness ofpower and powerlessness

also allows feminist theory to conceptualize how women can be in a privileged and an

oppressed situatìon at the same time. One could argue that nowhere is this realization

more pronounced than it is for motherhood.

Even though Foucault's work has been criticized for failing to consider the

gendered nature of power/knowledge (Sumner, 1990; Fraser, 1989; Sniart, 1989;

Eisenstein, 1988; Sawicki, 1988; Butler, 1987), within his understanding of

disciplinary power it is possible to conceptualize how mothers can be powerless

victims (from their partner or thlough previous victimization) and powerful agents

(and sexually abuse their child). Julia Hanìgsberg and Sara Ruddick (1999: xi) write:

Mothers who harm, however powerless they may be in their lives, are
powerful in respect to their young children who are often utterly
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dependent upon their effective goodwill. Deliberately, helplessly, or
inadverlently mothers may use their power in ways that hurt.

Situating women solely as passive victims denies their ability to be active agents who

are capable ofmaking decisions good and bad. To this end, feminist theory cannot

paint all women with the same brush. Even within patriarchal institutions like the

family, women do have agency and have access to power. The options or choices of

some women may be severely limited; yet, even in these situations women do have

some capacity to choose. Ifthere is one essential quality that can be found in humans

(including mothers), it is the ability to choose, even if sometimes decisions are made

in darkness.

Power, then, is not a possession that is pernar.rently held by an individual (like

a mother) who unilaterally exhibits control against a weaker person (or child).

Instead, power is more fluid. As Ngaire Naffi ne (1997:70) reports, power..moves

around within relationships and its effects are felt not by people being bent to the will

ofothers, but through the actual constitution ofour thoughts and behaviour." Thus,

one problem with fixed definitions ofpower is that they ignore a mother.'s capacity to

act in sexually abusive ways. As such, within a rigid model of power, the .bottom,

can never become the 'top,'

The Social Construction of Discourse

The study ofdiscourse also stems from Foucault's (1981) work. For Foucault,

exarnining discourse is a useful way to illustrate conversations in and between texts in

order to construct possibilities for knowledge. Foucault argued that as humans, we are

in a constant state ofinca¡ceration - imprisoned by the practices of modem systems
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and institutions, which he calls 'discourses.' Foucault promoted the study of

discourses (instead offocusing strictly on structural inequalities) in order to analyze

how 'regimes of truth' are socially constmcted or produced within a series of

discursive arenas.

Drawing on Foucault's work, Janice Ristock (2002: 138) maintains that

critically analyzing discourses is useful because individuals are ,,regulated by

language and how normative assumptions are asseÍed though categories that include

the experiences of some women and exclude the experiences ofothers; naturalize

cerlain fonns ofviolence and repress knowledge of others." Discourse analysis, then,

is employed to describe how 'subjects' (i.e. who we think we are and how we act) are

created tluough an interplay ofpower and knowledge (Larnb, 1999b).

Working within a poststructuralist approach, feminist analysts can explore

how the social constructions ofmotherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality fom

dominant discourses, which create truth claims and nonnalize the way a// women

should behave towards their children. Thus, dominant discourses such as motherhood,

femininity, and heterosexuality provide a working language to which all women

should perform. Even though mothers are bound to certain hegemonic discourses, it

is, neverlheless, possible to transcend these domìnant social practices by resisting

such power through counter-discourses, which operate to challenge what is believed

to be'real' or'natural' (Weedon, 1997; Hekman, 1995). This allows space for

agency, because, by living out altematives, individuals j eop ardize the 'naturalness, of

everyday knowledge and custom (Weedon, 1997: 108). As such, possibilitres are

opened up for women to act in ways that dominant discourses otherwise foreclose.
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Mother-daughter sexual abuse would be one such act. Thus, by using survivor

accounts to analyze experiences of being mothered, the rigid binaries of mothers can

be further explored (for example, as either active powerful agents or passive victims

caught in the w¡ath of male violence).

Normalization through Discourse

In Foucault's (1979: 184) postmodem analysis of disciplinary power, the social

regulation of human behaviour through dominant discourses is labelled as

'honnalìzed judgement." Nomalized judgement refers to a desire to produce

confomity rather than seeking retribution. The main objective of normalized

judgement is to create a homogenous group whereby everyone is encouraged toward

the same behaviour. There is, however, an individualizing effect because each person

is measured agair.rst the dominant discursive norm. This is achieved by nreasuring an

i'dividual against an essential criterion (or ideal type) ofappropriate behaviour and

then assessing how much of a gap exists between this individual and the desired nonr.l

(Garland 1990). As will be argued in this work, the outcome of such rigid criteria and

restrictive boundaries is the effective regulation of women,s sexual behaviour (or

mìsbehaviour), particularly within the breadth of motl.rerhood, femininity, and

heterosexuality discourses.

The significance ofFoucault's theoretical position on normative discourses is

the way in which rules are followed through the threat of stign.ra on those who

disregard or violate thern. For instance, in order to secure nonlative ideals of

motherhood, there needs to be women who 'fall' outside these discursive expectations
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(Smat, 1996). This is achieved, in part, through the use ofexpeds lrom the psych-

based disciplines as well as feminists - who operate (consciously or unconsciously) to

shape a desired knowledge of women. In their role as expefis, then, 'psy' professions

and feminists play an important role in reproducing dominant motherhood,

femininity, and heterosexuality discourses. For example, through the use ofexpert

discourse, cerlain behaviours are labelled. Specifically, behaviour that falls outside

the discursive confines of the 'good mother' are completely beyond popular social

constructions of mothers.

Nornnlizin g Motherltood

Few discursive constructions are as powerful as the social tenain ofmotherhood.

Central to motherhood discourses is the 'ideal mother' - the perfect woman who

provides safety and unconditional love for her child and who successfully raises a

model citizen. These discursive ideals are the ultimate nleasure ofall females. In

addition, motherhood is the keystone to establishing nonnalized pattenrs of

femininity and heterosexuality. That is, to be a good female and proper woman, one

must many and have children.a Dorothy Roberts ( 1999: 34) writes:

Of course, women experience tremendous pressure, both systemic and
ideological, to become mothers. Motherhood is virtually compulsory for
women: No woman achieves her fuI1 position in society until she becomes
a mother. Women sl.rould not be compelled to be mothers, but those who
are mothers take on an obligation to care for their children.

Yet, the ideal mother (as she has been constituted today) is a historically and

culturally specific construct. By embarking on a historical analysis ofmotherhood,

' Ironically, even thougl'ì tlìere is a glorification around beconLing - and succcedi:tg as a ntother, tt
reality, there is very little actual value placed, u:pott totheúng (Wolfers, 1993).
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the changing role of Mother can be uncovered. This allows us to question the

otherwise taken-for-granted assumptions around mothering practices (Srnart, 1996).5

For example, during classical Greek and Roman periods, neither mothers nor

fathers we¡e known to be affectionate towards their children - especially female

babies who were often viewed as a liability rather than an economic asset (Thurer,

1994).In line with the logic of the time, love and nurturing were not regarded as

necessary or prudent parenting functions. Rather, parental ambivalence was

normative - parlicularly for mothers who received little recognition or status for their

childrearing abilities. Further, with the advent of Christianity during the Middle Ages

(from the fall of the Roman Empire in 500 to the fifteenth century), motherhood

became constituted as a manifestation of camal pleasure due to the Church,s

position that sex for pleasure was a venial sin and really the antithesis ofsalvation

(Thurer, 1994: 104; see also, Parsons and Wheeler, 1996). Ironically, the Middle

Ages also bore witness to the ultimate paragon of motherhood - the Blessed Virgin

Mary, mother of Jesus (Margolis, 1984). Despite the idealism of Mary, by the

eighteenth century, due to the strict Old Testament influence of tl.re Puritan rnovement

within the Church of England, women were believed to be completely unreasonable

and too emotional to mother. Consequently, fathers were called upon to provide

religious instruction and discipline to their children (Ferguson, 1983).

5 Historically, fathering has also been socially constructed to aìign with cultural, political, and
ecotlonic demands; however, it has neither been idealized nor demo¡alized to the same extent as
mothering. This is best reflected in everyday language wìth ubiquitous pluases like 'mama,s boy' (the
epitome of anti-ma sculine behaviour) aud 'daddy's girl' (an envious social position for females).
Fufther, society is far mo¡e lenient on fathers as opposed to mothers; as noted by Susan Douglas and
Meredith Mrcbaels (2004: 8), "a dad who knows the name ofhis kids'paediatrician and ¡eads then
stories at night is still regarded as a sainf; a rnotheÌ who doesn't is a sinner." Fiually, given tltat a large
number offathers do not live with their childten, rnen are less likely to be motivated though guilt -
uulike mothers who are shrdied and blan:red in epidemic propo¡1ions (Eyer, 1996).
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As several scholars6 have pointed out, in the eighteenth and nineteenth

ceúuries most Westem nations underwent a process of industrialization, which meant

that manufacturing began to shilt from the household to the capitalist economy. This

economic upheaval created a split between the public control ofproduction and the

pnvate organization ofreproduction (Glenn, 1993). Consequently, mothers were

delegated to a domestic role within the home. Since lnost women now participated

almost exclusively in unpaid labour, a new rationale was needed in order to justily the

changing division oflabour. The solution ostensibly resulted in the fonlation ofa

new ideology - the exaltation of motherhood (Eyer, 1996: 37). Directly related to the

new romanticized persona of Mother came the belief that only mothers were capable

ofturning malleable infants into fruitful citizens and moral beings.T lronically,

mothers, who centuries earlier were regarded as cousorls ofevil, were now deemed to

be "angels of the house" (Bemard, 1974:12), and were seen as possessing loving and

gentle characters.

The increased idealization of motherhood in Westem societies was also

influenced, in par1, by the work ofJean Jacques Rousseau and his insights on

clrildrearing, which were first published in his popular book, Énùte (17 62). According

to Rousseau, the continued existence of 'mankind' depended on the mother's ability

to strengthen the family through her natural propensity towards emotion and

relationships with others (Kaplan, \992).In contrast to earlier eras, women were now

6 
See, for exanrple: Amup, 1994; Larson, Goltz, and Hobafi, 1994; Glem, 1993; M. Kaplau, 1993;

Margolis, 1984; de Mause, 1975; Bernard, 1974.
' Good mothering, theu, was also tied to good govennÌerìt and natiou-building (Ladd-Taylor and
Unansky, I998; Pateman, 1992; Peikoffand Brickey, 1991). For instance, the state now called upon
mothers fo have large fanilies il order to fuIfiI1 their patriotic duty (Razack, 1990).
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considered innately suited for childcare because oftheir inherent qualities of self-

sacrifice and moral purity (Glenn, 1993; Boydston, 1990; Cowan, 1983; Cott, 1977).

What is interesting, however, is that despite all of the emphasis on matemal

instinct and a woman's essential nature, from the nineteenth century onwards,

mothering was also scientihcally instructed by 'experts' (Ursel, 1992; Lewis, 1990).

This professionalization ofmotherhood, produced mostly by psychological and

rnedical experls, embodied a certain discursive construction of motherhood which, in

turn, aided in constituting how a 'good mother' should conduct herself.s

A common thread in the newly constituted good mother was the porlrayal,

depiction, and assumption that motherhood was the ultimate accomplishment of

feminirrity and womanhood.e Central to this porlrayal of matemal gratification is the

absolute necessity for motlrer love. For instance, according to Erich Fromm ( 1956:

33), a "[m]other's love is bliss... Mother is the home we come from, she is nature,

soil, the ocean... Motherly love is unconditional affirmation." Thus, mother love now

became a repository for the collective desire towards perfect mothering a wish

previously strengthened by the Virgin Mary (Schùtze, 1987; Maroney, 1985).

Related to the normative power of a mother's love is the assumption of a

matemal bond, which originally began with John Bowlby's (1960a, and 1960b, 1958,

8 The most notable modem expert was Benjamin Spock, a Freudian Paediafìcian, who published Záe
Comnton Sense Book of Baby autl Child Cqre rî 1946.With the exception of the Bible, this book sold
mo¡e copjes tharÌ any other - enough for every childlearing Anerican household to have a copy (Eyer,
1996; Bravemau, 1989).
e Despite an abundance of literature tl'ìat perpetuared the essential goodness ir motltets, there we¡e also
childlearing manuals fhat depicted lnothers as dangerous. For instance, in 1948 Frieda Frounn-
Reichmann argued that domineering, narcissistic, and rejecting mothe¡s we¡e the cause of
schizophrenia in their children (Dolnick, 1998: 94). Thus, occurring alongside constructions ofthe
'good mother' was 'n¡otber-blaming' - especially as the psy professions became mo¡e convinced that
children's idiosytcrasies we¡e the consequence ofbad motheri[g. As illustrated in the previous
chapter, the tendency ofpsych-based professions to label women as bad mothers is nothing new.
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1944) work on attachment theory and then re-gained popularity in the 1970s.

Specifically, in the 1970s, two Amencan Paediatricians, Marshall Klaus and John

Kemell (1976; 1970), concluded that immedìately after birth, babies start a ,maternal

sensitive period.' Even though this matemal sensitive period lasts only a short time, il

is essential to the child's developrnent. Based largely on these findings, hospitals

began to implement compulsory mother-child bondìng immediately after birth. The

empirical validity of matemal bonding research was soon discredited.l0 For example,

the work was criticized for overlooking the social context in which the bonding union

takes place (Schutze, 1987). Despite scientific falsifications, the idea of the mother-

child bond survived probably because it was so straiglrtlorward and complemented

other discursive assumptioÍts of n.rotherhood (such as a mother's natural ability to

love her children).

The purpose ofproviding a briefhistorical review of mothering practices is to

demonstrate that motherhood is socially constructed. Thus, despite the current

normalized assumptìons of motherhood, the ideal Mother, as she is known today, is a

recent phenomenon - especially in regards to a mother's innate loving abilities and

her essential matemal instinct (Nice, 1992; Badinter, 1982). lt is impoÍant to note

that the ideal Mother is also very much a Westem construction. This point is best

ilJustrated by Marlee Kline (1993), a Canadian legal scholar who uses

intersectionality to highlight the ways in which dominant ideologies of rnotherhood in

Westem culture advance hegemontc presuppositions of 'Indianness,' which

ultimately succeeds in marginalizing Aboriginal motherûrg practices.

ro 
See: Romito, Sau¡el-Cubizolles, and Crisma, 2001; Eyer, 1996, 1993;Ross, 1995; Schutze, l9g7:

Sluckiu, Herbet, and Sluckin, 1983; Chodorow, 1978; OakJey, 1974a.
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Using child welfare cases as her reference point, Kline demonstrates how

oppressive Westem discourses create a conceptual framework whereby Aboriginal

womell are often blamed for any difficulties they have in their child-raisirg

experiences. These 'bad mother' constructions occur because Aboriginal woÍren are

being measured up to dominant westem discourses ofmotherhood. The consequence

Kline argues, is that motherhood, according to Aboriginal ideologies and practices, is

devalued and 'othered' by mainstream systems (such as the child wellare system).

Westem motherhood ideologies, lor instance, emphasize an individualízation of

mothering practices, which is counterintuitive to Aboriginal culture and custom

whereby chid-raising is understood to be a collective responsibility (Kline, 1993).

Omitted, however, are the long-tern effects ofcolonialism and racial oppression on

Aboriginal Peoples, which often act as a banier for Aboriginal women when

attempting to fulfill Westem expectations constituted within these mainstream

motherhood discourses. Thus, racisn.r is central to Aboriginal women's mothering

experiences in large parl because of the naturalized a'd discursive fo'nation of

Westem motherhood discourses. Instead, when an Aboriginal ideology ol

ürotherhood is counter-posed with dominant westem discourses, it becomes appareÍìt

that there are other constructions ofhow women mother (or ought to mother), which

sl.rould reinforce the argument tl.rat motherhood - and especially westem motherhood

- is a social construction.ll

An in-depth review ofAboriginal notherhood discou¡ses is beyoud the scope ofthe current project
For'rore discussion on the hegemouic impact of westem motherhood ideologies ou Aborigrnal
wonen as well as Aboriginal motherhood discourses, see Hamrlersmrth, 2002, Klhe, l99jo¡
Monnue, 1989.
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It would be inaccurate, however, to suggest that dominant discourses on

Westenr motherhood have only been influenced by male experts from psych-based

and lnedical disciplines. Feminists too have parlicipated in the dìscursive construction

of Mother. Historically, feminists have both challenged and reinforced popular

contentions ofthe intrinsic good mother (Diduck, 1998).r2 For example, the first-

wave ferninist movement, begiming around 1875 in Canada, saw middle-class

women join together in droves to pronote matemalism, which was an attempt to

enhance the status of women via good mother rhetoric (Valverde, 1991; Monison,

1976). Canada's leading matemal feminist was Nellie McClung, who advanced the

caring instincts of motherhood by claiming that "women are naturally the guardians

of the race... It is woman's place to lift high the standard of morality" (McClung,

1972:34,66; cited in Adamson, Briskin, and McPhail, 1988: 31).

With the resurgerce of the feminist movement in the late 1960s, women

challenged the traditional nuclear family and proclaimed it oppressive to women.

Feminists ofthis era also began to re-examine motherhood and question whether it

was the ultimate destìny for all women (Snitow, 1992). Feminists, in one way or

another, rallied against the propaganda ofthe postwar years and the patriarchal

endorsements being perpetuated by male medical and psych-based experts

(Eisenstein, 1983). For instance, in the early 1960s, Betty Fnedan (1963) ínterviewed

housewives and concluded in her book, The Feminine Mystique, lhat the crisis of

motherhood stemmed from problems in patriarchal constructioÌls of femininity.

Specifically, she argued against previous psych-based interpretations of motherhood

r2 In the following text, I provide a briefreview ofthe f€minist history ofmothe¡hood. For a more
complete review see: Eyer, 1996; Thurer, 1994; Drxon, 1991;Braverman, 1989; Margolis, 1984.
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by asserting that the role of mother was socially constructed.ll Friedan's book was

widely read and, as a result, hordes of married women formed consciousness-raising

groups as a means to hght against the oppressive conditions oftheir housewife status

Despite the success ofFriedan's work, however, the very essence of women as

mothers was never called into question (Eyer, 1996). As such, all women were

assumed to be white, heterosexual, middle-class, and not working for pay.

The marketing ofnrolherhood as a natural occunence was questioned by

radical feminist gtoups who militantly called upon women to boycott rnarriage and

motherhood on the grounds that "fp]regnancy is barbaric" (Firestone, 1970: 198; see

also: Peck, 1971; Atkinson, 1974; Allen, 1983). To mother was to perpetuate

patriarclry; thus, radical feminists took audacious stances against motherhood (i.e. by

challenging women not to mother). However, the anti-motherhood position was

dismissed by many feminist scholars for being too one-dimensional (Ferguson, 19g9)

and for ignoring the social construction ofmotherhood (Ladd-Taylor and Umansky,

1998). '4

During the 1970s and 1980s feminist analysts also began to probe both the

social (Ferguson, 1989; 1983)15 and the subjective meanings ofmotherhood

't S"u"n y"urc later, Kate Millet (1970) drew on mary ofFrredan's findings as well as the
antkopological work of Margaret Mead, who revealed that in some cultures passivity was thought to
be a masculine t¡ait while aggressiveness and an av€rsion to childrearing was considered feminine.
ra As a result, some feminist analysts opted to say 'yes' to nÌotherhood, iut 'no, to patriarchy by
advocating for matriarchy (Love and Shanklin, 1983; Irigaray, 1981). ln addition, some feminists
p,ronrored equal parenting bet\veeD mothers and fathers (Eluensaft, 1990; 1983).
'' Socialist-feminist authors, Iike Ann Fer.guson (1989, 1983; see also Zelizar, 1985; Barren, 1980;
Fox, 1980; Young, 1980), support a multi-systems approach that concephralizes the reproduction of
patriarchy and capitalism. For example, Ferguson argues that both patrjarchy and capitalism operates
to oppress wontetl within mothe¡hood.
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(Benjamin, 1988; Chodorow, 1978; Dinnerstein, 1976).16 One popular feminist who

cl.rallenged many of the patriarchal positions put fofh by male childrearing experts

was Adrienne Rich (1976), who contended that motherhood has two distinct, but

superimposed meanings. The first is the poterztial relationship a woman has with her

reproductive powers; the second isthe institution that aims to keep all women under

male control (Rich, 1976: 13). Thus, despite the hegenronic effect ofthe institution of

motlrerhood, Rich ( 1976: 279-280) argues that women benefit from the experience of

motherhood: "the tenderness, the passion, the trust in our instincts, the evocation ofa

courage we did not know we owned." To tliis end, once disengaged from

androcentrism, the experience of motherhood could be transformed into a positive

experience for both mother and child (and especially daughters). Rich's theory,

however, is teleological because, on one hand, she argues that gender roles stem from

social deteminism (rather than biology); yet, she asserts, via biological essentialism,

that mothers are naturally suited to mother because oftheir inherent nurturing

qualities.

ró While radical feminists attempted to accentLÌate paûiarchal interpretations ofmotherhood, early [eo-
Freudian feminist theorists sought to move away fro:n historical, cultural, a'rd social ¡elations to
utrcover the unconscious effects of gender socialization among sons and daughters. Three books
Jessica Benjamin's (1988) The Bonds ofZove, Dorothy Dinnerstein's (1976) Mermaíd and the
Minotaut', and Nancy Chodorow's ( 1978; see also: 2000, 1999, 1994, 1989) The Reproductíon of
Mothering - popLtlarized the femûrist psychoanalysis advancement. In general, psychoanalytic
feminists rnove beyond Freud's work on the Oedrpal stage ofa child's development by suppoftûtg
object-relations tlìeory (Fairbain, 1952; Balint, 1949) - which isbasedonth€ pdnciples ofiuter-
subjectivity. Psychoanalytic feminists argued that gender role drffere[tiation wou]d persist so long as
womer continued to monopolize childrearing duties and parenting remained aslmmeûjc. Although in
suppoft of synnnehical parenting (albeit to varying degrees), psychoanalltic feminists offer no
recom¡lendations of ,ùoÌ, to alter tlle psychic make-up of 'non-r.ìurh.uing' lfren (Maroney, 1985). In
addition, based on inter¡¡iews with twenty-five couples, Susan walzer (1998; 1996) for.Lnd that despite
egalita¡iau intel1tions, a traditionalization ofgender roles existed, which she co[cluded was due to
powerfuì social conshrctions manufactured mostly from the advice ofchildcale experts. Þ'or more
thorough c¡itiques ofpsychoanal¡ic femirusm see: Dixon, l99i; Eluersaft, 1990; Ferguson, 1989;
Young, 1989; Gottleibe, 1984;Bart, 1983; Ptaza, 1982; Lorber, Coser, and Rossi, 1981.
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Despite the divergent range of motherhood perspectives, in one way or

another, the feminist scholars mentìoned have reproduced many of the mainstream

assumptions of motherhood. One problem with the above examples of feminìst

perspectives on motherhood ües in their meta-theoretical approach, which ignores a

mother's own ability to use (and abuse) patnarchal fonns ofpower (Eisenstein,

1983). Most often, the ideal Mother within feminist perspectives unquestionably

portrayed mothers as nurlurers, primary caregivers, and safe people. Consequently,

there is liltle space to recognize a mother's capacity for sexual abuse. Further,

restrìcting feminist analyses within the parameters of biology creates an impasse with

no logical answer "why do more wonten not abuse their children considering the

oppressive nature of motherhood in society?" (Ong, 1985: 411; ernphasis in original)

By accepting motherhood (as well as power, sexuality, identity, and feniininity) as an

essential construct, these feminist scholars simply "concede too much" (Smar1, 1989:

5). To this end, writers like Lori Girshick (2002a;2002b) argue that ferninist

theorizing needs to broaden beyond the structural inequalities of patriarclly in order to

address women's violence.

Broadening our focus on n.rotherhood enables feminist theory to acknowledge

the irnportance ofindividual agency in that women can be active agents ofpower. By

incorporating a poststructuralist perspective, for instance, feminist theorizing is able

to explore the possibility of mothe¡s being good,Õad and powerful/powerless

simultaneously. In this regard, challenging established truth claims (i.e. mothers do

not sexually abuse their daughters) enables a new nanative - the voice ofthe

daughter. This creates space foÌ another reading ofchild sexual abuse, which rmtil
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recently has been socially coded as unspeakable. Through survivor accounts, then,

are able to critically analyze and challenge some of the hegemonic versions of

motherhood.

Normalizing Femininity

A woman may deviate from the standards olrespectable femininity in at
least two ways. One is by not behaving as a lady should - for example,
drinking or using drugs, dressing 'seductively,' having an extramarital
affatr ... A second, not unrelated way in which women can violate social
standards of femininity is by being too much like a man. (Renzetti, 1999:
48)

From the above quote, it would follow that the sexually abusive mother is in direct

violation on both accounts. As such, one strategy often employed in order to make

sense ofher behaviour is to construct her as essentially evil. The sexually abusive

mother, then, is dangerous because her violence is a confirmation ofher capacity to

transgress'respectable' femininity (Stanko, 2000).

Yet, feminist writers such as Judith Butler (1993; 1990) and Denise Riley

(1988) question meta-nar-rative approaches, which dichotomize Man and Woman.

These scholars argue that theorizing needs to avoid essentialism, be it social or

biological, because the binaries of man/woman, culture/nature, reason/ernotion, or

father/mother reflect u'iversal, static, and ahistorical assumptions where women are

located at the subordinate end of the dichotomy. Such dualisms deal strictly with

difference and opposition. Chris Weedon (1997:159) points out:

These are necessarily hierarchal oppositiols, such as rnan/woman or
culture/nature, which, in keeping with the structures of logocentrism,
make one side of the opposition the key concept in relation to wlilch the
other is dehned negatively. Deconstruction, by reversing these
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oppositions, is able to show how discou¡ses achleve their effects,
rhetorically, and to displace their systems.

The problem with the rigid dicholomy wìthin gender is that it depends on a Cartesian

split whereby women are seen as less rational and, therefore, less responsible for their

behaviour than men. In order for women to appear rational "the contradictory stories

ofothers must be erased, devalued and suppressed" (Flax, 1993: 33). Thus, these

binaries result in the construction of an aggressive homogeneous masculinity and a

passive homogeneous femininity (FitzRoy, 1997). Only tkough the decentring of

gender constructions can the regulative and normative formations of female identity

be exposed.

Especially in the case ofsexual violence, feminist theory needs to contest

these presumed fundamental assumptions, because they prohibit the possibility of

alten.rative accounts and experiences (Smar1, 1995; Weir, 1994). In addition, as

argued by feminist poststructuralists, rejecting problernatic notions ofan essential

femininity does not require conternporary feminism to ignore the validity ofidentity

politics or agency. Linda Alcoff(1988), for ìnstance, acknowledges that gender is not

a pre-discursive entity; rather, it is a constructìon that is logically fomtalized through

a natrix of practices, customs, and discourses. Butler ( 1990: 1 3 8) calls this ,,gender

parody" because it "does not assume that there is an original which such parodic

identities imitate." In addition, Butler draws on Foucault's use of power/knowledge in

her critique ofthe discursive formation ofgender as an identity, because it gives us a

way to acknowledge who is excluded from female identities and how the exclusion is

sustained.
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It is imporlant, then, to explore women's fractured identities and their multiple

- oflen contradictory roles in society (Stanko, 2003).r7 Examining the fractured

identities of women also has challenged previous feminist notions of the authentic

Woman because it implies a single identity (for instance, mother as offender and

daughter as victim), which bestows one 'true' voice (Mahoney, 1996). Because the

category Woman is inten-rally fractured, the multiple identities of wornen, which are

often contradictory - such as, victim/abuser, good mother,/bad mother,

homosexual/heterosexual, and loving mother/hurlful mother - can be explored. There

is sirnply no fixed or stable female reality, because a woman's identity shifts

s1'nchronically and diachronically (Abbey and O'Reilly, 1998). Simultaneously,

wor¡en are mothers, daughters, paÍners, friends, colleagues, etc. At any given time,

these fractured identities will be both complementary and conflicting. For this reason,

the nomativity of femininity must be re-contextualized as having rnultiple

constructions.

By focusing on identity as fluid, hetericgeneous, changing, and fractured,

Butler (1990) attempts to understand gender as a performance. For Butler, identity

does not precede the perfonnance of one's gender, which is constituted lhrough the

convergence of multiple discourses where we repeat, perfom, and act out our sex.

Related to performativity, then, is'doing gender,'which moves beyond a structùred

analysis to encompass how women 'perfom' various roles in society (see also: Daly,

1997; West and Zimmerman, 1987). ln this regard, if gender is performative, why

r7 The concept 'ftactu¡ed identities' is more commonly aligned with a postnodem framcwo¡k.
Generally, however, the¡e is little theoretical difference betw€€n poststructuralism aùd post¡1odermsm,
except that tl'ìe latte¡ also draws on the work ofJean Baudrillard (1994), David Leìuran (1991), Ben
Agger (1990), Jean-Françoìs Lyotard (1970).
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should all women be expected to 'perform' to the ideal female? Or, why should it be

surprising when some women become sexually aggressive with their children and

thereby 'perform' altemative scripts, which arguably are rrore aligned with normative

masculine behaviour? A male who sexually abuses his daughter can be made sense of

tluough masculinity discourses, whereby he retains his agency and is still seen as

rational d,espile his irrarional act. "Violence is viewed as one of many possible

behaviour pattems for men; it is not stnkingly unusual even when extreme"

(Morrissey, 2003:17). Yet, when it is the mother who is the sexual violator, her very

'womanlrood' comes into question (Scott, 2001; Crawford, 1997). The same does not

hold for men who sexually abuse.

Within a performative framework, there is a greater understanding of how

women confonn to some traditional gender scripts, even while they violate others (i.e.

by being sexlrally abusìve). Sara Scott (2001) gives an analogy of a female biker who

may combine heavy drinking and a hard-core lifestyle with obediently fulfilling the

domestic role of a wife or girlfriend. Hegernonìc (or dominant) discourses of

femininity are not monolithic and the ideals inherent in them are not suitable to all

worrren; as a result, wonen leam that they have a range of possibilities (Weedon,

1997). Thus, it is possible for women to both resist and reproduce femininity (Moore,

1994). As Scott (2001: i05) writes, "This makes possible the development of resjstar.rt

identities including those of feminism, but it also allows for the existence of

numerous subcultural varìations in gender roles and expectations which may be less

tl.ran revolutionary."
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A performative framework also makes possible women's agency, because

feminist poststructuralists do not treat agency (constituting) and construction

(constituted) as antithetical; rather, agency is a product of discourse because there is

no pre-discursive 'I' (Hekman, 1995:202). This position is taken by Henrietta Moore

(1994: 140), who maintains:

If we accept the idea that the concept ofperson is only intelligible with
reference to a culturally specifrc set of categories, discourses and
practices, then we have to acknowledge the different ways in which the
categories woman and man, and the discourses which employ these
categories, are involved in the production and reproduction ofnotions of
personhood and agency.

Women hold rnany subject positions within a range of discourses, and some will

contradict others (i.e. the passive asexual female versus the omnipotent mother). It is

a woman's subjective experiences ofidentities that help to constitute her as an active

agent in the world, Identity, then, is not only socially constructed, but also the result

of"indivìdual and collective choices within the parameters ofregulated lreedoms"

(Faith, 1994: 41).

Normaliz ing Heter os exualit¡t

By drawing on a Foucauldian perspective of normalization techniques, feminist

theorizing can examine how sexuality is put into a discourse within specific

power/knowledge networks. Foucault's (1981) work in the Historlt of Seruality: An

Introduction explores The effects of sex rather than ils origins. Because ofthe

discursive terrain of sexuality, it cannot be specifically located within an individual's

body; nor is it a natural phenon'ìenon. Rather, "it is formed within and infonrred by

the society in which one lives" (Bell, 1993: 15). Sexuality, then, is something that is
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culturally constructed, sustained, and reproduced through a bio-political collection of

discursive manoeuvres, namely the deploynzent of alliance and the deployment of

sexuali4t (Foucault, 1 98 1).

Foucault argues that the Victorian era saw a discursive upsurge around sex

and the apparatus ofsexuality as something that needed to be strictly regulated in

order to produce and reproduce docile bodies. Sexuality was no longer seen as the

propeÍy of an individual body (the deployment of alliance). h.rstead, it became the

quintessential representation ofself. As a result, sexuality tumed into the object and

product of social discourse, whìch tnfluenced the way people talked about sex (Bell,

1991). The deployment of sexuality operated through normalizing techniques, which

discursively created what sexuality should look like. In this process, compulsory

heterosexuality (Rich, 1980) continued to be socially regulated.

Even today, heteronon-native categones still resonate. hlplicit in heterosexual

assumptions are nonnalcy and naturalness, which thereby construct all other

sexualities as abnormal and unnatural. Homosexuality is regarded as a social

hangover from past traumas rather than a positive choice (O'Dell, 1991). It is a

deviant act that represents sinful behaviour. Heterosexuality, then, becomes regulated

and is regarded as the nonnalized forrn ofadult sexuality. Further, in the case ofa

mother's sexuality, she is thought to be asexual. Consequently, knowledge about

sexuality within this discursive arena wo¡ks to create truth clairns about sex. Mren

women ale discursively 'permitted' to be sexual, it is within the regulated confines of

an adult heterosexual encounter. Although matemal sexual abuse towards a son is

cerlainly not acceptable behaviour (nor is it normalized in the sense that it is socially
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pennìtted), it is nevertheless within the sexual boundaries of heterosexuality. Mother-

daughter sexual abuse, however, is explicit homosexual behaviour, which therefore is

an additional boundary violation of normalized sexuality.

A Poststructuralist Synthesis: Bringing in the Voice of the Survivor

Son.re critics have argued that poststructuralism ignores the importance of structural

inequalities, such as patriarchy, heterosexism, capitalism, and lacism (see, for

exan-rple: Chunn and Lacombe,2000; Boyd, 1999,1994; Naffir.re, 1997; Cunie,

1992). Nalfìne 1 1997: 89) writes:

There are powerlul institutional reasons why many continue to think that
'nran' is quite naturally the dominant and more important tenr, even
when deconstruction reveals the dependence of that telm on 'woman,. . .

Deconstruction may do some ofthejob ofeffecting change, but alone it is
insufhcient to undo the institutional systems that have been built upon,
and that help to sustain, the econonic and political power of men over
women.

The contention that poststructuralism dismisses the imporlance ofhegemonic social

structures, I believe, rests on a misleading ofthe poststructuralist insight. Privilegfug

discourses, agency, and the fluidity ofpower is not meant to negate the effect of

structures such as patriarchy, because women have different experiences flom men_

For example, Chris Weedon (1997 : 167), a poststructuralist feminist scholar, argues

that under patriarcl.ry women have "differential access to the discursive held which

constitutes gender, gendered experience and gender relations ofpower ir.r society."

By drawing on a poststructuralist perspective, feminist theorizing can examine

how dominant discourses become constituted and reconstituted. This allows space ir.r

our theorizing to accept that soclal constructions ofmotherhood, fernininity, and
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heterosexuality are simultaneously developed and resisted, which thereby permits

analysis ofâlternative practices like mother-daughter sexual abuse. To this end, I am

not rejecting stmctural explanations for women's violence, per se; rather, my aim is

to dig deeper in order to explore how survivors draw on dominant discourses when

they are attempting to make sense of their mothers' sexual violence.

Such a theoretical endeavour is not new to feminist theorizing of women's

violence (see, for example: Ristock, 2002; EaÍon,1994; Kelly, 1991). Thus, rny

approach is compatible with that of several feminists studying women's capacity for

and practice ofviolence who stress the need to look at gender within a social and

cultural context (discourse). Specifically, it is useful to explore how gender is

situationally structured (within the intersectionality of race, class, sexuality, etc.)18 in

order to appreciate the structured action and overlapping effects of gender, agency,

and social structure (Connell, 1995; Messerschmidt, 1995). Research on women's

capacity for sexual violence needs to investigate, in a more inclusive way, the

interconnection between a woman's agency and the consequence ofphallocentric

interpretations of Woman, Mother, and Heterosexual (which are constituted through

dominant discoulses such as motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality).

The goal of this work, then, is not to come up with answers that will explain

the occurrence of molher-daughter sexual abuse, such a grand objective is too

totalizing and, therefore, is unlealistic. This is not to dispute the lesser power of

women in the public realm or to deny that women are often caught in the wrath of

Ìs lntersectionality theory considers rvonen-as-subjects within a n.rultiple mìlieu ofrace, class,
sexuality, ag€, etc. (see, for example: Joluson,2002; Jiwani, 2001;Glllo, 1995;Mann, 1994;
Crenshaw, 1993). Thus, shiftilg anention away fiom a unified cenfe allows feminlst theorizing to
embrace various intersections and differences.
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androcentric misog)41y. Rather, the aim of this research is to address the impact of

mother-daughter sexual abuse in relation to how survivors make sense ofthe violence

tluough discursive lenses such as motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. put

another way, attention must be given to how dominant discourses influence the ways

in which survivors come to make sense of their experiences with matemal sexual

abuse. Such theorizing, I contend, can be achieved by exploring how survivors'

experiences become constituted and reconstituted through mainstream social

constructions olmotherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality, which ìnevitably cause

a disconnect between surwivors' actual experiences of beilg mothered with society,s

expectations ofhow all daughters ought to be treated by mothers.

It is imporlant to remember that survivors are also exposed to these social

discourses. This often means that the child who is sexually abused by her mother

feels a profound sense of guilt and shame, not only due to the immense confusion

precipitated from the acts themselves, but also via motherhood, femininity, and

heterosexuality discourses, which contradict her actual experience. To examine

identity and dìscourse is, therefore, valuable in exploring how sur-vivors come to

develop identities aparl from their abusers. Thus, within a poststructuralist

perspective our theorizing is able to move beyond a simplistic 'cycle ofabuse,

argument, which fails to answer why very few women go on to become sexually

abusive, even though they are far more likely to be victims ofviolence (Scott, 2001).

Rather, a more con.rplex approach is needed in order to address how children

ntake sense ofbeing sexually abused within multiple situations and how this affects

the construction oftheir identities. Scott (2001: 105) writes:
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All childlen draw on the (gendered) discourses conceming sexuality and
the family that are available to them, and out of a mixture of private
experiences and public discourses begin to construct the narratives ofself
which guide, infonn and justify their course of life.

Sulivors of matemal sexual abuse are often caught within a multitude of identities -
daughter, sister, lover, object, child, victim, caretaker, etc. Each one alfects the other.

This causes confusion between identities; thus, the survivor is constantly trapped

within a perfomrance of unceÍainty. Furlher, because violence narratives are based

on male offenders, a daughter's ability to make sense ofher mother's sexual abuse is

limited by the lack ofsocial recognitior.r for such violence. Given the poststructuralist

contention that language influences lived experience, the complexity of a daughter's

fractured identities ought to be addressed especially because the words (i.e.

discursive language) to descnbe her experiences with matemal violence are so

limited.

Concluding Remarks

The discursive terrain ofmotherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality are constituted

and reconstituted, in part, by experl disciplines such as psychology, nedicine, and

feminisrn.le Even though, on some level, feminist analysts have transcended the

boundaries by moving away from Mother as an object to Mother as subject, such

recognition seems to disappear when a mother ìs sexually abusive, Its disappearance

shows the limits of our contentions. Within the ¡ealm of matenal sexual abuse,

Ie It may seem inappropdate to include leminism alongside medical and psych-based experls.
Follorving the wolk ofLaureen Suìder (2003), rt is impoúant to recognize that feminists a¡e carriers of
kno*.ledge which, like all knowledge, is produced and constifuted. As such, feninisn ought to be
regatded as an expert discourse, Moreover, like all expert discourses, feminism rep¡esents the Fallible
Expert (Snider, 2003; 371).
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feminist theorizing has been unable to address the autonomous and multi-faceted

subjective positions of mothers.

A poststructuralist perspective delineates the historical process of how

mothers have becone constituted by illustrating the many claims about mothers.

Following a poststructuralist framework, my premise is that mothers and daughters

can only function within the linguistic constraints ofa particular moment because

motherhood (much like femininity and heterosexuality) is socially constructed and

culturally detemined by discourse. Put another way, motherhood is not a natural

condition for women; rather, the category Mother has been socially produced through

a variety ofdiscourses, which are connected to the institutional practices and

ideologies of that era.

For this reason, a poststructuralist approach challenges essentialist views of

mothers because poststructuralism recogrizes ìndividual agency within a multiplicity

ofconstraining and enabling discourses. By accepting the possibility of Mother as an

active agent within a discursively produced social order, a platfonn is created that

acknowledges some women's ability to exercise power over men, other women, and

their child¡en. As such, within a poststructuralist perspectìve, there is a recognition of

the discursive constitution of mothers, but also their ability, as recipients and

reproducers of dominant discourses, to make certaìn choices - and therefore act in

sexually abusive ways.

Using a fen.rinist poststructuralist perspective, my central argument will be

that society's reluctance to acknowledge mother-daugìrter sexual abuse is due to the

hegemonic (dorninant) discourses ofmotherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. Al
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investigation ofhow Mother becomes constituted through discourse is best achieved

through a critical analysis ofthese popular social constructions. Thus, a

poststructuralist approach is useful because it allows feminist theorizing of mother-

daughter sexual abuse to move beyond rigid categories and binary logic, which o'ly

succeed in supporling a falsely universal and static identity of Mother.

In sum, leminist theorizing needs to address these mainstleam social

constructions in order to attend to the multifaceted conceptualizations of suryivors,

rdentities because, as a consequence ofhegemonic discourses, the daughter's identity

also becomes confined. In the case of the daughter who is sexually abused by her

mother, the constricted space within the donrinant discourses ofmotherhood,

fe'rininity, and heterosexuality not only marginalizes her experiences, but in ma.y

ways silences them as well because her experiences do not fit within these

mainstream discursive terrains. Thus, a women-centred framework, informed by a

discourse analysis, will enable fen.rinist theorizing to conceptualize suryivors,

experiences within a broader social (i.e. discursive) context. only then will we begin

to speak about the unspeakable.
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CHAPTER THREE

Employing Feminist Research

In leaming to speak our experience and situation, we insist upon the right
to begin where we are, to stand as subjects ofour sentences, and to hear
one another as the authoritative speakers ofour experience.

Dorothy Smith, 1975, p. 95

At first blush, cl-rild sex abuse victims appear powerless. They lack the
words to construct an altemate identity for themselves, Their identity is
tied to the abuse because society tells them it is aud, on their own, they
have difficulty defining it in any other way. But child sex abuse surwivors
can be both active and reactive in their ability to control the definitions
and conditions contributing to their self-identities.

Carol Rambo Ronai, 1995, p. 418

Central to poststr uctural/postmodem arguments is that all knowledge is partial and

embedded in social relations; as a result, no one "can speak for women because no

such person exists except within a specihc set ofalready gendered relations" (Razack,

1993:42). Wjthin this framework, worlten's voices must detemrine the meaning of

practices in which women engage (Fineman and Thomadsen, 1991). Such an

approach tlpically favours qualitative methodologies as the best way to listen to

women's voices and to investigate various pattems that emerge from personal

testimonies. For this reason, I conducted multiple in-depth interviews with eight adult

survivols of lnother-daughter sexual abuse. This methodological approach provides

the women with the necessary time required for their stories to be told, and thereby

enables survivors to be more than mere data providers.

This research is intended as a theory-building, exploratory study ofthe

experjences ofdaughters who have been sexually abused by their mother. As outlined

in earlier chapters, the main goaÌ of this research is to develop a theoretical
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framework that critically examines the assumptions of motherhood, flemininity, and

heterosexuality by analyzing how these social constrlctions are 'put into a discourse,'

By exploring daughters' perceptions ofmatemal sexual abuse through

poststructuralism - with specihc attention to discourse, agency, and the fluidity of

power - this theoretical model will ìntegrate the experiences of survivors with

societal perceptions of motherhood, both of which are reinforced via discourse. As

mentioned at the outset of this dissertation, the central research questions that guide

this work are:

1. What is the impact of matemal sexual abuse on female survivors?

2. How do survivors constitute a mother who is sexually abusive? Do
prevailing constructs of 'mad,' 'bad,' or 'victim' resonate for
survivors?

3. How do discursive constructions (such as motherhood, femininity,
and heterosexuality) inform the identities of suruìvors?

Epistemology and the Reflexive Practice of Oral Narratives

Because there are many feminisms, and thus multiple views of feminism, there is no

single feminist episten.rology.r There is, however, a popular debate wlthin feminism

between standpoint and postmodem episternologies. Lr general, standpoint

epistemology employs feminist praxis by emphasizing a politically-engaged and

theoretically-cultivated worldview in terms of how women come to understand their-

everyday life as a marginalized group (Harlsock, 1983). In particular, by having

women speak for thernselves, a feminist standpoint approach places women at the

' Despite the many differences, there is a unity among feminist researchers as they all share a
conrmitment to researching women in society. For a more conprehensive discussion, see: Stanley
1999; Devault, 1993; Stanley and Wise,1990,1979; Ge)sthorpe and Mouis, 1990.
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centre of their lives, which moves them from "the known" to ..the knower,' (Naffine,

1997).

It has been argued, however, that simply focusing on women,s standpoints

fails to consider other ways of knowing - women are Íìot a homogeneous group a'd il

has been argued that divisions between women along race, class, sexuality, etc.

extend beyond commonalities of gender (Collins, 1992 Garcia, 1989; Harding,

1986). Given that the identities ofall individuals are fractured, women are not fixed

entities, but rather are fluid subjects who are always in the process of changing and

becomìng. According to its cntics, then, the essentialist underlones of standpoint

feminism raise problems of 'validity' because wornen's experiences are always

ircomplete (Ramazanoglu, 1 989).

A different line of inquiry is underlaken by postmodem feminìsm. In contrast

to standpoint epistentologies (which examine the social conditions of women,s

experiences as a cotlstituting subject), postmodern feminisn investigates the multiple

ways discursive practices affect women's lives by virlue ofbeing a constituÍed

subject (Ristock and Pennell, 1996). Based on the assumption that there is a nebulous

distinction between narrative and realìty, postmodem femimsm contends that text or

stories only provide a partial picture of women's understanding of their social world.

By employing a discourse analysis, postmodem feminist researchers explore how

language and ideology operate to produce meaning and ultirnately sustain oppressive

practices.

Many scholars, however, are critical of a postmodem epistemological

approach - mostly because they contend that its rnainly textual focus renders the lived
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realities of women as immaterial (Wolf, 1996; see also Clifford, 1990). One of the

most thoughtful cntiques of a postmodem epistemological framework is by Dorothy

Smith (1999), who argues that substituting 'discourse' for the 'knower, limits the

importance of empirical investigation and restricts the possìbility of discovery. Smith

does not agree with the postmodem contention that subjects are solely tlre effect of

discourses. By drawing on the work of George Herbert Mead and his ideas of the

mind and selfas a social discourse, Smith develops a theory ofrelations between

standpoint ¿n d discourse. Her epistemological approach advances discourse analysis

by making it stronger and more comprehensive by considering how subjects navigate

through discourse, which consequently moves social constructions beyond texts.

Tluough her lesolve to situate theor.y within the 'everyday' world (because that is

where it is produced and questioned) as well as her insistence on using empirical

inquiry, Smith provides a convincing alten.rative to the postn.rodern privilege ofthe

researcher by merging data wlri theory.

Following Smith's epistemological contentions, the present study will attempt

to combine experiences ol female-perpetrated sexual abuse within a postmodern

discourse analysis in an attempt to reconstruct a more sytcluonous account of

rvonen's lives. This epistemological approach is sir¡ilar to the model proposed by

Elizabeth Comack (1999), who combines wornen's standpoints (which are both

experiential and discursive) with a feminist standpoint (which pieces together

women's accounts in a theoretical and reflexive manner).2 Women's stories are

placed at the centre of the analysis, but their narratives are critically analyzed in an

t A similar approach has been offe¡ed by Nancy Naples (2003) who conrends that standpoi¡rt
epistenology can be improved through thc s)îthesis ofpostnodenl perspectives on power,
subjectivity, and Ianguage.
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attempt to deconstruct their expenences within an interplay of competing discourses.

The role of the researcher, then, is to occupy a specialistjob in order to join together

the local (personal) and wider (discursive) relations ofknowing.

Survivor Discourse and/or Femin¡st Expeñs

Related to this epistemological debate is the question ofprivileging either a survivor

or a feminist discourse. According to Nancy Naples (2003), a survivor discou¡se is

often pitted against a feminist discourse in terms of how kerowledge is produced. Due

to the latter's emphasis on systematic forms of knowing, there has been a lot of

debate wìthin the theoretical divide between the personal and the political domains of

experience (Haaken and Schalps, 1991). For this reason, the survivor and/or ferninist

debate will be djscussed: namely, the in-rporlance of giving voice versus situating

survivor accounts solely within the polynorphic teuain ofdonrinant discourses.

Thc lntportartce of Civing Voice

On one side of the debate, there has been a longstanding tradition within feminisnr

that values the experience of women as a direct link between the personal and

political in the reconstruction of 'her-story' (Hoffman, 1996; Armstrong 1994;

Barringer 1992; Gluck and Patai, 1991). Oral narratives or histories were seen as a

way to explore women's owz personal accounts rathel than restrictive masculine

interpretations of l/z¿l¡- stories.

Olal history inter-views provide an invaluable means of generating new
insights about women's experiences of themselves in their worlds. The
spontaneous exchange within an interview offers possibilities offieedom
and flexibility for researchers and narrators alike. For the narrator, the
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interwiew provides the opportunity to tell her own story on her own terms.
(Anderson and Jack, 1991 : 1 1)

As suggested in Kathryn Anderson and Dana Jack's work, oral histories complenent

many principles of feminist inquiry, especially those which emphasize women as the

best experts over their lives (Anderson et al., 1990).

As such, deeply imbedded in most leminist research is the question ofvoice

how a woman is to be heard as an arbiter of her own truth and with what authority

(Lamb, 1999a; Olesen, 1 994). Giving preference to a woman's voice (as opposed to

her silencing or to the views ofothers, who are 'experts') is a way to validate her

experience and to make it authentic. Neverlheless, feminist research has been

criticized for annihilating the speech ofthe other by denying her voice, as bell hooks

(1990: 151- 152) powerfully asserts:

[N]o need to hear your voice when I can talk about you better than you
can speak about yourself. No need to hear your voice. Only tell me about
your pain. I want to know your story. And then I will tell it back to you in
a new way. Tell it back to you in such a way that it has becorne mine, my
own. Re-writing you, I write myself anew. I am still author., authority. I
am still the colonizer, the speak subject, and you are now at the center of
my talk.

To this end, not only is it important to give voice, but it is vital that preference be

given to hearing diverse voices (such as wornen ofcolour or survivors of maternal

sexual abuse), which succeeds in curbing the "historical objectification and

stereotyping ofwomen as a group" (Lamb, 1999b: 130; see also, Eichler, 1988).

For survivors of matemal child sexual abuse, analyses which centre on

naratives are impoftant because, as many writers contend, unless an individual has

personally experienced sexual violence, s/he will never truly understand the extent of

its pain. Kathy Evert (1987: 21), a survivor of mother-daughter sexual abuse w¡ites:
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You say you talk with each other and you can't figure it out. Just can,t get
a handle on it, huh? Well, let me explain it to you. you weren,t there.
Ald now, years later, there may be no way for you to understand the
deadening isolation ofabuse. You think you know, but you don't. Unless
you were beaten, or told from the earliest time you could understand that
you weren't wanted, or you can remember how it felt to have an adult
probe and enter you sexually before you weighed fifty pounds, you don't
know. Not really.

The metaphor and practice of giving voice, then, is especially valuable in the area of

victimization studies for three reasons. First, narratives have the ability to uncover

pattems that are otherwise silenced by don.rinant discourses. Providing a woman with

the subjugated space to tell her story is thus constitutive of the very thing her voice is

to stand fo¡. Any endeavour which explores a surwivor's life outside ofthe naruatives

that embody her only succeeds in misrepresenting her reality (White, 1987). Second,

hearing silent voices is a way for the public to collect 'forensic evidence, on unlikely

belraviour or events. As Sara Scott (2001:192) writes: "Without the accounts of

Holocaust survivors, the bricks, 'showers' and gas pipes of Auschwitz and Bergen-

Belsen would make no sense." Third, giving voice is unequivocally political,

especially in its transformative pronise. Quite simply, by aJlocating space for the

siler,ced to speak, giving preference to women's narratives contributes to

transforming social life in empowering ways (Rollins, 1995).

Survivors willtin Social Discour:;es

Not all feminist analysts, however, are in support ofthe unlimited use of'voice' as a

means to investigate social problems (Haaken, 1999, 1998; Faith, 1994; Fine, 1992).

In fact, many feminists contend that simply interpreting worlen's nanatives at face

value fails to consider how such experiences came to be, mostly because oppressive
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systems are merely being replicated without being questioned or cntically analyzed.

For instance, because there is no difference between essence and appearance, Janice

Haaken (1999) regards the preference ofubiquitous voice as a form ofnaive realism.

No consideration is given to how undetstanding and knowledge are altered through

the telling and re-teliing ofsrories.

Furlher, Sharon Lamb (1999b) maintains that work on survivor discourse

rnust accentuate the ways in which social actors, including women who have survíved

sexual trauma, are shaped by cultural regulations and discourses. ln this view, ,,stories

are always told within particular historical, institutional, and interactional contexts

that shape their telling, its meaning and effects... [S]tories are constrained by both

mles of performance and norms of content" (Ewick and Silber, 1995: 206). put

simply, such an apploach minimizes survivors' accounts because it cannot

incorporate the multiple layers of meaning in which their experiences are founded.

Using the issue ofrecovered memory frour child sexual abuse, Haaken (1999;

1998) explores earlier contentions that women are not credible obseryers and

chroniclers of their social terrain. Especially due to the cuxent chilly climate and

growing controversy over memory and meaning, Haaken suggests that feminists must

expand their questions away from simple determinatior.rs of true or false memory. By

moving beyond these restrictive poles of true and false stories, feminist analysts are

able to examine how the f?agility of memory, adiculated though women's accounts,

is layered within gendered and contradictory meanings across an open social, clinical,

and hìstorical landscape. True and falsejudgements lack the ability to process the

enormous "range of meanings and partial truths that lie between those polarized,
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absolute categories" (Haaken, 1998: 4). What is needed, then, is another method that

can effectively attend to the multiple social rneanings ofsurvivor accounts, but also

one that can adequately address Åow and why survivors have come to understand theit

experiences. For this reason, Haaken gives preference to the verb 'remembering'

(over the noun memory) in order to remind feminist scholars that memory is a social

construction and a transfomrative process.

Haaken (1999) uses the stories of suruivorshìp in Ellen Bass and Laura

Davis's (1988) self-help book, The Courage to Heal, to illustrate the consequence of

focusing on factual truth. For Haaken (1999), the women's stones within this book do

not provide space for remembering the colossal range ofpersonal damage caused

through the "quieter assaults ofeveryday life." Despìte the book's progressive

insights, its emphasis on Iiteral truth also forbids altemate experiences ofsexual

trauma such as mother-daughter violence. Although not likely the authors'

intention, the book overlooks surwivors of matemal sexual abuse, because there is no

space for their experiences within these limited narratives.

Survivor speech also has the tendency to essentialize identity and ignore the

potential of experience. Instead of focusing exclusively on voice and a narrative

framework, some feminist writers suggest employing a discourse analysis, because it

signifies possible formations lor speech acts (Weedon, 1997). Put another way,

discourse analysis establishes not what is true or false, but rather, what can have any

trutlr-value through the construction ofwhat is 'statable' (Alcoff and Gray, 1993).

This means that when survivors (or anyone for that matter) speak, there are only

certain narratives that are pennitted (Lamb, 1999b).
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One problem wìth personal narrative is that individual insight does not always

provide a means to break down dominant discourses. According to Linda Alcoff and

Laura Gray (1993), in some cases, personal narrative may actually operate to

reproduce dominant discourses. As such, they give the following caveat about

survivor speech:

Given the structured nature of discourses, survivor speech has great
transgressive potential to disrupt the maintenance and reproduction ol
dominant discourses as well as to curlail their sphere ofinfluence.
Dominant discourses can also, however, subsume survivor speech in such
a way to disernpower it and diminish its disruptive potential. These
discourses should not be conceptualized as static, unchanging, or
monolithic entities but as fluid, as flexible, and as capable of transformìng
to accommodate surrr'ivors' speech while not signihcantly changing the
underlying systems ofdominance. (Alcoff and Gray, 1993:270)

Like everyone, survivors of matemâl sexual abuse are confined within discourse,

which influences and constrains what they say and how they say it.

Balancing Act

As mentioned, in line with feminist analysts such as Dorothy Smith (1999) and

Elizabeth Comack (1999), the aim of this research is to apply a sociological

framework to the naffatives of sun¿ivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse that will

situate 'voice' within a larger discursive context. It is necessary, however, to first

define the usage ofnarrative and discourse. Nanatives are significant because they

provide insightful ways ofunderstanding society. Without nanative, there would be

no way to constitute personal experience or acknowledge subjectivities. But

naratives are also determined by a broad histo¡ical and cultural Jandscape, which has

an impact on interpretation (Morrissey, 2003). According to Haaken (1999), another
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limitation ofnarrative is its ability to mesmerize the audience due to the subjective

convictions by the teller. This causes the 'hearer' to forget that narratives exist within

discourse, which is constttuted and reconstituted through institutions and ideological

constructions.

Further, narratives can be located within specific discourses, but they also

exist transdiscursively (Benhabib, 1992). Survivor narrative addressing the discursive

terrain ofmotherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality, for example, can be divided

into different tlpes or'genres.' Genres represent the multiple modes accessible within

a pafiicular discourse, while facilitating certain naruatives (Morrissey, 2003).

Narratives, then, are restricted by whatever genre is available at the time within that

discourse. For instance, rvl,ile male violence has begun to be normalized in recent

tirnes, the baniers mentioned in the previous chapter in-rpede in the recognition of

female violence whiclr, ir tum, limit the ways in which these suruivors can speak

about their experiences. Mother-daughter sexual abuse provides feminism with a

unique opportunity to explore the effects ofdiscourse on survivor narrative. Women

may be aware of trauma talk within the milieu of male violence, but there are

restricted modes (or genres) accessible to survivors of matemal sexual abuse, at least

within dominant discourse. Thus, critically analyzing survivor speech via

intewiewing provides a useful tool that can track the various connections between

individuals and complex social relations.

Before I go further, I must make clear the position taken throughout this

research. Fi¡st, it is not my intention to downplay survivors' experience or to

minimize the transformative power of resistance that is best brought out through
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voice. Second, I have no interest in portraying myself as a leading authority or exped

on the experiences of women who have been sexually abused by their mothers. Such

a goal only succeeds in leproducing yet another power dla.ramic over the lives of

survivors by having me tell them how they should make sense of their victimization.

Third, I reject the claim that naratives are always hegemonic. One certainly does not

have to travel far back into history to reveal how the catalyst effect of stories has

significantly altered political, cultural, and social terrains. The tremendous strides

made within violence against women movements as well as gay and lesbian rights

debates speak volumes (pun intended) to the transformative potentìal ofvoice.

Rather, my contention is that nanative is affected by dominant discourse. Survivors,

like everyone, embody speech acts through discursive positions that constitute

narative but are not detemrined by such naruations (Morrissey, 2003). put another

way, "life-stories are always rnade, not found" (Scott, 2001: l9Z). For this reason,

even as I employ a discourse analysis in my research, I believe that women's stories

are a necessary component fot the reconstructìon of dominant discourse. The trick, in

my opinion, is to balance sulìvor discourse and fenrinist discourse as a way to

acknowledge the partiality within both can.rps, where neither have final authority in

determining the ways of knowing because no such universal truth exists.3

' A simi)ar position is taken by Kathy Daiy and Lisa Maher ( 1998) who were concemed with the
postnodem impasse within femjnist scholarship. As a result, they encourage feminists to consider both
'¡eal women' and 'women ofdiscourse' in resea¡ch. They argue that feminist lesearch should not
abandon the nar¡atives of women as a neans ofexarnining women as active agelts il,ì conshuÇtjng
their social worlds (see also: Carlen, 1998; Cauington, 1998; Daly, 1997),
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Participant Selection

Consistent with qualitative methodologies, non-probability sampling was employed

in this study (Denzin and Lincoln,2000). Because the goal ofthis research is to

capture narratives ÍÌom a specific group ofpeople - survivors of mother-daughter

sexual abuse - purposive sampling was used.a Based on previous research, it was

anticipated that reaching sulivors would be challengir-rg; as a result, snowball

sarnpling, through serrrice-care providers, was used as the prinary form of'gaining

entry' for project participation.5 Specifically, I visited twenty-two social service

agencies and provided organizations with a cover letter (Appendix A) explaining the

nature ofthe research and asked workers to distribute an information sheet (Appendix

B) to any potential parlìcipants within their facility. As an altemative strategy, postet

advertisements were distributed throughout social seryice agencies in Winripeg

(Appendix C).6

' Purposive sampling is used when a particular g¡oup is the desired population to be studied, but thc
researcher has no \ ay rù obtain a satrrpling lrame for that population.
'Because networking through serviÇe-care providers was tlìe p¡imary data source, it js possible that the
profound impact of mother-daughter sexuai abuse may be more pronounced given that the womr:n
were seeking counselling. Horvever, oriy two wom€n were attending one-on-one counselling sessions
(weekly or bi-weekly). One woman had uever ¡eceived counselling and was informed ofthe ¡esealch
tlìlough a comn.ruuity dlop-in centre. The reuraining participants wete attel1dûtg conmunity cenûes,
but not necessarily seeking inteDsive therapy for the sexual abuse.
6 Info¡mation on the poster referred potential pafiicipants to a phone number or.an e-nail address
which they could contact fo¡ p¡oject infomlation, Co[ñdentiality rvas assured and clearly displayed on
th€ poster. The advantage ofposter adveftisements is that a wide audience is easily obtained; however,
a disadvantage is thât the researcher has little conhol over who responds (for representation or
suitability) (Lee, 1993).
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P r ofe s s io n a I Info r m ant s

Given the sensitivity ofthe research, it was necessary to gain eltry through service-

care providers.T As a way to promote the research, a community health crisis

counsellor and I conducted workshops at various centres (Peter and Boltol, 2004).

My motive for this was twofold. First, giving presentations enabled me to establish

rnany valuable contacts, especially among ferninìst therapists. When it came time to

eruoll project parlicipants, I was a fan.riliar face at several agencies and most

therapists had already heard of my work. This obviously was a great help in the

recruitment process. Second, through my networking I was consistently being

encouraged to continue with my research and was told how imporlant this work was.

I found that providing education workshops to service-care providers was a proactive

way to begin naming the umameable. It was a way to disseminate knowledge on

female-peryetrated sexual abuse to a group ofpeople who are quite likely to con-re

into contact with suwivors. It was also an impofiant component of feminist

conscious-raising, wliich is consistent with the title ofRistock and Pennell's (1996)

book, Community Research as Empowennent.s

Ethical Considerations

The consideration ofethics is an on-going and vital dimension that one should be

mindful ofthroughout any research process. These considerations begin with an

Ethics Protocol package, which was prepared for the Psychology/Sociology Research

7 Without violating any confidentiality, fherapists wet.€ asked to speak wit)r their clients about the
¡esearch as \À'ell as the poteDtial benefits and consequences ofparficipating in the study.
' Sinular to the principles ofconrnuuity res€arch as eüpowertrrent is what Rebecca Dobash and
Russell Dobash (1988) refer to as "action ¡esearch."
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Ethics Board (REB) before the data collection phase. It is not enough, however, to

end there, especially considering the sensitive nature ofthis topic. For this reason, I

was mindful of the implications for the participant as well as my role as researcher in

making the interview process as safe and as healthy an experience as possible.

An Appreciation of Sensitive Research

Given that discussions on sexual abuse are extremely personal, there is an inherent

safety risk that must be addressed (Lee, 1993; Lee and Renzetti, 1990; Brannen,

1988). For women who have only recently begun to deal with their mother's sexual

abuse, the interview process has the potential to uncover emotions that previously

may have been bottled up and safely stored away. Evell survivors who have spent

years working through the abuse traur¡a may re-experience intense feelings or

discover other areas that they have not dealt with.

Regardless ofwhere sur-vivors were in their healing process, all were being

asked to communicate, with a complete stranger, therr most private and painful

childhood n-remories. For this reason, gaining trust and establishíng a good rapport

was absolutely essential throughout every stage of tl.re interviewing process. Trust and

rappoÍ must be created in eamest, especially given that one objective ofqualitative

r¡ethods is to foster understanding and ernpathy (Fontana and Frey, 1994). Since trust

is an extremely fragile honour, the researcher mLst never forget that even the slightest

act of in.rprudence can destroy this delicate connection. Rapport is best established

when the interviewer metaphorically puts herself in the seat of the interuiewee in an

attempt to see things from the perspective of the participant and lot an acader¡ic in
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search ofgood data. The roÌe of the researcher, then, must be one that involves active

listenrng (Holsteint and Gubrium, 1995: 31).

Both trust and rapport may be influenced by the degree of social power

granted to the researcher (being a whrte academic/professional), which rnay be deriied

to the participant (four of the women were Aboriginal and most were in non_

professional occupations or not curently en-rployed). Even though these biases cannot

be eliminated, the researcher must be sensitive to these social and cultural differences.

This is best achieved by remembering that the paÍicipant is a person with emotions

and integrity (Castor-Lewis, 198 8).

It is also imporlant that the interwiew process not recreate aspects ofthe sexual

abuse experience for survivors. For suwivors ofchildhood sexual abuse, anxiety

around interuiews may be due, in par1, to fears of being perceived as pitifut, crazy, oï

'interesting' in a voyeuristic sense (Castor-Lewis, 1988). Surwivors are all too

familiar with being invalidated, misunderstood, and blamed; their anxieties are

understandable and reasonable. For these reasons, my role as a feminist researcher

was to communicate to sulivors that their experiences were real and, most

imporlantly, that they were not to blame.

Gathering information from survivors represents an ,intrusion, ofhighly

protected inner space. As a researcher, it is vital that I arl sensitive to this 'boundary

invasion' (Castor-Lewis, 1988). Further, women with histories ofchildhood sexual

abuse are often hypersensitive about saying ''o,' mostly because tl.reir wishes rarely

have been respected in the past. Thus, it is imperative that survivors are reassured that

the intewiew process is a place where they will be listened to, respected, and not
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judged. This is best achieved through ongoing discussìons about confidentiality,

participant control, and researcher sensitivity and flexibility (Castor-Lewis, 1988).

Confidentiality and Anotrymity

The imporlance ofhonouring confidentiality camot be overstated, as it represents to

parlicipants that researchers can be trusted (Locke, Spirduso, and Silverman, 1993;

Kelman, 1972). Especially given the small sample and single geographical location of

this resealch, attention must be paid to the preservation of confidentiality. As

expected, anonynity was a major issue for survivors. I attempted to offer reassurance

through the following acts. First, at the beginr-ring of each interwiew I had women go

through (and sign) a consent forme (Appendix D) outlining the confidentiality and

anonymity procedures.l0 Second, I was cognizant of the importance ofprivacy for

survivors. For this reason, in all telephone calls to parlicipants, I made sure to ask if

'this was a good time to talk,' and in the few instances when I left voice mail

messages (with tlieir permissìon) I only gave my nane and telephone number and did

not disclose my reason lor calling. Third, at every possible opportunity, I articulated

to participants my commiturent to, and sincerity in, safeguarding their anonlality.

e Also included in the consent fomt was a paragraph informing survivots that thcy could refuse to
answer any questions, could terminate the interyiew at any tlme, alld were under l1o obligatioll to
paftrcipate. Inte¡viewees were made aware that neithe¡ their decisior to become involved in the prcject
no¡ their choice to disco[tinue participation would affect any benefits or services now received as a

client at any location where they mey be receiving th€¡apy or other treatment.
ì0 Er en though all intervieu's were audio-taped, pafjcipants were informed that the cassettes u,ould be
destroyed upon contpletiolì ofthe ¡esearch project. Until dest¡oyed, participauts were assu¡ed that the
data are stored or a password protect€d conputer and stoted in a locked facility. As well, any
identifying charactenstics have been changed or omitted from my research fi:rdings and pseudonyms
have been used instead of rvomen's Leal names.
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Particip(inî Control

Given that the interview process has the potential to unintentionally repeat painful

childhood experiences, it is imporlant that the survivor has as much participant

control as possìble. Sun¿ivors are uÍìfortunately all too familiar about rneeting the

needs ofothers, and consequently, may not believe tlrat they are entitled to express

discomfort. Similarly, survivors often have a tendency to feel the need to comply with

all instructions, independent of their own needs (Castor-Lewis, 1988). For these

reasons, several steps were taken to ensure participant control. First, and most

fundamentally, when surwivors appeared distressed, I asked them if they wanted to

stop the intervievr' or take a break. ht quite a few instances, this resulted in taking a

short break, and in one case, \rye stopped the interview mid-way and then spent the

remainder of the time talking about non-intrusive matters. Second, I tried to engage in

'collaborative interviewing and interactive research' (Laslett and Rapoport, 1975).rl

The goal of a collaborative approach is to avoid interviewing in a traditional and

standardized manner so that there is more exploration of the thematic issues chosen to

be discussed. For example, instead of abstaining frorr providing survivors with any

information about nre or my beliefs/values, I elected to be as open and honest as

possible. This approach is in line with principles of feminist research, which indicate

that the best interviewing scenario is when there is a non-hierarchal relationship and

where the researcher is willing to invest her own personal identity (Kelly, 1990, 1988;

Finchi, 1984; Oakley, 1981).

rr lu addirion to being useful for ethical aud politrcal reasols, collaborative interviewing rs also seen as
a way to ersure internal validity (Laslett and Rapoport, 1975),
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Res earcher S ens it iv ity an d F I exib i I ity

As a way to increase rny owr sensitivity to sexual trauma and decrease the possibility

ofresearcher bias based on making incorrect assumptions, I read current literature olr

sexual abuse (Rosenclans, 1997; Blume, 1990; Bass and Davis, 1988) as well as

consulted with several community ser-vice providers. Fufther, as a way to leduce the

potential for ham, I decided to conduct al1 interviews at one of two community

health facilities. The reason to conduct interviews at a community healttì./seruice

centre was to provide participants with a relatively safe environment where

immediate professional suppoÍ would be available, ifneeded. As an added safety

precaution, before and after each meeting, we worked tluough an informal check-in

process in order to double-clìeck that padicipants were not distressed and felt

comforlable continuing with the interview. Further, phone numbers for a twenty-four

hour crisis line were given to participants.

It is also important to remember that the interuiew phase is typically a

stressful experience for both the participant and the researcher. For this reason, I

needed to anticipate my own conceptual baggage and make sure that I was adequately

taking care of myself throughout the interuiewing process, This was mainly achieved

through joumal writing (done after rrrost interviews) and conversations with supporl

people in my Iife (without compromising paÍicipants' anonynity and confidentìality)

about some of my feelings that were stirred up from the interviews. After particularly

hard sessions of empathic listening to horrifying histories, a long run was the only

way to curb the whirlwind of emotions within me.
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Research as a Means to Empowerntent

One aspect of the research that I did not antìcipate was the overwhelming interest in

the topìc of female-perpetrated sexual abuse. There was a real sense that this was an

area that was in great need ofresearch and understanding. Nowhere was this more

pronounced than from the survivors themselves who not only regarded this research

as groundbreaking work, but also saw the interview process as a part of their healìng.

Some women expressed that the interview process helped alleviate their feelings of

'being the only one.' Others commeltted that our meetings allowed them a safe space

to explore their experiences and feelings.

It soon became apparent that even though I was able to speak with multiple

survivors of matemal sexual abuse, the survivors themselves could not. After several

had expressed to me their wishes to connect with other survivors of female-

perpetrated sexual abuse as a way to minimize feeling isolated from mainstream

healing movements, it became readily apparent that this research could furtlrer propel

the plinciples of community research as empowerment (Ristock and Peme11, I 996).

As such, ar-r'angernents are being made to offer women the opporlunity to participate

in a suruivor group session that will focus on peer counselling as well as advocacy

work. One goal is 1o solicit funds in order to desigr a pamphlet on female-perpetrated

sexual abuse to distribute out in the community. This idea stemmed from the multiple

conversations I had wìth survivors who said: "Just a pamphlet. Just something for me

to know that I am not alone with this. Just something to tell me that this really exists.

Just something to show me that people are tâking female-perpetrated sexual abuse

seriously."
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Research lnstruments

Research instruments for the multiple interviews were based on various themes

perlaining to how surwivors made sense of their experiences with matemal sexual

abuse. All questions were open-ended and subj ectively-based with limited structure

independent of the meeting's pre-detennined topic.l2 When possible, arrangements

were made for parlicipants to receive the topical questions ahead of time. Women

also received a written information sheet outlining the details ofthe research (see

Appendix B). The reasoning behind providing women witlr an information sheet and

interview themes was to offer potential respondents a way to decide pnor to the first

meeting if participating would be beneficial or, conversely, too drfficult for them.

Although women were always given the option olopting out of the interview at any

time, providing information at the onset, hopefully, allowed them to make a decision

that was best (and safest).

The Interview Process

Ra).moud Lee (1993) argues that interactive (or collaborative) interviews are best

achieved through multiple iuteryiews. ì3 The decision to conduct multiple interviews

was also based on a well-standing contention that it is unreasonable to assume that a

woman will be able to articulate her painful abuse experiences in a one-time, one-to-

two hour interview with a person she has just met. Interviewing women several times

D This unshuctured interYiewing style is thought to provide greater breadth, especially giveu the
üghly sensitive nature of the toprc (Fontana and Frey, 1994; Denzin, i989; Lofland and Lofland,
1984; Lofland, 1971). This is especially true given that the t)?ical qualitative research position is based
on careñrl listening fo)lowed by appropriate probes as a way to clarify or elaborate on what is being
discussed.
ìrseealso; Oakley, 1981;Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976; Laslett and Rapoport, 1975.
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allows for'thick description' and rich accounts, which arguably fosters strong

interviewer-interviewee bonds.la Multiple meetings provide an environmerf where

the researcher can attempt to establish herself as a trustworthy individual wlto can

empathize with survivors' experiences so that they can truly feel like they are being

heard and believed. Based on my obserwations, it cerlainly seemed that participants

felt more comfortable speaking with me in the second, third, and fourth ìnterviews,

wliich was supported by several wornen who expressed leeling more at ease -
especially after the initial meeting, as they carne to 'know me better.'

Further, multiple meetìngs are beneficial to intervìewers because they are able

to seek clarification or ask parlicipants if they have an¡.thing else to add fron.r the

previous rrreeting (Reinlarz, 1992). By virlue of the multiple meeting arrangements,

participants can be more involved throughout the interview process. Finally,

transcription review or "member checks", provided an additional test of intemal

validity (Fontana and Frey, 2000). Having more than one interview provides

parlicipants with an oppofiunity to read inteliew transcripts or notes taken from

previous meetings in order to offer corective feedback. Most women had some

comrnents about the transcripts. A few women wanted cefain statements about other

people's experiences (i.e. siblings) omitted, because seeing it 'in print' made them

feel uneasy and they did not feel comfotable speaking for someone else. Other

women did not l-rave specific changes, per se, but expressed that reading over the

transcripts was "really hard." One wotrtan commented that the abuse fiom her mother

"felt all the more real," which was very ffightening for her, but also positive as it

ra According to Nonnan Denzrn (1989), tltick description moves beyond surface accounts by providing
more fruitful desc¡iptions of feelings and meauings within a web of multiple relations)rips (see also:
Vau Maanen, 1988; Geertz, 1973).
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validated to her that it "really happened."

Some postmodem ethrographers suggest that interviews should be more

pollphonic (Frey and Fontana, 1993). One way to accomplish such an endeavour is to

allow participants to communicate through whichever narrative form they feel is the

most non-threatening. For this reason, the women who particìpated in the present

study were given the option of providing oral and textual nanatives be it tluough

poems, written responses to questions, stories, orjoumal entries (Berg, 2001;

Clandinin and Connelly, 1994). Although n.ìost women opted out of providing textual

narratives, one wor¡an brought in paintings, drawings, poems, ånd joumal entries,

which she courageously shared with me. A few other women brought in written

responses to the topical themes for that day's interview, which seemed to help as a

reference guide for them.

Interview Guides

The hrst meeting was organized around a feminist oral history of survivors'

narratives, and sought to: validate wornen's expedences; foster communication

between researcher and participant; and develop a pleviously denied sense of

continuity (Gluck, 1979). The purpose ofan oral history is that it allows participants

lo tell their story on their terms. Il particular, this enables survivors to articulate

childhood events that were significant to them - fiom their standpoint or from their

"topical autobiogaphy" (Berg, 2001). The questions asked were meant to help guide

the inte¡¿iew and were not designed to dicrate it. Topics covered were structured into

three main pafs. The first was designed to obtair basic demographic information
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about the women's lives growing up (year bom, racial/ethlic background, education,

work history, family structure then and now, mother's and father's occupation, etc.).

The second part contained questions that focused on various aspects of tl.ìe abuse (age

of onset/how began, tlpe of abuse involved, frequency, other abusers involved, how

functioned as a child, relationships with others as a child, good and bad memories of

rlother and/or parents) and elements ofharm (emotionally, physically, sexually,

economically, spiritually, and mentally) that resulted from the sexual abuse either in

the shoÍ- or long-term. The third part olthe interyiew guide sought to uncover

sulivor experiences of disclosures and sources of support (was the abuse ever

revealed to anyone, whether in therapy, how long, how made the decision to go, what

were responses like after disclosed abuse, and coping strategies).

In addition to revisiting topics from the last interview, the second meeting was

organized around suruivor experiences and understandings ofmotherhood. Specific

topics included: the prevalence ofvtolence in their lives; whether it is natural for

mothers to love their childlen; differences between male- and female-perpetrated

sexual abuse; whether women perceived their mothers as all powerful figures or

powerless victims (or both); beliefs around bad mothers; how others saw their

mothers; if women believed their mothers had a mental illness; survivors' perceptions

on the range ofchoices (or lack thele-of) made by their mothers; and, finally, a

discussion ofsocietal barriers to acknowledging mother-daughter sexual abuse.

Topics for the third meeting included: impact ofthe abuse; identity; sexuality;

and, if mothers, their own rnothering experìences. Thernatic areas that enlerged from

our discussions were: dilferences between male and female survivors of matemal
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sexual abuse; feelings about self; a discussion around multiple abusers; impact of

sexual abuse in terms of self-perception, perception fÍom others, sexuality, sexual

preference, and relationships with others; and whether the sexual abuse âffected their

own mothering experiences (or, altematively, if being sexually abused by their

mothers had an impact on their decision not to mother themselves).

The main theme of the final meeting was survivors' perceptions of social

recognition regarding mother-daughter sexual abuse. Wonen were asked what they

thought needed to be done in terms of social responses to matemal sexual abuse -
including what would have made a difference in theìr ljfe. In line with survivors

being the best experts over their experiences, a lengthy discussion was based on what

they wanted others to know about mother-daughter sexual abuse. Ar.rother purpose of

the last meeting was to debriefthe interview process and to answer any questiols or

concems survivors may have. Finally, arrangements were made for participants to

receive their final transcripts and how they could correspond with me, ifneeded.

Data Gollection and Analysis

The data were collected over a seven week period between September and November

2004.15 Eìght women in total partìcìpated in the study. The goal was to interview each

woman four times (for an overall total of thirty-two interviews). Six of the eight

women participated in all four interuiews, one woman was interviewed three times,

'' Resea¡ch funds totalling $1,140 were grarted through the J. G. Fletche¡ Award by the Faculty of
Arts at the Uniyersity of Manitoba; thus, participants received $25 for each m€eting attended. The
benefit of being ab)e to pay women is that hop€fully, at a mininrum, it would not cost them anfhing in
ternrs of arranging childcare, transporlation, etc.
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and another woman only completed two inteffiews (for a total of 29 interviews).1ó All

interviews ranged in total from 30 minutes to 2.5 hours (total interview time was 31

hours and 15 minutes with an average of65 minutes per interview). The in-person

interviews were audio-taped, with consent from participants, and professionally

transcribed by a typist for data analysis.

Wonten as a Group

Of the eight women wl-ro parlicipated, six were sexually abused by their biological

mother, one woman was sexually abused by her matemal grandmother (her biological

mother died shortly after birlh) and one other woman was sexually abused by her

step-mother. Even though rny focus is on mother-daughter sexual abuse, I decided to

retain the interwiews from the two women who were not abused by their biological

mother for several reasons. First, the woman who was sexually abused by her

matemal grandmother states that this was the only'mother' she had ever known.

Years later she found lier biological mother's childhood diary (kept by her aurt)

which revealed that she too was sexually abused by her mother (the participant's

grandmother). In many ways, I believe, the pafiicipant was speaking for both herself

and her mother. Second, both paficipants who were not sexually abused by their

biological mother identihed their abuser as 'their mother' afler reading the study

information sheet, which outlired the study's criteria of 'mother-daughter' sexual

abuse. By excluding them fiom the sample, I would be speaking for them and

r6 Although two wonÌen did not pafiicipate in all four interviews, we did cover all topìcal themes. Oue
paficipant opted out ofthe third and fourth meetings because she wanted to cover all topics in two
sessiotls. With the other participant, we had cove¡ed all thematic topics oyer the ñrst three interrie\vs.
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ultimately minimizing their experiences and perceptions something I am not

prepared to do.17

The women interviewed ranged in age from twenty-two to fifty-three years

old (average age was thirty-eight). Half were Caucasìan, three we¡e Aboriginal or

Métis, and one identified as Métis and Hispanic.rs ln terms of geographical locale

growing up, three of the parlicipants lived in Ontario (one from northem Ontario and

two from southem Ontario). The remaining women were bom and raised in Manitoba

(four in Northem Manitoba on Abonginal reserves and one in Winnipeg). Only one

respondent reported moving frequently as a chi1d.

Most of the women interviewed reported growing up in working-class

housel.rolds. Tluee women classified their childhood family as middle-class, and none

described living in parlicularly wealthy farnilies. Five women described growing up

in dual income households - although most parents worked in blue- or pink-collar

occupations for marginal wages and several mothers worked only part-time. Some

participants, however, reported that their parent(s) worked in plofessional

occupations, sucll as teacher, school principal, and nurse. Two worlen mentioned that

rr A similar decision was made by Bobbie Rosencrans (1997) in her inteniews with survrvo¡s of
mother-daughter sexual abuse.
18 At the onset ofthis research, I was not aware that such a large portio[ of the sample would be
Aboriginal until I completed the first interyiews with survivors. In the proceeding inter.views, I did try
to bring issues of race i¡rto the inteniews (tluough probes, etc.) iD aD attempt to capture the potsntial
dive¡sities ofthe sample. Such a task, however, was difhcult because nlost ofmy preparatory work
cent¡ed on discursive utrderstaldings of motherhood, femininity, hete¡os€xua¡ity, and violence. As a

result, very little ofmy reading examined the unique experiences ofsexual abuse on Aboriginal
women. Moreover, being a lon-Aboriginal individual, I was reluctant to speak on nlatters that I really
knew little about, which meant that even though I probed for issues on ¡ace, I did so timidty. Of course
rfly fear ofover-exefing nry white privilege, coupled with the fact that I did not feel academically
plepared, has meant that I have very little 'datâ' on potentially important inte¡sectiors ofrace.
Cefainly, futu¡e research on mother-daughter sexual abuse should explo¡e issues ofrace in mo¡e
detail, especially given that First Nations understandings and practices around motherhood often
dive¡ge quite substantially from mainsheam motherhood discourses (see, for example, Hammersnith,
2002,Lake, 1999).
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their rnothers did not work for pay outside of the home, while one parlicipant reported

that there was no fixed income in her household growing up.

In terms of family background, all women repoÍed having at least one sibling:

four participants have two other siblings; three have between five and nine siblings;

and one has over ten brothers and sisters. On average, each participant comes from a

famiìy of five children. One interesting finding was that the women interviewed were

among the youngest siblings, or at least the youngest female. This was the case for

half the women interviewed - three of whom came from large families (i.e. with fìve

ol more siblings). In one case, the respondent was the oldest female in a large family,

which meant that at an extremely young age she became the caregiver to her brothers

and sisters.

Today, as adults, parlicipants come from a diverse range of educational and

emplol.ment histories. For instance, half either held a post-secondary degree

(undergraduate or graduate) or had completed some college or university courses.

Three women had not completed high school - althougli one participant was curently

finishing her General Education Deglee (GED). One respondent had less than a grade

seven education. Although not currently working for pay, three women had been

previously entployed, and two reported havirg no cunent or past employment history.

Two women were cunently employed (one held a full- and par1-time job while the

other was working part{irne while on pafial disability). One paficipant reported

being unable to work and, as a result, was receiving disability pa1'rnents.

Most of the women (six of the eight) are curently mothers. Two women have

one child. Three women have four children, while one woman has six children. Even
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though sìx of the women interviewed are mothers, only one currently has custody of

all her children. In addition, only one participant reporled being in a parlnered

relationship, although five ofthe eight women stated that they had previously been in

rraried or cornmon-law relationships. Moreover, in temrs of sexual orientation, only

one woman self-identified as a lesbian. Another woman reported that the closest

'category' to describe her sexual orienlation was bi-sexual although she prefers to

reject all labels affiliated with sexual orientation.

Finally, almost all (seven olthe eight) of the women interuiewed were

currently accessing some t)?e of therapy/healing program (which is to be expected

gìven that a prìmary recruitnent source for the interviews was through community

health agencies). For one Aboriginal woman, the process ofhealing is taking place

through Aboriginal community programs, which involves time with elders as well as

participation in sweats. Two other Aboriginal women were involved v,/ith community

organizations that help women get out ofthe sex trade ìndustry. Four women were

attending one-to-one counselling through a non-profit organization.

Data Analysis via Discourse

In order to facilitate 'thick descrìption' witlin a poststructuralist f¡amework, both

categoizing and contextualizing strategies were employed for the purposes ofdata

analysis (Maxwell, 1 996). Categonzation schema involve verbatim coding within

thematic groupings. In contrast, contextualizing strategies build on individual

narratives and ethnographic rnicroanalysis in an attempt to locate the data within a

wider discursive terrain in terms of emerging commonalities. Thus, in the following
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analysis I rely on both survivor nanative (to identify common themes) and a

discourse analysis (to critically analyze various discursive assumptions within the

language used to talk about mother-daughter sexual abuse in an attempt to understand

how rneaning becomes constituted and re-constituted). By relating my work to

findings from previous research, I sought altemative explanations for the dìscursive

effects of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality.

As a way to systematically analyze the data, interwiew statements were coded

according to pre-ideutified themes. Themes like 'coping strategies,' 'overcoming the

abuse,' and 'mothers as mad, bad, or victim'were pre-detemrined topics stemming

from existing theory. Themes such as 'normalizatìon of violence,' 'multiple

betrayals,' 'overshadowed identities,' and 'fear of mothering' were emergent themes

based on a preliminary analysis of the data. In order to take into account the less

conscious positions of suwivors, my analysis ofthe interviews focused not only on

'rvhat was said but also on how and when cefain viewpoints were arliculated. This

was achieved through a discourse analysis ofboth doninant and marginal discourses

so that I could ask more complicated questions of my data in order to seek out

affirrnative or contradictory social constructions. According to Jeame Marecek

(1999) domrnant discourses represent taken-for-granted notions of tr-uth easily

identified through socially agreed-upon language and meaning. In contrast, marginal

discourses are counter-hegenonic because they challenge mainstream

understandings, which previously have not been questioned. Such thoughts are often

given reluctantly and are usually followed by a series of disclaimers or covered up by

reverting to dominant discourse - for example, calling mothers 'bad,' and then
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following up such comments by reaffirming that it was their mother's previous

victimization that caused the sexual abuse.

Goncluding Remarks

Since there is no single feminism, employing feminist research often utilizes multiple

epistemologies, which ìs the case with the present study. Following the work of

Elizabeth Comack (1999) and Dorothy Sniith (1999), the epistemological approach

undeÍaken here represents a synthesis between women's standpoints and discourse

analyses (via a cntical analysis of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality).

Within this perspective, women's narratives are placed at the centre of the analysis,

but their words are also critically analyzed as a way to analyze how sulivors have

come to make sense of mother-daughter sexual abuse tluough dominant discourses

such as motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. In order to achieve this goal, I

have sought to merge the data (i.e., women's standpoints) with the theory (i.e.,

feminist poststructuralism).

In addition, this chapter has outlined both sides ofthe debate regarding whose

voice should be privileged - that of the survivor or that ofthe feminist expert. As a

way to integrate both sides, I have opted for a balancing act where survivor.s' voices

are heard, but are also situated wilbin a larger social context - namely, in relerence to

the dominant discourses of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. The main

role of the researcher, then, becomes that of quilt maker (Cornack, 1999; 1996). Here

the researcher attempts to reflexrvely join women's narratives with dominant
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discursive constructions - especially in terms of how mainstream discourses have

come to influence the multiple ways survivors make sense of their lived experiences.

To this end, my role as the researcher is that of a feminist who draws ol.r

women's standpoints in a theoretically informed mamer. Yet, with great reservation,

I write that I too am a survivor of matemal sexual abuse. As a result, both my

feminist standpoint and my standpoint as a survivor have undoubtedly influenced this

woft. Despite my own personal experience with sexual abuse, I want to be clear that

this disserlation is not about 'my story'- although it should be no surprise that there

are parts of 'me' rn it. Tliis work is for the women interviewed and for all others wlio

have suffered this ten-ible plight (in which I am included). Does my'conceptual

baggage'make me ill-suited to objectively conduct this research bias-free? Probably

yes. but I make no apo)ogizes.

My reasons for disclosing are as follows. First, during the interview process I

made no attempt to hide nly experiences or my position on mother-daughte¡ sexual

abuse. I was asking women to share their most daunting secrets, the least I could do

'was to be honest in retum-

Second, I know first hand what it feels like to be silenced. I have been told by

Crown Attomeys that it would be impossible to prosecute my mother because no jury

would ever believe that she actually did wliat I was disclosing - she was, after all, 'a

nlother' (not to mention a white one with financial privilege). I have been

involuntarily conmritted to psychiatric walds where 'my story' was forced out of me

through blackmail (i.e. continued confinement) only to have it read back to me

through labels such as post traumatic stress disorder, adjustment disorder, rnajor
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depressive disorder, Cluster B traìts, limited symptom anxiety attacks, chronic

suicidal ideation, and chronic anger who delends self through intellectuali zation - all

of which are simplistic surface markers designed to encapsulate my experiences,

heedless of r¡e.

Finally, I do not want people to see me only as an academic 'expert.' Many of

the women interuiewed commented that the depth of their disclosures were because I

was also a surwivor. I was one of tl.rem. In qualitative research, the goal is to collect

and analyze rich data through thick description, which l believe I have done. This

accomplishment was notjust because I am an empathic interviewer; nor, I believe, is

it strictly because I am a survivor. I thìnk it is both. I provided a package to these

wotrreÍì as someone who has been in the trenches and as someone who has

accumulated a lot of information on sexual abuse. Ultimately, my fear about keeping

my'survivor status' silent is that I would disrespect the women I interviewed. I am

worried that if these women read my work, they would interpret the presentation of

myself as the 'researcher' as a sign that I am too ashamed to stand beside them in this

struggle, This could not be further fron.r the truth. So, despìte my own fears of comirrg

out from under the protective cloak of academic research, such reservations are

vetoed by my greater feal of being seen as a sell-out to the very women it gives me

great honour to represent.
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PART II: SPEAKING ABOUT THE UNSPEAKABI,F],:

RESEARCH FINDINGS



CHAPTER FOUR

Impact on Survivors

I feel robbed of part of my life, my whole life really, because even
though l'm out of it, I'm still in it. I'm still living it... l'm taking steps
towards coming out of it, but it's hard. Some days I go totally
backwards for weeks and I just feel paralyzed.l

Nicky

And a voice cannot carry the tongue.
And the lips cannot give it wings.
And alone, it must seek the ether.

Chris [Excerpts from writing kept as a child]

It is impossible to'beat' childhood sexual abuse. Once violence has been inflicted

onto a child, there is no 'cure.' In 1ime, the body may heal and eventually many of the

scars begin to fade away. But the memories leave a permanent stamp on the soul.

Even if the suwivor is successful in her dissociation and represses the violence, there

ìs still some part of the mind that never forgets. While it is important to recognize the

abuse tlrat wonren liyed througJt, it tells little about theìr struggles. It does not

illust¡ate how they live with being a suruivor of mother-daughter sexual abuse. Thus,

as a way to honour the lives of the women ìnterviewed, I have chosen to follow the

model of Liz Kelly (1988), who focuses on the ìmpact of sexual abuse in terms of

coping, resisting, and surviving. Adopting thìs approach enables a recognition of the

women's strengths as they undergo the process of living wjth (coping), living through

(resisting), and moving on (surviving) from matemal sexual abuse.

This chapter, then, examines the life history ofdaughters in temrs ofthe

impact that matemal sexual abuse has had on those who survived the pain and

I As a way to share authorily, I decided to use a different font for the women's naûatives. As such,
lvonreÌì are given their own space and a:e uniquely visrble on the written page (Comack, 1999).
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shaming ofsuch violence. But fìrst, the nature ofabuse is explored, which is

necessary in order to acknowledge the multiple ways women find to cope, to resist,

and to ultimately survive mother-daughter sexual abuse. As a word of caution, some

of the stories ofabuse are atrocious. Reading many of the narratives may elicit deep

feelings of anger and hate. I know they did for me.2 Yet, when I became completely

overwhelmed by the level ofsuffering endured, I often reminded myself that as hard

as it is to hear (or read) their stories, it cannot compare to the teller who was forced to

live it.

On a more instrumental note, in keeping with anonl,mity and confidentiality

agreements, all respondents' names and any identifying characteristics have been

charlged. Furlher, as will be discussed in a proceeding chapter, in speaking with

surwivors I leamed that mal'ìy rejected traditional notions of femininity when

identifying themselves. Others offered a sophisticated analysis ofhow they re-

ananged femininity discourses in order to align gender witl-rin their current reality.

r I include parts ofan enhy frorn my researchjoumal here as an jllushation ofthe profound effect
speaking with these women had on me. "As I listen to wonren talk about the pain, torture, and awful
abuse they have suffered at tl'Ìe hands ofother women, a battle rages inside ofme one that I have
ueve¡ felt before. I sit here confused. I love women. I am a feminist. I have read into inertia the
dannation ofthe essential womalr. I know, first hand, that there js no homogeneity ofwonteu ot a
simple bifurcation ofgerder. And yet I sìt hele confused, Can I love women and hate womelì
simultaneously? My theorizing says yes, but the rage inside me shouts 'no fuckiug way.' I take g¡eat
pride in my commihlent not to live in anger and hate - even in a world full ofdeath, desûuction, and
degradation, the little voices rn my head adamantly repeat 'there's pride in pacifism.' But as I sit and
listen to su¡vivols talk about how one mother sadistically liked to bum he¡ child or how anothe¡ would
hold dow¡r the small body of her defenceless dauglrte¡ so she could be raped, yah, I hate. .. The guilt
dagger plunges deep into my heaft - where should we direct our hate? There is no question that I hate
what these mothers havç done to their child¡eu. I hate that they have shattered ilmocence - an
irx'ìocence they helped cr€ate. I hate the chojces tl'ìese mothers made. But try as I may, I can't hate
wonlen. I hate poverty. I hate sexism. I hate racism. I hate homophobia. I hate labels. I hate
stereot)?es. Above all, I hate violence. IfI had to don my positivist hat, I would have to say that
violence causes violence. It is tautologìcaÌ; yes I am well aware ofthe methodological violation, but
right here and now in my enotronally raw state that is my solution to this seemingly complìcated
foruula: violence causes violence. I k¡orv all the conceptual flaws. I lülow it is not a zero-sun gante.
But maybe it is a staÍ, ard ifnothing else, hopefutly it willbe enough to help nìe sleep tonight!"
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Due to the ambiguity of gender for many of the women I spoke with, I elected to give

all participants gender- neutral names.

The Nature of the Abuse

As should be evident from this study, not only do rnothers have the capacity lor

violence, but some aclually exercise it by sexually abusing their children, In tems of

the nature of the abuse, all the women described paÍicipating in some type of genital

contact and/or fondlìng (either by the child on the mother or vice versa). Five womel

were forced to either perform or be the recipients oforal sex/cunnilingus. Half

experienced vaginal and/or anal penetration with fingers or objects.

Age of Onset and Duration

On average, the age ofonset of the matemal sexual abuse was six years old and ended

at tl.rirteen, giving a mean duration ofseven years. This hnding is consistent with

Myriam Denov's study of female-perpetrated sexual abuse, where the average age of

onset was five and ended at twelve. Age of onset in the present study is also similar to

Kathleen Faller's (1987) research on female sex offenders. In her research, Faller

repofied that the sexual abuse begarr when children were six years old (in a sample

where 85 percent were mothers to their victims).3 Faller compared age of onset

between male and female sex offenders and found that women perpetrators tended to

abuse children at a younger age than men did. Women's preference for younger

victims led Faller to speculate that female offenders sought children who were more

3 Loretta McCarty (1986) also had an averuge oDset age ofsix years in her study oftwsnty-six female
sex offende¡s.
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vlllnerable and powerless, which was consistent wìth how these women saw

themselves. Another reason was that in polyincestuous cases, victims tend to be

younger in age. For instance, in cases of intra-familial violence, Faller found little

difference in age ofabuse onset among male and female sex offenders (6,4 for

mothers and 6.9 for fathers).

Moreover, the duration of the abuse, especially the age when the abuse ended,

is consistent with other studies of matemal sexual abuse, which tend to report that the

sexual abuse usually ends when the child enters puberty (Rosencraris, 1997; Faller,

1987; McCafy, 1986). Yet, in the curent study, one woman reported that the sexual

abuse from her mother did not end until she lefl home when she was nìneteen years

old. According to an unpublished paper by L. V. Robefts (cited in Borden and La

Terz, 1993), the continuation of mother-daughter sexual abuse into adulthood is not

a''n"o,-'-'*on.o

Masking the Violence

As previously noted, some analysts contend that the role of motheÌ as caregiver gives

women ample opportunity to mask their sexually abusive behaviour (James and

Nasjleti, 1983; Goodwin and Divasto, 1979). These writers argue that inappropriate

sexual activity is easily hidden through activities such as sharing a bed, bathing,

dressing, or embracing (Kasl, 1990; Plummer, 1981; Groth, 1979; Justice and Justice,

1979).In speaking with the women in this study, there seenrs to be some merit to

t In Bobbi" Rosetrcrans' (1997) study of Drother -daughter sexual abuse, one woman repoÍ€d that the
violence coDtinued until she was fifty-six years old. Another adult woman wìro replied to Rosencraüs'
survey stated that the matemal sexual abuse was ongoing.
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these claims. For example, Jackie described to me how her mother would make her

share a bed when her father was absent.

My mom would have me sleep with her in her bed and for a long
time I thought this was normal... except my mom was always
touching me and kissing me between the legs and it made me feel
uncomforta ble... She called it'bedtime games,' but they weren't
games. They were awful. lt was dirty and I was scared.

For Robin and Lee, the sexual abuse was initiated in the bath through fondling

and then progressed to other sexual acts.

The first time I can remember my mom was... giving me a bath. She
started to touch me all over the place and I felt weird. Then after
that, it was every time and I was scared to take a bath all the time...
Then she started to come into my bedroom... Then it was oral sex...
She used to tell me she was clean¡ng me because lwas dirty... and
I used to think maybe it was because I was playing outside, but
then I would think'Well how can dirt get down there?' (Robin)

She started to abuse me in the bath and then it just progressed.
Then it came to her having to be in the same bed as me when my
dad wasn't home... She used to insist on wiping me when l'd go to
the bathroom... and there was fondling while she was doing it. (Lee)

Despite conhnnation that the sexual abuse often occurred alongside acts of

childcare, one caveat is in order. Given that most women repoÍed being involved in

either intercourse and/or oral sex, one would be hard-pressed to argue that such

activities are easily masked under the day-to-day routine of'nonnal' childcare. Even

if some acts ofabuse took place under the guise ofappropriate parenting (such as

sharing a bed and bathing), rt rs lhe impact on the survivor which needs to be

addressed. In this respect, survivors must be given mo¡e credit in terms of

recognizing good and bad touches as children. Dana best illustrates thrs point:

I didn't know at first that it was sexual abuse... But I remember how
it used to make me feel.

Chrldren can and do have the ability to differentiate between sexualized and non-
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sexualized touch. To suggest that sexual abuse by mothers is often unrecognized

through childcare duties assumes that children are completely alienated lrom their

bodies.

The Presence of Male Co-Offenders

Some ofthe literature suggests that mother-daughter sexual abuse occurs in the

presence of a male co-offender - who is usually the mother's parlner (Davin, 1999;

Mathews, 1993; Faller, 1987; O'Connor, 1987). In the current study, however, there

were no father/step-father co-offenders. In three cases, sometimes the mother

perpetrated in the presence of a co-perpetlator, but it was the adolescent brother(s) of

the survivor. For one survivor, the mother would hold her daughter down while one

or both ofher brothers would rape her. The absence of a male partner is consistent

with findings from My'iam Denov's (2004) study, where all fifteen of her

parlicipants repoÉed being abused by a lone female.

Multiple Vicîims

Tluee women reporled that at least one other sibling was also sexually abused by their

mother, while another commented that her brother experienced physical, but not

sexual, violence. In two cases, the participant was the only sibling abused.

Interestingly, in both these farnilies the othel siblings were boys. Fìnally, two women

were not sure if their brothe¡s or sisters were sexually abused by their mother.
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In a story told by Chris, her mother gave birth to her brother's child.

Therefore, Chris' new 'sister' was in fact her brother's daughter. According to Chns,

the baby 'sister' was also sexually abused.

Since my sister was a baby, my mom would mouth her all over my
sister's vagina. She would do it in front of me, and by the time I was
sixteen, lwould haul her off my sister.

The sexual abuse by Ch¡is' mother had a deep impact on all three siblings, especially

Chris' brother, who attempted suicide when he was in his early twenties by driving

his motorcycle offthe road. Although he did not complete surcide, the accident lelt

him with permanent brain damage and he had to undergo reconstructive surgery to his

face.

Tl¡c Absen Fatlter

Consistent with Bobbie Rosencrans' (1997) study, most women reporled that their

fathers (or step-fathers) were pemanently absent or away for extended periods of

time (either through divorce/separation or due to employment responsibilities). This

finding is also consistent with research by Beverly Ogìlvie and Judith Daniluk (1995)

as well as Loretta Mccarthy (1986), who report that mothers would often sexually

abuse when their partners were absent.

Despite the similarity with previous studies, a noteworthy aspect of the

women's accounts was the absence of anger towards the non-offending father.

Contrary to reports of father-daughter sexual abuse, where the survivor ollen

expresses a considerable amount ofoutrage towards the unprotecting motl.rer.

(Hiebert-Murphy and Bumside, 2001 ; Candib, 1 999; Jolmson, 1992), none of the

women in this study articulated such anger, which is not to suggest that they did not
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express feeling 'let down' by their fathers. Recalling the briefhistory ofmotherhood

presented in Chapter Two, ìt is not surprising that daughters are quick to blane non-

offending mothers for failure to protect them from an abusive father. But what about

non-offending fathers? It seems that fathers are not held to the same stringent

standards as mothers, which is evident by Robin's con'ìments on her father's reaction

when she disclosed to him the sexual abuse from her mother.

He got me a lock for my room... and he said my mom was sick.
That's what he told me. I still remember that. He told me to lock my
door at night.

(Were you ever upset with your dad for not removing you?)

Yeah, I used to tell h¡m, 'Let's go live somewhere else.'And he
used to tell me that he couldn't because he was married and he still
loved my mom. He said even though she does things, 'l still love
her'... lt used to make me feel bad when he would tell me that he
loved her because I used to think, 'How can you love her?' 'You
should love us more.'But now I think he tried. He did try to help,
but at that time I didn't understand.

Fathers, it seems, only have a penpheral responsibility to protect their children in

contrast to the mother who is seen (by both surivors and mainstream discourses) as

the primary caregiver and protector of children.

Infon¡ative as they may be, these hndings do not dojustice to the horrific

nature of some mothers' actions. These descriptions fail to depict the extreme

'abnomralness' experienced by the n-rajority of the women interviewed, which is best

illustrated in Sandy's narrative.

My childhood for me wasn't a normal childhood. I never went to
school. I had to be up at 4:30 in the mornìng. No television. I

couldn't eat until I was done cleaning the house... Mosl of the time
that lhad to clean up, lhad nothing on... lhad to stay home
because I always had a lot of markings on me from the belt or the
extension cord. lwas a¡ways too sore to go to school anyway... I

never got to piay outside. I never got to be around other kids.
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Further, in speaking with surwivors, the extremes to which some mothers went were

considerable. As will be described below, these ranged from the emotionally huÍful

and lleglectful mother to the out-and-out violent and sadistic mother.

The Emotionally Hurtful Mother

As most of the literature on child sexual violence indicates (Blume, 1990; Courtois,

1988; Bass and Davis, 1988), emotional and sexual abuse often go hand-in hand.s

However, given the sexual nature ofthe abuse suffered, its impact on survivors is

often overlooked. Quite simply, the power ofwords ts forgotten, especially on young

vulnerable mìnds.

For Dæra, hurtful words consisted of her mother infoming her that she was

almost entìrely unlovable. As Dana lemembered:

At fifteen, she told me that only my dog loved me.

Dana also recalled how her mother would attempt to make her feel guilty for l-rer

marital problems, because she was manied to an alcobolic.

She would blame me and she'd say, 'lf you weren't so sick, I could
divorce your father.' She just could not admit that she was married
to an alcoholic.

Cluis' mother was equally hurtful with her words. For instance, Chris

remembers being repeatedly told that no one would love her.

'No one w¡ll ever want you.' 'No one will ever love you.' 'You're only
allowed to live because we allow you to live.'

j 
Emotiolpl abuse is also known as psychological abuse, which is defined as a sustained pattem of

verbal naltreatmelt by an adult that results in some danage to a child's self-esteem (Garbarino,
Guftman, and Seeley, 1986; Garbarino, 1978),
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These verbal assaults were nothing short of malicious and obviously damaging to

Chns' self-esteem. Yet, her mother was emotionally hurtful in other ways, which is

evident in the following story.

When I left for university, I left on a Wednesday afternoon and
came back on a Friday night and my room was entirely gone. All
my belongings, all my artwork, everything never to be found again.
They did that with my brother as well. They erased us as quickly as
possible.

Probably the most destructive example of emotional abuse from Chris' mother came

when Ch¡is had to go to the hospital for tonsillectonry surgery. Instead ofconsoling

her already frightened daughter, Chris' mother informed her that she was going to the

hospital to be killed.

When my tonsillectomy finally came along in the summer just
before I turned nine years old, I was told by my mother that they
were taking me to the hospital to kill me so when the doctors gave
me the ether, I fought Iike hell. I was fighting for my Iife - literally! I

kicked one anaesthetist smack in the stomach. I pounded, hit, bit
the two other doctors, squirmed with all my body strength to break
free of their hold on me and the mouthpiece of ether. But then they
knocked me out and lswirled down into a s¡ckeningly thick, black,
heavy spinning world of darkness and swirling lights that I was sure
was the death I wouìd never awake from... When I did awake, there
were about six or seven doctors and nurses standing around the
bottom of my bed. They were whispering about me to each other
and pointing, gesturing towards me. I thought they were talking
about how they had failed to kíll me and that they were
embarrassed that as professional people they had failed to kill me.
ln that momenl, lswore lwould kill myself. lwould kill myself by not
eating. I would do to myself what they had not succeeded in
doing. I would do it on my terms and in my own way. So I became
anorexic.

Cluis' story painfully illustrates the profound effect hurtful words can have on the

lìves ofchildren. Like all the women's stones, Chris' account should serve as a

reminder that even though the scars from emotional abuse are invisible, its wounds

run deep.
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By focusing on mothers' emotionally abusive behaviour, I am not irnplying

that women have exclusìve control over the mental well-being of their children.

Rather, I am suggesting that rnothers, like all caregivers, have an enonnous influence

on children, and hurtful words do have a profound impact on how children view

themselves. The consequence of such emotional ignorance is reflected in Nicky's

story and in her description ofhow, because ofher mother, she grew up fearing God.

I grew up believing that God was th¡s scary monster and that God
was not someone who was going to help me because my mom
used to make me put my hands on the Bible and swear that my
brothers weren't abusing me. She would say that if I was lying, then
God would get me. And lwas lying, so I thought God would get me.
So I chose not to believe in God. I chose to believe that there was
some scary monster that could get me.

The Neglectful Mother

In the literature, neglect is often used simultaneously with emotional abuse, which,

because of the absence ofdirect harm to the body, is then separated lrom physical and

sexual abuse (Garbarino, Guttman, and Seeley, 1986). Even though emotional abuse

and neglect represent the hidden rnaltreatment ofchildren, they are different in that

neglect refers to the failure to provide for a child's basic needs. Neglect is also known

as an 'act of omission,' which is usually contrasted with physical and sexual violence

where the act is overtly deliberate (National Research Council, 1993). Yet, like

emotional abuse, the impact ofneglect resonates deep within survivors.

In the present study, several women spoke to nre about neglect within their

families. For instance, when Robin was eight years old she got lost in the bush

ovemight, which unforlunately also happened to coincide with her parent's drinking

paÍy.
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I remember crying and lwas hungry and I ended up coming out
somewhere by a road. When f finally got home, my mom was still
drinking. I am not sure if she even noticed that I was gone... lt was
summer and I remember having mosquito bites and I got stung by
a bee. ïhat's when I really wanted to go home after I got stung by a
bee. I remember just sitting there and crying. And I thought, 'Will
somebody come and find me?' ... I used to go out into the bushes
with my brothers and grandpa a lot and he used to show us berries
and stuff to eat... So I remember ripping off bark and sitting there
eating it thinking, 'OK somebody is going to come and find me
now.' But no.

In terms of matemal neglect, there was one reoccutring theme among

survivors the lack of information provided by mothers during puberly. Several

women spoke about the enomlous confusion and outright fear over whal was

happening to their bodies when they fìrst got their menstrual period. Pat recalled her

"introduction to womanhood. "

All she said to me when I first got my per¡od was 'Oh, my baby's a
woman now.'Well that explains a lot doesn't it! I thought I hurt
myself when I started bleeding that first time... She didn't explain
puberty... She didn't explain where babies come from like normal
mothers do.

For Pat, getting her period was an extremely confusing time, which was only

exacerbated by the lack of comfof and supporl from her mother.

L.r a similal account, not only did Nicky's mother fail to inform her about the

hormonal and bodily changes she was naturally experiencing, she physically punished

Nicky for it.

When I got my period, my mom beat the crap out of me. Yep,
because I got blood on the bed. And I didn't even know. No one
told me what a period was and I didn't really know what was going
on.

Like Pat and Nicky, Jackie felt that her nothe¡ was equally negligent when

she was going through puberly.
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My mom never told me about periods. She never taught me about
puberty. She never told me what was going to happen to my body...
When I had my period I thought I rode my bicycle too much or I

thought I rode the horse too much... or I thought that my mom had
broken something inside from the night before... I stayed in the
bathroom for over 2 hours and I locked myself in the bathroom and
my dad heard me crying... He asked what lwas doing and ltold him
that I thought I was dying... He says, 'Why?' 'What's the matter?'
We had a phone and he was going to call the ambulance and he
asked where I was huft. And I told him. And he told me to open up
the door... And I did and he asked me how long I had been
bleeding... He took off his jacket and he said, 'Pull up your panties.'
And I said, 'There's blood on there.'And he said that it was ok and
he turned around and then he put his jacket around me and carried
me to my bed and I was shaking so he turned the heat up in my
bedroom... And he said, 'Did your mom ever talk to you about the
birds and the bees?'And I didn't know what he meant. And I said to
my dad, 'Mom never talks about birds and bees, she only likes her
garden.'And then he said, 'Did your mom ever talk to you about
your body changing when you get older?'You know, that your body
changes when you get to a ceftain age but it's different for every
female... but that it happens to every girl... He said he was angry
and I started to cry and I thought he was angry at me and he said,
'Don't cry.' 'lt's not your fault.' 'lt's just something that every girl
goes through.' 'You're not going to die.' 'lt's called your period and
you are going to have it every month.'And I said,'Every month!'
And he said, 'Yah, but these are the things that your mom
should've told you.'

Jackie's story can be read in multiple ways. Or.re possible reading would be to

question why it is the mother's responsibility to inform daughters about menstrual

cycles. However, the inclusion of Jackie's story is not meatrt to imply that it is neglect

when a mother fails to talk to hel daughter about changes in her body, which

ostensibly implies that the father is not responsible for such inaction. Rather, this

reading is meant to represent the powerful discursive expectations on mothers to

teach daughters about pubedy aud their subsequent entry into 'womanhood.' When a

mother fails to do so, it becomes socially translated as neglect. In Jackie's case, not

only was her mother neglectful of her basic feminine needs, but her father
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consequently became her hero. Linked to motherly duties, then, are additional

responsibilities, especially when it comes to parenting daughters.

The above accounts ofboth emotional abuse and neglect help to show the

poll'rnorphic nature of a mother's harrrl from the perspective of the women

interviewed. From the standpoint of surwivors, the maltreatment from their mothers

runs deep, and - much like the physical acts of hamr inflicted onto their bodies - the

irnpact has been immense.

The Violent Mother

Not only were most histories of abuse from mothers ernotionally or psychologically

damaging, for many of the women interviewed they were accompanied by frequent

beatings and violent outbreaks. For Sandy, the pliysical violence suffered from her

n.rother was both copious and cruel.

She was a very mean person-.. I'd have to sit ¡n the washroom while
she was having a bath and if I moved when she was having a balh,
if I moved from how she put me and how she told me to watch her,
I'd get a licking because she'd just reach over and grab the belt and
hit me with it.

Like Sandy, .Tackie experienced frequent beatings fiom her mother. Yet,

despite the rumerous acts ofoutrage and physical punishment inflicted on Jackie, her

mother always managed to maintain enough control in order to avoid striking her

daughter in areas that would leave noticeable marks or scars.

lwould get beaten with a stick, a broom, a mop, a shoe. Anything
that she could get her hands on. I remember there was always a
stick right over the door, the front door, so that as soon as I came
in, lwouid get a licking wilh the stick... and lwould have marks all
over my body - my back, my legs, my stomach, but not my face.
She wouldn't put marks on my face.
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Given the calculated mamer in which Jackie's mother would beat her, it is hard to

dispute the absence ofcontrol in her rage. Rather, as will be discussed in a subsequent

chapter, Jackie's mother was actir-rg with agency and exercìsing choice to abuse her

daughter physically.

Recalling one incident of her mother's violent outbreaks, Robin told me abollt

how she got dirt on her new dress, which resulted ìn a severe beating from her

mother.

I went outside and I was playing and I ended up gett¡ng mud on my
dress. My mom tied me up with an extens¡on cord and started to hit
me w¡th a broom.

Sadly, Robin was also able to talk to me about the tragic death of her father when she

was eleven years old. The incident occurred when her mother, in a violent rage,

repeatedly stabbed and killed hel father during a domestic dispute fuelled by alcohol.

She went to jail. So we went to live with my grandfather... My mom
was in ja¡l for lhree or four years and then she met somebody else
and they had kids so she decided to take us back. But I could not
stand to be around my mom because she took my dad.

The loss ofher father was bittersweet for Robin. On one hand, she lost her "anchor,,

and the only parent who, Robin believes, truly loved lrer. Yet, with the imprisonment

ofher mother came an end to the sexual abuse, the drinking parties, the emotional

anguìsh, and the physical violence. Robin was fifteen when her mother regained

custody of her, which sadly precipitated her frequent rumring away and eventual full-

time life on the streets.
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The Sadistic Motlter

As the above narratives show, l.nost mothers inflicted multiple forms of abuse on their

daughters. Unfortunately, neglect as well as physical and emotional abuse is comrnon

in families plagued with sexual abuse (Blurne, 1990; Bass and Davis, 1988). Yet, of

notable concem was the level ofcruelty, which in many instances was purely sadistìc.

For Chris, the outright cruelty lrorn her mother was a common occurrence, of whicl.r

she and lrer brother were frequent recipierrts.

My mom did a lot of stuff like burning me, hot baths, cigarettes...

Sadly, this was only the mild side to her mother's sadistic violations of her body. In

the following story by Clrris, the full extent of the horrific torture inflicted by her

mother is revealed. Although the incident is extremely vague for Chris, it tragically

involved her mother (who seemed to have a preoccupation with torture by fire)

inserting a buming stick into Chris' vagina as a small child. As she recalled to me:

I remember hurting badly deep down inside me but from somehow
outside me. I was four or five years old and I did not know what a
vagina was then. I did not know I had one. All I knew is that I hurt
way deep inside me but from the outside of me like I had been
burned way deep inside.

No doubt due to the torlure, Clrris remembers having frequent bladder and kidney

ir.rfections. This resulted in many 'accidents,' which only succeeded in exacerbating

the violence from her mother when Chris attempted to hide her spoiled underwear-,

only to have them discovered by h.er mother.

I had non-stop bladder and kidney infections. I couldn't hold my
urine. I often was overcome by severe pain and a horrendous need
to go to the washroom but so fast that all I could do was squat
down and try helplessly not to go to the washroom. lt was horribly
embarrassing and shameful. As a kid I accidentally wet myself a
lot. I knew it was bad so I hid my underwear under my mattress so
no one would find them. My mom kept going in my room and
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saying, 'Where is that odour coming from?'One day she lifted the
mattress and found the underwear. She started hitting me on the
head and rubbing my nose in the underwear, swearing and yelling,
'You dirty filthy little g¡rl'and other things I didn't understand.

Another vivid ìllustration was given by Nicky in her poignant description of

the terror inflicted by her mother onto her brother.

My brother wouldn't eat cereal one morning so she took a knife and
put it in the table. A big butcher knife! She stuck it in the table and
sa¡d, 'You're going to eat that and you're going to eat it everyday or
you're going to get this.'And he would eat his cereal everyday and
he'd puke. lt made him sick. lt was terrible.

Based on conversations with her grandfather, Robin spoke about the insidious

abuse her mother inflicted when she was an infant and a toddler.

My grandpa told me he took me away when I was four or five
months because my mom was trying to put me in bleach and I also
used to have burns all over. My grandpa told me that she used to
burn me with cigarettes when I was a liltle kid.

Like many of the other women I spoke to, Sandy also dehned the matemal

sexual abuse as sadistic because her nother would refel to her as a sex slave and

would force Sandy to engage in sexual acts just to have her basic needs rnet.

Just to get money from her or to get something from her I had to do
sexualfavours to her... Just to have basic needs... She used to tell
me that I was her sex slave.

An equally upsetting story was told to me by Jackie, who recalled how her

mothel used to confine her to the basement for extended periods of time without food,

water, or access to toílet facilities.

Sometimes my mom would lock me in the basement and she would
leave me there for hours. And there was no light. And there was no
bathroom. lf I made a mess she would give me a licking and she
would make me clean up my mess. lwould have to go on my
hands and knees... She would say that I hâd to lick up my pee and
she told me if I had a bowel movement, if I pooped on the floor, she
would make me eat it.
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The sadism ofJackie's mother also had a permanent physical impact on Jackie, an

Aboriginal woman who grew up on a reserve. She became legally blind as a teenager

when her mother tried to bury her alive after she was caught trying to run away frorn

home.

It's partly my mom's fault why I'm blind today... I'm legally blìnd... I

can't see from one eye... and my other eye is going away... lt
happened when I was thirteen... I was trying to run away and I ran
into the bush but she caught me and she hit me so hard that she
knocked me down and I passed out. And when I came to lwas in
the field and nobody was around and my mom had tied me and
buried me in a hole with just my head barely sticking out... there
was so much dirt in my eyes and I couldn't get the dift off my face
and it caused infections in my eyes and that's how I started to lose
my sight. My eyes gol infected... I had to have several surgeries...
after my mom came back to get me because my dad came home
unexpectedly from his work trip... But by that point I had been there
for days.

There are many troubling issues that stem from Jackie's story. The first that cornes to

mind is: How could a mother - or anyone - be so cruel and cold-hearled? Judging by

all ofthe above accounts, it is easy to conclude that some ofthese n.rothers' behaviour

is purely evil. Certainly, it is not my intention to dispute this point. Yet, to stop at thìs

conclusion also seems insufficient because rt does not address survivors' perceptions

oftheir mothers, especially given thejr understanding of traditional motherhood

discourses. As will be discussed in a proceeding chapter, it is the discomection

between experience and expectation that has caused an intense anger among the

women interviewed, which has resulted in most classifying their female calegivers as

'bad mothers.'
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Multiple Abusers

The collective picture that matenalizes frorn the life history interviews with survivors

is the massive amount ofviolence suffered, which is consistent with child sexual

abuse research (Ron-rito, Saurel-Cubizolles, and Crisma, 2001; Blume, 1990). ln the

present study, all but one woman repoÍed being a victirr-r of some other vjolence. Yet,

also conceming was the sheer ¿¡rzo¿rnl of abuse. Although none of the women

interwiewed were sexually abused by their fathers or step-fathers (except one woman

who was sexually abused by her foster father), three experienced physical violence

from them. Three women were sexually abused by at least one brother, and two were

sexually victimized by at least one uncle growiug up. Five women experienced sexual

abuse by a male non-family member (neighbour, friend of the family, etc.). In terms

of additional female-perpetrated vìolence, two women were sexually abused by an

aunt,

Below, is a snapshot description of Nicky's life from child- to adulthood,

which illustrates the unconscionable amounts ofviolence endured.

Most of my life I have been sexually abused. When I was about
four years old, there was a man in our house, a boarder, and he
started sexually abusing me for about two years. Then when I was
about seven, my two brothers started sexually abusing me. My
mother also started to sexualìy abuse me when lwas seven... Ihen
at about tvvelve, the abuse from my brothers got worse, much
worse. And then my brother-in-law raped me when I was thirteen.
And then my brother's friend raped me two months after that... I

then went ¡nto a foster home and my foster father sexually abused
me... I got married when I was e¡ghteen to an abusive husband who
physically, emotionally, and sexually abused me. I left him about
five years later and then married almost the same man... He was
exactly the same, just a different face.

Similar to Nicky's life, Lee's past was plagued with violence and degradation-
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He [a neighbour] raped me for the first time when I was five... That
went on until I was about ten and then he moved away, came back,
knocked me up when I was twelve... So I have a little boy that I

gave up for adoption... Then a little over a year and a half ago, I was
raped by two guys.

Like Nicky and Lee, most women experienced physical and./or sexual

violence well into adulthood, especially at the hands of intimate (male) parlners. This

speaks to the ongoing nature ofviolence in their lives. Sadly, this was also the case

for Sandy, wl-ro spoke about the frequent assaults fi'om her common-law partner.

I was in and out of the hospital for about six months because he
really damaged my insides... He used different objects inside me.

When violence is everp'vhere ìt becomes normalized and, in many ways,

violence begets violence. Even though none ofthe women repofied to me that they

have inflicted violence onto others,6 after being repeatedly victimized, many began to

inlernalíze the violence as being a reflection of their inherent 'badness.' This was the

case for Nicky and Robin:

I saw it [violence] as dirt.

(As dirt?)

Yeah, it was dirt and I was letting it happen so I was dirty too.

(Nicky)

I used to cry a lot as a kid because I would wonder what was wrong
wilh me because I used to think that everythíng was my fault.
(Robin)

Ó I recoglize that it may seem 'incredible' that none ofthe wonìen reported being violent, especially
given tbe social conditions in which many women are Çu[ently living. While I am inclined to believe
their deuial ofviolence, it is also important to renrember that conve¡sations around victim discou¡ses
are often no¡e fofihconing than admissions of acts ofviolence (see, for example, Comack and
Brickey, 2003), especially rvhen the lesearch instrunents are Çenred around women's expedences as
victims ofviolence
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As mentioned, half of the women interviewed were Aboriginal or Métis

three ofwhom grew up on an Aboriginal reserve. The wide-spread use ofviolence on

reserves has been well documented (MacGillivray and Comaskey, 1999; Royal

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996; Hamilton and Sinclair, 1991) and rvas also

supported in many of the nanatives by the Aboriginal women interviewed.

Specifícally, all four Aborigiral women experienced multiple forms of violence

throughout their childhood and their adult lives. Given their experiences, n.¡ost ofthe

Aboriginal women comrtented on their deep hatred towards any tlpe of violence.

Yet, for many, violence has simply become a regular part of their everyday lìfe

which, unfortunately, was (and still is) plagued by impoverished living conditiols.

For me, it was always there. I accepted it... lt was just something
that was a part of my l¡fe. (Pat)

I can't stand it [violence], but if it is go¡ng on around me, it doesn't
really bother me because it is so normal for me to see it. (Robin)

Judging by these survivor nanatives, it is little wonder that child sexual abuse

has had an enonrous impact on their lives. As mentioned, I have opted to use the

work of Liz Kelly (1988) as a guide in order to focus more specifically on the impact

ofchild sexual abuse through coping, resisting, and surviving violence. Following the

work ofElizabeth Comack (1996), I elect to hìghliglrt coping, resisting, and surviving

as verbs in order to demonstrate that all tluee are ongoing and active.

A similar position was taken by Janice Ristock (2002) who, when

interviewing lesbian suruivors of domestic violence, opted to concentrate on

'responses to violence' instead of the short- and long-term effects ofabuse. Drawing

on Kelly's (1988) work, Ristock suggests that concentrating on The effects of violence

simply leflect its psychological consequences, which fails to consider the
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polyûorphic impact of abtse. Ristock uses Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) as

an example to illustrate how the psychologically-based dìsciplines label women who

experience flashbacks and hyper-vigilance. She argues that the label PTSD ignores

the subjective experiences ofsurvivors and does not consider the complexity of its

'effects' on the daily lives of women. Quite simply, it tells us Iittle about the multiple

(and often imovative) ways women engage in coping, resisting, and surviving.

Focusing on effects also locates the sexual trauma outside the individual. As

Sharon Lar¡b writes: "[I]f we accept these assumptìons, we are then very close to

seeing women who have been victimized as 'damaged goods,' thereby reinforcing

fenrale passivity" (cited in Ristock, 2002: 80). Conversely, by looking at the impact

of violence within a larger social context, the focus shifts to how victimized women

define their personal struggles of atternpting to live with being sunrivors of sexual

abuse (in addition to other identitìes). Implicit in such a contextual approach is the

social sunoundìngs ofindividuals. To this end, instead of merely being a mental

health issue, sexual abuse can be regarded as a complex social problem that continues

to have a diverse impact on individuals (Ristock, 2002).

Goping Strategies

When an injury has been inflicted upon the body, we all reacl in different ways. Some

may shout out in pain. Others nray quickly try to minimize the hurt due to social

unease and awkwardness. Out ofnecessity, we find a way to cope. For the women

interviewed, the need to cope was profound. For many, it was a matter of life and

death. lt is, after all, what nakes them suryivors.
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In speaking with survivors of matemal abuse, I was struck by their sheer

resiliency. Consistent with research on sexual violence (Rosencrans, 1997; Blume,

1990; Kelly, 1988), the women in this study reacted to, and coped with, the sexual

abuse in multiple ways. Some of the coping strategies for survivors included fnding

an escape tluough school, siblings, friends, and humour. Other strategies were more

self-destructive and included the resort to self-injury (like slashing) and drug and/or

alcohol abuse.

Resilient Survivors

For many wornen, school was their main source ofrefuge from the sexual abuse.

Evel though Robin and Jackie, two Aboriginal women, looked forward to school,

both had irregular attendance due to all the abuse in their lives.

School was good. lwas good in school. I had a lot of illnesses that
were unexplained so lmissed a lot. (Robin)

I read a lot. I felt safe in school. But I missed a lot of schooì.
(Jackie)

School, for Pat, was a strategic way to cope with her turnultuous life at home.

That was my escape - books and going to school... [B]ooks was Iike
living in a fantasy world.

Sirnilar to Pat's account, school for Cl-ris became a place where she could

regain her confidence and self-esteem, which were beìng destroyed at home.

As a teenager in high school, I buried myself in academics, books,
and certain sports. I was a heady or academic kid. lt was where I

found my refuge. lt was how I got through living at home, Iiving with
the lies, the secrets. lt was a place where I could stay late
unquestioned by my parents and un-assaulted by my mother.
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Ch-r-is spoke of an addítional coping strategy: the closeness with her brother, who was

also being sexually abused by their mother. Chris and her brother also had the ability

to find humour even amongst so much pain.

My brother and I used to joke about being the living memories that
our parents didn'l want to remember.

Coprng, for Nicky, also included humour, which she skillfully used to hide

from awkward situations.

I use humour to get through a lot of things. lf something is too much
for me, l'll try lo say something funny and that'll get me through
that. I know I am hiding, but ¡t's the only way I could do it at the
time.

Even though Nicky never disclosed the abuse to any ofher friends, having pla)nnates

provided her with another coping refuge.

I had lots of friends... I used to go over to their houses all the time
and have supper because lwouldn't eat anything in the house that
has been opened because I didn't trust my mom. I thought she
might poison me or something.

By drawing on the safety of her friends' families, Nicky was able to have some of her

basic needs met.

Today, for most of the women, coping with their mother's sexual abuse

remains a constant struggle. Yet, rnaly survivors continue to make a series of posìtive

choices. For example, Lee expressed many healthy coping strategies that she is

begiming to incoÌporate into irer day-to-day life.

I write. I draw. I listen to music. I grab all my cats and I sit them on
the floor next to me and I sit in front of the TV for a few hours.

Finally, coping for Sandy is much healthier now that she has re-established her

roots in her Aboriginal culture.
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l've been getting into my culture. I go to a lot of sweats and that's
reafly helping me. One elder, he knows my past history and he held
a sweat ceremony just for me.

The importance of healing by reconnecting with Aboriginal culture has been

documented by Renya Ramirez (2004), a Native American scholar (see also Loupe,

2004), who argues that the tandem impact ofviolence against women and colonialism

needs to be recognized. By promoting resistance and suwìval, Ramirez (2004: i06)

argues that "healing is inextricably linked to learning about indigenous wor¡en's

history and experience and to inserling a gendered analysis irfo images that were

drawn through a white, masculinìst lens." L-r addition, Aborigìnal spiútuality is

important because there is an emphasis on relatedness (to Aboriginal Peoples and

culture) rather than separation (which promotes isolation and does not lacilitate

healing) (Forbes, 2001).

Dcstructive Coping Stra tegies

Unforlunately, most womerì dìd not reporl that they resorled exclusively to healthy

coping strategies, which is coûrron for most survivors ofchild sexual abuse

(Rosencrans, 1997, Bagley and King, 1990; Blume, 1990). For instance, despite the

many positive self-care strategies employed when Nicky was a child, as she grew

older her coping tactics tumed ìnwards. As a way to dissociate from her pain, Nicky

began to self-slash.

I used to cut myself. lt almost dissociated me because it takes your
pa¡n away. When you cut yourself that's where all your energy is
going into the cutting, instead of thinking about what's going on...
You're not thinking about the memories.
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Regrettably, many women believed that the streets were saler than their home;

as a result, they began to run away as teenagers.T This was the case for Jackie, Lee,

and Robin, whose respective narratives are presented below.

fW]hen I was fifteen I ran away from home and l've been on my
own ever since. (Jackie)

I left home when I was sixteen. (Lee)

I used to take off lots from my mom's and then I ended up putting
myself in a group home. (Robin)

Whìle running away from home presents many hurdles and obstacles lor a//

young people, it is also racialized and class-based. For example, when Jackie, Robin,

and Sandy (all Aboriginal women) ran away, their access to resources was linited

especìally for Jackie and Sandy who not only left their family, but their reserve (and

thelefore most of their extended family) as well. In contrast, when Lee left home at

sixteen, she was able to travel across two provinces and stay with relatives.

As such, upon running away all three Aboriginal women found that neither

home nor the streets were safe, which is evident in Sandy's vivid story ofwhen she

ran away at age twelve.

I ran away from everything and I hitchhiked to Winnipeg. I had no
family here and I didn't know anybody so I was out on the streets
trying to find a place to go and a place to sleep... I wasn't working
the streets, I was just roaming around and then I slowly started to
meet people... But I trusted too many people and ¡t came to an end
when I put myself in CFS because lwas gang-raped... But it wasn't
a very good place... lt was not lÌke a foster home, ¡t was like a girls'
lock-up facility.

Sandy believes that she was being punished because she associated with gang

members, who she regarded as "family" and a source of"food, money, and

7 Runnirg away from home has aJso been a popular coping st¡ategy for suryiyors of male-perpeb ated
sexual abuse (see, for example: Comack, 1996; Webber, I99l).
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âttention." Judging by Sandy's story, being affiliated with a gang is more damaging

than being gang-raped. Sandy remained in a group-home facility for three years until

she slowly staÍed to go back to the street. Wren a second gang-rape occurred, she did

nothing about it. When she found out that she was pregnant due to the gang-rape, she

had no one to tum to and she feared no one would have believed her.

Alother common coping strategy for many survivors of sexual trauma is

substance abuse and alcoholism (Blume, 1990). It was no surpnse, then, that some of

the women interuìewed tumed to drugs and/or alcohol as a way to cope with their

mother's sexual abuse. This was the case for Robin who, after running away as a

teenager, started using dr-ugs in order to 'forget' her past as well as her then-curent

reality of life on the streets. Like Robin, Nicky tumed to drugs as a coping strategy.

I got into drugs. Yeah, got into drugs. That was my escape... I took
drugs and drank to get rid of the voices in my head. ïhe pictures,
you know? That's why I did it. To drown them out.

Drugs and alcohol, for Robin and Nicky, have been negative coping strategies that

have cor¡e with great consequences. For example, eventually both had to give up

custody of their children, which will be discussed in a proceeding chapter.

Seeking Expert Help as Adults

Reaching out for help is another coping strategy employed by most ofthe women

inter¡¿iewed. Although most of the women were in, or had received, counselling of

some kind, not all had positìve experiences when they disclosed the tnatemal sexual

abuse. This was the case for Robin and Ch¡is.

Itold her [the therapist] about my mom and she said nothing... so I

said nothing... I only talked about men. (Robin)
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I tried to tell a female therap¡st and when I was talking about my
sister [and mother having oral sex] she said, 'Oh, all mothers do
that. They blow on their tummy.' (Chris)

ln another meeting, Chns spoke about her numerous bad experiences with therapists

who were i11-equipped to deal with mother-daughter sexual abuse.

It's been a hell of a journey since the first day I opened my mouth
about anything. Whoever said it was better or easier if you broke
the silence! lt's a reaì mìxed bag. Mostly opening my mouth over
the last twenty years has not been a great experience. lt's actually,
most of the way, been really horrific.

These experiences seem to be similar to hndings from analysts studying the

effects of lesbian domestic violence (Girshick, 2002b, Ristock, 2002; Renzetti, 1998;

Taylor and Chandler, 1995), who report that many women do not seek community

resources (such as individual counselling or group therapy). They believe these

selices are either not 'for them' or the facilitres do not have adequate training and

written materìal to deal with same-sex abuse. Similar opinions were voiced by

survivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse. Below are narratives from Chris and

Nicky about how they felt excluded fi'om mainstream counselling services and

popular healing literature on sexual abuse.

I have tried incest groups, but they are all dealing w¡th the guy,
'Let's punch out the guy,' 'Let's confront the man, the man, the
man.'Where was the place for me? And when I would try to talk
about it, everyone would look down and fumble! And the books
didn't work. Courage to Heal and all of the olhers... Self-heìp books
- I can't use them lfound them totally useless. I mean, until mother-
daughter incest is socially recognized, until I meet people like me,
untiì I hear it and I see it in writing, and see that attention is paid to
it... Until then, there will be no place for me to put this. (Chris)

When lfirst started to deal with the memories that is how I became
not so alone was by the information. But I have never in all my
reading have I ever come across stuff about motheÊdaughter
sexual abuse... So I hid that part... lt's like it is a big dark secret and I

held that secret for thlrty something yearsl And when I came out, I
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just couldn't belíeve it. I couldn't believe that I actually said the
words out loud, because when you say the words out loud, that's
when they hit you that it really happened. (Nicky)

Despite these negative encounters, most women felt that theìr current

experiences with therapists were positive and were thankful to receive counselling in

what nany refered to as "a safe place."

It has not been until recently, very recently with lcurrent therapist]
that I really had any good place to put this stuff and it has been a
long time! (Chris)

There needs to be more counsellors like the ones at [Counselling
Service]. They know how to deal with mother-daughter sexual
abuse. (Sandy)

The fact that so many women currently seeking counselling or accessing some

community-based serwìce spoke hìghly of the experience sliould give us hope.

Resisting within Hopelessness

Sometimes, to the mind, body, and spirit of a small child, surrender is the most

honourable fonn ofresistance. This ìs best illustrated through Jackìe's story.

I wanted it to stop, but I didn't know how to make it stop. I once told
her that I was going to tell a teacher at school.

(What happened?)

She gave me a l¡cking. Beat me really bad. So I just let it happen. I

didn't fìght it anymore.

In their own way, all the women found a way to resist the terror that was being

inflicted upon them. In keeping wìth Foucault's (1979) concept ofresistance, I am not

suggesting that these women found a way to stop the violence. Such a rigid definition

ofresistance denies the complex existence ofboth the victirnized and the victimizer.

Rather, resistance within a feminist poststructuralist approach is understood as being
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in a constant state offlux. Resistance, then, has the potential to reveal itselfin

multiple ways, which is summarized by Sara Scott (2001: 193) who researches ritual

abuse:

I began this research with an understanding ofpower based on my years

of work around issues of sexual violence. I knew that even in the most
extreme situations, where power appears as its most absolute - as it does

ìn the torture chamber and the death camp - power still ca1ls forth
resistance, and resistance will extract an answer from the oppressor, so

that only death can end the dialogue.

Locating resistance within power provides space to acknowledge the multiple ways

women attempt to overcome or resist no matter how small or seemingly

insignificant - the sexual abuse.

Narratives from several of the women illustrate why resistance cannot be

measured along either/or lines (according to success or failure to stop the abuse).

Th.ese women's stories not only reflect the enorrnous diversity and complexity of

resistance, but they also reveal the remarkable resiliency and tenacity ofsurvivors'

will to live and to endure - even within "the belly of the beast" (Scott, 2001: 193).

For Pat and Dana, tl.reir way to resist their mother's sexual abuse was to

physically hide.

I tried sleeping in the closet so no one would find me and crawl into
my bed. (Pat)

She used to harm me, like touch me, or she would beat me and I

would get scared so I would hide under the bed. (Dana)

Although physically hiding was not a strategy Nicky used to resist her mothe¡'s

abuse, she did resorl to dìssociation, which was her way to hide the abuse from

herself.

When my mom abused me, l'd go to the cuftains. I'd always go to
the curtains in her room... l'd just dissociate from myself.
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Physically protecting herselfdid not seem like a reasonable option for Jackie. Instead,

resistance meant potentially saving her fnends from being sexually abused by her

mother.

My mom wanted me to have sleepovers and to invite my girlfr¡ends
but I would lie to my friends and tell them that I was not allowed to
have any because I thought that maybe my mom would try to do
that to them. I was afraid that my mom would have me sleep with
her and my friends.

For Robin, resistance meant running away. When she was young, Robin

would go to her grandparents, who lived nearby.

I used to always take off to my grandmothefs when my mom was
drinking because when she was dr¡nking that is when she would do
things to me.

Sadly, however, when Robin grew oJder she began to run away to the city, which

eventually led to a life on the streets fuelled by drugs, alcohol, and the sex trade.

When Clrris was a young gir'l, she atternpted to resist the abuse by breaking

the law in order to draw attention to her home life.

[W]hen I found out that another kid in grade three had a social
worker come in to help herfamily, I wanted that for me too. Since
the social worker had come in because my friend was caught
shoplifting candy from the local plaza, I tried to steal to get caught
so I could have a social worker find out about my family too. lt
backfired because the drugstore people knew my mother and,
when they caught me, they phoned my mother. AII I gotwas beaten
up some more.

As Chris grew into h.er teenage years, resisting became even more strategic, and she

would spend endless hours mentally and physically planning her 'escape,'

I had begun yelling ìn my mind: 'You can have my body, but you
can't have my soul!' I don't know where I got that phrase from, but it
was mine. I said it to myself all the way through high school, until I

could make it to university and my escape away from all of them.
When I could be free and self-determining. lwaited, counted,
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hungered, saved every penny I could from grade ten. lworked non-
stop at babysitting, picking fruit, working in the local restaurant for
university, for my escape, my future, my life-raft.

Regrettably, however, the ultimate fotm of resistance in the minds of many

children living with abuse js suicide - as was the case for both Jackie and Chrls.

I remember that I tried to kill myself when I was nine years old. I

took a whole bottle of my mom's p¡lls... I don't know what they were,
but they were wh¡te... I was sick and I woke up in the hospital
because I guess I stopped breathing and my sisters and brothers
couldn't wake me. (Jackie)

Il was very, very suicidal... I tried to jump off the third floor balcony
of our apartment building. I tried to hang myself in the closet with a

sock. I tried to get hit by a car... I tr¡ed to die by anorexia - not
because I saw myself as being too fat, but because it was the only
way I knew how to kill myself... I grew up watching my brother try to
kill himself... I mean, he put a knife into his thigh... So here's the two
of us lìving in this cesspool, not knowing what to do w¡th any of it.
(Chris)

It is evident in all of the survivor accounts that resìstance is more than life or

death. Instead, resisting can involve dissociation in order to escape the mental and

physical pain of the sexual encounter. It can include children vigilantly monitoring

the offendfug parent. For Robin, resisting was strategic as she would go to her

grandmother's at the first sign of'abuse cues' - like her mother's drinking. Resisting

can involve lying to protect others from potential sexual abuse. For Chns, resistìng

meant trying to get the attentìon of authorities through shoplìfting - all the time

hoping that someone would recognize her pain without having to say the words, 'My

mom is sexually abusing me.' Yet, Chns reported another fonl ofresistance - her

self-determination to rise beyond her mother's grip. The solution, for Ch¡is, was to

pour all her energy into getting educated, getting out, and hnding freedom from her

famìly and her mother's abuse. Thus, what the above naratives show is that a//
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resistance offers formidable ways to say'no' - whether it is through speech or silence

and, as a result, it should be ¡ecognized as such.

Multiple Betrayals: Disclosing the Abuse

Another strategy lor resistance is telling someone about the abuse. In light of the

discursive barriers to acknowledging matemal sexual violence, it should be no

surprise that for many of the wonen interviewed, resistance in the form of disclosing

that it was their mother who was the abuser was often met wìth disbelief. As a result,

rnost women grew up thir-rking that no one would believe them - even if they found

the courage to speak.

Most research on mother-daughter sexual abuse acknowledges the tremendous

fear survivors have ofnot being believed (Rosencrans, 1997; Saradjian, 1996; Ogilvie

and Daniluk, 1995; Longdon, 1993). Consistent with this literature, the majority of

women interuiewed for this study were adamant that no one would ever believe them,

Even though most disclosed their male-perpetrated sexual victimization, several

women reported that they rarely, if ever, told family, friends, and even therapists

about the matemal abuse. Unfoftunately, for Pat and Sandy, when they did tell, their

fears were founded.

I tried lto talk to a teacher at six years old] but they went running to
my mom and asked her about my accusations and of course she
denied it... I guess they thought I was lying... They really didn't
believe what I was tryìng lo tell them that my mother was doing... I

learned not to say anything to anybody, just to keep it inside me...

This is only the second time l'm talking about this in my lifetime.
(Pat)

When I began telling people, they didn't believe me. They'd say
'Are you sure you're not making this up because you probably are
just making it up.' (Sandy)
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Much like Pat and Sandy's account, Lee was also someone wlro rarely spoke

about her Ínother's sexual abuse. She comments:

I never told anyone. Even my current partner does not know. She
knows about everything else, but that's the one thing... I've aìways
wondered why I never said anything... [S]ome of me thinks that
maybe it's because I am afraid to admit that a woman would do
something like that... because society looks on it as men do it and
women don't.

Lee's silence was due, at least in paÍ, to compulsory heterosexuality (Rich, 1980),

which discursively produces a social disbelief over the potential for woman-on-

woman sexual abuse.

Like many of the women I spoke to, Robln relrained from telling others about

her mother's sexual abuse because, based on her past experience, she was convinced

no one would believe her.

One woman laughed at me when I told her that my mom used to
molest me when lwas a kid... She said, 'As if your mom would do
that'... After that, I wouldn't tell anybody anything... Until recently I

have started to tell people again.

(How has it been now?)

It's still, a lot of people don't believe it, because it is not something
that is really openly talked about. Like other than the fathers and
stuff that's been going on for a long time.

(How does that make you feel?)

It makes me mad because they don't understand. Like when I saw
the paper talking about the study that you are doing, I was like, 'Oh

yes, finally people are going to know how bad it really is and how it
impacts people.' I thought, 'Right on, it's actually going to be out
there now.'
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ln the foìlowing story, Chris comments on the determination of others to

uphold the assumption that violence is strictly a male behaviour, which means that all

other accounls are d isbelieved.

I was at a lesbian bar one night and this was when incest was a hot
topic and it was all "damn the man" and ljust said, 'Well, it was my
mother.'And these butch dykes came flying at me saying, 'You
lying fucking bitch! Women don't do that.'They were ready to
punch the shit out of me and I was shocked. I was utterly shocked.
I thought these women are supposed to be so informed. I just
slumped down right into my chair so that they wouìd back away. I

just sat at the table and after about five minutes I felt a woman's
head come to my shoulder and then sit down beside me and she
whispered in my ear, 'lt was my mom too. You have a lot of
courage and guts.'And I just said, 'l am just being honest.'And
then another one came and then eventually another one. And in
the end, I think there were six of us.

Chris' story speaks to her resiliency and her in¡er strength to resist dominant

assumptions ofa mother's inability to be sexually abusive, but it also reflects the

impact of mainstream discourse. In an envìronment that Chris thought was socially

progressive and less rigid th.an heterosexual communities,s there were no apologies

given from the women who launched the verbal attack. For Chris, the rejection ofher

experiences caused a deep wound and a profound sense ofbetrayal from other women

- yet again.

Nìcky also spoke about how compulsory heterosexuality was a definite batrier

to disclosing matemal sexual abuse. For Nicky, part ofher reluctance was a lear that

others would assume she was a lesbian, wliich would somehow imply that she was

responsible for her mother's sexual abuse.

8 Delial ofthis issue within the Iesbian community partia]ly stems ftom a fear that any

acklorvledgement ofintra-gender violence will aid in the advancement of further homophobic
responses (see, Ristock, 2002 : F.erøeÍi, 1 998 ; Lobel, I 986).
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I think I kept it in for so long and why I didn't tell anyone about it is
because lthought people were going to think lwas gay... I don't
think people think that it's so bad if it is a man who sexually abuses
you, but if it is a woman, then they say, 'What is that all about?' 'Did

you have something to do with it?'

Nicky's fear ofbeing perceived as a homosexual, I believe, speaks to the dominance

ofheterosexism in our society. For instance, I am not aware of female suruivors of

male-perpetrated sexual abuse 'worrying' about their perceived lreterosexuality. If

there is no connection between heterosexuality and childhood trauma among female

survìvors of rnale-perpetrated sexual abuse, why is it assunred that there may be a

connection between mother-daughter sexual abuse and homosexuality?

In addition to her fear ofbeing perceìved as a lesbian (and therefore she was

afiaid tliat people assumed that she welcomed the abuse), Nicky elected to remain

silent because she was convinced that no one would believe her.

I think in society who would think your own mother would do that to
you? Who would believe you? And when lfirst disclosed my abuse,
I told everybody... I wanted everyone to know that I was an abuse
survivor... But I never told them about my mom, just all the others'..
It was not unt¡l four years ago that I told about my mother.

(Why didn't you say anything about your mother earlier?)

|l was ashamed. lt was like it was my sin. lt was like I thought that
everything that happened to me was because of who I was.

(And who did you think You were?)

A bad person because I did things. Like I touched my mother and I

let her touch me... lt was the most shameful thing because it was
my own mother. Yeah, and everywhere you get these things that
tell you that it can't be true. So every time I get a memory' my mind
would say that cannot be true.

lronically, Child and Family Services (CFS) had a tegular presence in Nicky's

home, and yet she never disclosed the abuse because they were convinced that her
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father was the one perpetrating the sexual abuse. No one thought to ask Nicky about

her mother. It was assumed that the marks on her body were her father's imprints.

Physically, Nicky's father did sometimes strike her, but she refused to disclose his

violence to CFS workers because she did not want her father removed from the home.

For Nicky, then, resisting meant remaining silent because she was too afraid to be left

alone with her mother, who violated her much more than her father did. Thus, in the

mind's eye of a small child, it came down to choosing the lesser of two evils.

Unforlunately, Nicky's experience with CFS was not unique. Lr speaking with

the women, it was deeply conceming how many survivors came into contact with

doctors, nurses, teachers, CFS, the police, and the courts for matters related to

probable sexual abuse.e For example, when Chris was pre-pubescent, she went to the

doctor with her mother. Upon examining her vaginal area (for reasons unknown) he

simply informed Chris' mother that her hln¡en had been broken. Implicit in his

actions were that: one, no sexual abuse had even taken place; and two, that Chris'

mother could not possibly be involved in breaking her daughter's hymen - due

perhaps to the absence ofa penis. Unfortunately, the doctor was wrong on both

accounts.

Like Chris, Robin spoke about the failure of extemal agencies specifically,

the police and the courts - to recognize her mother's violence. As mentioned earlier,

when Robin was eleven her mother killed her father after a night ofdrinking and

fighting, This in of itself would be traumatizing to any young child, but what added to

e While it is well-documented that Aboriginal children are over-rep¡esented in the child welfare system
(see, for example, Kulusic, 2005; Montr:re-Angus, 1995;Timpson, 1995), in the present study,
investrgations by CFS worke¡s did not appear to be ¡acialøed. Ironically, it was Nicky (a Caucasian)
who rvas finally removed from her home as a teenager due to he¡ fathe¡'s abuse, while CFS workers
ruled that the¡e was no abuse or neglect taking place in the Aborigrnal homes ofRobin or Sandy.
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Robin's confusion was that no one talked to her about other acts ofviolence from her

mother. Then, after four years incarceration on manslaughter charges, Robin's mother

was given custody ofher children. Implicit in the actions by these extemal agencies

were: first, it is one thing for a wife to kill her husband in a fit ofrage, but it is

another to assume that such anger could be tumed onto her children; and second,

Robin would have no ill-feelings toward l.rer mother who took the life of her father,

who Robin described as her'saviour.'

The stories of inaction by Chris' physician and the various authorities in

Robin's case offer a vivid illustration of the outcome of mainstream assumptions,

produced through discr-rrsive constructions of motherhood, femininity, and

heterosexuality. This enforces a tautological form oflogic. Soctal constructions of

motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality act as barriers to recognizing a mother's

potential to sexually abuse her child, which silences survivors and leaves them with

little social voice from which to speak. However, some children find a way to resist

and either speak or position themselves among presumably safe authorities. Yet, they

are not heard precisely because of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality

discourses which operate to silence their experiences! If such circular reasoning is

confusing to follow, try imagining how difhcult it would be within the mind of a

seven year old, which is the age at which many of the women interviewed would have

had to grapple with this tautological confusion.
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Surviving the Abuse

One ofthe many indignities ofchild sexual abuse is that surwivors often hang on to

the hope that adulthood will bring escape and independence from pain. But, as Judith

Hennan (1992: 1 10) writes:

[T]he personality formed in an environment ofcoercive control is not
well adapted to adult life. The survivor is left with fundamental problerns
in basic trust, autonomy, and inìtiative... burdened by major impairments
in self-care, in cognition and memory, in rdentity, and in the capacity to
form stable relationships. She is still a prisoner ofher childhood;
attempting to create a new 1ife, she reencounters the trauma.

The impact of sexual trauma lingers within survivors - much like a soldier who will

never forget the battles of war, heedless of any will within him or her.

In many ways, the women interuiewed were no dìfferent than suryivors of

male-perpetrated sexual abuse they have trerlendous difficulties with self-esteem,

trusting others, and forming relationships (Mayer, 1992; Blume, 1990; Courtois,

1988).10 However, most women spoke of an additional impact of matemal sexual

abuse - that of betrayal, stigmatization, and impaired identity development, all of

which, when filtered through a child's logic, gets translated to nean that there must

be something essentially wrong with her.

Shatterecl Trttst

Whether the offender is male or female, most survivors of sexual trauma repoÍ

experìencing difficulties with trust (Rosencrans, 1997;Mayer, 1992; Blume, 1990).

r0 One wo¡d ofcaution, it is difficult to isolate the inrpact of matemal sexual violence because almost
a1l of the women interviewed also experienced male-perpetrated sexual, physical, and-/or emotional
abuse - either as chjldren o¡ as adults. However, one would suspect that isolating the inpact of chrld
sexual abuse would be difficult for any scholar researching in this area. Fol example, maûy women
w)ro have expenenced father-daughter sexual abuse also report having multiple violent perpetratom
eitbe¡ in chrldhood or adulthood (see, for example, Blume, 1990).
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Consistent with other research, all the women interviewed expressed a deep distrust

in others. With specific reference to matemal sexual abuse, most women reported

having a poignant distrust of other women. For Jackie, this meant having few female

friends, but it also led her to distrust female physicians.

It has kept me from having female friends. I still don't have that
many female friends. lt is hard for me to trust people - especially
females. Even doctors, lwould prefer a male doctor.

Like Jackie, Robin and Nicky expressed an intense distrust of female doctors and

dentists; as a result, each specifically requests to see a male health practitioner.

When I was younger, I couldn't go to the dentist because we had a
female dentist and I used to think that she'd put me to sleep and be
touching me. (Robin)

I went to a female physician once for a pap test and I couldn't do it.
I couldn't stop crying and I was shaking. (Nicky)

Given the horrific violence suffered from multiple men in he¡ life, Nicky

realizes that her greater distrust in women is not 'rational.' This 'irrationality,' I

believe, speaks to the power of dominant social constructions ofmotherhood,

whereby a mother's abusive behaviour towards a child shatters a Lrust that is not

easily restored and which, therefore, get transferred to all women.

I don't trust men either, but I can deal with them easier. I don't
know why lhat is, because lots of men abused me.

Yet, for Nicky, surviving matemal sexual abuse has been more difficult compared to

her experiences with male-perpetrated violence,

It's worse than my brothers doing it to me. They're family too, but
they're my brothers. They're not my mother, you know?
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It is the special status attached to 'mother' that causes Nicky to define the sexual

abuse as more damaging, which is no doubt related 1o the powerful mainstream

discourses on motherhood. A similar distinction was rnade by Pat.

It was worse from my mom because my mom was the one I

trusted. She was my mother and I was supposed to trust her... But
she didn't g¡ve me the kind of love that she should have. She gave
me something else.

Chris also spoke about how survivilg maternal sexual abuse has been more

pronounced compared to men.

Having experienced both male- and female-perpetrated sexual
abuse, lwould say it is different. The male is very out-front.
Ostentatiously the power trip is really obv¡ous... lt is there in the
smell, like men who are aggressive smell like burn¡ng metal... They
know they are violating power. They know they are us¡ng their
power - whether it is muscle strength, age, dominance, societal,
whatever. For women, llke my mother, it is more passive
aggressive. lt is more manipulative because it is put under the
banner of love and nufture, which it isn't... My mother's love always
had strings attached... It is more warped because I don't think my
mother even let herself make sense about what she was doing... So
yah, both are an abuse of power, but with male abusers the power
is more blatant than the female. Ihe female can too, but the female
does it by trying to con you through their'nurturing' side.

In Chris' opìnion, her marginally greater trust in men is comected to the way in

which social constructions of masculinity tend to permit overt aggression in males -
especially in relation to their power over others. By way ofcontrast, Ch¡is' distrust of

women stems lrom her belief that females often hide behind discursive strategies

such as inherent nurturing. For Chris, the passive-aggressive form of manipulation

ostensibly causes women to covertly exhibit their power, which is why she trusts

females less.
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Tlte Isolating Impact of Betrayal

Many women described feeling betrayed by their mother's abuse. This was the case

for Robin.

The betrayal is more. I think it would have been easier to be
abused by my father than my mother because it is more seen in
everyone's eyes that a father would do something like that and not
the mother.

Based on her interviews with survivors of feniale-perpetrated sexual abuse, My,rìam

Denov (2004) found the impact ofbetrayal equally intense. She cites one woman's

feeling ofbetrayal:

There is a deeper sense ofbetrayal. It's like there's no safe place. How
can a woman face a world that belittles and condemns us because we'r'e
women, face that world and struggle within it and still tum her hand
against her own sex? That's a bitter betrayal. (Denov, 2004: 149).

It seems that the greater sense ofbetrayal stems, at least in part, from a beliefthat a

shared gender ought to result in more empathic care (Ogilvie and Daniluk, 1995). In

this regard, there does seem to be an assumption of an implicit unity of women,

especially within the famìly. Given this assumption, and the powerful effects of

motherhood and femininity discourses, it makes sense that survivors would perceive a

greatel betrayal from sexually abusive mothers.

Even though feelings ofbetrayal exist on some level for almost a1l survivors

of clrildhood sexual abuse (Herman, 1992; Mayer, 1992; Blume, 1990; Courtois,

1988), the added shame and stigma - brought about by motherhood, femininity, and

heterosexualily discourses - seems to have a profound impact on women who have

been sexually abused by their mothers.
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Regrettably, the combinatìon of shame, stigma, distrust, and betrayal often

causes matemal sexual abuse survivors to retreat into a deep isolation. This was the

case for Sandy.

It's very hard for me to be around a lot of people... I'm very isolated
right now.

For Nicky, shame and isolation was the result of feeling like she was

somehow culpable in the sexual abuse.

lwear it. lt's like I am wearing my shame... And lfeel guilt because I

did things. I didn't do them intentionally. She made me do things,
but I still feel guilty because I didn't scream or yell or freak out. I

just went along with it.

Like Nicky, Robin often finds herselfisolated from otlrers or, if she is with a

group ofpeople, retreating from conversations - especially when the topic is

mothering.

Even now I still feel ashamed because your mother is not
supposed to do things like that to you... From a mother it seems so
wrong... and I don't think people really beìieve that a mother can do
someth¡ng like that to their daughter or to their own ch¡ld because a
mother is supposed to be caring. She is supposed to be the
caregiver and the loving person.

For Robin, the consequence ofcarrying so much shame is that it causes her to always

feel dirly and to regret not being a perfect child.

I always feel dirty. Even still today. I still think that if I would have
been good, my mom would not have did anything to me... lf I didn't
misbehave. lf I did well in school, she wouldn't have done those
things to me.

(So if you were the perfect kid?)

Yeah!

(Which no kid ever is)
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Yeah, but I just thought that if I would've stayed a good kid, then
she wouldn'l have did anything to me.

Nicky also spoke about how her shame has caused her to constantly feel dirty.

According to Nicky, 'her dirf is notjust obvious to herself, but rather it is can be

readily seen by others. Feeling dirty gives Nicky one more reason to distance herself

fiom others because isolation insulates others from seeing what she sees.

Troubles Forming Relationships and Problems witlt Intimacy

Wìth betrayal, isolation, stigrna, and shame comes a perpetual difficulty fonning safe

relationships. Specifically, most women spoke of problems with intimacy. For Nicky,

problems with sexual intimacy were dìfficult with people she knows.

I can't have sex... ¡t's weird and it sounds slutty, but I can have sex
with someone I don't know. I can do that, but as soon as I know
them then I can't have sex with them. The closer I get, the further
away I 9o... because w¡th people, the problem has always been
inside the home.

Nicky also spoke about how hard it is to kiss her children, because it causes her to

remember how her mother used to kiss her.

I can't kiss because my mom used to kiss me, and that grosses me
right out. lt just makes me feel sick... I've never been able to kiss.
It's always been a rule for me. You can have sex with me, but you
can't kiss me... I can kiss my kids, but not on the lips, just on the
cheek.

Pat also commented on her difficulties with meeting people and keeping

relationships.

I have no friends. No really good friends... because I know that
nobody will get close to me... I have this boyfriend... we used to live
together... and now he's trying to get back with me, but I'm scared
to have a relationship with anybody... when they get too close, I just
push them away... lt is just the scariness... having somebody tell me,
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'Okay, do this and do that.'Well you're not my mom and I don't
want you to be my mother e¡ther.

Regrettably, Pat's fear ofrelatronships isolates her, which only succeeds in

exacerbatirrg her feelings of lorieliness.

The Role of Pover4t and Race in Sw'viving Abuse

Surviving nrother-daughter sexual abuse is real, intense, and long-lasting, which is

not surprising given the discourses sunounding motherhood, femininity, and

heterosexuality that serue to produce perceptions of mothers as being inherently

trustworthy and always relìable caregivers. In speakrng with survivors, it became

apparent that impact is not singular. Rather, it is multiple and poll,rnorphic. So are its

losses, which tsnd to be a precipitating factor in the dismal financial situation many

survivors are currently in.

This is the case for Nicky, who is currently in the process oftrying to rebuild

her life.

I spent about a year on crack and I losl everything. I lost my home.
I Iost my car. Then I gave up my kids... I truly believe that my kids
are not with me because I was sexually abused, because I don't
think, or maybe I don'l want to believe, that I would have got into
the things I did without the abuse. I would have been a different
pefson altogethef .

Despite the remarkable losses in Nicky's life, she hopes for a better future. Yet,

poverty was the one common hurdle most women were having difficulties getting

over. The financial losses for several women have been huge, For Nicky, her often

severe fear ofpeopìe causes huge disruptions in her ability to secure long-ten'n
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emplolment. As a result, Nicky moves from one 'McJob'1 r to the next, only ever

being able to work parl-time.

The effects of poverly have also had an enormous impact on Sandy's ability to

heal from all the past abuse. In fact, for Sandy, surviving is not limited to abuse.

For me, it's basically poverty. That's what it is for me. That is where
I am right now, in poverty because thirty-seven dollars every two
weeks ain't getting me nothing. So it's a major thing for me. Ëver
since I ran away from home, it's just been poverty.

The impact ofbeing a trauma survivor is also racialized. For Sandy and Jackie

in parlicular, the systemic conditions of poverly combined wjth having to cope with

being Aboriginal in a predominantly racist society does not make healing from abuse

easy.

I was not the only Native out on the streets. Lot of Natives are living
¡n poverty (Sandy)

I hate my culture. Things would be so much easier if I was white.
(Jackie)

The link between racism and classism has been made by several scholars who have

explored experiences ofviolence among Aboriginal women (see, for example,

MacGillivray and Comaskey, i999; Comack, 1996). Consistent with this previous

work, it seems that for many of the Aboriginal women interviewed, the influence of

racism manifests in multiple ways. For example, the colossal impact of systemic

racism in the cnminal justice system (see, for example, Fraser,2002) has resulted in

the criminalization of two Aboriginal worren who, due to their drug and/or alcohol

addictions, tumed to the sex trade industry. In addition, the racialized nature ofchild

L 'McJob' is a term that has been popularized by George Ritzer (1996). Briefly, McJob refers to a ìow
paying job where employees are fained to follow rigid rules and scripts, which succeeds in elimi¡ating
all authentic int€raction between serve¡ and custome¡.
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and farnily serrrices (see, for example, Kline, 1993) has had an influence on three of

the four Abonginal women ìnterviewed, which will be discussed fuilher in a

proceeding chapter. Fina1ly, one outcome ofimpoverished living conditions

(especially on a reserve) is that Aboriginal Peoples do not have equal access to social

services (Bucharski, Brockman, and Lambert, 1999; Satzewich and Wotherspoon,

1993: 164-165), which are essential resources for women attempting to 'sulive'

sexual violence.

Concluding Remarks

To many, the rhetoric of violence is nothing new. We know it exists. We know the

damage. And we know that the impact is often a wound that even tirne cannot heal.

Such is the case for mother-daughter sexual abuse. This chapter has served as an

extensive introduction to the women interviewed who they are and what they have

lived tlrough in tems of coping, resisting, and surviving child sexual abuse. For most

women, the fact that their mother was one of their sexual aggressors has furlher

exacerbated their struggles.

My objective, however, has not been to make the case that mother-daugl.rter

sexual abuse is the worst forrrr ofviolence or the "ultimate taboo" (Borden and La

Terz, 1993; Elliott, 1993a). Rather, my aim is to highlight the ways in which popular

stereotlpes ofmotherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality have an impact on

survivors' experiences ofmatemal sexual abuse especially when it came to coping

with, resisting, and ultimately surviving the sexual abuse, which unfodunately was

often fraught with disbelief.
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Thus far, I have focused on survivors' descriptions ofhow matemal sexual

abuse has had an impact on their lives. I next tum to the multiple ways survivors

regard their mothers which, consistent with a feminist poststructuralist analysis, are

fluid, multìple, and put into discourse. By first exploring 'the good,' 'the bad,' and

'the ugly' of mothers from the viewpoint ofdaughters, I examine whether or not

surwivors saw tlreir mothers as powerful figures or as powerless victims, \ryith the

latter being more in line with dominant social constructions of wotnen.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Making Sense of the Sexual Abuse: Mothers as Mad, Bad, or Victims?

Other than seeing mothers on TV and stuff, I didn't know what a
real mother was.

Robin

She could have done a better job of mothering me. She failed me
as a mother. lfeel bad to say it, but il's the truth.

Nicky

When a terrible tragedy has been inflicted, survivors struggle to make sense of the

occurrence. The need to understand 'why' is contagious. We are, after all, a culture of

answers. One question that undoubtedly comes out of the previous chapter is, 'Why is

it so difficult to hear these women's stories?' At least this is the question I repeatedly

asked myself throughout the interview process. On one hand, I recognize that on

some level it is almost unbearable to hear about any form ofdegradation, regardless

ofthe perpetrator's sex. Yet, on the other, when the abuser is the mother, there are

few discursive resources available for us to make sense ofher abhonent acts of

cruelty.

As discussed in a previous chapter, one strategy has been to label these

\ryomen as 'bad mothers' and aligr them with monstrous lemales like Karla Hon.rolka

or Valmae Beck.r The appeal of this label is that it effectively locates wor¡.en outside

of popular constructions of mothers and women because the sexually abusive mother

(by virlue of her 'badness') becomes the epitome of anti-female behaviour. The

problem with this hard stance is that surwivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse are

r Valmae Fay Beck is atr Australian who was given a lìfe sentence irì
sexual assault and r¡urder (with her husband Bauic Watts) oftwelve

1988 for her participation ¡r the
year old Sian Kingi.
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left with few discursive tools to make sense of the violence - in part because ifthey

were bom to antônster, then what does that make them? Wren attempting to make

sense ofthe abuse, sulivors have two other available tactics to draw upon. One is to

construct their mothers as 'mad,' while the other is to make sense of the violence by

illuminating their mother's homfic, victim-filled past. Yet, to focus exclusively on

mad or victim explanations often succeeds in din-rinishing a mother's capacity to act

in violent ways,

Thus, to excuse a mother's sexually abusive behaviour tluough mad, victim,

and even bad constructs runs the risk ofnot holding women responsible for their own

acts of malice. In speaking with survivors, I found that simple bifurcations such as

good/bad, sane/insane, and powerful/powerless are insufficient when examining how

survivors cone to make sense of maternal sexual abuse. For example, some of the

wonren repofied that their mothers were highly respected in the cornmunìty. This

public presentation of the 'good rnother' made it difficult for survivors to make sense

ofhow their mothers acted in the privacy of their hoÛre.

In addition, although most survivors did acknowledge that their mothers were

victims or had suffered from either alcoholism or a mental illness, they also

recognized the fluidity of power within their mothers' lives. To this end, all of the

women interviewed believed that their mothers had agency and could have made

different choices. Thus, by adopting a feminist poststructuralist perspective, the many

dlnamic and complex ways survivors attempt to make sense of mother-daughter

sexual abuse can be explored - especially in terms ofhow they draw upon and

interpret mad, bad, and victim constructs.
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The Good

Many survivors of child sexual abuse have commented on the immaculate

presentation oftheir family's extemal façade (see, for example: Brady, 1979). The

presentation of the 'happy family' adds an additional bamer for survivors when it

comes to making sense ofthe abuse, because they become convinced that even ifthey

muster up the courage to speak, no one would believe them anlnvay. With mother-

daughter sexual abuse, these feelings seem to be fuúher exacerbated, especially given

the high level of involvement many mothers have in their chrldren's lives. This is

evident in Linda Crockett's (200I:235) account:

No one outside tlie family would have guessed that the woman who baked
cookies for the PTA bake sales and helped cub scouts with their craft
projects bottled her young son's bowel movements... and had sadistically
abused at least one of her children.

Survivors' belief that their mothers were perceived ìn the community as the 'good

mother' is consistent with Bobbie Rosencrans' (1997) survey of daughters who were

sexually abused by their mothers. Specifically, Rosencrans asked survivors iftheir

r¡others 'appeared nonnal to people outside of the home.' Of the ninety-three wonLen

interwiewed, eight-four (or 90 percent) responded 'yes.' In speaking with women for

the present study, it was apparent that the appearance ofthe 'good morrl' was also a

common factor in survivors' leelings ofnot being belìeved, which furlher ostracìzed

thern from sources ofhelp and potential support.

The 'Front-Stage' of Fantily Life: How Others Saw'Monz'

Many wonen interviewed repofied that to the outside wor1d, their mothels presented

a carefully constructed "front-stage" (Goffman, 1959) of family life. Their families
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were often well respected in the community. This was especially the case for Sandy,

Jackie, and Pat who grew up on small Aboriginal reserwes with strong ties to the

cornmunity. All three women spoke about how they were convinced no one would

believe that their mothers were sexually abusive. As Sandy commented:

The only time she was nice to me was when she took me for my
doctor's appointments. That's the only time because we were out in
the community.

Like Sandy, Jackie spoke about being convìnced that others would not believe

tlre abuse because her mothe¡ was so well respected.

People would always see the marks but my mom would always
say, 'Oh, she's just getting herself hurt from falling off trees'
because I had a lot of brothers... My mom was a teacher so she
was really respected in the community... So who would bel¡eve me?

No doubt, for Jackie, socio-economic status also played a role in how her mother was

perceived in the comrnunity, especially giver-r that her mother was a teacher.

A similar account was shared by Pat who remembered how confusing it was

to see her mother so active una f.retpfut on the reserve and yet be so hurtful in the

home.

She was always doing things for people. She sewed and made
blankets and she cooked and she used to cater weddings.
Everyone would - as soon as somebody got engaged - come
running to my mom right away and she'd do all the cooking... So I

don't think anybody would have believed me if I tried to say
anything.

For Pat, the presentation of her mother as the 'good mom' impaired her ability to

rnake sense of the abuse. In the community, Pat's mother was seen as a 'mother-

figure' who others came to for help organizing srgnificant events in their lives. Yet, as

Pat descnbed to me, at home she provided little or no childcare. Given the near

spotless t'ont-stage set up by Pat's mother, it is little wonder why Pat \r,as adamant
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that no one would have believed her about the matemal sexual abuse, even ifshe had

found her voice to speak.

Unforlunately, the positive image of mothers outside of the home often

succeeded in masking the sexual abuse. Sandy, for example, remembered a time

when Child and Family Services (CFS) was notifred about possible sexual abuse in

her home; however, because her mother was so well respected in the community, she

was not questioned about her potential involvernent. As Sandy recalled:

Allegations were being made, but she was a goodie-two-shoes,
you know, she never did anything wrong... They investigated and
she told them, 'There's nothing wrong.''She's a little bit sick and
she's in bed so you can't talk to her.' 'She's just down a bit because
she's not feeling good.' Yah, she was so happy-go-lucky.

The mistakes and oversights made by CFS are obvious. Sandy's mother was taken at

her word when she told CFS workers that everything was a simple misunderstanding.

No one at CFS considered that in speaking with Sandy's mother, they were in fact

consulting wjth the abuser. Finally, no one thought to speak to Sandy, who was the

alleged victim of violence.

Many of the women interviewed also expressed experiencing a lot of

confision in their mother's presentation of the 'good mom,' which is clearly reflected

in Robin's narrative.

I never saw my mom how others saw my mom. Even my cousins
always told me, 'Your house is always so clean'and everything...
And people would say'Your mom used to take us swimming'... and
I would be like'Where the Hell was l?' I used to think that I was
dreaming and I actually would pinch myself a lot... like when other
kids would be talking about my mom, lwould go pinch, pinch! So I

used to think that I was always dreaming all the time or that maybe
I was not paying enough attention, you know, like maybe she was
being nice.
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For Robin, the only way she knew how to make sense of the difference between

people's perception ofher mother versus her behaviour at home was to try and

convince herselfthat she was not dreaming. Physically pinching herselfthus became

the only way she knew how to confirm that she was not imagining things.

As the above accounts have illustrated, most of the women reported that their

mother's behaviour was quite different in public compared to their prìvate home

1ives. ln Nicky's opinion, however, there was no difference in how her mother was

perceived in public to how she behaved at home.

People saw my mother in a negative way because they saw her
drunk. They saw her flifting with men. They saw her going to
parties without my dad. So people saw her for what she was.

Like Nicky, Lee's account ofother people's perceptions ofher mother was largely

negative. For example, Lee lived in a remote northern community and remembers

being teased endlessly at school about her mother's numerous "one-night-stands" and

"motel parties."

Although not the case for all women interviewed, it seenrs that for many, an

additional barrier for them to be able to make sense of the abuse stemmed from their

mother's positive image in the community, As demonstrated in previous chapters,

what made rnatters worse for many surwivors of matemal sexual abuse were the

already strong social discourses of femininity and motherhood, which also operate as

barriers to them being believed. However, despite their mother's near immaculate

front-stage perforrnances, according to the women interviewed, lurking behind the

scenes were 'bad mothers.'
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The Bad

Within the discursive terrain of motherhood, mothers are often categonzed into a

good and bad binary. As such, images ofthe bad mother are produced through

assumptions ofthe good mother. Put another way, the good mother cannot exist

without the bad mother. In the present study, all the women believed that their fernale

caregivers were bad mothers, and this provided one explanation for how survivors

made sense of their mother's sexual abuse. In fact, most did not hesitate in their

response when asked whether or not they would label their rnother as a 'bad mother.'

This is understandable especially when recalling some ofthe atrocities

commìtted by their mothers that were illustrated in the previous chapter. Quite

simply, the thought of a knife-wielding mother or a mother who causes blindness by

burying her daughter is unfathomable. So is a mother who penetrates her daughter's

vagina with a buming stick. These survivor narratives no doubt represent the worst-

case scenarios ofparental torture and neglect. Shorl of killing their children through

such todure, it is hard to comprehend anlthing more severe. Yet, what makes these

stories so hard to digest is that they also exceed the discursive confines of mainstream

rnotherhood and femininity discourses. Even when women's violence and the extent

of female rage is acknowledged, very few are willing to concede to the possibility

that some mothers have the potential to sexually torture their children.

Robin's story ofher mother killing her father offers a good illustration ofthis

point. Although not as prevalent as male violence against women, a fernale who kills

her male partner is not unheard of. Wren a woman kills her partner, there is now a

new discourse in which to explain the action. With the advent of the Battered Woman
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Syardrome, a woman's behaviour is now made understandable and excused through

law. But only as long as she can convince the court that she is some combination of

mad or victim - 'mad' in the sense that she suffers from a psychological malady and

'victim' if she is (or has been) in an abusive relationship.2

In Robin's case, only a partial account ofher father's homicide is given. But

when I asked Robin if domestic violence was a factor, she replied that it was not.

Frorn speakrng with Robin, I got the sense that the courts poúrayed her mother as

inherently bad - as a chronic alcoholic and a dangerous offender which are

discursive strategies that serve to explarn her departure from normative femininity.3

Yet, despite beìng portrayed as a 'murdering wife,' no one thought to question her

potential as a child sex offender. Robin's rnother's 'badness' therefore exists within a

predefined (and socially constituted) discursive teffain, one that rarely includes child

sexual abuse especially by the child's mother. Thus, even though there is a lot that

is not known about child sexual abuse, it seems that it is known to be discursively

gendered.

The consequence, however, is that suruivors of matemal sexual abuse are

silenced because, accordìng to Belinda Monissey, most people prefer to "ignore

ratlrer than accept that woûìen are as capable as men ofcondemnable and abhorent

acts" (2003: 174, emphasis added). One word of cautìon is in order. As mentìoned at

the onset of this work, to suggest that women are as capable as men of committìng

2 
See, for example, Elizabeth Comack's (1993) monograph on the legal recognition ofthe Battered

Womeu's Syndrome. Speciñcally, she argues that in order for the Battered Woman SyndÍome to be
successful in law, women must be individualized, medicalized, and porrrayed as a victim (Comack,
1993: 46-47).
3 GiveD the relatively shoft four-year sentence Robin's mother received fo¡ mal1slaughter (instead ofa
second-degree murder charge), it seenrs that linted to the 'bad' woman is the drscu¡sive label of the
'n-rad' woman.
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sexual violence is not to inply that women abuse in equal propofiions. Being capable

ofviolence and committing sexual abuse ìn equal proporlions are fundamentally

different claims. While I believe that it is important to address women's capacity to

perpetrate sexual abuse, it should not be used as a tool to minimize the social problem

olmale violence.

To this end, feminist hesitation to address female-perpetrated violence is

somewhat warranted because, "several female abusers become equivalent to a

hundred men" (Kelly, 1991: 17). However, it is possible to concede that some women

sexually abuse children without jeopardizing the larger movement to end male

violence against women. For this reason, Liz Kelly (1996: 36) argues that as

feminists, we ought not to be concerned with whether women are capable ofviolence,

t:uT rather how feminist praxis can be used to address and respond to it.

I would extend this position by argufug that a necessary component of

feminisnr should be in our ability lo theorize (i.e. make sense of) women's violence.

For instance, many feminists have argued that the term 'woman' is not unitary

(Butler, 1990; Riley, 1988). This cntique has usually been di¡ected towards white,

middle-class, heterosexual women, but it could be extended to include the issue of

mother-daughter sexual abuse as well. By acknowledging women's potential to act in

abusive ways, it is possible to explore the Iimitations ofconstructing sexually abusive

mothers as inherently bad or evil. It may be that rnother-daughter sexual abuse

presents us with one of the worst-case scenarios of women's capacity for violence,

but to deny that nothers are incapable of such abhorrent acts or to dismiss a mother
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as simply'bad' (and therefore anti-female) only succeeds in sustaining hegemonic

perceptions of women.

In contrast, even though a man's abusive behaviour is also often excused by

labels such as 'bad,' 'evil,' and 'monster,' male violence is still normalized to some

extent within masculinity discourses. For instance, when it becomes known that a

father or step-father has sexually abused his child, although a social outrage may be

expressed towards the act as a society, we often are not entirely surprised by the act

itself. Yet, when a mother or female caregiver commits acts of violence towards her

daughter, we are left with no discursive place to put this behaviour because matemal

sexual abuse completely defies our logic around femininity, motherhood, and

heterosexuality. To this end, a man is construed as 'bad' because he violated a

crirninal act; however, a woman is labelled 'bad' because she violated the discursive

constructions of her gender.

For this reason, Chris has actually given up on trying to make sense ofher

mother's sexual abuse because, in her opinion, she cannot begin to understand

something that society does not acknowledge.

(How do you make sense of the abuse?)

I don't. I don't know where to put it. I don't have a box to put this
shit in. There ìs a lack of data. There is a lack of studies. And there
is a lack of appropriate responses. Like people are so seeped in
male-female violence that they can't see any olhers. They can't get
their heads around it... lt's like, when lwas a teenager, they put the
first person on the moon and all of the seniors thought it was a
hoax! They just could not believe it! So it's almost like that for me.
l've come from where I have come from and I almost can't see that
there would be a shelf to put this... Intellectually, I can make sense
of it but even that gets really muddied. lt's like a secret within a
secret... I mean, it's like this is the last bastion of secrecy within
incest!
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A Fentinist Denial of Ilomen's Badness?

Why have feminists so rarely focused on women's capacity for sexual violence? As

noted, feminist reservation has been in parl due to a fear of overstating women's

violence to the point that it is assumed to occur in equal proportions with men's

violence. But how do survivors make sense of this reluctance? In an attempt to

answer this question, I draw on Chris' standpoint on feminìst discourse regarding

mother-daughter sexual abuse. In our many discussions on the topic of femìnism,

Chris repeatedly expressed feeling angry towards feminists and, in particular, their

response to 'mother-blaming' by the 'psy' professions. This is, in part, what Chris

had to say:

Wilh early feminism, there was a real backlash against
psychîatrists blaming the mother for all the misfortunes of their
chìldren or family, which was a convenienl male-designated
stereotype of the ¡nadequate mother. The pendulum swung wide,
and, while some new ground was gained for women, other issues
and possibilities of harm were lost, became taboo to even talk
about or say. An even heavier silence descended on women
survivors of mother-daughter incest.

There are two things that I see. One is because l'm emerging from
the generat¡on that was really held to the wall by psychiatrists
because if a kid grew up with problems, it was the mother's fault.
And so then came feminism, and early feminism took the word
'mother' and turned it into a positive word. They took what was a
negative aspect of mother-blaming and they turned it into a power
aspect. They merged the new identity of women - women as
nurturers in the world. War would not happen because women
would fight for their sons, but they didn't say that they were raping
their sons and daughters, you know?

Even though Chris is not hopeful for much substantive change among the

'psy' professions, she is far more confident in the potential advances within feminisl¡

when it comes to recognizing and addressing mother-daughter sexual abuse.
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Like, l'm so mad at professionals right now because it is like,
'Damn you guys, why don't you listen?'And feminisml l've had
trouble with the concept of feminism because it always comes back
to, 'Women are nurturers'and, 'We are the ones that can make a
difference in the world.'... lt is a fractured feminism and many could
not handle it or women said, 'Don't go there or you will go crazy!'
They didn't know how to react to it so they minimized it and they
diminished it. lt was not in their repertoire... I feel that feminism
betrayed me. But on lhe other hand, there are many empowering
aspects of feminism. So I guess, I just wish that they'd get some of
the assumptions out of the way... I think feminism today is much
more capable of bringing mother-daughter sexual abuse foruvard
than the feminism before. I think feminism now is more'in the
world'and is not so closely tied to nurturing. I think there is now
more of an acknowledgement that women can be abusive.

Consistent with Cb¡is' advice, then, as feminists we should take the lead

much like we have with challenging other foms of degradation in bringing to light

all foms of violence, even if the abuser is a \¡,/oman. By doing so we can still

acknowledge that over 90 percent ofsexual violence is perpetrated by males. But, in

addition, our theorizing can challenge universalism, and the tendency of dominant

discourses to marginalize (or make sense of) women's violence through constructs

like inherently'bad' or'evil.'

How Survivors Make Sense of Their 'Bad' Mothers

As mentioned, all of the women interviewed had little reservation in labelling their

mothers as 'bad.' Given these adamant assertions, it should be little surprise that

survivors tended to hold a great deal of anger towards their rnothers. For Robin, it

was her mother's frequent violent outbreaks, the honlicidal death ofher father by her

rnother, and the years ofsexual abuse that caused Robin to fomr her opinion of

matemal badness.
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Yet, for many others, it was also their mother's faìlure to protect them from

other harm that caused a lot ofanger among survivors.a For example, Lee was angry

that her mother seemed to be completely unaware of the horrifìc abuse she suffered

from therr neighbour.

He raped me for the first time when I was five. So I mean how do
you not notice that your child is bleeding and bruised and torn, you
know?

An intense outrage was also expressed by Nicky in her graphic and troubling

depiction ofhow her mother took no protective ÌLeasures when it was discovered that

she had been brutally raped by a boarder at age five.

[H]e actually had sex w¡th me in my rectum and I felt so dirty. What
happened after was that my parents came home and he shoved
me ¡n the bathroom and like there was shit everyr¡/here and my
mom wanted to know what I was doing in the bathroom for so long
and I was trying to clean it up! And I was bleeding... And she got the
door unlocked and she came in and it was a mess in there and she
freaked. She freaked and she made me clean it all up and was
saying, 'What the Hell is wrong with you?' She didn't ask why I was
bleeding or what had happened to me. Nothing. She just freaked
out on me that I had made such a mess. She then told my brothers
and they teased me for years. lt was horrible. lt was just horrÌble.

By highlighting these survivor accounts, I am not making the claim that Lee

and Nicky's mothers are more deserving of a 'bad mother' label because, in addition

to being sexually abusive themselves, they failed to protect their daughters from other

perpetrators. Rather, my intention is to illustrate the multiple reasons why survivors

regard their mothers as bad parents.

Yet, in speaking with survivors, it was not enough that they labelled their

mothers as bad and then proceeded to painfully tell me why. In fact, for some of the

a Suwi.,ors expressing anger towards mothers fo¡ faihDg to protect them against othe¡ abuse¡s is
corlsistent with previous studies of male-perp€trated sexual abuse (see, for example; Hreberl-Murphy
and Bumside, 2001; Candib, 1999; Johruon, 1992).
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women, naming their mothers as bad was quickly followed by a verbal retreat. Thus,

what was interesting was that no matter how angy some survivors became, and no

matter how adamant they were in their asseflions of 'matemal badness,' quite often

our conservations ended with survivors rationalizing their mother's abuse, using

language that is more consistent with 'mad' and 'victim' constructs.

This was the case for Pat. Below is a brief dialogue from our conversation

about whether she believed her mother was 'bad.'

(Would you label your mother as a bad mother?)

Yeah, absolutely. She did a lot of shit. lt's her fault I am where I'm
at today.

In a later conversation, however, Pat levisited our earlier discussion.

You know, I used to think she wãs a horrible mother, but now that I

am older and she is older, I understand that she had lots of
problems. You know, I always thought she should be put in [a
mental institutionl.

(How come?)

Because she was warped. I mean, really crazy.

Similar to Pat, I asked Nicky if she thought her mother was a 'bad mother,' to

which she responded:

Yeah, she really failed me as a mother. She made bad choices.
And she wasn't powerless. She had power. She could've made
better choices.

(Yeah, it really sounds like it)

Yeah, I feel bad to say it. But ¡t is the truth... My mother was a bad
image.

Yet, later in the interview, Nicky began to retract her statements.

It is hard to say that she ìs a bad mother... I am pretty sure she was
sexually abused by her uncle when she was a kid... And maybe l'm
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using that for an excuse because I want to think thât she was a
victim. I don't know. ljust know it doesn't leave me with figuring out
the reasons why she did things to me, you know?

Once again, the power of dominant discursive constructions of motherhood is

illustrated. It should come as no surprise that even survivors may be uncomfortable

with 'bad mother' claims. In this regard, my irtention is not to disnriss survivors'

a:rger, which by all accounts seems completely appropriate and understandable.

Rather, rny interest is in lrow survivors draw on 'mad' and 'victim' constructions

because, in nrany ways, they align their mothers within mainsteam femininity and

motherhood discourses. To simply define mothers as 'bad' does not help survivors

make sense of the sexual abuse - in large part because they would have to define their

mothers as monsters who are the epitome of anti-feminine behaviour. To this end, it is

far easier for suwivors to make sense of their mother's bad actions through 'mad' or

'victirn' rationalizations. While such labels may place their mothers aT The ntargins of

femininity and motherhood discourses, at minimum they are still localed witltin |hese

discourses, so therefore survivors at least have some way to make sense of the

violence.

The Ugly

Often, mental illness is regarded as a tenibly ugly sickness. The same holds for

alcohol and substance abuse. Why? Because left untreated or unaddressed, it has a

$eat potential to destroy lives. However, despite the comrnonality of ugliness, there

are very few similarities between the two barring one: in the case of wonen falling

outside or at the margir.rs of mainstream femininity and motherhood discourses (as are
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mothers who sexually abuse their children), both mental illness and drug/alcohol

abuse are regularly cited as explanations for women's diminished capacity and lack of

agency (Hislop, 2001, 1999; Jennings, 2000).

Kathleen Coulbom Faller (1995; 1987), for example, has written several

articles on women who have sexually abused children. Based on her ongoing clinical

sample of seventy-two female offenders (most of whorn were mothers to the abused

children), Faller (1987) repoÍs that almost half (48 percent) of the abusers suffered

from some soÍ of mental illness, while some 55 percent had problems with substance

addiction.5

The problem, however, with emphasizing a mother's alleged history witb

mental illness is that often her perceived diminished capacity is used to excuseher

sexually abusive behaviour. Further, not all mothers who have sexually abused their

children are mentally ill (Rosencrans, 1997). To this end, it is not my intention to

question the validity of any rr-rental illness claims. Rather, what I find interesting is

why males have r¡ot been pathologized to the sarrre extent. This argument was made

by My,riam Denov (2004; 2001) who demonstrated, based on her interviews, that

psychiatnsts believe that the majority of female but not male sex offenders are

'mad.'

Thus, pafi of the problem with labelling mothers as 'mad' is that it helps to

reinforce domìnant mothelhood and femininity discourses which contend that a//

motlrers naturally love and, conversely, would not harn their children. Therefore, any

mother who deviates from this assumption must be made sense of by means of

5 The uumbers fo¡ botl'r mental illness and substance abuse dropped in Fatle¡'s 1995 study to 32 p€rcent
and 51 percent, respectively. Faller suspects that the substantial d¡op, at least for mental illness, was in
part due to the inc¡ease ofchildcare rvorkers being charged with child sexual abuse in daycares.
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rationalizations such as mental illness or the complete loss ofcontrol that is caused

tbrough extreme alcoholism or substance abuse.

The Mentally lll Mother

As demonstrated, a large portion ofthe mostly psych-based literature focuses on aT

least in part - the mental illnesses of female offenders (see, for example: Hislop,

2001;Harper, 1993; Chasnoff et al., 1986; Mathis, 1972). Yet, to the knowledge of

sur-vivors, none oftheir mothers had ever been officially diagnosed wìth a mental

illness. This finding is similar to Rosencrans' (1997) survey of matemal sexual abuse

survivors, whereby none of the daughters reporled that their mothers had ever been

treated for a mental illness. However, unlike Rosencrans' research, most women in

the present study adamantly believed that their mothers suffered from some sod of

mental health problern.

For Nicky, it was her mother's enatic behaviour and violerf mood swings

which led her to classify her mother as 'mad.'

She was out of her mind. She did weird things like walking around
the house with a butcher knìfe saying that she is going to kill us
while we were sleeping.

Like Nicky, Pat believed her mother suffered fiom some mental illness.

However, unlike Nicky, Pat could not pin down exactly what was wrong with her

mother. But, for Pat, this dìd not matter because she simply saw her as'crazy.'

l'd say she had a mental illness problem. She was warped... She
didn't smoke cigarettes. She didn't drink alcohol... She was just
ctazy.
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A notewoÍhy aspect of the interviews was the high number of survivors who

believed that their mothers must have mental illnesses because they were sexually

abusive. Below are naratives from Jackie and Ch¡is which reflect this opinion.

(Would you say your mother suffered from some sort of mental
illness?)

Yeah, I think so because no mother in her right mind would even
think of doing that. (Jackie)

Women perpetrators, lthink, are sick. They are mentally sick. I can
see that more easily than for male perpetrators. Male perpetrators
have social permission to do it so it seems to be ok if the guy does
it. (Chris)

Despite Chris' assertion that her mother must have been 'mad,' she still held

her accountable for her violent outbreaks.

I know my mother was sick. I mean, she was a real sadistic,
manipulative, cold person. She knew what she was doing and she
knew it was wrong and she took tremendous pleasure in the
discomfort. So that to me is someone with a personality disorder or
something. I see that as mentally ill. And that's not to excuse her,
because she knew what she was doing.

For Chris, even though she classified her mother as 'mad,' her mother'' s agency could

nof be excused due to mental illness. Thus, in tenns of the 'mad mom,' it may be that

surwivors too are aware of the discursive constructions of femininity and motherhood,

which implicitly state: any woman who sexually abuses her daughter n¡¿.¿sl be insane.

The Alcoholic Mother

Much of the psych-based literature reports that alcohol and substance abuse is a

precipitating factor in matemal sexual violence (Davin, 1999; Bamett, Corder, and

Jehu, 1990; Mathews, Matthews, and Speltz, 1989; O'Comor, 1987). Such findings,
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however, were only partially substantiated in the present study. Overall, only two (25

percent) women reported that their rnother had an alcohol problem. None mentioned

narcotic or substance addictions by their mothers. Reports ofalcohol abuse were

similar to Bobbie Rosencrans' (1997) study of maternal sexual abuse survivors,

wherein 32 percent believed that their mothers were alcoholics. However, 19 percent

of the women in Rosencrans' study also reporled that their mothers suffered from a

<1rug addiction, which was not verified in the present research.6

Below are the responses from Nicky and Robin, the two women who

maintained that their mothers were alcolrolics.

It was frequent [the sexual abuse], like every couple of days and
especially lf she was drunk. (Nicky)

It was aìways when my mom was drinking. lt wasn't when she was
sober. (Robin)

For Nicky and Robin, their mother's drunkenness instigated the sexual abuse. As will

be explored later ìn the ch.apter, however, Nìcky and Robin also acknowledged that

despite cluonic battles with alcohol, theìr mothers had agency and a capacity to make

certain choices. The fact that they made poor choices, in their opinion, should not

excuse their mother's sexually abusive actions.

In terms of the 'ugly mom,' it seems that mental illness and, to a lesser extent,

alcoholisr¡ help some survivors to rationalize and make sense of their mother's

violence. To this end, a mother's hurtful conduct becomes somewhat pardoned due to

her diminished capacity. The fact that many survivors draw on 'mad' constructs

shows the extent to which they too are informed by dominant discourses. Given that

6 The fact that Rosencrans' (199?) suwey on mother-dauglrtçr sexual abuse consrsted of ninety-thee
respondents versus tlìe eight inteNiewed for the present study could also account fo¡ dris discrepancy
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suni/ivors are familiar with discursive contentions ola mother's unwavering love

towards her chìld, it should be of little surprise that many made sense of their

mother's abuse tluough perceìved mental illness and/or alcoholìsm.

Yet, to end here would provìde an incomplete account ofhow some survivors

made sense of their mother's sexual abuse. As was evident in Chris' account, even

through she adamantly maintained that her mother was mentally ill, she also believed

that her mother was fully accountable for her sexually abusive behaviour. Thus,

labelling her mother as 'mad' was Chris' way to make sense of the abuse, which is

not tlie same as excusing the violence - or her mother's culpability in it.

It may be, then, that labelling mothers as 'mad' is a useful coping strategy for

survivors when they are trlng to understand why the abuse occuffed - especially

considering how mainstream social constructions of mothers have lin-rited suwivors'

options for making sense of the sexual abuse. For this reason, as feminists, we must

be careful that in our analysis of mother-daughter sexual abuse, we do not interpret a

survìvor's rationalization that her mother was 'mad' as a suggestion that her mother

was therefore not responsìble for the abuse. This may be the interpretation withill

some of the psych-based studies on female-perpetrated sexual abuse, but it is not how

srrr'ivors' perceive their mother's violence. To this end, the usefulness of

detennining whether survivors believed that their mothers had probìems wjth mental

illness and/or substance abuse lies in the limited discursive terrain from whìch they

can draw to reasonably make sense of the sexual abuse.
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Mothers as Victims?

When mothers sexually abuse daughters, there is little space where survivors can

discursively locate the violence especially within dominant constructions of

motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. This limits surwivors in tenns of how

they can make sense oftheir mother's violence. For this reason, when such violence

occurs, common responses have been to rationalize the sexual abuse as being either

'bad' or 'mad.' Unforlunately, however, these responses by survivors also succeed in

upholding the popular constructions of mainstream discourses. This shows the social

power ofour failure to acknowledge sexual abuse by mothers, because it completely

defies our logic around femininìty, motherhood, and, arguably, heterosexuality. To

this end, ifthe sexually abusive mother is fit into a pre-existing victim model based

on previous violence from males, daughters are then able to make some sense ofthe

abuss.

Most of the literature on the female offender emphasizes the previous

victimìzation ofperpetrators. For instance, Kathleen Coulbom Faller's (1995; 1987)

study on female sex offenders found that nearly halfofthe women disclosed being

sexually abused at some point in their childhoods. Further, only 15 percent reporled

not ltaving any pnor victirnization history. One outcome of Faller's study is that it

helps to reinforce dominant femininity and motherhood discourses. Thus, like the

'nad mother,' a 'victimized mother' wl.ro sexually abuses her daughter may be

marginalized within mainstream motherhood and femininity discourses, but a1 least

her behaviour can he locaterl within such social constmctions.
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In the present study, most of the women interviewed did not view their

mother's victimhood as a fixed or stable trait. Specifically, many would not define

their mothers exclusively as victims, nor did they regard them as having a total

propensity for power. Rather, many viewed their mother's lives as extremely vanable

in that they swung from powerful abuser to powerless victim.

That being said, this was not.Iackie's position. Instead, Jackie was steadfast in

lier belief that her mother was never a victim. In Jackie's opinion, her mother held all

the power over her and in her fan-rily.

(Did you ever see her as a victim?)

No, are you kiddingl

When Jackie's response is put into context and the horrific abused suflered fi'om her

mother is recalled (she is, after all, legally blind due to an insidious assault by her

mother), Jackie's reaction is certainly understandable.

While Jackie was adamant in her assertions that her rnother was not a victim,

most survivors were no1 so certain especially as the interviews progressed. For

instance, when I first asked Nicky, Pat, and Robrn whether they saw their mothers as

victims, they all quìckly replied 'no.'

She wasn't powerless. She had power and she failed me. (Nicky)

No. I saw my dad as more powerless than my mother. (Pat)

She had all the power. We had to obey everything she said.
(Robìn)

Thus, in my initial conversations with Nicky, Pat, and Robin, all saw their mothers as

powerful figures who exploited dependent children. As our conversations progressed,

however, the firm position taken by these women staúed to shift and they became
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more empathetic towards their mother's previous victimization. For example, Nicky

saw her mother as a powerless victim when she was intoxicated. She also

acknowledged her mother's past sexual victimization as a child.

When she was really drunk, I saw her as powerless, because she
would be so drunk that you just had no respect for her.

I guess after she died, I saw her as more of a victim, because I

started to try to understand her and why she did what she did to
me. And then I reaìized she was a victim herself.

Like Nicky, Pat started to shift fion her initial opinion by recognizing the

damaging impact her mother's past sexual abuse must have had on her.

I think my mom was abused too when she was growing up. I think
that is why, because she was so used to it, you know, she didn't
see anything wrong with doing it.

A similar positional swing occurred with Robin, who commented on her nother's

experiences with sexual abuse as a child from her uncle.

About a year ago I started to talk to my aunties and they were
telling me how my mom was as a kid. So that kind of made me see
my mom differently. Because I always hated her... But then I starled
to look at it and there was nobody around that my mom could talk
to.

The shift in responses from Nicky, Pat, and Robin aligns their mother's

behaviour with the most common rationalization as to why some mothers sexually

abuse their children: their past victimization (Jennings, 2000; Hislop, 1999; Tumer

and Turner, 1994). Contrary to much ofthis literature, however, none of the women

interviewed saw their mothers exclusively as victjms. Thus, porlraying their mothers

as "always ready victims" (Graycar and Morgan,2002: 322) provides an incomplete

picture of maternal sexual abuse.
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In terms of how survivors make sense of their mother's previous

victimization, exclusive victim explanations are insufficient for at least two reasors.

First, focusing only on a mother's victim status cannot explain why some women who

have been sexually abused (like those I interviewed) did not reporl becoming violent

themselves. Lee provides a useful explanation.

I was abused a lot and l'm not doing it... lt's people's ideals of
women as victims... You know they just don't want to br¡ng ¡t up.
You know women just don't do that because they are women.

(Why do you think people see it that way?)

Because there's nothing else to hold onto. I really don't think there
is much else to hold onto. The world isn't pedect and people don't
want to face that and if we have to let go of that one about the
mother, we may think that's all that's left of humanity.

As has been discussed, it is mainstream ìdeals of women/mothers that cause a quick

acceptance of the women-as-victim rationalization.

Second, victim-based explanations cannot address why mothers were not

perceived by daughters as 'all-victim all ofthe time.' From the perspective of

daughters, the status ofvictim or offender is neither fixed nor static. Similar to

Kelly's (1988) work on sexual violence, which draws on a continuum of

victimization, many of the women interviewed saw their mother's position of victim

and abuser as representing two ends of a spectrum. hr these terms, power is more like

a pendulum that swings back and forth, and is free to oscillate between the two

extremes. Mothers, then, can be both powerful abusers and powerless victims which,

lollowing a poststructuralist perspective, can occur simultaneously precisely because

they are relational, fluid, and flexible. As Ch¡is put it, motliers can be 'powerful

victims.'
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I don't see my mother as a powerful figure. I see her as a
manipulative, disgusting wimp and I hate her for being weak. She
stuck me in front of her when my dad went to hit. I was the
punching bag. I was the person on whom things got deflected... I

mean she was a victim too, but a powerless victim? No. She had
the capability of making informed choices. She chose not to. And
other women I've known of her age group, even at that time, made
informed choices to get the fuck out and stand up for their kids.
They didn't leave their kids to be the fodder so they would not get
chewed up. I think my mother was a powerful victim! Whiìe she was
being victimized, she victimized us.

The anger in Chris' narative is obvious, but what ìnterested me in our

conversation was her discontent over her mother being 'weak.' In speaking with

Chris, it became clear that she resented the choices her mother made. Chris

recognized that her mother's social status (or lack tliereof) of being a married woman

in tlie 1950s and 60s did not leave her with a lot ofreasonable options to live a life

free of heteropatriarchy. However, despite the limitatìons ofher mother's social

position, Cliris did not believe her mother was completely powerless. To thìs end,

power is fluid, ever-changing, and polynorphic. Even though Chris' mother carried

out the expected discursive perfonnance of femìninity and motherhood, she also took

the demands of heteropatriarchy to excessive levels. Arguably, she perfomed socially

normalized acts of masculinityT (which will be discussed in the following chapter). It

is this role reversal which needs to be recognized and explored in more detail within a

ferninist poststructuralist approach, and particularly in relation to Judith Butler's

(1993t 1990) work on per-lormativ ity.

7 As mentioned in a preceeding chapter, this is uot to suggest that child sexual abuse is normalized (and
therefore socially accepted) within mainstream masculinity discourses. Rather, it is nly contertion that
male violence has become more noû[alized rvithin masculinìty discourses (see, for example: Canaan,
1998; Collier, 1998; Martin and Hummer, 1998; Newburn and Stauko, 1994; Messerschmidt, 1993)
especially in comparison to female-perpetrated sexual abuse and the discu¡sjve ter¡ain ofnotherhood
and femininity.
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By drawing on the work of Butler, the cultural (as opposed to natural)

specificjty of gender can be explored, which helps reveal the implicit binary locations

of power (masculine) and powerless (feminine) that the respective sex is to perform.

Femininity, then, is a discursive construction and an endless perfonnance which

always enlails a parodic imitation. Butler writes:

[A]cts, gestures, enactments, generally construed, are performative in fhe
sense that the essence or identity that they otherwise purport to express
arefabrications manufactured and sustained through corporeal signs and
other discursive means. That the gendered body is performative suggests
that it has no ontological status apaf fi'om the vanous acts which
constitute its reality. (Butler, 1990: 173, emphasis in original)

To this end, there is no authentic true or false performance of gender. Given that there

is no inner essence, gender perfomrances help sustain and reinforce the discursive

constructions of idealìzed femininity. Butler (1990: 174) writes: "[A]cts and gestures,

arliculated and enacted desires, create the illusion ofan interior and organizing

gender core, an lllusion discursively maintained by the purpose of the regulation of

sexuality withìn the oblìgatory frame of reproductive heterosexuality."

Yet, for a sexually abusive mother, her discursive perfomance of femininity

is deeply flawed because she is incorrectly applying dominarf social constructions of

'woman' and 'mother'- even if she is compllng on other levels. In the case of

mother-daughter sexual abuse, the performatìvity olgender reflects the

destabilization of the naturalized assurnption of femininity, motherhood, and

heterosexuality. However, because those who falsely or incoruectly 'perfonn' their

gender are regularly punished, mothers who sexually abuse their children can only be

made sense ofby locating their actions within socially constituted (and therefore

known) labels, such as previous victirnization.
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The advantage, therefore, ofcritically analyzrng women's violence beyond

hegemonic definitions of femininity and motherhood is that feminist theorizing is

able to abandon, and move beyond, monolithic categories ofvictim and offender

whereby mothers are afforded a single and stable identity. Further, it is not enough for

feminist theorizing on matemal sexual abuse to simply address the complexity of

gender when understandings ofpower remain fixed. To thìs end, gender must be

autonomous from sex in order to acknowledge that power is not exclusive to the

category of man, nor is powerlessness to the category of woman. It is also not enough

to highlight the fluidity ofpower along a victim/abuser continuum where gender

remains a fixed construct. These meta-nanatives only succeed in setting up discursive

ideal types and rigid perfomrative scripts.

More imporlantly, essentializing the adjective 'ferninìne' puts wornen in

conceptual straitjackets and creates a unìtary truth that works to reinforce

phallocentric notions, which is precisely what feminist theory is tryng to get womell

out of. It also limits the potential of females to be actìve participants in power.

because women are still subordir.rated withìn mainstream constructions of fernininity,

motherhood, and heterosexuality. Through a critical analysis, the fluidity ofboth

gender and power can be highlighted, because binary concepts such as

powerful/powerless and masculine/femìnine are relational, constantly changing, and

always located wllftl¡l discourse. By exploring the nurnerous pennutations and

combinations constructed tltrough gender and power, it is possible to move beyond

the rigid categories of 'strong man' and 'weak woman.' As a result, the otherwise

unthought-of actions like mother-daughter sexual abuse can be better acknowledged.
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Exercising Choice and Possessing Agency

In addition to demonstrating the complexity of women's sexual power in relation to

how sulivors make sense of their mother's sexual abuse, a feminist poststructuralist

perspective is useful in accounting for women's agency and their capacity for

exercising choice. Despite the tendency of mainstream discourse to pardon a mother's

sexually abusive behaviour through bad, mad (or what I have labelled as 'ugly'), and

victim constructs, such explanatìons have generally been rejected by the women

interviewed at least in pafi. A padial acceptance of these constructs is

understandable and makes sense to some degree. No doubt many ofthese mothers

suffer from mental illness and some were alcoholics. Clearly, most ought to be

classified as bad mothers and almost all have lived through their fair share of

victimization. Moreover, parlial recognition, especially of mad and victim constructs,

shows the deep penetration of mainstream discourse because even survivors believe,

on some level, that for a mother to sexually abuse her daughter, she must be insa¡.e or

have suffered intolerable amouÌr.ts ofviolence and degradation.

ln speaking with tlrese women, however, it became clear that mad, bad, and

victim explanations were incomplete because they fail to acknowledge their mother's

agency. They also fail to recognize that despite a partial acceptance ofthese

paradigns, most daughters saw their mothers as accountable for the sexual abuse and

expressed an intense anger towards their mother's failure to make better choices.

Below is Robin's response when I asked ifshe thought her mother could have

made different choices in terms of how she mothe¡ed:

She could have made a lot of better choices... I seriously think that
my mom should have gave me up as a kid when she didn't want
me... There were people who were willing to take me when I was a
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kid, and I think lwould have been a happier person raised in those
families than being wilh my mom.

Given that Robin currently has four children who are in the care ofothers, she knows

first hand what it is like to nake tough choices. For Robin, giving up custody ofher

children was a choice she made when her drug addiction brought her to the street and

to the sex trade industry. Given the tough choices in her life, Robin holds a lot of

anger towards her mother for, in lier opinion, taking the easy way out.

Pat shared similar feelings about the decisions her mother made and, like

Robin, obstinately disagreed that her mother was without agency and lacked the

capacity to rnake ceftain choices.

I think she could have made lots of big choices and lots of different
choices... I never saw any of my friends' mothers treat them the way
she used to treat me.

For Pat, watching the way other mothers treated their daughters served as a constant

reminder ofhow children are supposed to be treated by caregivers. It also helped to

reinforce Pat's opinìon that her mother was choosing to behave in hurtful ways.

Like Pat, witnessing how otheÌ mothers acted served for Cliris as a form of

self-confrrmatìon that her mother was an active agent who made very poor choices

when it came to palenting her children. As mentioned earlìer, despite being raised in

the 1950s and 60s (before the civil rights and second-wave feminist movements),

Chris still remembers seeing some women make tough choices to protect themselves

and their children. For this reason, Chlis is able to separate her mother's agency into

two parts, as she comments below.

I think she could have made different choices... But in terms of the
social set-up. In terms of being marr¡ed and being dependent on a
man, no I don't think she could have done things differently.
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On one hand, then, Chris recognizes that to some extent her mother was stuck in an

era where women's rights were not paramount. Yet, despite the fact that her mother's

social location may have made her stuck, she was noty'ozen and, therefore, could

have made different choices, even within her limited options. Thus, even if survivors

parlially accept these mad, bad, and victim constructs for their mothers, when it

conres to exercising choice, their mother's agency seems to trump these discursive

exemptions of responsibility.

To this end, theorizing around mother-daughter sexual abuse cannot be

limited strictly to mad, bad, and victim constructs because they deny the individual

agency of mothers. Yet, privileging the all-encompassing locus of agency also seems

to provide an incomplete account ofhow survivors make sense oftheir mother's

sexual abuse; it ignores the impact of dominant discourses on the lives of mothers and

daughters. For this reason, as feminists we need to move beyond this either/or brnary

- i.e. mothers eitherhave total agency over their actions or are relieved ofany

responsibility through constructs like mad, bad, and vìctim. Thus, followìng a

feminist poststructuralist perspectìve, we are able to appreciate the complex and

nrultiple ways sulivors sirnultaneously make sense of the sexual abuse.

Concluding Remarks

Despite signs from almost every social institution that mothers only love, nurture, and

care for their children, the women interviewed know that this is far lrom the case.

Sadly, however, the disconnect between their e.rp eriences with matemal sexual abuse

and social expectations of mothering (as informed tluough femininity, motherhood,
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and heterosexuality discourses) often leave survivors feeling ostracized and alone * or

as Chris rightfully labelled it, "We are silent survivors." She went on to comment:

I've read whatever literature there is and there's no reflection of me
there. I really don't know anyone like me and it's really lonely. I'm
alone and it really hurts... l've lived most of my life thinking that no
one would ever do a study, you know? lt's been such a pr¡vilege to
have you do this study. I mean, no one, no one has ever asked me
about my story. Do you know how revolut¡onary that is? Everyone
else, they gloss over. Or they ignore it. Or they dismiss it. Or they
minimize it. lt's like there is this dead, dull, empty box and you can't
put it anywhere and you can't articulate it, you can't... lt all makes
me feel like I am the odd one out. Like I don't fit or that I am the
misfit. ln fact, it is worse than being the odd one out because in
every aspect of society, in every corner that you look, in religious
text, in school instruction, in everyday speech, it is all about the
mother and nurturing... For me ¡t is the bonding of violence... I hate
to use the word bonding because lwas only bonded to my mother
through violence. You are too young to take care of yourself and
she is threatening you with death, abandonment, killings, etc. But
you have to rely on her because you are socially dependent on
your mother. So you are bonded by violence.

To thjs extent, dominant discourses on motl,erhood, femininity, and heterosexuality

do not represent survivors' experiences ofbeing mothered.

Like Chris, many of the women interviewed expressed how the contradiction

between experience and discourse added another layer to their shame because there

was no place for them to make sense of their mother's sexual abuse. Nicky, for

example, commented:

I don't think people want to realize that mothers are capable of
doing these things... I think it'd be easier to see that it was lhe father
doing it. Because a woman on a woman or a young girl, it seems
so much sicker than a man on a girl. You know? And I think that is
why society wants to deny it... I think society assumes that there's
something inside of us because we are women and that as soon as
we have a baby, we instantly love it and we know exactly what to
do and we know how to raise it... lt's assumed that people have
social supports and we assume that every woman comes from a
healthy family. That every woman has come from a healthy role
model, probably the mother, so they will know exactly how to
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mother... But when sexual abuse comes in from the mother, then
there's nothing... Just because you are a woman does not mean
you can mother... And just because you have lhe potential to
mother, does not mean that you will be a good mother.

Given the intense social denial ofa mother's capacity to act in sexually

abusive ways, it is easy to appreciate why labels such as mad, bad, and victim have

been discursively produced as a means to locate and make sense of a mother's

violence. As a society we adamantly want to believe that children are essentially safe

with mothers, because if they are not, then who can be trusted with children? This, in

part, explains the construction ofthe 'bad mother' label, because sexually abusive

mothers are seen as the epitome of 'anti-female' behavìour (who can therefore be

successfully placed outside of dominant femininity and motherhood discourses).

Much like surwivors, our theonzing around mother-daughter sexuaÌ abuse

needs to ackrrowledge the sheer badness of amother's sexually abusive acts, but in a

way that recognizes the social location within which her behaviour is made sense of.

ln these terms, mad, bad, and victim constructs can be understood as discursive tools

used by suwivors (and the larger society) to make sense ofa rnother's capacity for

sexual violence.

Following the work of Judith Butler (1990), social constructions of

motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality shape the performativity of mothers. The

sexually abusìve mother, however, cliallenges these discursively constituted scripts.

As a result, labels sucli as 'bad mothers' are needed, in parl, so that a mother's sexual

abuse can be understood. It also serves as a Íì1eans to Iocate violent trothers outside of

dominant discourse where sexually abusive mothers become the epitome of anti-

femininity. Yet, for surwivors, the displacement of their rnothers outside of don.rinant
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discourses offers an incomplete account in tenns ofhow they make sense ofthe

violence. In fact, for many of the women interviewed, it was easiel to acknowledge

and thus label their mothers as 'mad' or as 'victims,' because these are socially

constituted explanations for their mother's sexual abuse. To this end, although

survivors certainly define their female caregivers as 'bad mothers,' it is far easier for

them to make sense of their mother's violence when the behaviour can be located at

The margins, rather than outside motherhood and femininity discourses.
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CHAPTER SIX

Overshadowed Identities

It's like millions of pieces from a shattered mirror and you don't
know which reflection is real because when there is a mirror that is
shattered, it reflects everything at every angle and you can't put the
pieces together.

Chris

In our culture, great emphasis is placed on an individual's identity. All ofour

activities, maÍìners, and conduct operate to reflect a seemingly unitary sense of self,

which has an ìmpact on our performance within the world. Identities first begin to

develop in childhood, when social surroundings staft to influence the ways in which

we see both ourselves and the world around us. Even though a child's identity is

fomed through an anay of social messages, at such an early age parents tend to

exhibit a lot ofinfluence. When a gìrl-child grows up in a positìve and respectful

environment, she usually has more freedom to develop a sense of self. ln contrast, for

a child who is constantly receiving messages that what she feels does not count and

what she wants does not natter, it is almost inevitable that any positive identity

development will be maned. This can cause a young girl to see herself as unlovable

(Courtois, 1988). Sadly, abused children often do not believe they deserve to be loved

because of some inherent defect within them. In patl a coping strategy, the girl-child

leams to discount and invalidate who she is.

Occurring alongside the development of a child's identity are social forces

that include discursive constructions ofthe outside world. Because all humans are

social creatures, everyone is influenced by, and produced and reproduced within,

discourse. For sexually abused daughters, l argue that it is the mainstream discourses
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ofmotherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality that operate to further silence

experiences of matemal violence. Moreover, in keeping with a feminist

poststructuralist perspective, this research suppofts the idea of lractured identities,

which means that daughters present themselves in multiple ways. Identity is neither

fixed nor static. It is always changing, fluid, coming into being, and put into

discourse. For some survivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse, not only were their

identities extremely fiactured, but they were downright chaotic. Such chaos is best

reflected in Chris' narratìve.

Here I am. I am my mother's lover. I am her protector from my dad.
I am her parent. And yet, I am being torlured by her. I am fifteen
and all this shit has gone down, with my brother and everything,
and my mother is say¡ng, 'When I get to that place, I want you to
give me pills and kill me.'And she pushes me and she pushes me
and she makes me promise over and over again. So I am going to
be my mother's lover, her protector, her parent, her executioner,
and her victim. Like fuck! You know?

In this chapter, I explore the impact of suruivors' experiences with matenal

sexual abuse on their identity fo¡mation. Although identities are infinitely plural, the

focus here will be on the formation of survivors' gender, sexual, and matemal

identities. During the interviewing process, gender identity was defined as 'who you

see yourself as in terms of feminine and masculine, especially in relation to your

experiences of mother-daughter sexual abuse.'Included in our discussions were

perceptions of blurred gender identities among the pareús of suruìvors, because many

women spoke of their fathers being 'feminine' and their mothers as 'masculire.' In

tenns of sexual ìdentity, I was interested in exploring survivors' perceptions oftheir

bodies. As such, most conversations on sexuality concentrated on self-concept and
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bodies, although some womer also spoke about their difficultìes expressìng

themselves sexually as well as confusion over sexual identities.

Finally, in order to fuilher examine the impact of mother-daughter sexual

abuse, I wanted to explore Bobbie Rosencrans' (1997) concept of 'rnother fusion.'

Specifically, based on findings fror¡ her suwey of matemal sexual abuse, Rosencrans

repofted that daughters growing up had little sense of self independence from theìr

mothers. Similarly, based on interviews with five survivors of matemal sexual abuse,

Lee FitzRoy (1997) contends that daughters grow up feeling extremely confused in

terms of where their bodies began and where their mother's body ended. Even though

the experiences of some women in tl.re present study support Rosencrans' gender

fusion and FitzRoy's concept ofbody continuance, what interested me was how this

related to surwivors' current stnÌggles over their perceptions of mothering their own

children. Thus, included within a mother identity are the mothering experiences of

sulivors. In speaking with survivors, however, I found that some women made

conscious decisions not to have children or, ifthey did become mothers, not to parent.

Gender ldentity

Like most aspects ofself, gender identity is created through dìscourse and, as Judith

Butler(1993; 1990) argues, the performativity of gender. From the Victorian era

onwards, mainstream motherhood discourses have constructed the rnother-daughter

relationship as the primary bond within which the girl-child's gender identity is

formed. Mothers are emblematic of the hegemonic principles of femininity,

motherhood, and heterosexuality are intact. To be a daughter is to leam how to
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become a 'proper woman' within fernininity discourses. Closely connected to

discursive trajectories of femininity are the social teachings of motherhood and

heterosexuality - to be a proper female is to mother and to be a proper mother ìs to be

heterosexual. In speaking with survivors, however, mother-daughter sexual abuse

seems to impair rather lhaÍ promote these discursive ideal types. Given that children

experiencing matemal sexual abuse are developing identìties during tumultuous

times, ìt is not surpnsing that the women spoke, to varying degrees, about being

confused over their gender identity as well as their awkwardness in performing

gender.

Beyond the Bfurcation of Sex: Rejecting Fernininitlt

In my conversations with survivors, I leamed that most rejected some aspect of

traditional femininity, in large part because such identities mimicked their mothers.

For Jackie, it was the entire female sex that she wìshed to reject.

I d¡dn't want to be a female at all because my mother was a female.
I wanted to be a male. I always thought if I ever won the lottery, I

would get a sex change.

Yet, for most survivors it was gender (and femininity discourses) which they wished

to opt out of. This was the case for Chris and Robin.

I grew up never wanting to be a woman... I hung out w¡th boys. I

was president of the boy's clubl But I never wanted to be a woman.
Not that I wanted to be a man. I just did not want to be a woman. I

did not want to be like my mother. (Chris)

I didn't want to be a girl because I always thought l'd turn out like
my mother. (Robin)

Related to many surwivors' rejectiol of femininity was the confusing time of

puberty. Even though puberly rs a difficult time for most girls, for surwivors of
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mother-daughter sexual abuse physical changes to their body were parlicularly

daunting because it acted as a physical signifier that their were becoming like theìr

mothers. For Jackie and Dana, this was an absolutely frightening thought.

It was scary because I thought my body was becoming my moms...
and I started to believe everything my mom was telling me. (Jackie)

When I got my period il was terrible because I thought I was
becoming my mother! (Dana)

For many wolnen, rejecting lenrininity was their way of rejecting the sexual

abuse. One strategy used by several survivors was to avoid identilying as feminine,

which included dress and play-time behaviour. This was the case for Sandy, Robin,

and Jackie.

I never wear dresses or skirts or anything like that because it is too
woman-like. (Sandy)

My mom always wanted me to wear these dresses and have my
hair up all lhe time and I used to get my dad to buy me jeans and
my mom used to get mad at me when I wouldn't wear dresses.
(Robin)

I was a tomboy and I hated dresses. I wouldn't wear dresses. Didn't
want to be like a woman... I didn't like playing with dolls because
they were all female dolls... I would break them apart and I would
throw them away. (Jackie)

Being more 'masculine' was a way for Sandy, Robin, and Jackie to lorm an

opposìtìonal identity to that oftheìr abuser. For Dana, however, her feelings of

discornfort around identifying as feminine stemmed from her mother's insistence to

dress and heat her like a boy and not a gìrl. Dana recounts:

My mother wouìd dress me like a boy. She didn't wanl a girl... lt has
always made me feel like I should be a boy and I have always felt
more masculine because of that.
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Dana's gendered preference towards masculine traits was also based on her desire to

be closer to her father as opposed to her mother. For her, one way to achieve this was

by altering her gender identity.

I wanted to be more masculine because I aìways felt closer to my
dad and if my mother was ten feet away from me, she was too
close and she was a female so I didn't want to look like that.

Finding Comforr Among Males

In households with sexual abuse, gendered discourses are often in a state of disarray

(FitzRoy, 1997). For this reason, it is necessary to unpack mainstream assumptions of

gender in order to apprecìate the experiences ofdaughters who have not been

mothered in the way popular discourses assume all children are parented. Yet, this is

not to suggest that daughters felt un-parented. In fact, many believed they were it

was just by their fathers or some other male figure.

To this end, several wotnen spoke about feeling closer to males compared to

females. For Robin, love and comfort were received from her father', who tragically

was killed by her mother. The caring provided by her father, as well as the abuse from

her mother, made it easy for Robin to choose which parent to favour, which has had a

lasting impact on which sex she prefers to associate with.

Even as a teenager, I could not hang around girls. lwas always a
tomboy hanging around with boys. Even to this day, lwould rather
hang out with guys than I would girls.

Given survivors' preference to associate with males, one wonders ifthere is any

connection with thìs hnding and heterosexuality. Specifically, if survivo¡s of rnother-

daughter sexual abuse find comfort among males, it would be reasonable that many

seek out heterosexual relationships because they regard it as safe. The fact that one
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woman was currently in a lesbian relationship, while two other women had had

prevìous sexual relationships with other women (although one of these women

identified to me as being 'strarght'), does cast some doubt on this speculation.

Moreover, in Rosencrans' (1997) study, 36 percent of the daughter survivors of

matemal abuse identified as lesbian. Indeed, this is an area wofihy of further

exploration.

For Nicky, a sense of love and security was found with her eldesl brother.

Even though he had already moved out of the family home, Nicky's brother would

frequently visit and take her out for ice-cream or other treats. Growing up, Nicky also

recalled having male friends and feeling more comfortable around boys compared to

girls.

Like Nicky, Chris felt more comfortable around males, but she also expressed

a lot of resentment towards what she labelled a "social ignorance" when it comes to

the "nurluring" potential of men. For Chris, any love, comfoÍ, and supporl she

received as a child came from her brother or fron.r male friends.

I did embody, I did embrace a concept of male nurturing that most
women don't have because my brother was the one who protected
me. I had good male friends. Growing up, I've had more caring
come from males that from any woman in my life. And there is a
confusion as well because not all men are nurturers - lhat's
certainly not the point! But I think what the point is that by getting
locked into these'females are nuûurers and males aren't,'we get
cheated out of the positive reìationships we have with maìes
because they are not supposed to be that way. So there's no
recognition of that. They don't get any credit when the expectation
is that it will come from the mom, but when that does not happen,
lhen you are seen as 'what's wrong with you?'

The problern, according to Chns, is that the fixed nature of gender discourses restlicts

the potential of males, because masculinity deploys standard scenarios that reinforce
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the inability of men to nurture, while socially at¡pical behaviours (like finding

cor¡.fort in men) often get ignored or rnarginalized. Worse sti11, uncharacteristic

scenarios (like a sexually abusive mother) can be read incorrectly by survivors, which

is what happened with Ch¡is who, even today, struggles with accepting that there was

nothing inhelently wrong with her because her mother did not love her appropriately.

Furlher, because gendered stereotlpes are informed by wider socìal discourses, many

survivors are left feeling ostracized given that theìr experiences did not fit within

socìally constructed expectations. As a result, some \ryomen found more comfort

among men, in large parl because lhey were being sexually victimized by the very

gender that mainstream discourses contend is the one that loves, nuÍures, and

protects.

On Being Loved

Nancy Friday (1977) wrole ínher book, M)t Mother/Myself, that a good mother was

someone who gives her child an identity and then lets her go. Although Friday gives

an overly simplistic account ofa mother-daughter bond, the evidence provided thus

far does suggest that for most of the women interviewed, their understanding of

gendered identities produced through discourse often do not match with their

experiences. As the earlier review or nrotherlrood has demonstrated, mothers are

almost exclusively expected to assist in the healthy formation oftheir daughters'

identities, and then they are to instìnctually know when to 'let go.' However, working

within a feminist poststmcturalist perspective, daughters' perceptions of love can be

furlher explored. Specif,rcally, through a critical analysis, surwivors' understandìng of
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motherhood discourses (and how it has affected their appreciation oflove, nurluring,

and belonging from their mothers) can be examined.

A Quest for Lote, Nurturing, and Belonging

Despite many attempts, most survivors could not give up on their quest for love and

nurturing fi'om their mothers. Below, I have included women's stories to demonstrate

the extent to which survivors went to win their mother's love. Many accounts are

utterly heart-wrenching, which I believe speaks to the depths of daughters' desire to

'fit in' and have their experiences included withìn mainstream discourses.

The first story is from Chris, who painfully recalled how hurlful it was to

grow up feeling the absence ofparental love and, specifically, how her quest for her

mother's affection often resulted in disappointment and self-blame.

I have gone all my life without any kind of love other than from my
brother... but I can remember being a young kid and a teenager and
trying so hard to win both parents' love. I remember being
devastated when my parents went off to Toronto when I was eleven
and my mother told me that I had to take care of the entire house
while she was away. She wanted everything spic and span. And I

did the entire house. All I had to do was make my own bed. lt was
the last thing I hadn't finished and my mom came home just as I

was making my bed and she just screamed - up one side and down
the other. And she whacks me across the head. ljust burst into
tears. I was absolutely devastated and heartbroken because I had
cleaned the entire place. All the kitchen cupboards. Everything. My
brother got mad at my mom and I guess she got contrite and she
came into my room holding the newest thing from Toronto - brighl
red rubber boots - and said, 'Well, I got these for you.' That was her
apology. But I was so heartbroken that I could never wear the
boots. I didn't feel like I deserved them.

Even though her attempt to eam her mother's love was unsuccessful, at a young age

Chris made the connection that she could receive affection through the sexual abuse

which, back then, seened like a worthwhile transaction.
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I needed to be mothered/loved, so I paid with my body to have it.
There was no other form of love in my family.

Similar to Chris, the following narrative fiom Nìcky reflects her devastation

when yet another attempt to win her mother's love failed.

One time f bought her this nice necklace and she was allergic to
costume jewellery and she could only wear it for a little wh¡le. But I

was just little and I didn't have much money and she took it and
looked at it and she walked over to the garbage and opened it and
dropped it in. And do you know what that did to me? lt just crushed
me. I was trying to show her something, that I wanted something,
that I wanted her love. And that was the last time I ever tried to get
her to love me.

As Nicky recalled, that incident was the last straw, but unfortunately with it came the

belief that the problem was inherent in her: she simply was unlovable.

I was told from day one that I was a mistake... I internalized that and
said it was me. I was unlovable.

Like most people, Nicky grew up within mainstream constmctìons of

motherhood, so she was aware of the existence of matemal love. Yet, based on the

reality of her home life, there was no way she could comprehend 'a mother's love,'

1et alone internalize it within her own identity. As Nicky told lre:

I didn't think love existed. There was no such thing as love... And
when I saw other people with their mothers, ljust could not
understand it. I could not understand love.

Love, for Nicky, was always connected to the sexual abuse. ln fact, it was the only

time the word was ever used.

She would say to me, 'l do this because I love you.' 'lf I didn't love
you, you wouldn't be worth it.'

The inconsistent message of love was also experienced by Dana, who

commented on how she grew up confused over discursive definitions of motherly

love versus the t¡.pe of 'love' that was occurring in her home.
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She would say, 'l want to kiss you.' 'l love you.' But her way of
loving me was by touching and by buying me things and gìving me
money.

Despite the absence of 'motherly love,' most women expressed being well

aware of its existence. As Robin recalled, such knowledge caused her to frequently

wish that she was a part of some other family:

lwould go skating and lwould see mothers and daughters holdìng
hands skating and stuff. And mothers teaching their daughters how
to skate. And I used to get so mad because everything I did I had to
do on my own. My mom was never there. And l'd think, 'Why are
you my mom?' 'Why doesn't she love me?' 'l want to be born to
somebody else.'

As another example of the resiliency ofchildren, Robin went on to explain how she

used illness as a tool to elicit her mother's love and attention.

I used to get sick a lot when I was younger. I used to get really bad
ear infections and throat infections and my mom was always so
caring. She would take me to the hospital and make sure that ltook
my medication and she would give me baths but she would not
touch me in the bath when lwas sick. And she would give me soup
and toast and she was so caring, but if there was not something
wrong with me, then she would not even bother with me.

(So did you ever want to be sick just to get some attention?)

Yeah, I used to tell my mom that my stomach was sore.

(Just to get attention?)

Yeahl

(Did it work?)

For a while, but then she would take me to the doctor and there
would be nothing wrong.

Even ifher strategy offaking an illness was only successful for a shorl period, for

Robin it was better than nothing.
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Like Robin, Chris expressed feeling a lack oflove as a child. As a result,

when people would demonst¡ate even a seemingly small act ofcaring, such kindness

would completely over-whelm her. This ìs evident ìn the following touching story by

Chris.

I was living in residence for the first tvvo years of university. I

remember in my first year everyone from the residence got
together for my birthday and pitched in on a cake. Everyone hid in
my one friend's room with the cake all covered in candles. I was
shocked because no one had ever done that for me. At fifteen I

swore to myself that I would never cry again, but seeing everyone
there - they bought me gifts, a cake and they were surprising me -
well, I burst into lears. I was sobbing and they thought I was
unhappy, and lsaid,'No, l'm crying because I'm happy!'

As mentioned, many survivors expressed growing up with a discursively

'abnormal' understanding oflove - at least according to dominant constructions of

motherhood. For Jackie, this caused a roller coaster of emotions, because she

simultaneously loved (or at least \4/anted to) and hated her mother:

I hated her, but I also really wanted to love her. I really wanted her
to love me the way a mother is supposed to love her child.

Tragically, for Pat, growing up without feeling loved has now rneant that she

no longer believes in her selÊwor1h. For example, in one ofour conve¡sations, Pat

spoke about her ambivalence towards life, shown by multiple suicide attempts.

Saddened by her indifference, I told her that I thought her life was worth living, to

which she answered:

Oh I have heard that so many times. I don't believe it anymore. So
many times l've heard that somebody loves me. Yeah right! I don't
believe it.

In speaking with daughters, it is clear that they wanted what every child needs love,

security, and nurluring. Sur.¡ivo¡s, it seems, were well aware that the love they
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receìved from their mothers was not 'normal.' Although survivors did not speak

about this directly, what is interesting is the desire for normalcy, which arguably is a

trait held by many. It is also clear that survivors are well aware that mainstream

discourses have allocated these tasks to mothers. Thus, because they deñned their

experiences as 'abnonnal,' many of the women interviewed grew up believing that

the reason their rnothers did not love them in a conventional mamer was because of

an inhe¡ent flaw within then.

Not only did their mothers fail in providing appropriate love and care, so did

most otller adults in their lives. As demonstrated in the previous chapters, almost all

survivors have endured a lifetime ofvìolence and degradation. Many were also

continually let down by various socìal and legal institutions. To put the blame solely

on rnothels is to let these other adults and institutions off the hook. lnstead, there

needs to be more socìal, and less individual, responsibility for the love and nurturing

of children. This rs not to excuse the individual responsibility of mothers. Especially

when it comes to sexual abuse, no one is excused ofsuch actions. But to place sole

responsibility ofchildcare on one person (the mother), sets up a system destined to

fail. The stories fiom the women interuiewed cerlainly help to illustrate this point.

A Mother's Lot,e; A Critical Analysis of Nature?

As discussed previously, many 'psy' and feminist expeÍs have argued that mothers

are naturally suited for chìldcare. Upon investigation, however, such assefiions are

challenged for several reasoÍrs. First, the lack of appropriate childcare from the

mothers of the women interviewed calls into question the naturalness of healthy
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affection. Second, a briefhistory of motherhood has demonstrated that childrearing

practices have not been static. Rather, a mother's responsibility for childcare has been

informed by mainstream discourses and the social location of women. Yet, from the

Victorian era forward, the assurnption that a mother's love is a natural and inherent

trait (or pre-discursive) has dominated popular culture.

Of particular interest during the interviews was the variety of viewpoints on

whether or not a mother's love is an inherenl trait. Given that these women were

sexually abused by their mothers, as well as earlier assefiorls that mosl survivors

grew up feeling unloved as children, I anticipated that such a presumptuous

conclusion would be regarded as an additional denial of their expenences. While

most survivors rejected the idea of an inherent love within mothers towards children,

I was nevefiheless surprised by some responses. Below are the replies from Nicky

and Dana when I asked if they thought it was natural for mothers to love their

children.

I think ¡t's natural. I don't understand how it cannot be natural. Like
how can you not love your child? You gave birth to it. How can you
not naturally love what came out of you that you created? (Nicky)

A mother is supposed to be looking after you and nunuring you. lt's
just natural. (Dana)

Yet, in later conversations, when talking abotf their mothers Nìcky and Dana

both disagreed in the naturalness of matemal love.

Well, I wasn't naturally loved, so my experience of being mothered
was bad. My motherwas a bad image, not a loving image. (Nicky)

I wasn't loved and now I have a hard time with sadness because
l've blocked out a lot of emotions. (Dana)
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Once again, the strength of motherhood discourses is apparent. Even though their

own experiences suggest otherwise, Nicky and Dana maintain that it is natural for'

rnothers to love their children. The fact that they were no1 recipients of this natural

love, as was discussed in the previous chapter, caused survivors to partially locate

their mother's violence outside ofmotherhood discourses ìn order to make sense of

the sexual abuse.l

Due in large part to their own experiences of being rnothered, most survivors

did not support the socìal myth that mothers have a natural affinity to love their

children. For instance, Pat was well aware of stereotypes such as the necessity ofthe

mother-daughter bond and matemal love (produced through rnotherhood discourses),

but comrnented that neither existed in her childhood. In her opinion, it was the exact

opposite.

I never felt loved growing up... I never felt bonded to my mother...
Everyone thinks that the safest place for the kid is with the mother
but ¡t's not because the molher is the one that's doing the abuse,
and that's not nufiuring when she's touching you and giving you
these creepy feelings.

Robin and Lee shared similar responses about the inherent assun'rption ofa

mother's love. Robin's opinion stemmed from her childhood experiences, but also

from her cunent difficulties parenting her own children.

I don't think ¡t is natural... I think it is learned... And it has a lot to do
with how you were as a kid and stuff... But everyone expects you to
know your child and stuff and it's so hard because you don't, you
don't know what to expect.

I I fust thought that current parent status may be a contdbutirìg factor for suchjudgurents; however,
whilc Iricky is a mothe¡. Dana is not.
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Even though Lee did not base herjudgment ofa mother's ability to naturally love her

children on her own experiences ofbeing mothered, she neverlheless gave a similar

response.

ldeally yes, but logically no. I mean, there are mothers that hurt
their children. They kill them. They don't want anything to do with
them... Mothers are always portrayed as caregivers... All women are
supposed to have this nurturìng, loving thing about them and not all
of them do... lt's just a stereotyped role.

The above accounts show the enabling and constraining effect of motherhood

discourses, which are multiple and subjectively translate the way sulivors view the

world. It is possible, then, for survivors to combine hvo separate, often conflìcting

viewpoints such as a1l mothers love their chìldren and not feeling loved by their

mothers. One nanative no doubt reflects the socially-informed position of cultural

discourses (which upholds motherhood discourses), while the other echoes a

survivo¡'s childhood reality (which calls into question motherhood discourses).

Finally, like the others, Chns disagreed with the notherhood myth that

promotes the naturalness ofa mother's love. In contrast, Chris did believe that all

hunans are bom witlr some innate ability to bond with their offspring. The difference,

Cluis maintains, is ìn socialization. For Ch¡is, this was not limited exclusively to

wonren; males too had some intrinsic ability to love and nurture chìldren. As Chris

describes:

I think every person has the propensity for violence and everything
that exists has the propensity to nufiure. Whether they do or don't I

think is a combination of socialization, their environment, and
personal choice. And then maybe other factors like mental illness
and substance abuse.

1n a later interwiew, Cluis went on to comment:
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I think there is a 20 percent instinctual urge in every human being
to protect and nurture their offspring. And I don't dìstinguish
between male and female. But we all get socialized in a different
way and then people's experìences growing up contaminate us...

So can we expect women as a rule to nurture their children? No.

(Why do you think socÌety does then?)

Because it is easier to acceptl Everyone likes pigeonholes! I think
it's the one thing we can recognize as women that is not male
patriarchy and I don't think it is entirely true. I think in an ideal
world.

To align Chris' analysrs within a feminist poststructuralist framework, I would

suggest substituting socialization for discursive practices. In so doìng, human

behaviour can be recognized as something that is not pre-discursive, but rather acts of

nurluring and/or violence are informed by social constuctions of how women and

men, mothers and fathers, ought to act. Finally, what is interestrng in Chns' account

(whrch was explored in the previous chapter) is her understanding ofhow experiences

with alcoholism or mental illness operate to contaminate the inherent good within

people, and also how mothers have the abilìty to make choices when it comes to both

nurluring and violence.

ldentities in Chaos: Blurred Boundaries

Thr-oughout the interviews, I sought to understand the family dyramics ofeach

survivor's childhood home. In nrany cases, I was intrigued by the contrast between

survivors' images of their parents and traditional gendered discourses. For instance,

in the following description ofher parents, Cluis did not see her mother or father

adhering to mainstream discourses of femininity and masculinity for their respective
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ln my case, I saw neither femininity in my mother nor masculinity in

my father. Neither fit the stereotypìcaì feminine or masculine... My
mother was not typically feminine. She did not wear makeup or
rarely, mostly only when I was younger or on special occasions.
She dìdn't dress particularly feminine. ln fact, I didn't learn from her
all the feminine things women are supposed to learn in this society
about makeup, clothing, being attractive etc. to the male sex... My
father was definitely not a man's man. He was what other men
would probably see as a wimp... He wasn't interested in all the
things a man stereotypically would be like sports, fishing, hunting,
etc. Even sex!

Cluis, who grew up in a middle-class household where both parents were ernployed

in a professional capacity, was quite aware that her parents did not perform dominanl

gendered discourses. The above description demonstrates that Ch¡is grew up beilg

fully aware of gendered expectations according to masculinity and femininìty -

especially in terms ofhow each parent should have behaved.

Two descriptions of Nicky's parents illustrate how the disculsìve terain of

gender often becomes reversed in families with maternal sexual abuse.

My mom controlled everything. She was the controller. She would
not let my dad drink, but she was allowed to drink.

My dad tried to compensate for things that my mom did to us and
he kept saying that he was going to leave when the kids got old
enough... I felt like he was martyring himself.

From Nicky's account, her father is described as the subordinate spouse who feels

stuck in an unhealthy lelationship, and who attempts to make up for his abusive

partner. If such a portrayal was being made of Nicky's mother, it would align within

mainstream lemininity and motherhood discourses.

As the above accounts denlonstrate, mothers were often described in

masculine temrs, such as the "head of the household" or the one "who controlled
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everlthilg."2 It seems, then, that the portrayal ofparents was often in opposition to

gendered discourses. However, if'father' was substituted for 'mother' - or the 'sex'

was reversed - survivor accounts would be consistent with the nomalized behaviours

of men and women.

A furlher example is provided by Pat, who told me how she worked to reject

conventional feminine identities (which she perceived as being connected to her

mothsr's sexual abuse). A noteworlhy aspect of my interview with Pat was her usage

of femininity and masculinity constructions. On one hand, Pat's feelings seem to be

consistent with other suvivors. However, Pat's ambitions to be "more like a man"

were also related to her differentiation between se¡ and gender. This is best illustrated

in the following dialogue.

I don't feel womanly.

(How so?)

I don't know. I think it is because of the touching and stuff from my
mother. I think it had lots to do with it because she was always
trying to put me in dresses and sit me in the corner and say, 'You
be my nice little lady'... So as soon as I grew up lwas trying to be a
boy... I just had a woman's body but I did a man's job and
everything... lt felt safer. I was strong... I just didn't want to be a girl. I

wished that I was a boy. That I grew up as a boy. But I don't think it
would've mattered to my mother anyway because she abused my
brother too.

(lt's really confusing then)

Yeah, but I felt safer pretend¡ng to be a boy than I did a girl... I felt
boys were stronger because girls were the ones that were getting
abused and being taken advantage of and I didn't want that to

? In future research, it would be interesting to pursue whether o¡ not there are any differences in terms

ofrace and the portrayal of mothers according to dominant masculinity discourses (i.e. head ofthe
household). Specifically, given that many Aborigiual cultures a¡e based on mat¡ilùreal systems (that is,

ancestry is haced through the woman), there is a conlradiction with mainst¡eanr/Caucasia:r patrilineal
systems (Silman, 1987), Unfortunately, despite the fact that halfofthe sampl€ are Aboriginal or Métis,
the¡e is insufhcient 'data' to proceed with such an analysis.
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happen anymore to me and lwas trying to fight back and get my
identity back.

For Pat, rejecting femininity was one way to cope with, and resìst, the sexual

abuse from her mother. It was her way to distance herself- and her identìty - from

her abuser. Yet, Pat's statements also illustrate how she grew up being well aware of

the discursive terrain set out for females and males. Specifically, power was a

masculine trait and powerlessness was located within femininity. At ñrst glance, there

are two flaws in Pat's logic. First, her mother was the sexual abuser, plus Pat often

commented that her mother "ruled the household," which is an example of 'bottom'

becoming the 'top.' Second, Pat's brother was also sexually abused by her mother,

which is an example of 'top' becoming 'bottom.' Upon deeper investigation, when

s¿¡ is substituted for gertder, Pat's ratìonale aligns with discursive constructions of

femininity and masculinity. For instance, in speaking with Pat about her brother, she

described him as being soft spoken, passive, and more of a homebody traits

historically attributed to females. Pat's descriptions ofher mother and father also

uncover a reversal in gender roles.

My dad would make supper for us and everything... My mom was
the boss... And he would take it. He'd take all the abuse she gave
him and he wouldn't do anything to her.

By exploring Pat's understanding of gender, rather than its ngid bifurcation

with se;r, her logic of rejecting femilinity makes more sense. Despite the fact that her

mother was the abuser and her brother was abused, Pat reverses femininity and

masculinity discourses so that it now hts her childhood envìronment. For this reason,

dual classihcations of sex (i.e. man or woman) provide an inadequate account of

mother-daughter sexual abuse and its impact on sur-vivors. lnstead, a feminist
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poststructuralist examination, through a critical analysis of gendered discourses,

creates space for a multifaceted and complex understanding ofhow survivors

rationalize, and ultimately make sense of, matemal sexual abuse. As discussed in

previous chapters, the masculinization of women is not a new strategy. If 'bad

mothers' car.r be placed outside (or at the fringes of) femininity dìscourse, then their

actions cannot threaten the social constructions designated for won-ren. What js

interesting, however, is how survivors' gender identities are affected by their chaotic

upbringings, which are full ofblurred gender boundaries.

An ldentity beyond 'Mother's Daughter'

Given their chaotic experìences with gendered discourses in relation to mother-

daughter sexual abuse, many wornen expressed feeling that there was nowhere to hide

frorn their past. Specifically, some survivors were afraid that that there was no

escaping an identity beyond being their mother's daughter. Several women mentioned

that tliey often saw their mother's body when they looked in the mirror. This speaks

to the impact ofmatemal sexual abuse, because, now as adults, survivors see their

bodìes as an extension of their mother's who was also their abuser.

This findìng suppoÍs research on mother-daughter sexual abuse by Lee

FitzRoy (1997) and Bobbie Rosencrans (1997). FitzRoy (1997: 46) writes:

They experience themselves not only as a possession oftheir mother but
in a more complex way as a biological and psychological extension ofher
body. This is a very different reality for survivors of mother/daughter rape

from the current feminist undelstandings of father/daughter rape.

Herein is an inportant difference between mother-daughter versus father-daughter

sexual abuse: when a girl-child has been violated by the latter she does not share a
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physiological, psychological, or socìal (discursive) union with her abuser. Thus, if

feminist theonzing is to effectively address dilficulties attached to identities, the

impact of identity fusion on female survivors of matemal sexual abuse should be

furlher explored.l

Nrcky made the following comments about the intense connection between

the sexual abuse, her mother, and how it impaired any sense of ownership over her

identity as well as her body.

I didn't know my own body. I connected my body with my mother's
body in a way. L¡ke, because she was do¡ng that to me, I became a
part of her body. My body was an extension of hers.

Chns also expressed feeling little sense ofherself independent ofher mother

and her sexual abuse.

I didn't see my body as mine... I had to numb my body with my
mom.

ln a later interview, Chris went on to comment on the effects of identity fusion, whiclr

she believed occurred because there was no place to hide from the sexual abuse when

the perpetrator shares the same sex.

[H]aving a mother sexually molest and rape you and force you to
watch her doing it to your younger sister blurs all the sexual lines
and line of react¡on and response. lt's a perpetual confusion
betvveen the two, bolh imprinted at an early age. lf you want to run
and hide out in another sex than that of the perpetrator, you can't.

Nicky and Ch¡is' accounts are similar to Linda Crocket's (2001)

autobiographical story, wherein she writes about feeling a sense of identity and body

3 As nrentroned in an earlier chapter, feminist psychoanalltic theory nray be able to offer a fruitful
analysis of identiry fusion amongst female sur-vivors of matenul sexual abuse (see, for example,

FifzRoy, 1997),
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fusion wìth her mother due to the sexual abuse. The following passage is from a

j ournal Crocket (2001: 283) kept while she was processing her mother's sexual abuse:

I have never had the sense that I truly live in a body. I float outside of it
much of the time. I refuse to be trapped in anything female. My mother
was female, and I will not be like her. . . My mother's shadow falls on all
the flowers, and I am afraid to touch them. And my body is nothing more
than a bndge to pain.

Without a body, sur-vivors find it difhcult to form ìdentities independent from their

mother's. Moreover, without a body, survivors are confused over where their

mother's identìty ended and theirs began. FitzRoy (1997) refers to this as "blured

boundaries."

Two narratives from the present study help to illustrate FitzRoy's point. The

hrst is from Nicky, who spoke about how her identily was produced through her

urother and, consequently, how ìt rs now extremely difficult for her to develop a sense

of self independent of abuse.

My identity was made through my mother.

(So was there any real sense of you?)

No. I never knew who I was, and now I am scared to look because
what if I don't see anything. You know? Do I have any identity
besides abuse? That's what I am trying to discover now. lt is almost
like I am building who I am. lt's almost like lwas nothing and now
I'm learning how to become a person.

The second ilìustration ofblurred identity boundaries cones lrom Jackie, who

also believed that her identity was shaped through her mother and her sexual abuse.

My identity was formed through my mom... She always told me that
my body was hers and that she could do whatever she wanted to
my body because I came from her.

(How did that make you feel?)

Regret.
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(Regret? How so?)

Because lwished I'd never been born.

Sadly for Jackie, the only way she could cope with having no sense ofher own

identity was to wish that she had never been bom. Jackie's response, I believe, shows

the depth of motherhood discourses, because it is easier for her to believe that ifsfte

had been diffe¡ent (ergo, not bom), then the sexual abuse would not have happened.

Ceasing to physically exist was the only way Jackie believed she could be lree of

what she ultimately saw as her two primary identities - that of her mother's daughter

and vìctim.

Finally, related to blurred boundaries are the number of women who spoke

about how they felt forced to take on an adult identity in order to provide childcare

for siblings and/or act as surrogate paÉners for their mothers. An example ofthis

boundary confusion comes from Jackie, who was the eldest daughter ir a family

where her mother clearly was not interested in parenting. What added to Jackie's

diffìculties was that her father often travelled for long periods due to work. Thus,

from a very early age, Jackie was responsible for all household duties, including

providing childcare to over ten other siblirgs.

When lwas seven my mom would make me baby-sit. I knew how
to change diapers. I knew how to make bottles. I knew how to go
grocery shopping. I knew how to use coupons. I knew how to
budget.

In addition to Jackie's demanding scliedule as 'housewife' and 'interim mother,' she

was expected to attend to her mother's needs. For example, Jackie's mother expected

her to act as a partner/lover when her father was away. During these sexual

encounters, Jackie told me how she used to praise her mother. For Jackie, this was hel
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strategic way to avoid physical beatìngs. The blurred boundary of having to fill in as a

sunogate partner was also experienced by Pat.

My mom used to make me sleep with her and she used to say she
was lonely because my dad wasn't there.

Often in families where the mother is being sexually abusive, traditional

boundanes are non-existent. This caused a tremendous amount of confusion for

survivors ofsuch violence. Now as adults, daughters have to work to heal and

ultimately regain their own identities. They also have to try and make sense ofthe

disparity between conventional discursive constructions of gender and motherhood

against their own childhood experiences. For many of the women interviewed, this

was an extremely daunting task.

Eliminaîing Gender: Being Androgyttous

Due to the overwhelming task of attempting to understand the drscursive tenains of

femininity and masculinìty, some women expressed a desire to eliminate gender

colrpletely, Like many of the survivors interviewed, Chris grew up resisting the many

discursive constructions of femininity. Chns spoke at great length about her struggles

with her gendered identity, which has been a longstanding source of confusion.

I had girlfriends and they would invite me over for a sleep-over and
lwould feel so damn awkward because here I am and they're go¡ng
'ooh, aah' over some movie star and they would put on make-up
and I didn't want make-up on because it smelled like the make-up
from my mother... I could not stand the smell of it. lt almost made
me throw up. And I didn't want to be all dolled up because I didn't
want to feel like anymore of a sex object. And I wanted to downplay
my body as much as possible.

Growing up, Cllris felt ostracized from her female peers who, in her opinion, were

buying into the norms of femininity. Even if Chris had wanted to indulge in these acts
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of femaleness, the matemal sexual abuse prohibited her, because it reminded Chris of

her mother and, therefore, ofher violence. Despite her conscious decision to reject

being feminine, Chris knew that she also had no desire to identify as male - even if

she felt more comfortable around boys and associated primanly with male friends and

he¡ brother. To this end, Chris wanted to be neither male nor female, but rather

androg;,nous,

l'm not interested in being a male, but I am also not ¡nterested in
being a female... All I want to be is androgynous. I don't want to
have to be any sex. I don't want to have to be any gender. I don't
want to have to be anything specific. Maybe in some ways that is a
denial of my body, but I just don't want to be anything.

According to Chris, her yeaming to be void ofgender can be traced to her

early teenage years. Even though, at such a young age, Chns had not yet developed

the skills to verbalize her confusìon, she was able to sketch her androgynic feetngs.

I was very androgynous. I would do drawings in my diary, even
when I was a teenager, and one part of the head would be female
and the other part male. One half would be plain and the other half
would be the head of Medusa! For me the snake-like figures was
all about bad sex. ljust could not describe it. And there was usually
female figures coming out of what looked Iike the vaginal area, and
then it would swirl into a woman.

Based on Chris' vivid descriptions ofher drawings, ìt is clear that the sexual abuse

fiom her mother had a profound impact on her, but it also affected her sense of

motherhood and femininity.

At another interview, Cluis brought in some of her drawings to share with me.

Most ofChris' sketches centred on androgynous figures. Of particular interest was

the Medusa-like depìctions on the female side, which included fenale sex organs.

According to Chris, this was her way to non-verbally illustrate, even back then, the

sexual abuse lronl her mother.
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At s¡xteen I didn't know what else lo do so I drew, but it was like
legs with the vagina open and this snake-like figure would be going
into it... We always talk about the mother and the mother's loving
hands, but I drew snake hands, you know, like snake bites.

(Like poison?)

Yeah, the metaphors are quite profound. I mean look at the snake
dangling out and then the breasts. I mean, what strikes me is at this
time, Ijust hated breasts. I hated them, probably because they
were being shoved in my mouth... But here [the picture] it is all
bloody breasts and a heart that is a vagina!

The sexual undelones reflect the intense irnpact the sexual abuse was having on

Chris, which could only be expressed in her artwork.

By following a feminist poststructuralist appricach, femiriist theorizing is

better able to examine the linguistic and dìscursive bamers confining Chns'verbal

ability to disclose her mother's sexual vio'lence. As feminists, we are also able to

explore the multiple modes of resistance - especially since, for suwivors of mother-

daughter sexual abuse, there are few discursive tools available to afliculate their pain.

Finally, by crìtically analyzing dorninant discourses, focus can be placed on the social

specificìty of language and the signified meanings confined within normalized

constructions of femininity and masculinity.

Sexual ldentity

Sexual abuse inhibits healthy sexuality. For women who have experienced sexual

violence (rnale- or female-perpetrated), even the thought ofsex can cause great

emotional distress because many confuse their sexuality with the sexual abuse

(Blume, 1990). Specifically, some survivors are unable to conceive ofany sexual

activity that is pleasing, positive, and heallhy (Maltz and Holman, 1987). Instead,
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sexual activity gets connected to physical and emotional suffenng. Given thìs tumo:il,

it is little wonder why many women have little interest exploring their sexualìty or, if

they do, are utterly confused by ìt.

Suruivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse report that these feelings are

intensified because of the sarÌe-sex nature of the violence. This is especially valid

given the cultural uneasìness and secrecy even around heterosexualìty. For instance,

even though heterosexual activity is socially mandated through mainstream

discourses, most teenage girls grow up with little knowledge ofhealthy sexuality.

Fufher, the outlaw status of homosexuality coupled with the lack of comprehensive

education as well as generations ofhomophobia - has skewed the information young

teenagers receive. For these reasons, when a girl-child has experienced sanre-sex

violence, she too is aware of tl-re stigma and abnormality attached to homosexual

behaviour, because dominant discourses exclusively promote heterosexism. However,

given that her sexual identity is r.tot yet developed, the daughter who is being sexually

abused by her mother experiences tremendous confusion.

Even though activìsm from gay, Iesbian, bisexual, and transgendered

communities has challenged mainstream notions of heterosexism, due to socìal

constructions of femininìty and motherhood, mother-daughter sexual abuse remains

discursively marginalized.a h this regard, the possìbìlity of a r¡other sexually abusing

her daughter is located outside both mainstream and counter-discourses. This Ieaves

survivors feeling completely alone, especially when it comes to dealing with

confusion over sexuality, sexual onentatìon, and 'battling the body.'

l It is inìportant to remember that heterosexuality, motherhood, and femininity are not nutually
exclusive, but mther that there is tremendous overlap betrveen the tlrree discursrve constructions.
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Confusion over Sexual Orienîation

Much of the literature on female-perpetrated sexual abuse has addressed survivors'

confusion over sexual orientation (see, for example: Rosencrans, 1997; Borden and

LaTerz,1993; Harrison, 1993; Hunter, 1993; Longdon, 1993). For thìs reason, I

expected that some of the women interviewed would express difhculties with

understanding (or coming to tenls with) their sexual orientation. This was especially

1he case when it came to sexual relationships with other women. Both Lee and Chris

comment on their difficulties of separating sexual relationships with women from

their mother's sexual abuse.

Well it kind of blows experimenting right out the door doesn't il!
(Lee)

Female to female is not the norm so if I go out and be with women,
then I am going back there. (Chris)

Pat also expressed feeling confused over her sexualìty, especially when she

began to explore having a same-sex relationship. When I asked Pat about her sexual

orientation, she mentioned that she was "straight," but had had a prior relationship

with a woman. The relationship ended, however, because she was unable to separate

her adult sexual encounter from the maternal sexual abuse.

I tried to go with another girl but I started having these kind-of
flashbacks of what my mother used to do... so I didn't like it. I felt
uncomfortable.

Much like wornen who have been sexually abused by men, being sexual with an

individual who shares the same sex ofher abuser caused Pat too much inner tumroil.

Unlike the survivor who has been sexually abused by a male, however, Pat also has to

corne to temrs with heterosexism, which is a discursive stlategy designed to deny

both her past and present experiences with same-sex experiences.
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Similar feelings of confusion and discomfort were experienced by Chris, who

had difhculties separating her same-sex relationship from her mother's sexual abuse.

When I began to explore my sexuality in the lesbian community,
the first woman I went all the way with looked just like my mother.
And I cried and she did not understand why. All lwas saying was,
'lt's real, it's real, it's real'... lthink on some level I needed to go out
and be with a woman that looked like my mother to verify that it
was real.

Sadly, in a society that discursively denies a mother's capacity to sexually abuse her

daughter, Chns felt that she needed to have sex with a woman in order to prove to

herselfthat her mother's sexual violence was real.

In Chris' case, when she came out and identified as a lesbian, she really

believed that she was immersing herself in a positive and safe environment - after all,

who could be more sensitive to same-sex issues than lesbians? Although she realizes

now that her expectations of lesbianism were far too high, she was still greatly

affected by the insensitivity of some members of her new community, especially in

regards to all the verbal jostling about the fact that Chris' first girlfriend was an older

wonlan.

They were merciìess in their ribbing -'baby dyke, baby dyke'- until
at one point I finally blew up and said, 'stop it.' 'You don't know how
much of a baby I was.' 'l'm not a baby dykel'

Even though the teasìng was done innocently, it does illustrate the power oflanguage

to support discursive assumplions of exclusive inter-sexual violence - even within

counterdiscourse. This is even more heightened when recalling Ch¡is' later

experience at a lesbian bar when she disclosed her nrother's sexual abuse and was

quickly dismissed by many of the women there.
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The purpose ofhighlighting these two examples is not to add 'shock value' by

suggesting that even lesbians are not immune to overlooking mother-daughter sexual

abuse. Rather, I believe these illustrations help demonstrate the deep level of

heterosexism as well as the normative assumptions of femininity that exist around

issues of violence, as Janice Ristock (2002; 2001; 1994) and others (Poorman, Seelau,

Seelau, 2003; Poorman, 2001; Renzetti, 1998; Eaton, 1994) have shown with lesbian

domestic violence and as Lori Girshick (2002a;2002b) has revealed wìth lesbian

rape.

Chris no longer identifies as a lesbian. In fact, she no longer knows how to

sexually identity herself.

I don't know how to identify myself.

(Do you feel that you need to identify as something?)

Weìl yeah, because people often say that they get confused
because they can't read me. Women say that I am sending out
signals. And men get confused because they are trying to send out
signals and I am not responding back. So my sexuality is a really
weird thing.

In a later interview, Chris went on to comment:

I need clarity within myself, but as clear as I can get is to say, I am
not a lesbian, but am I bisexual, heterosexual? I am not sure, but I

think bisexual is a product of my mothefs incest with me. Sex and
turn on are almost like indeìible ink etched on my mind like
emotions and physical reactions from a young and vulnerable age.

In an attempt to clarify her confusions, Chris recently decided to have a sexual

relationship with a long-time male companion.

I realized after he went home that I really needed to be w¡th a man
to work things out and to get rid of the yucky taste of my mother. To
really get rid of it. lmmediately a voìce in my mind yelled, 'l want to
be heterosexual!' That's the first time I've heard myself yell that in
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my mind. lt was líke, 'No, I'm not my mother's lover and I don't want
to be any woman's lover. I am normal. I can be with a man.'

It is clear that the sexual abuse from her mother still has a tremendous impact on how

she wishes to identify sexually. Chris believes that having a heterosexual relationship

with a man will aid in separating adult sex from child sexual abuse. Chris' story also

illustrates the effects ofheterosexism on surwivors, because she equates inter-sexual

relations with normalcy.

Yet, immediately aÍÌer Chris' descnption of her sexual encounter with a man,

she went on to comment:

But then I watch out on the street or watch television and l'll notice
a woman. lwill find her attractive, get excited, and do mixture of
pant and truncate the feelings and then go into an androgynous
asexual mode and act on nothing.

For Chris, who previously used to identify as a lesbian, sexual identity is fraught witlr

confusìon. Today, despite her efforls to identify as heterosexual, Chris adrnits to still

being attracted to women. Given Chris' confusion with her sexual orientation, she

wishes that society would de-emphasize sexuality because it forces people to identifli

as "gay, straight, or somewhere in between." Frorn these rigid labels, the experiences

of some become marginalized. Much like Lee's desìre to live in a world free of

hegemonic feminine and masculine gender labels, Chris had similar longings with

sexuality.

I wished we lived in a world where everyone would celebrate and
honour whoever you choose to be your lover regardless of sex, that
I could choose the'person' and not a sexual ident¡ty. I thought that
was a world in which sexual identity wouldn't matter. Such a
utopian world does not exist and I doubt everwill. There will always
be someone to cast pronouncements, judgements, and dishonour.
I guess I was looking for an easier world where my internal
confusions wouldn't matter so much and wouldn't have a social
cost attached to them.
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ln terms of sexual identification, pìgeon-holing people into exhaustive categories is

problematic at the best of times; however, for women like Chris, it simply intensifies

her confusion and further ostracizes both her present and past experiences.

I want to conclude this section with one obserwation. When I asked survivors

questions about sexual orientation, I noticed that some women would qurckly change

the subject, especially if I used the word 'lesbian.' Although it is impossible to know

why this was tlre case, gìven the power ofheterosexual discourse, I would tentatively

suggest that some women wanted to quickly dismiss the rdea that their sexual

orientation (which, in these cases, were heterosexual) could be linked to the abuse

from their rnothers. Yet, none of these women had problems connecting other identity

or impact issues back to the matemal violence. I am hesitant in rny submission

because it is really difficult to asceÉain ifsuch expedient dismissals were due to a

general institutional heterosexism, where any confessions to homosexual feelings or

desires are fiaught with stigma and a perceived damnation, or if perhaps women were

reluctant to talk about sexuality out of fear that this may imply that they somehow

consented to the sexual abuse frorn theìr mothers (see, for example: Hanison, 1993).

In either scenario, such disinclination does reveal the profound irnpact hegemonic

heterosexual discourses have on women's sexual identity formation. The fact that

these women have experienced saûre-sex violence in childhood no doubt only

succeeds in exacerbating the impact, stigma, and shame - especially ifthey are

currently identifying as heterosexual.
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Battling the Body

Con¡ected to sexuality is how survivors relate to theìr bodies * as children, through

puberty, and as adults. For most women, the body has been, and continues to be, a

constant battleground. Several sut ¿ivors spoke about feeling alienated f?om their

bodies, which many believed was related to dissociating fiom their bodies as children

ìn order to cope with the sexual abuse. These accounts were similar to Lìnda

Crockett's (2001: 227) experiences of coping and dissociating fron her mother's

sexual abuse.

She taught me to control my body and my emotions as methodically as

any teacher instructing a student in multiplication tables. I leamed to be

silent and still. I leamed to relax my muscles rather than allow them the
tension connected to fear. I left my body when the pain became too much
for me to absorb.

According to Sue Blume (1990), survivors ofchildhood sexual abuse often grapple

with sexuality. This includes: not feeling at home in their bodies; failure to take care

oftheir bodies; failure to recognize signals from their bodies (for example, if it is in

pain); poor body image; and controlling body size in order to evade sexual intelest.

Thus, struggles over the body are common with many suwivors of any childhood

sexual trauma. Yet, with mother-daughter sexual abuse, when the daughter looks into

the mìrror she also sees her mother's body. This was explained to me by Nicky.

When I look at my body I am afraid of seeing what my mom saw
and it's remembering what she did to me... lf a male abuses you
and you look in the mirror at your body, you don't see h¡s body. But
if it is a female that abuses you and you look in the mirror, you see
your abuser... I see a lot of similarities with my mom... Her body is
the same as mine, like her breast size, and it creeps me out. lt's
like ooh, am lbecom¡ng her?



ln addìtion, for many ofthe women, any feelings ofsexual pleasure or orgasm

get overshadowed by memories ofthe abuse, which then preclude any healthy

identifrcation ',r/ith their bodies. This was the case for Nicky.

When I was marr¡ed, I think my husbands probably saw me naked
once or twice. Like I would get changed under the covers... And
after sex... I'd cry and cry and ne¡ther husband ever asked me what
I was crying about.

Even simple acts ofaffection were difficult for Nicky, in part because she believed

that physical touch would bnng out the shame she desperately tried to hide deep

inside herself.

I don't want someone's hand touching my body and feeìing what I

feel. Like, when someone touches me with their hand, then they
feel what I feel. They feel the din and the shame.

To this end, Nicky's dream relationship is one where there would be no sexual

contact.

I think if I could just meet someone that couldn't have sex. That
would be the perfect relationship... then there would never be that
tension and you would not break up over it.

Much like Nicky's preference not to identify with many dominant images of

femininity (or masculinity), iÌr tenns ofsexuality, she also chooses not to identify

with mainstream notions ofsexuality. Nicky's desire to be asexual, I believe,

powerfully speaks to the ìmpact of all the violence suffered in her life. What is

diff,rcult to decipher, however, is how much of Nicky's desìre to be asexual is due to

her mother's violence. Recall that Nicky has lived a life full ofhorrific vìolence (in

chìldhood and adulthood) from multiple abusers. Although Nicky was clear in her

narrative that her rejection of rnany mainstream aspects of femininity was related to
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her mother's sexual abuse, unfortunately, we did not have a further dìscussion as to

why she wishes to be in non-sexual relationships.

Like Nicky, Sandy spoke about having a poor body irnage, which was

heightened when she was sexually intimate,

I have a really low self-esteem about my body. Like, when I do
have sexual intercourse, I won't take off all my clothes. All l'll do is
from the waist down and that is it and I have to be in the dark.

Mutual sexual affection was also a stmggle lor Cliris. As rnentioned, Chris

had tremendous difficultìes when she started to date women, but even simple acts of

affection would cause her to become numb.

ln the beginning, if a woman ever touched me, I would freeze. Just
freeze. People would say, 'Why are you so stiff?' 'l am just giving
you a hug.' I just could not take it. I could take a hug from a man,
but not from a woman.

Once again, even though rnost of the women have been sexually traumatized by men

and women, for some survivors, it has been easier to overcome sexual hurdles with

men compared to women.

Many of the women also expressed battles with weight gain. For instance,

Robin spoke about consciously gaining weight in order to protect herselffrom others

The problenr with this strategy, according to Robìn, is that she now has low self-

esteem when it cornes to her body.

I struggle a lot with my weight.

(What is it about your weight that you struggle with?)

I think it is because when I was younger I was really skinny and I

think if l'm heavier nobody will touch me or do anything to me and a
lot more people will be afraid of a heavier person than a skinny
person.
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It is not surprising that many survivors struggle with their weight. Like Robin, weight

gain is often regarded as a coping strategy because 'fat' is equated with

'desexualization.'Much lìke sur-vivors of male-perpetrated sexual abuse, gaining

weight is seen as a way to ìnsulate feelings of vulnerability (Blume, 1990). The

problem with such a strategy, however, is that it contradicts current social discourses

on femininity that operate to promote and value skinniness. To this end, even though

weight gain helps survivors feel less vulnerable, they now have the added burden of

wonying that their body is "ugly" as it was put to me by Robin. Thus, in either

direction (be it weiglit gain or weight loss), the battle wìthin the body is ongoing.

Another issue on the body expressed by many survivors was in reference to

self-care. This was the case for Sandy and Nicky.

I have a hard time taking a shower. I'll get in the shower, but lwon't
even have my clothes off yet- I wait until I close the curtain and
then I take off my clothes. And after the shower I put my clothes on
without even drying myself... And when I wash myself, I won't look
at myself. ljust close my eyes and lwon't look at myself. (Sandy)

I can't take a bath for very long. I have to have lots of bubbles. I

can't stay in the bath for very long, because it feels like she is in
there. (Nicky)

Although Nicky talked about her cunent difficulties with self-care, she also

remembered a time when her reactions were completely different. For instance, in the

past, Nrcky used to be obsessed with washing herself and would do so several times a

day.

I went through a period where I shaved my legs four to five times a

day. I scrubbed my body and had a bath every time I ate. ljustfelt
diñy all of the time... And then I went to where I am now where it is
hard for me to shave my legs. lt's like because I have to pay
attention to my body... lt's really hard for me to do anything to my
body... Like I'll look at cream and l'll know that my skin is really dry
and itchy, but I can't do it. lt's like caring for myself hurts.
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(Why do you think that is?)

I think it is because I don't want to touch myself. I don't want to
bring out those feelings of being touched and having smells... She
made me touch her and now I can't touch myself.

Once again, i1 seems that mother-daughter sexual abuse prohibits survivors

from taking care oftheir bodies rn a healthy and healing manner. For Sandy, her way

to cope with her mother's sexual abuse was to pretend that her body did not exist.

This was a strategy that ser.¿ed her well as a child, but is one that has come with a

great cost today. Like Sandy, Nicky often ignores caring for her body. But she also

vacillates between denying her body and completely obsessive over-care.

Interestingly, denying her body could also be regarded as a rejection of

heteronormative femininity. Yet, when Nicky used to constantly shave her legs, it

would appear that she was engaging in heterononnative femininity. The relationship

between coping (either shaving or not shavirig) and fernininity is an area rvorthy of

future lesearch.

Finally, in relation to feelings ofconfusion over the body, several women

described puberly as a particularly troubling time - in large part because they were

starling to develop breasts. This was especially the case for Robin and Pat.

When lstarted to get breasts, I used to hide them. (Robin)

I didn't want breasts. I didn't want them to grow but I couldn't stop
it. I used to bind my chest so that they wouldn't show. (Pat)

Although many young girls experience anxiety and awkwardness when they begin to

develop breasts, what makes this physiological transition so difhcult for survivors of

matemal sexual vìolence is that their bodies are beginning to take the shape oftheir



mothers, which in tum serves as a perrnanent remìnder of the abuse. As Chris

comrnents:

I didn't want breasts because I didn't want to be a woman.

(What did breasts signify to you?)

Being a female so I fought it for as long as I could.

(And what was female to you?)

My mother.

From tlre above narratives, it is evident how sexual identity and gender

identity intersect for survivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse. Also apparent is how

femininity, motherhood, and heterosexuality discourses are interwoven and

influenced by one another. To be a woman is to adhere to the discursive terrain of

femininity, which most sut ¿ivors consciously chose to reject in order to avoid

identifying with their mothers. Further, within dominant femininity discourses, to be a

woman is to embrace motherhood. And finally, to be a woman is to be heterosexual.

However, when mother-daughter sexual abuse enters the mix, survivors are left

feeling ostracized from these discursive strategies, because their experiences do not

fit with these social expectations. Consequently, not only are survivors left feeling

completely alone ir.r their attempts to discursively make sense of their past

experiences, they also have tremendous drfficulties when it comes to understanding

n-rany oftheir current confusions with sexual identity, precisely becaus¿ mainstream

discourses fail in recognizing their mother's sexual abuse.
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Mother ldentity

Given that six of the eight women interviewed were now mothers themselves,s I

wanled to explore the impact of maternal sexual abuse with survivors' current

identities as mothers. For the two women who had never given birth to a child, I was

interested in leaming more about their decisions not to mother.

Research on child sexual violence has found that there is a positive

relationship between sexual abuse and adolescent pregnancy (Mason, 1998; Boyer

and Fìne, 1992). This finding is supporled in the current research as four ofthe six

women who were mothers reported being teenagers when they first became pregnant

(one otlrer woman became pregnant aT20 years old, while the other was 26 years old

when she had her first child). ln addition, Aboriginal won'Ien are more likely than

non-Aboriginal women to become pregnant during adolescence (Anderson, 2002). In

the present study, all four Aboriginal wonren were mothers, and three of the four had

their first child when they were adolescents. Aboriginal women are also more likely

to be single mothers. Kim Aldelson (2002), for exaniple, cites statistics fiom the

1996 Census data in Canada which reveal that 27 percenl ofAboriginal families are

headed by single parents (mostly mothers), compared to 12 percent in the general

population. Even though three of the four Aboriginal women gave up custody oftheir

children, when they were the primary caregivers they were also single parents. Also,

the one Aboriginal woman who has custody ofher children is a single parent. Finally,

Aboriginal women tend to have more children than non-Aborigìnal women

(Anderson, 2002). This statistic is also supported in this research as three Aboriginal

5 One *oman, however, did not define herselfas a nother because she gave hel child up for adoption
affel being raped at tuelve ¡ears old.
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women reported having four or more children, while only one non-Aboriginal

participant had four children.

Based on my conversatìons with sur"vivors, one principal concem shared by

almost all the women ìnteruiewed was how to break the perpetual cycle of violence

they seemed to be embedded in. Being female for most women meant that they too

could someday sexually abuse. For this reason, most expressed extreme fears of

mothering, whìch in tum deeply irrfluenced either their own mothering experiences or

the 'decisions not to mother.

Mothering Experiences

Due to their mother's sexual abuse, most suvivors expressed experiencing extreme

anxiety when they found out they were pregnant. Why? Because they were afÍaid

they would become like their own mothers.

I was so scared that Iwas going to end up doing something to my
kids. (Robin)

I was scared. I didn't know if what my mom did to me if I was going
to do that to lmy daughter]. (Pat)

I am afraid I will become like her. (Sandy)

I was scared. I didn't want to be like my mother. (Nicky)

For Sandy, in particular, the impact of rnatemal sexual abuse greatly

influenced her mothering experiences. What made her experiences all the more

troubling was her fear and dìstrust ofdoctors and nurses. As a result, Sandy never

particìpated in any pre-natal programs, nor did she attend regular check-ups with her

doctor.
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I never got any pre-natal care when I became pregnant. I couldn't
trusl any doctors so I never got any medical attention. Nothing at all
through my pregnancy. That's how hard it was. And I couldn't
handle the fact that it was getting hard because you know where
my baby was going to come from. lt was a really hard time for me
to adjust to know that somebody's go¡ng to be sticking things up
me there again... When I went into labour that time, they had to
literally sedate me.

According to research by Dawn Bucharski and colleagues (1999), distrust of medical

professionals is quite common. They argue that even though motherhood is quite

valued in Aboriginal culture, pregnancy is often viewed as a natural event. As such,

many Aboriginal women do not attend pre-natal classes or seek medical care when

they find out they are pregnant.

Given her extreme fear of medical professionals, and the fact that her first

pregnancy was tbe result ofa gang rape, Sandy consideted having an abortion. Yet,

because of the sacredness ofchildren in Aboriginal culture, Sandy did not feel this

was something she could do. lnstead, Sandy decided that she was going to mother her

baby.

When lfound out I took it hard because he was a rape baby. I

didn't want to go through with it but in my culture children are
sacred so we don't believe in abonion, because then like you get
punished for it by the Creator. So lthought hard about it and I didn't
want to do it. But I just always told myself 'that's my baby.' I'm the
one that's going to nurse it. l'm the one that's going to, you know,
mother it. I always thought'No matter what, this is always going to
be my baby.'

As nentioned, however, Sandy's hrst child was apprehended. Losing custody

of her children, coupled with the often overwhelming reality of healing frorn

childhood sexual trauma, has caused Sandy to shield her feelings oflove for her

children (when she does get to see them).
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Honestly to tell you the truth, I don't give back. I don't give love to
anyone. Even my own kids. lt's hard, because of what I went
through all my life and I'm dealing with today. I keep my distance
from my kids because it's very, it's very emotional. I'm very
frustrated. I get very angry. And I don't want to bring it onto my
kids. I know that I'm feeling like this so I don't want them to see me
like this.

Even though Sandy has difficulties showing affection towards her children, in

speaking with Sandy, it was apparent that she cared deeply for all of them. hr fact,

Sandy repeatedly told me that part ofher decision not to regair custody ofher

children (right now, at least) stenrs from her desire not to have her children

experience the same hardships as her.

In this regard, it is impofant to recognize the socìal context in which many

Aboliginal women's lives are tragically located, which has a substantial irnpact on

their mothering experiences. The hard reality is that for Aboriginal women like

Sandy, surviving multiple fonls ofviolence has placed her in situations (i.e. living on

the streets as an adolescent) that have jncreased her risk ofcomirg into contact with

Child and Family Serwices. Unfortunately, however, agencies like Child and Family

Services are not usually based on Aboriginal culture where teaching philosophies are

holistic in nature - nor do they tend to promote Aboriginal traditions such as healing

circles, pow wows, sweats, or including the wisdom of elders (Shestowsky, 1993).

Similar to Sandy, Nicky's expetiences with mothering her childrel were quite

chaotic.

It was really hard. When they were smaller it was really hard
because I had a lot of memories when they were smaller. And I

used to just think'God, am I going to do this to my kids?' 'How am I

going to take care of them?' And I used to think people were
abus¡ng them. I thought they were being sexually abused, and like I

didn't trust anybody.
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For Nicky, then, mothenng vacillated between flashbacks and fear. Yet, according to

Nicky, it was easier to parent her son conrpared to her daughter.

It was easier for me to be more comfortable with my son that it was
with my daughters. lt made me not be touchy-feely and it was hard
when my kids were going to hug me and kiss me and stuff I was
always kind of tense. And I have a hard time relating to my
daughters about sex. You know, it's hard for me to taìk to them
about it.

Like Sandy, Nicky Íiequently communicated to me about how much she cared lor her

children and how she hoped for them to have a better life.

Even though Lee immediately gave up custody ofher baby, she did speak

about her fears ofbecoming like her mother. As a result, she recalls beìng hlper-

vigilant around young children.

I remember one little girl that I used to baby-sit and she would ask ¡f

I wanted to come into the bath with her and like sit on the floor...
There was no way. There was no way that there was going to be
naked children around me.

Lee's fears were further intensilted when a past therapist informed her that n-rany

victims of violence become abusers themselves (which Lee suspects was the

counsellor's way to rationalize a female's propensity for violence).

She scared the living shit out of me... I got home and I cried for
about a week and I'm like, 'Oh my God, am I'm going to turn ¡nto
this kind of person?' 'Should I kill myself now?' lt made me very
suicidal... She really spooked me. Like lwouldn't even consider
having kids until about a year ago.

In this regard, all of the women I spoke to seemed to have made differerlt

choices as none olthe women reported becoming sexually abusive themselves

towards their own children. This is not to suggest that the won'ren who had chtldren

had an easy time of mothering. In fact, in speaking with suruivors, it seems that the

hardest choice many had to make was their decision not to mother their children.
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Cltoosing Not to Mother

Throughout the interview process, I dìscovered that even though many women \¡/ere

mothers, most made conscious decìsions not to parent. For Nicky,6 Pat, and Robin,

giving up pnmary parenting responsibility was their decìsion. Altematively, Sandy

was fifteen years old when she had her first child. Due to her young age - not to

mention the lack ofa known address - Sandy's child was apprehended. Sandy

currently has had five other children - all of which have been apprehended by CFS.

Although there were many reasons why survivors chose not to mother (or, for

Sandy, losing custody),7 all agreed that part oftheir decision was due to their

mother's sexual abuse. This was the case for Nicky, Pat, Robin, and Sandy (who had

four, one, four, and six children, respectively).

I guess because I'd been through so much in my life that I didn't
want my children to be, to go through that, because I felt so
wofthless. And I didn't want them to feel that way. I wanted them to
feel loved and have confidence and for them to know that I'm proud
of them. (Nicky)

I didn't lrust myself to be a good parent... I never wanted children in
my life... I was scared because of all the violence and everything
and then I had my daughter and I wasn't really trying to be a
mother... I had her and my mom was on my back about giving her
grandch ild ren... lt's like I had a kid just to please my mother. (Pat)

When lfirst stafted using drugs and stuff, I wrote my kids a letter. I

wrote each of them a letter and explained everything. I'll give it to
them when they're older. (Robin)

They put me in a psychiatric ward. I was in and out of there for a
year... ln front of my older kids, I slashed my wrists and I slashed
my legs. I've hung myself in front of my kids and if it wasn't for my
son finding me hanging, lwould not be here today... So lwasn't

6 Although Nicky gave up custody ofher children when they were young, she now lives with her adult

daughter and has contact with her four other child¡en, who live out ofprovince
? Although Sandy has lost custody of he¡ child¡en, she does have visiting rights with her thee oldest

children. Sandy reported to me that she chooses not to see her three youngest children because she is

not ready at this stage in her healing.
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ready to be a parent, so I told the people in the hospital that I can't
keep my kids... My kids are seeing too much... I said my kids need to
be in a safe place. So that's where they've been. (Sandy)

It is impossible to conclude that Nicky, Pat, Robìn, and Sandy gave up custody of

their children solely due to their mother's sexual abuse. Yet, it cerlainly seemed to be

a factor in all oftheir decisions. For these women, the best way to insure against

becoming like their mothers was to give up on mothering.

For two women, the decision not to mother was a conscious choice. This was

the case for Chris and Dana who decided early on not to have children, in large parl

because of the violence suffered in their lives. For Dana, her choice not to have

children was also her way to resist her mother's wishes.

All the stuff with my mother has made me never to want kids... I

once wanted twelve kids. But then my mother said to me, 'Get
pregnant so that it can br¡ng us closer together.' No way.

For Chris, her decision not to have children was something she has been

adamant about for a long tine. In Chris' opinion, the only way to ensure that the

cycle ofviolence would be broken was not to have children.

I did not want kids. lt was an early decision. I mean by the time I

was fourteen, I knew that I didn't want to get married and I didn't
want to have kids. And at a deep level, I just d¡dn't want to put any
child through what I had gone through... I d¡d not want the pattern of
abuse to continue and I thought that by not havìng children that I

would break that pattern... I think in some warped way, I didn't want
any more progeny from this family.

Whether the decision was not to become a mother ìn the first place or to give

up custody of their children, matemal sexual abuse has profoundly effected survivors'

mother identities. Given the enotmous influence mother-daughter sexual abuse has

had on survivors' gendered and sexual identities, it should come as little surprise that
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a lifetìme offeeling ostracized by dorninant motherhood discourses would also

negatively effect the mother identities ofdaughters.

Concluding Remarks

The girl-chìld wb.o experiences sexual abuse from her mother leams at an early age

that sometimes she must concede to a stronger force. At some level, this is a reality

for all children. Various social forces operate to teach children that adults have

control over much of their lives. In terms of gender differences among children, an

assortment ofsocial manoeuvres have been put into discourse for young girls - in

large part so they come to view themselves below boys. For example, in the

playground all children leam that to throw like a girl is to throw improperly and to

th¡ow like a boy is to thlow correctly. Wrile most girls grow up 'throwing like a girl,'

some resist this discursive stereotlpe. However, through labels such as 'tomboy,'tl.re

girls who throw like boys become aware that they are defying dominant discourses of

femininity. This is much the same for the young girl who has been sexually abused by

a female caregiver. Rejecting femininity is her way of rejecting her mother's sexual

abuse. In her child's mind, tluowing like a boy also means freedom lrom abuse. Yet,

such defiance comes with a personal cost - that ofher gendered identity.

Sexually abusive families are also influenced by powerful social forces. As a

result, relations within these families are in constant action, reaction, and interactjon

with discourse. For the women inter.¿iewed, the powerful discourses of femininity,

motherhood, and heterosexuality do influence how they view themselves as well as
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come to identìfy other family n-rembers. This is best illustrated in the chaotic

formation ofblurred gendered boundaries among survivors' parents and siblings.

It should come as no surprise that mother-daughter sexual abuse has a

tremendous impact on sun¡ivors' sexuality. In speaking with daughters, some

expressed feeling confused over their sexual orientation, especially when it came to

same-sex relationships, For these women, it was extremely difficult to separate their

lesbian relationship fron-r their mother's sexual abuse. In addition, mosl women spoke

about their constant battles with their bodies and how the matemal sexual abuse has

impeded their abìlity to form a sexual identity.

Finally, through mainstream feminirity and motherhood discourses, the girl-

child also leams that, despite her mother's higher status of 'parerf,' she is supposed to

be an ìdentity ally. One consequence ofhaving a sexually abusive rnother, then, is

that the daughter often grows up without a sense ofself, because her m.ain discursive

ally is hurting rather than helping. For Nicky, this has meant giving up her 'identity'

entirely, because sometimes it is best not to have what can so easily be taken away.

ldentity? I don't know. I don't even know myself very good. lt's hard
for me to know who I am... I don't really see myself as anything. I

see myself as invisible most of the time... lt's mostly that I exist.

In terms of identity loss (or blurring), the present analysis of mother-daughter

sexual abuse moves beyond sìmply addressing its impact within the rigid bifurcation

ofsex (i.e., male versus female). Rather, by adopting a ferninist poststructuralist

fiarlework, I have demonstrated how survivors' identitìes (both intemally and

extemally on the body) have been influenced by the intersection of mother-hood,

femininity, and heterosexualìty discourses and, in particular, how these domtnant

discourses are contrary to their childhood experiences.
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CONCLUSION

Breaking Barriers

So long as there shall exist, by reason of law and custom, a social
condemnation, which, in the face of civilisation, arlificially
creates hells on eafth, and complicates a destiny that is drvine,
with human fatality; ... so long as, in ceÍain regìons, social
asphyxia slrall be possible; in other words, and flom a yet more
extended point of view, so long as ìgnorance and misery rernain
on earth, books like this cannot be useless.

Hauteville House, 1862
Preface from Victor Hugo's Les Misérables

As long as the child within ìs not allowed to become aware of
what happened to him or her, a part ofhìs or her emotional lìfe
will remain frozen . . . all appeals to love, solidarity and
compassion will be useless.

Alice Mi11er, 1983; cited in Adams, 1991, p. 1

While tremendous gains have been made in attending to nen's vìolence, the issue of

women's capacìty to be abusive has only recently become a subj ect of academic

attention (Ristock, 2002; Girshick, 2002b). Nevertheless, mother-daughtel sexual

abuse of children has seldom been a subject of investigation. It seems that societal

norrns are not conducive to accepting mothers as sexual abusers, ir large part because

it is often automatically assumed that mothers provide nurturing care towards their

children, which is validated by popular constructions of the benevolent mother. But

what happens when a child's (and later adult's) experience ofbeing mothered does

not fit with society's naturalìzed assumptions of motherhood?

This question cannot be fully explored so long as motherhood is seen as a

universal construct mostly because mothers become categorized through "ideal

types" (Weber, 1958), which oversimplifies mothering experiences (and gender
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itself). For instance, much ofthe earlier feminist work has analyzed violence as the

result ofpatriarchy and male power. Consequently, there has been little room fo¡

alternative forms of sexual violence, especially mother-daughter sexual abuse. As a

result, truth claims are easily constructed - such as those which directly support

dominant motherhood discourses - whereby anyone dependent on a mother (like a

child) is safe and fiee f¡om sexual abuse. As a society, we cling onto this belief,

because we are left with no safe place to tum if women do not inherently provide

nurluring for their children.

As such, when acknowledgements of mother-daughter sexual abuse are made,

it is usually only within a specific or isolated context one that situates mothers

outside the mainstream realm ofmotherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. Thus,

when mother-daughter sexual abuse is recognized, it breaches our conceptions of

motherhood (which also include the discursive terrains of femininity and

heterosexualìty).

My investigation of the literature revealed that the ways in which survivors

make sense of mother-daughter sexual abuse is rarely the centre of inquiry. W.ren

research has focused on daughters, work is either based on psychological (i.e.

positivistic and/or clinical) studies or draws solely on survivol accounts with little

attempt a1 theorizìng. Because survivors' documented experiences have been limited,

this study has attempted to provide a qualitative approach that is ilfomed by

women's naratives (within discourse). The focus, therefore, is on a small number of

women in order to encapsulate: how they attempt to r¡.ake sense of the abuse; how

they speak about their relationships; and how they come to understand the ways in
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which dominant cultural notions of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality have

silenced their experiences.

Moreover, although there are numerous psych-based studies that address the

lemale sex offender (most ofwhom are mothers), mother-daughter sexual abuse has

either been situated within an isolated context (focusing on mental disorders or

substance abuse) or understood as the result of a woman's involuntary particrpation

(as a victim) in a role that is auxiliary to her abusive male parlner (Davin, 1999;

Faller, 1995). If, however, 'mad' and/or'victim' labels are unsuccessful, female

sexual abusers are portrayed as 'bad mothers,' and additional fonns ofvjolence

such as physical and emotional abuse are used to justify the classification ofthese

mothers as 'non-women.' As Belinda Morrissey (2003: i68) writes, "Nowhere, it

seems, is the presentation ofa woman who is both violent and agentic, responsible

and human, possible in these discourses." As a result, most of the psych-based

literature on female-perpetrated sexual violence focuses on the female offender in a

way that attempts to pigeon-hole women ir.rto varìous types or constructs.

Tl-re concem with psych-based approaches, as well as some feminist literature,

is that both dismìss the possibility that women are active agents who r/o have the

ability to abuse power. The reality, however, is that women including mothers -

have the capacity for sexual violence and some exercise this power over children.

Simply pairitirrg this behavjour with a 'mad,' 'bad,' or 'victirn' brush ignores the

complexity ofthe issue. It also silences survivors and leaves them with virlually no

language to speak about (and therefore make sense of) their experiences.
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My aim, therefore, has been to develop a more reflexive approach, one that

locates matemal sexual abuse within the larger social terrain of hegemonic

motherhood, which ìs also informed by femininìty and heterosexuality discourses. ln

this regard, my ìnterest has been on the female survivor: what has the impact been for

her; how she makes sense of matemal sexual abuse; and how dominant discourses

have influenced her multiple (and inherently fractured) identities.

Critically analyzìng dominant discourses enables an investigation ofhow

notions of mothering are socially constructed and ultimately discursively produced.

The position taken throughout this dissertation, then, is that the category Mother is

historically specific and discursively constituted. Survivors of matemal sexual abuse

are aware ofthe socially constituted category of Mother which, therefore, has a

tremendous impact on the way they attempt to cope with, resisl, and survive their

mother's violence.

For all the women interviewed, living as a matemal abuse survivor has been

fraught with many difficulties and challenges or, as arliculated by Chris, "Like a cage,

the pain forms ribs that press against the soul." In an attempt to tum some of that

intemalìzed pain outward, one goal of this study has been to allow women the

subjugated space for their stories to be told in a way that recognizes their multiple

strategies of coping, resisting, and surviving mother-daughter sexual abuse.

Specifically, by exploring the experience ofbeing mothered from the perspective of

the female survivor, a better understanding ofhow daughters make sense of their

mother's sexually abusive behaviour can be developed. This unde¡standing includes
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the multiple ways that such violence has influenced their identity formation -

especially in regards to gender, sexuality, and becoming mothers themselves.

As mentioned, a poststructuralist approach is also useful because it allows

feminist theorizing to incorporate the reciprocal relationship between the influence of

dominant discourses, the fluìdity ofpower, and the role ofagency. By recognizing the

fluidity of power, feminist theorizing can distinguish a woman's capacity for violence

ffom her prior victimization. In this regard, there is acceptance that women can be

both powerful abusers and powerless victims srmultaneously - or as Chris put it,

mothers can be 'powerful victims.' This is ìmportant because, although most

survivors recognized the honendous victim-fi11ed pasts of their mothers (and

therefore, retracted somewhat on their earlier assertions that their mothers were

completely 'bad'), they also adamantly believed that their mothers wete responsible

for their abusive actions and could have made different choices, Their choices may

have been limited and the extent oftheir agency may have been complicated, but to

deny their existence is to provide an incomplete reading of motlrers who sexually

abuse their children. Even if a mother feels as isolated and powerless as the child she

is sexually abusing, she still has agency and choice and, therefore, she is still

responsible for her actions. Similarly, recognizing that mothers are active agents, no

matter how limited their choices may actually be, will hopefully allow survivors to, at

minimum, name their experiences. But more optimistically, it will provide an

environment where they can feel safe enough to speak and be heard.

In this study, I have also found that even though survivors draw on mad, bad,

and/or victim labels, such constructs only provide surface explanations for how they
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make sense of their mother's sexually abusive behaviour. In this regard, the women

interviewed recognize the fluidity within their mother's lives - they can be mad, bad,

and,/or victims as well as active agents who are accountable for their actions. Thus,

following a poststructuralist analysis, as feminists, we are able to move beyond an

either/or binary when theorizing matemal sexual abuse. This is not to suggest, as I

have argued in Chapter 5, that the accountability of mothers (i.e. their agency) should

result in an increased culpabilrty for their actions, which then sen/es as further

justification towards harsher penal sentences. Following the approach of several

poststructuralist scholars (see, for example, Smart, 1989), it is not my contention to

suggest that, as feminists, we need to push for more draconian (or neo-conservative)

fonls ofpunishment for offenders of maternal sexual abuse. Especially in terms of

assisting survivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse, I am sceptical ofhow successful

criminal justice interuentions would be in helping them make sense of their mother's

sexual violence. Having said this, I do maintain that there needs to be more education

and training with agencies such as Child and Farnily Services (CFS). As revealed in

many of the narratives from survivors, CFS did have a presence in their lives, but

only for investigations involving male-perpetrated violence. In the few cases where

CFS was called to investigate matemal sexual abuse, all cases were readily dismissed

Where Do We Go from Here?

If law and order solutions are not desirable strategies, what needs to be done

regarding mother-daughter sexual violence? Put another way, as feminists, where do

we go from here? As I have argued, psych-based perspectives on matemal sexual
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abuse have a tendency to individualize the problem. By drawing on a sociological

framework (informed by poststructuralism), I have contended that it is more fruitful

to explore how discursive constructions ofmotherhood, femininity, and

heterosexuality have influenced violence perpetrated by mothers. As such, solutions

to mother-daughter sexual abuse also need to be framed wìthin a larger social context.

Specrfically, some of the popular assumptions about both mothers and sexual abuse -

in a sense, how one is an ox).moron for the other needs to be broken. Delying the

possibility of a mother being sexually abusive must be challenged. One way to

achieve this is by recognizing the fluidity ofviolence as well as the historical

specificity of motherhood, femininity, and heterosexuality. Such recognition could be

achieved by constructing new discursive spaces to constitute the actions of mothers,

which no doubt would be diffrcult, especially considering the powerful discursive

strategies firmly inrbedded within motherhood and the effects of femininity and

heterosexuality. I do believe, however, that a recognitìon of mother-daughter sexual

abuse could be accomplished by challenging many ofthese majnstream assurnptions.

On a larger socio-political level, there needs to be substantìal shifts in the

expectation of mothers. Despite many positive changes in the representation of

women within the labour market, under the current neo-lìberal climate, mothering

continues to be the sole responsibìlity of women. Specifically, govemrrrents

(especially in the United States, but also in Canada) continue to under fund childcare

and educatìon. The consequence, according to Susan Douglas and Meredith Michaels

(2004: 308), is that mothers are left wìth one altemative: "It's every mom for herself."

To this end, dominant discourses on motherhood must be redeltned so that mothers
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are not required to be the exclusive providers of childcare. This is best summarized

by Shari Thurer, who writes about the role of motherìng in general.

At the societal level, child rearing would not be dismissed as an

individual mother's problem, but one in which nurturance and the well-
being of ø// children are transcendent public priority. This socìety would
accept changes in family structure as inevitable (and not necessarily bad)

and would devise for them new forms of public and private supporl. I
hope for a society that will tolerate and encourage a diversity of
mothenng styles and cohabitating groups. I hope for a society in which
both women and men have the power of the world and the nuÍurant
experience. (Thurer, 1 994: 300-301)

Similarly, it is imperative that the anti child abuse movement also be located

within a socio-political terain. Individualizing blame onto the mothers who sexually

abuse only succeeds in divefing our attention away from the larger issues many

women face when tryrng to parent children. This comment is not meant to excuse the

actions of a mother who harms her child(ren). Rather, my discontent with attaching

blame solely at an individual level is that it only succeeds in providing a scapegoat

for many larger social problems such as our dismal child welfare system that leaves

over a mìllion children ( 15.6 percent of all children) to live in poverty or the lack of

resources available to women (or men) when it comes to parenting children

(Campaign 2000,2004).

Real change, then, wìll not be possìble until the rights ofchildren are

valìdated so that they are truly valued and seen as worthwhile social investments.

Even though denial is far more comfo¡table than truth, the ugly face of farnily

violence must not be hidden away. This only serves to silence the voices of survivors

(male or female). As Linda Crockett (2001: 309) writes:

Survivors, for all their visìbility in recent years, are not yet a potent social

or political force. The nature ofour wounds often keeps us from building
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the trust that is needed to create and sustain long-term projects for cultural
or political change.

Until survivors are able to speak openly about their experiences without feeling a

sense ofpublic shaming, surface solutions - such as intervention by extemal agencies

or criminal justice responses will continue to be ineffective. As Chris so rightfully

argued: "Until children's bodies and minds and souls are as important as property, it

will continue."

In addition, the role of feminisn must be detemined - padicularly rn terms of

breaking the numerous bariers perlaining to mother-daughter sexual abuse. Six years

ago, when many feminists began to address the issue of women's violence, Claire

Renzetti (1999: 52) stated that as feminists we "must owr the problem of women's

use of violence." Her statement is stil1 important today. As feminists, despite fears of

having our work used against us as a means to further advance anti-feminist

propaganda, we cannot remain rsluctant to address the issue of mother-daughter

sexual abuse. As feminists, we must continue to challenge the hegemonic versions of

mothers that are so readily accepted and so easily upheld by dominant motherhood,

fernininity, and heterosexuality discourses.

One way to achieve this objective would be to work with community agencies

who are at the frontlines ofthe anti child abuse movement. ln this legald, it is critical

that traditional belìef systems are challenged, especially since survivors nray be trying

to speak about their mother's abuse. As seen in the present study, almost all survivors

made some attempt to reach out and tell someone about the violence. Yet, for too

many women, their gallant efforts fell on deaf ears. We must work towards ending

this pattem.
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Previous feminist challenges ofdominant discursive assumptions should give

us hope. For instance, today when a woman refers to her'paúner,' as feminists, we

challenge others (and ourselves) not to assume that she ìs talking about a man.

Assumptions of heterosexism are therefore confronted. In a similar way, when a

woman discloses that she is a survivor of sexual abuse, it should not be assumed that

she is referring to a father, a step-father, or a male neighbour. This ìs not to suggest

that all discussions about violence need to be on gender-neutral tems. As I stated at

the onset of this work, I am vehemently opposed to any suggestion that male- and

female-perpetrated violence is s),rnmetrical. Instead, I am suggesting that there needs

to be more attention to the use of language as well as taken-for-granted assumptions

about violence.

While I lecognize the ìmportance of not making claims that male- and female-

perpetrated sexual abuse is s¡.mmetrical, it is also necessary to acknowledge that

survivor's experiences with matemal sexual violence cannot be understood in terms

of a unified sameness. In this work, I have tried to link the sir¡ilarities of suvivors

experiences by highlightirig the ways in which the dorninant discourses of

motherhood, feminìnity, and heterosexuality have had an impact on the complex

ways woûren cope, with, resist, survive, identìfy, and ultimately make sense of their

mothers violence. In doing so, I have largely portrayed the eight women as a unified

core. I think such an endeavour was necessary in order to highlìght the many

simìlarities suryivors share, especially considering the ostracizing impact that all

women spoke of. This impact was due, in large part, to the fact that their experiences

are generally not recognized in most social contexts. Yet, it would be inaccurate (as
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well as problematic) to assume that women's experiences are not diverse and unique,

especially along intersections ofrace, class, sexuality, etc. As such, an important next

step for future research would be to explore the ways in which matemal sexual abuse

bolh diverges and converges according to an intersectionality perspective. The merit

ofan intersectionality approach is that scholars would be able to critically analysis

dominant discourses (such as motherhood, ferr-rininity, and heterosexuality), but could

abstract gender from other dirnensions of social identity (such as race, class, or

sexuality). Specifically in the current project, such an analysis would have been

helpful in drawing imporlant insights pertaining to race, especially given that four of

the eight women interviewed had Aboriginal roots. By exploring cultural difference,

it would be fiuitful for fiture research to investigale how the related histories of

colonialism and racial oppression have affected Abonginal women who are healing

from and making sense of matemal sexual abuse.

What Survivors Want

Throughout the interviews, I wanted to respect the fact that survivors are the best

expeÉs over their lives. Following the work ofBobbie Rosencrans (1997), I have

argued that survivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse need to be spoken to and

heard. Quite simply, this is because, "If we want to know what it was like to be a

prisoner of war, we will not ask the prison keepers. We'll ask the POWs"

(Rosencrans, 1997: 13). As such, I believe that it is impofant to conclude with

survivors' words about what they believe needs to be done regarding mother-daughter

sexual abuse.
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First and foremost, survivors wanted others to know that much like male-

perpetrated sexual abuse, some mothers are sexually violent towards their children.

As Lee comments:

Nobody knows about it... lt's always about men. I think it needs to
be brought to people's attention and say, 'Look this shit does
happen.'

A sìmilar contention was made by Sandy.

There needs to be more awareness. People have to realize that it's
not only males that do it. lt's females that do il too.

Like Lee and Sandy, Chris was steadlast in her assertion that mother-daughter

sexual abuse needs to be recognized, which is evident in the following dialogue.

It exits... lt hurts almost more.... lt is real... So don't force me to keep
it a secret... Listen. Hear. Know. Believe... lt has a significant impact
on gender, on your sexuality, confusion, feeling weird, odd, and
dirty... [W]ith mother-daughter there is a permanent confusion. And
it hurts more.

(How so?)

Because it is like silence in triplicate - silence from my family,
silence from society, and silence from therapy... lt's a mixture of
denial and profound ignorance.

In par1, then, it is the multiple modes of silencìng that make the impact of

mother-daughter sexual abuse so profound. In one way or another, the silencìng

attributed to matemal sexual abuse stems fiom the assumptions held about mothers

The problem with the hegemonic influences of dominant discourses, however, is that

sulivors of mother-daughter sexual abuse are left with few linguistic resources to

make sense of the violence or as Clr¡is remarked:

It is like a bloody volcano blowing, and thât is why it is worse for me
because I can't talk about it. There is no place to put it. I can't let it
go. I can't let it blow. lt's Iike I have had to bury this volcano deep
down inside of me.
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Chris went on to comment about the consequences of her silencing.

lf it had been recognized, I probably would not have had to go
through an entire life of Hell... lwould have had self-esteem. I might
have had children. I certainly would not have gone through my
whole l¡fe feeling weird, ashamed, embarrassed, and anxious. I

would have been able to have a present instead of being dragged
down by the past - afraid of the past and afraid of the future. lt's
sad.

Another important strategy survivors felt needed to be adopted regarding

female-perpetrated sexual abuse was more education and training especially for

fiontline workers (such as therapists and investigators fiorn Child and Family

Services) and school teachers. For Robin, education is important because it is one

way that common assumptions about mothers can be broken.

There needs to be more education out there that mothers do
sexually abuse their daughters because it is not something that is
out there now.

Like Robin, Dana comments about the denìal of mother-daughter violence,

especially in the child abuse literature.

You've got to teach kids about abuse... There are all kinds of books
on touching and everything inappropriate, but nothing about the
mother touching you.

Similar to Robin and Dana, Nicky suggested that more infonlation should be

directed to school-aged children.

I think they should teach it in school. I know they teach about
sexual abuse, but I don't think they teach about mother-daughter
sexual abuse and I think they should. There could be a littie girl
sitting there and that could change her whole life if she heard that ¡t
happens and it is not her fault. That could change her whole life,
right there.

Related to education on mother-daughter sexual abuse is the need for more

publicly disseminated information on women's violence. Many survivors commented
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that the vìolence against women movement has become very visible in recent years.

Although they view this as a positive change, most felt their experiences wrth female-

perpetrated sexual abuse were being neglected or overlooked. As a result, some

women felt that there needed to be more public recognition of women's violence

Two popular suggestions were tlre distribution of posters and pamphlets. Nicky

comments on both.

There needs to be more pamphlets out there. There needs to be
more posters - things that people can see with their own eyes and
say, 'Okay, l'm not alone.' 'This happens.' Mother-daughter sexual
abuse needs to be out there like male violence is. You see posters
in a lot of places, but they don't have anything like that for mother-
daughter.

Jn addition to inviting survivors to comment on what they wanted others to

know about mother-daughter sexual abuse, I asked the women what would have made

a djfference in their lives - as children and today as adults. For Nicky, more probing

fiom frontline workers would have made a difference, because she honestly believed

that if the question ofher mother's sexual abuse would have been asked, she would

have disclosed her well-guarded secret.

lf somebody would have talked to me when I was younger... Like
they did, but they were dealing with the physical abuse from my
dad... Nobody ever said, 'What else is happening in the home'? lf
somebody would have said to me, while they were assessing me,
'What else happened to you'? Maybe I would have been able to
explain or express it or something. But nobody dìd.

Like Nicky, Robin also wished that there would have been someoue that she

could have drsclosed her mother's abuse to.

lf there was somebody that I could have turned to who actually
would have listened to me and believed me and not say, 'You are
making it up because that is your mom'... lf there was someone who
said, 'This does happen.''You're not the only person.' 'You don't
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need to be ashamed of coming forward and speaking out against
it.'

Sandy was also someone who did no1 have anyone to talk to when she was

younger even though Child and Family Service (CFS) workers came to her house to

investigate allegations of sexual abuse. Sandy believes that if the CFS investigators

had probed deeper or ifthey were not so rigid in their assumptions about the inability

of mothers to be sexual abusers, she would not have had to suffer many more years of

horrendous violence.

The authorit¡es need to take it one step further and investigate
females too. Not just males. They need to talk to the children. That
is what happened to me because the authorities never went further
than just coming into the home and saying, 'Oh, there's nothing
wrong here.'

To this end, there are many steps that need to be taken regarding mother-

daughter sexual abuse. Education obviously is a critical first step. Related to

education are prevention programs. Both could provide a valuable resource for

children and even adult survivors. Yet, these approaches are only surface solutions for

achieving significant change. Many of the common assumptions about mothers and

violence need to be challenged. To do this, women's stories of matemal sexual abuse

need to be heard. Actìon must be then taken lrom their words, which means that

mother-daughter sexual abuse must be acknowledged. There needs to be an

acceptance that such violence exists and has a profound impact on women's ability to

cope with, resist, and survive.

These may seem like simple solutions, but for many of the women

interviewed, social acknowledgements of mother-daughter sexual abuse gtve thern a

place to put their experiences. According to a letter Ch¡is wrote to me after our
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inter¡¿iew sessions were over, it gives survivors permission to s\(rrt to make sense of

the violence.

lf you ever were worried about giving women their voice, there is
maybe something you didn't quite anticipate. ln talking with you I

have been letting go of alì this horrible stuff. I have begun to have a
place to let it go to. Before now, there has never been a place to
'put it.' That's why for all my life 'it just was' and I couldn't make any
sense out of it. So you've helped to g¡ve a far more precious gift
than the voice you have helped us to have. You have helped us to
let go of carrying all this alone.
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Dear Service Care

Hearing'Silent Voices' :

Examining Mother-Daughter Sexual Abuse

Provider:

I am a PhD candidate in the Department of Sociology at the University of Manitoba.

For my dissertation, I am researchit'tg mother-daughter sexual abuse. The purpose ofthis
project is to explore perceptions of female-perpetrated sexual abuse and experiences of
being mothered (good and bad) from the perspectìve of fen'rales who have experienced

such violence.

In order to address these research objectives, I am conducting in-person interviews with
survivors of motl-rer-daughter sexual abuse. There will be a total of four interviews for
each participant - each interview lasting one to two hours. Participants will be paid $25

for each interview. This research has been approved by the Psychology/Sociology
Research Ethics Board at the University of Manitoba.

Reaching survivors is challenging - especially considering how powerful social taboos

have silenced many woÌlen who have been sexually abused by their mother. For this
reason, I am asking for your assistance, as a service-care provider, to reach women who

have experienced nrotlrer-daughter sexual abuse and who may be willing to parlicipate

in my study. Enclosed you will find an information sheet, which includes detailed
information on the project as well as my contact information.

Given the imporlance of the therapeutic relationship, I would ask that you discuss with
your client her preparedness to participate in such a project in order for her to make a

well-informed decision. While I am eager to speak with survivors, I would also ask that
your client not be unduly influenced to participate in this project, and that you

emphasize to her there will be no consequences in therapy or to the services she is

receiving if she decides not to participate. Due to the sensitivity ofthe topic,
confidentiality will be of utmost ilpofance. All of nly conversations with a woman
(including whether or not she is even padicipating in the project) will be completely

confrdential.

While there is a wealth of literature that examines the impact of male violence on

women and children, there is no Canadian research that explores survivors' accounts of
child sexual abuse when the offender is their mother. Sociological research in this area

has the potential to not only advance our understanding of this important issue, but

develop policies for attending to it as well. However, probably the greatest benefit of
such a project is tliat it is giving survivors the opportunity to have their stories told

Please feel free to contact me directly if you have any comments or concerns regarding

this research project. Thank-you for assisting me in this imporlant research,

Yours truly,

Tracey Peter
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Hearing'Silent Voices':
Examining Mother-Daughter Sexual Abuse

STUDY INFORMATION SHEET

Proiect Summary:

Research on incest and other forms ofchild sexual abuse began to emelge jn the 1970s

and 80s. Attention to this issue was largely due to the success of the women's (feminist)

movement in transfoming male vìolence against women and children fiom a private

trouble into a public issue. while great gains have been made in attending to the issue of

rnen's violence, female-pelpetrated sexual abuse of children has seldom been a subject of

rnvestìgation. ln recent years, however, growing recognition of women's capacìty for

violence has challenged traditional images of women as naturally passìve and non-

abusive. Nevertheless, it seems that, as a socìety, we are not ready to entirely accept that

women - especially mothers have the capacity to sexually abuse children. When this

form ofviolence is recognized, it is usually accompanied by moral outrage, ìn large par1

because it breaches our notions of 'female behaviour' and 'mothering.' However, mother-

perpetrated sexual abuse occurs. For this feason, rve camrot dismiss the possibility tliat

mothers have the abilìty to make cerlain choices as well as have the ability abuse power.

The purpose of this research project is to explore perceptions of female-

perpetrated sexual abuse and experiences ofbeing mothered (good and bad) lrom the
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perspective of female survivors who have experienced such violence. The most important

part of this work ìs hearing from survìvors of mother-daughter sexual abuse. You¡

experiences need to be validated and the central aim of this research is to listen and hear

what you have to say.

Your Participation:

The study that you are being asked to partìcipate in will fulhll the requirements ofa PhD

thesis in the Department of Sociology at the University of Manitoba. Your involvement in

this study involves parlicipating tn four in-person interviews to discuss your experiences

of mother-daughter sexual abuse as well as your perceptions ofmotherhood. Each

interview will be one-to-two hours in length and will be audio{aped (wrth your consent)

so that the dialogue can be transcribed by a professional tlpist to ensure that there is an

accurate record of what we are talking about in the interviews. You will be paid $25 at

the start of each interview (a total of $ 100 for all four intenriews).

Even though a professional transcription service will be used, no identifying

characteristics will be given to the transcription agency. Instead, tapes will have numbers

that will conespond with a master list available only to me (tliis file will be password

protected and stored on a personal computer). In older to ensure confidentiality, you will

be asked at the begìnning ofeach interview (tluough a consent form) not to use names

that would identity people, but rather to refer to them by relation (ì.e., 'my mother,' 'my

sister,' 'my friend,' 'my therapist,' etc.). Ifby accident, a name ìs identified during the
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course of the interview, I will erase the name f?om the tape before it is sent to the

professional transcription ser-vice.

A main reason for the multiple inter.¿iews is that it is un¡easonable to assume that you

will be able to talk about your painful abuse experiences in a one-time, one-to-two hour

intervìew with a person you have just met. Multiple meetrngs will allow me to try to

establish myself as a trustwoÍhy indìvidual who can empathize with your experiences.

Another goal of this research is to allow you to communì.cate to me ìn a way that is

comfortable and non-threatening. We all communicate in multiple ways. If non-verbal

forms of communication are easier ways to speak to me, you are encouraged (but not

obligated) to submit poems, stories, joumal entries, etc. It is imporlant that you truly feel

that you are being heard and believed.

You can refuse to answer any questions that cause you discomfort and can stop or end the

interview at any time without any negative consequences. Being involved rn thìs research

project is completely up to you. You can decide to drop out of the study at any time, as

you are under no obligation to participate. There should be no risk involved by

paficipatìng in this study. However, given the sensitive nature ofthe topic, we will start

and end each session with a'checking-ir-r' exercise (which simply consists ofeach ofus

saying how we have been feeling today). A1so, in case needed after or in-between

interviews, you are encouraged to call 24 hour Klinic crisis line at: 786-8686 It is
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impoÉant tÕ note that participation in this study, and your decision to become involved in

this project, will not affect any benefits or selices you now receive as a client at any

location where you may be receiving therapy or other treatment.

Confidentialitv:

confidentiality will be assured to all study parlicipants. However, confidentiality canr-rot

be maintained in the event of disclosure of matters related to abuse or violence against

vulnerable persons such as children and/or elderly people. I am obligated, by law, to

reporl such occuffences. Any identifying characteristics will be changed or omitted from

any writing from this research and a master list of names and codes will be destroyed

when the research is completed. The audio-taped interviews and transcripts will also be

destroyed upon completion ofthis research. All electronic information (transcnbed

interviews, contact information, etc,) wìll be saved on a password protected personal

(nolr-networked) computer within a locked facility. Any prirfed material (intervìew notes,

write-ups, etc.) will be stored in a locked filing cabinet. Electronic files will be deleted

upon completion of the project. Sirnilarly, audio{apes will be erased and all paper files

will be sh¡edded.

Additional Ethical Considerations:

Talking about sexual abuse is a sensitive topic. In order to discuss such experiences in a

safe enviromnent, a1l interviews will take place at a comrnunity health facìlity. If you feel

more comfortable at a centre that you go to for counselling or other healing-related



services, I will try to arrange for the interviews to be held there. Otherwise, intervìews

will be carried out at Klinic Communìty Health Centre (870 Pofage Ave) in Wìnnipeg. I

would also like to remind you that there is a twenty-four hour crisis line phone number

(786-8686) that you can call ifyou ever feel the need to talk to a safe person.

Distribution of the Findinqs:

A summary report of the study hndings will be made available to you if you wish and will

be mailed out to you once the study has been completed. The hndings of this study will

be used in my PhD thesis and possibly for subsequent publication.

The principle investigator ofthis study is Tracey Peter, a PhD student in the Department

of Sociology at the University of Manitoba. This study is being supervised by Dr'

Elizabeth Comack also ofthe Deparlment of Sociology, and has been approved by the

Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics Board Any concems or complaints regarding a

procedure used in tlris study can be reported to Tracey P eler a|474-8192 (e-mall:

); Dr. Elizabeth Comack ar 47 4-9673 (e-nail:

); or the Human Ethics Secretariat aT 474-7122 (e-mall:

) for refenal to the Research Ethìcs Board.

Your input ìn this study would be most valuable and greatly appreciated.

Thank you for your tine.

Tracey Peter
Principal lnvest¡gator

* There is no caller lD and Voice l\laìl ¡s protected by a securìty password.
*"AIl corresoondence is strictly confidentìal,
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APPENDIX C

Recruitment Poster



Research participants needed for the:
n'Hearing'silent Voices' Project"

HAVE YOU PERSONALLY EXPERIENCED
MOTHER-DAUGHTER SEXUAL ABUSE?

lf you answered yes io this question (and you are over 1B years old), I am

inierested in speaking with you. Mother-daughter sexual abuse can occur

eiiher alone or with another perpetrator. the "Hearing 'silent voices'
Project" is a study of personal experiences and perceptions of mother-

daughter sexual abuse. I believe that you really need to be heard and I

wunt to learn more about your perceptions and experiences of mother-

daughter sexual abuse. This project is about providing you a chance to tell

your story. Participation is completely confidential and anonymous'

All participants providing an interview will be paid $25 for
each interview. There will be up to 4 interviews that will be

1-2 hours in length

To find out more call TraceY at:

(-)

or e-mail:

umpetert@cc.u manitoba.ca

There is no caller lD and voice mail is confidential.

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics

Board at the University of Manitoba.



APPENDIX D

Consent Form
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Uxl

Department of SociologY
Universiq/ of Manitoba
Winnip€g, Manitoba
Canada R3T 2N2

s i rY i;i:TÏïi33ÍìÍJi.ifî3
oF Ñli\N I 1'() ll,1

Consent Form

lnterview #1

Hearing'Silent Voices':
Examining Mother-Daughter Sexual Abuse

Researcher:
Tracey Peter, Ph. D. Student, Department of Sociology

Supervisor:
This study is being supervised by Dr. Elizabeth comack, Deparlment of Sociology, university

of Manitoba.

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is

only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the

research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detâil

about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to

ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying

information.

Purposes:
Research on incest and other forms of child sexual abuse began to emerge in the

1970s and Bos. Attention to this issue was largely due to the success of the women's

(feminist) movement in transforming male violence against women and children from a
private trouble into a public issue. While great gains have been made in attending to

ihe is.ue of men's violence, female-perpetrated sexual abuse of children has seldom

been a subject of investigaiion. In recent years, however, growing recognition of
women's capacity for violence has challenged traditional images of women as

naturally passive and non-abusive. Nevertheless, it seems that, as a society, we are

not reaðy to entirely accept that women - especially mothers - have the capacity to

sexually abuse children. when this form of violence is recognized, it is usually

accomóanied by moral outrage, in large part because it breaches our not¡ons of
,female behavioul and 'mothering.' Mother-perpetrated sexual abuse occurs. For this

reason, we cannot dismiss the possibility that mothers are active agents who do have

the ability to abuse power. The purpose of this research project is to explore
perceptións of mother-perpetrated sexual abuse and experiences of being mothered

igood and bad) from the perspective of female survivors who have experienced such

violence.

EIt* s]+gf
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Your Participation:
The study that you are being asked to participate in will fulfill the requirements of a

doctoral ihesis in the Department of Sociology at the University of Manitoba. Your

involvement in this study involves participating in four in-person interviews to discuss
your experiences of female-perpetrated sexual abuse as well as your perceptions of
motherhood.

You will be paid $25 at the start of each interview. Each interview will be one-to-two

hours in length and will, with your consent, be audiotaped so that the dialogue can be

transcribed by a professional typist to ensure that there is an accurate record of what

we are taìking about today. You are also invited to submit any written work (e g'
journalling, poetry, etc.) that you feel is relevant to your experiences of mother-

daughter sexual abuse.

You will have the opportunity to review each interview in which you participated once

transcription has taken place. You are encouraged to comment on the contents of the

transcr¡pts and your participation is greatly appreciated.

You can refuse to answer any questions that cause you discomfort and can terminate

the interview at any time. Being involved in this research project is completely up to

you. You can decide to drop out of the study at any time, as you are under no

ôbligation to participate. There should be no risk involved by participating in this study.

However, given the sensitive nature of the topic, we will start and end each session

with a ,checking-in' exercise. Also, in case needed after or in-between interviews, you

are encouraged to call the 24 hour KIinic crisis line at: 786-8686. lt is important to note

that parlicipãtion in this study, and your decision to become involved in this project, will

not affect any benefits or services you now receive as a client at any location where

you may be receiving therapy or other treatment.

Gonfidentialitv:
Confd"ntra[ty will be assured to all study participants. However, confidentiality cannot

be maintained in the event of disclosure of matters related to abuse or violence

against vulnerable persons such as children and/or elderly people. I am obligated, by

liw, to report such occurrences. Any identifying characteristics will be changed or

omitted fiom any writing derived from this research and a master list of names and

codes will be deltroyed when the research is completed. The audio-taped interviews

and transcribed veróatim will also be destroyed upon completion of this research. AII

electronic information (transcribed interviews, contact information, etc ) will be saved

on a password protected personal (non-networked) computer within a locked facility.

Any printed maierial (interview notes, write-ups, etc.) will be stored in a locked filing

cabinet.

Distributio¡ q[ the Ej¡llj¡gs:
7@findingswillbemadeavailabletoyouifyoUwjShand
will be maiied out to you once the study has been completed. The findings of this

study will be used in my PhD thesis and possibly for subsequent publication.
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I have read, received, and understood this document explaìning the research. yes

I understand I will be asked questìons regarding my experiences ofchildhood sexual abuse

and my experiences of being mothered. Yes

Gonsent
Please read the following statements and circle either YES or NO to each'

I understand I am participating in a research study conducted by a researcher at the

University of Manitoba.

I understand this research is being conducted for the purposes of a Ph.D. thesis in the

Department of Socìo1ogy.

I understand the ìnterview will take one hour to two hou¡s to complete.

I consent to having the intervìew audrotaped

I understand that a professional typist will be transcribing the inter.¿iews, but that no

ìdentìfying information will be given to them.

I understand that I should try not to refer to people in the interview by name in order to

ensure confi dentiality.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

t\o

Yes No

Yes No

I understand I am under no obligation to participate in thìs project, and can freely choose

to end the interview at any time without any negative consequences. Yes

I understand my responses to the inteNiew questions will be stored in a computer hle that

wìI1 be password protected in a locked facility. Yes

I understand this study is confidential, meaning only the researcher will have access to the

computer file or any paper copies. Yes

I understand that any documents or materials (including joumalling alrd poetry) gìven will
be slored in a locked facility and only viewed by the researche¡. Yes

I understand this research maybe published ìn an academic or other scholarly joumals or

manuscripts. Yes

I understand that my confidential participation also nteans my name will never appeal on

any publication ofthis research, nor will anyone other than the researcher be able to yes
connect my name with the responses I give

I have had an opportunity to ask any questions, state my comments, or raise any concems

that I n-right have.

I understand that I will be paid $25 for this interview

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

1\O

Yes

Yes

No

_t\o
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the

information regarding participation in the research project and âgree to participate as a

subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors'

or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to

withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you

prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be

as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new

information throughout your participation.

Questions or concerns regarding this process may be reported to the principle

investigator, Tracey Peter, at 47 4-8192 (e-mail:
project advisor, Dr. Elizabeth Comack, at 474-9673 (e-mail:

or Dr. Stephen Brickey, the head ofthe Sociology Department at the University of
Manitoba ãt 47 4-9260 ( )'

This research has been approved by the Psychology/sociology Research Ethics Board at

the university of Manitoba. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you

may contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics secretariat at (204)

47 4-1722 or e-mail ,ca. A copy of this consent form has

been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

I agree to participate in this research study

Signature of Participanl Date (day/month/year)

Printed Name of ParliciPant

If you would like to be mailed a copy of the research

address or your e-mail address in the space provided

- 
.), or the

hndings, please hll in your mailing
below

Address of Participant (Optional)

I have explained the research study and this fonl to the parlìcipant, and I am confident that sl.re

understands ìts contents and freely agrees to participate

Signature of Interviewer Date (daylmonth./Year)
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